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Research Council and the Transportation Research Board. 

The needs for highway research are many, and the National 

Cooperative Highway Research Program can make significant 
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FOREWORD 

By Christopher Hedges 
Staff Officer 
Transportation Research Board 

This report provides an improved methodology to estimate how many internal trips will 
be generated in mixed-use developments-trips for which both the origin and destination 
are within the development. The methodology estimates morning and afternoon peak
period trips to and from six specific land use categories: office, retail, restaurant, residential, 
cinema, and hotel. The research team analyzed existing data from prior surveys and col
lected new data at three mixed-use development sites. The resulting methodology is incor
porated into a spreadsheet model, which can be downloaded from the TRB website at 
http://www.trb.org/Main/Blurbs/165014.aspx. The report indudes recommendations for 
modification of existing Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) procedures in the Trip 
Generation Handbook. This report wiH be valuable to transportation agency planners and 
developers who need to provide or fond facilities that meet the transportation demand gen
erated by new developments. 

As new development places increasing demands on the transportation system, commu
nity leaders, land use planners, developers, and transportation agency administrators need 
techniques to enable them to reliably estimate the number of net vehicle and person trips 
that will be generated by new or infill mixed-use development. 

For site impact analysis purposes, an internal capture rate that is set too !ow may unfairly 
penalize developers by making them pay more than their fair share of costs for transporta
tion mitigation measures. Conversely, an internal capture rate that is set too high may 
unfairly place this burden on the public. Both cases may result in sub-optimal build-out, 
particularly in urban areas. 

Since the internal capture rate used for a given mixed-use development can be politically 
contentious, empirical observations are needed to provide professional guidance for better 
estimating these impacts. By improving the methods for estimating internal capture, the 
process of determining developers' responsibilities for mitigating transportation impacts of 
mixed-use development will become more equitable, transparent, and open. 

The ITE's Trip Generation Handbook has established a procedure for estimating multi
use trip generation; however, the existing framework is based on a limited set of data. ITE 
advises those estimating transportation impacts of mixed-use developments to "collect 
additional data if possible." Consequently, when considering potential transportation 
impacts of proposed mixed-use developments, local and state transportation planners lack 
a comprehensive, credible data set that can be used to confirm or deny the soundness of 
proposed internal capture estimates. 

Under NCHRP Project 08-51, a research team led by the Texas Transportation Institute 
developed a methodology to provide an improved estimate of internal trips generated in 



mixed-use developments. After an analysis of existing data from previous studies, the 
research team conducted and analyzed traffic counts and interviews at sites in Dallas, Texas; 
Atlanta, Georgia; and Plano, Texas. The team developed a classification system for mixed
use developments, an improved methodology for estimating internal trip capture, a data
collection framework and methodology, and a spreadsheet estimation tool to facilitate 
application of the internal trip capture methodology. Procedures were also provided to 
enable practitioners to collect and add more data to the database, which has been provided 
to ITE. 
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SUMMARY 

Enhancing Internal Trip Capture 
Estimation for Mixed-Use Developments 

The goal ofNCHRP Project 8-51 is to improve the methodologies used to estimate the 
extent to which trips made within mixed-use developments (MXDs) are internalized or 
satisfied with both origin and destination within the development. Specifically, the project 
developed 

• A classification system ofMXDs that identifies site characteristics, features, and context likely 
to influence trips subject to internal capture; 

• A defensible improved methodology for estimating internal trip capture with reason
able accuracy; 

• A data-collection framework and methodology to quantify the magnitude of travel asso
ciated with MXDs to determine appropriate reductions below single-use trip generation 
estimates; and 

• A spreadsheet estimation tool to facilitate computations (available at http://wv·lW.trb.org/ 
Main/Blurbs/ 165014.aspx). 

The improved estimation method was developed from existing survey data from prior 
studies plus three pilot data collection surveys from this project. The method is based on 
the existing Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) procedure, but expands it to cover 
both A.M. and P.M. peak periods, six primary land uses friund at MXDs, and proximity of 
interacting land uses. This method was tested and found to reduce estimation error by about 
one-half compared ·with the existing ITE method and three-fourths compared with raw trip 
generation estimates. 

$Mmmmwy wf Firu~in~s. twne:hmsillwws, 
mnd Ree::wmmerndar[;:iwws 

Existing Practice 

f nternal capture for MXDs is of most interest to those who either prepare or review trans
portation impact analyses (T1As) for such developments; however, transportation planners 
and developer consultants are also interested in internal capture and the resulting external 
trip generation. Some additional uses include planning for transit-oriented developments 
(TODs) and preparing environmental impact statements or assessments. 

ITE provides a recommended practice for estimating internal capture and associated exter
na ! trip generation for such developments. The ITE method documented in the Trip Genera
tion Handbook (1) is the most widely used technical method. The other widely used approach 
is a policy determined flat percentage reduction in external trips. Such percentages are estab
lished by local planning, zoning, or transportation engineering officials for use in TIAs prepared 
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to support applications for zoning, subdivision, site plan approval, or access permits. The per
centages are usually arbitrarily selected for use throughout the jurisdiction. These percent
ages are most typically in the range of 10rvo, but were found to range between less than 5% 
and as much as 25%. 

The ITE method covers trips between only the three most frequent components of MXDs
office, retail, and residential. Data are available for the weekday P.M. peak hour; midday; and 
what is called "daily," but which is drawn from data collected between noon and 6:30 P.M. 

The ITE method has nothing for the A.M. peak hour. The policy percentages mentioned 
above are applied to each analysis period used. 

There is some use of invalid applications for internal capture estimation-the two 
found most frequently were use of shared parking reduction percentages and metropol
itan area travel forecast model intrazonal trip percentages. Shared parking reductions 
apply only to parking accumulations in a parking facility serving multiple uses; the per
centage reduction applies only to parking accumulation, not trip generation. Intrazonal 
trips apply to complete traffic analysis zones used in regional travel forecast models. 
Zones may range from a block to a square mile. Intrazonal trips are for the complete zone 
and are not applicable to portions of a zone. Estimates are also accurate only to a regional 
level, not a development-site level. Neither method should be used for estimating internal 
capture for MXDs. 

Six land uses are the most frequently used components of MXDs-------office, retail, restau
rant, residential, cinema, and hotel. Most major MXDs have all of these. Most other 
MXDs have at least four. Six MXDs analyzed in this project ranged in size between 7 and 
300 acres. All were single developments from one master plan developed to fully inte
grate all uses. 

Available Data 

There are very limited data available that are capable of supporting internal capture rate 
estimation methodology that can use information that is available at the time of zoning. Three 
Florida surveys plus three more conducted for this and a parallel project were the only surveys 
with enough detail to develop internal capture methodology 

• For both A.M. and P.1'v1. peak hours, 
• For use with information that is available at the time of zoning requests and can be reli

ably projected, 
• That provides the ability to analyze the effect of proximity ofland uses to each other, and 
• That is sensitive to differences in land use mix. 

Some cordon counts have been completed for various periods and could be used for val
idation testing. More data are needed. 

Internal Capture Estimation Methodology 

This project expanded the database from three to six developments and after considering 
options, extended the ITE method to 

• Add the weekday A.M. peak hour; 
• Added restaurant, cinema, and hotel land uses; 
• Created a land use classification structure that would permit disaggregation of the SL'C land 

uses to more detailed categories should enough data become available; 



• Include the effects of proximity (convenient walking distance) between interacting land 
uses to represent both compactness and design; and 

• Provide a method that could easily be put in spreadsheet form. 

The method uses the follovving inputs: 

• User-estimated A.M. and P.M. inbound and outbound vehicle trip generation for six land 
uses: office, retail, restaurant, residential, cinema, and hotel; 

• Mode split for MXD trips to/from each land use-percent by automobile, transit, non
motorized; 

• V ehide occupancy by land use; and 
• Average walking distance between land use pairs. 

The following outputs are produced: 

• A.M. and P.M. peak-hour internal person trips by land use in origin-destination form; 
• A.M. and P.M. peak-hour percent internal capture (person trips); and 
• A.M. and P.1'v1. peak-hour inbound, outbound, and total external trips (trips to and from 

the development being analyzed) by mode: 
--- Person trips; 
--- V eh ide trips; 
- Transit trips; and 
- Non-motorized trips. 

This method was tested for its ability to estimate external vehicle trip generation. The 
existing ITE method estimates produce about one-half as much error as do ITE trip gener
ation rates. The method developed in this project cuts the estimation error in half again or 
roughly to about one-fourth of the raw trip generation rates. 

The recommended method is described in Chapter 3. The researchers recommend its use for 
development<> of up to 300 acres. Further testing could validate its use for larger developments, 
but that has not yet been attempted. Due to the difference in scales and reduced levels of inter
nal connectivity, the researchers do not recommend use of this method for suburban activity 
centers or new town types of development: the researchers do not believe it-will be applicable. 

The recommended estimation method was validated by testing it against actual data from 
several MXDs. The recommended method was found to be more accurate for estimating 
external vehicle trips for MXDs than either the existing ITE method or unadjusted ITE trip 
generation rates and equations. Compared with peak-period cordon counts, the recom
mended method overestimates external trips by an average of about 1 %. More telling is an 
absolute average of about 13% and a standard deviation of about 15%. Details and com par
isons vvith the other methods are discussed in Appendix F. 

Recommended Modifications to Existing !TE Procedures 

As mentioned previously, the recommended estimation method builds on the current 
ITE internal trip capture procedures contained in the second edition of the Trip Generation 
Handbook (1). Incorporation of this project's recommendations could be accomplished by 
the following: 

L Expanding Tables 7 .1 and 7 .2 of the Trip Generation Handbook to include all six land uses 
covered in this report; 

3 
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2. Adding the proximity adjustment to be made after the unconstrained internal capture 
estimates are performed but before the balancing process; and 

3. Modifying the data-collection procedures to include those recommended in this project. 

A methodology and procedural instructions were developed for the selection of data
collection sites and for the data-collection itself. Those procedures were used to conduct 
surveys at three MXDs. The researchers recommend that additional data be collected. The 
researchers suggest that MXDs selected meet at least the following criteria: 

l. Be representative of typical MXDs being developed or being planned so the data will be of 
use for future years; the area in which the MXD is located should also be representative; 

2. Have at least four land uses; 
3. Have owners or managers who ·will permit the needed surveys to be conducted; 
4. Be easy to conduct a large enough sample for an affordable cost (in 2006 dollars, the three 

surveys each cost about $50,000 to set up, conduct the surveys, and summarize data); 
5. Be generally in range of 300 to 500 acres or less; and 
6. Be economically successful (by appearance) and mature (fully occupied for at least a year 

and in an area that is mostly developed). 

Organizations that coHect additional internal capture data are encouraged to provide a 
copy of the data and analyses to ITE for further use and future refinement of what was pro
duced in this project. 

Application in Practice 

This research project developed an improved estimation methodology and data-collection 
framework for use in estimating internal trip capture in MXDs during weekday A.M. and P .M. 

peak periods. The estimation methodology is based on weekday A.M. and P.M. peak-period 
survey data from three MXDs in Texas and Georgia (part of this project) plus similar week
day P.M. peak-period data from three developments in Florida (prior project). The six 
developments surveyed ranged from about 7 to 300 acres in size and had between four and 
six primary land uses each. 

This report presents a technical advancement beyond the internal capture method pub
lished in the 2nd edition of the Trip Generation Handbook ( l). The researchers believe that 
the limited validations conducted for the proposed estimation method confirm that the 
results provide accurate approximations of external trip generation for typical l'v1XDs con
sisting of office, retail, restaurant, residential, cinema, and hotel land uses, consistent with 
the accuracy of trip generation estimates for single-use developments as portrayed in such 
references as the 8th edition of Trip Generation (2). 

User Instructions and Cautions 

At the time of publication of this report, the approach developed in this research had yet 
not been advanced through the ITE process for development of recommended practices 
and, therefore, should not yet be considered an ITE---approved methodology. 

This report presents in frirmation in Chapter 3 on how to use the proposed estimation pro
cedure; however, the researchers and the overseeing NCFIRP project panel felt it is important 



to encourage users to adhere to the following instructions and cautions in using the proposed 
estimation methodology: 

• Identify specific land use components of the MXD and classify them into the six 
dassi:fications--office, retail, restaurant, residential, cinema, and hotel-covered by the 
estimation methodology. Any component land uses that do not fit into those six classifi
cations or are too unique to be considered normal for a classification should be kept sep
arate. No internal capture is estimated in the proposed methodology for trips benveen 
uses within each of these categories (e.g., two or more different retail uses). 

• Estimate single-use trip generation individually for each land use within the MXD. 
Then, sum the individual estimates into the six aggregated classifications: office, retail, 
restaurant, residential, cinema, and hotel. Do not combine development units into the six 
classifications and then use one single-use trip generation rate or equation to estimate trip 
generation for the aggregated land use. 

• When applying the internal capture estimation methodology, use the percentages 
suggested in Chapter 3 unless local data are available from developments similar to 
the development being analyzed. Users are cautioned that data gathered in a method dif
ferent than the data-collection methods described in this report may not be applicable and 
could produce inaccurate internal capture estimates. 

• Do not apply the internal capture percentages for this report to other land uses. Inter
nal capture estimates were not developed for land uses beyond the six classifications pro
vided herein. The extent of the internal capture for other land use pairs has not been tested 
as part of this project. 

The results presented in this report are based on surveys of SL'C MXDs, and validation was 
limited to seven such developments. As a result, some members of the project's advisory 
panel strongly recommend that additional research, data collection, and validation testing 
be conducted before the method is adopted for use in TIAs. 

Furthermore, caution should be exercised in the application of this methodology. For 
example, it cannot be concluded that the methodology ·will be appropriate for MXDs that 
differ significantly from those surveyed in this project in terms of 

• Regional context, including competing opportunities outside the development; 
• Access and parking; 
• Scale of the development; 
• Complementary land uses, including specific pairs of business types; 
• Specific residence types, 
• Other component characteristics within each land use category; 
• Proximity and connectivity between each pair ofland uses, especially the layout of the 

land uses relative to each other; 
• Other characteristics such as proximity to transit and pedestrian access ·within and around 

the site; and 
• Colder locations that might limit or constrain pedestrian traffic. 

Suggested Future Research 

Clearly, this project has made progress in estimation of internal capture; however, the data
base is stiU sparse and much that is thought to be logical about MXD travel characteristics is 
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stiH unproven and even largely untested. Two of the research efforts recommended by the 
research team include the following: 

1. Collect more data at MXDs-the researchers think data are needed from at least six more 
sites that have five to six land uses. 

" Independent of the additional data collection, test the applicability of the existing 
methodology for MXDs of different sizes, character, and land use components. Use val
idation tests similar to those used in this project. The only data needed are a complete 
directional cordon count for the A.M. and P.M. peak-hours plus development data and a 
good site plan from which to estimate proximities. 

Request for Additional Data 

Users are encouraged to collect and contribute additional data using the data-collection pro
cedures described in this report. Those data could be used to further enhance the accuracy of 
the proposed methodology and/or expand the number ofland use classifications covered by 
the methodology. New data should be frirwarded to the Institute of Transportation Engineers 
at 1627 I Street, Suite 610, Washington, D.C., 20006-4007, or by email to ite ____ staff@ite.org. 

NCtiRP Report 684 is composed of the follovving sections: 

• Chapter 1: Introduction is a summary of findings from a review of the state of the practice. 
• Chapter 2: Research Approach describes the objectives, approach, and work performed. 
• Chapter 3: Findings and Applications describes the work performed and the results, 

findings, and recommended estimation methodology. 
• Chapter 4: Conclusions, Recommendations, and Suggested Research includes those 

items plus lessons learned. Detailed procedures for computations are also included. 
• References lists the works cited in this report. 
• Appendix A: Trends in Mixed-Use Development is a description of past and expected 

trends and characteristics ofMXD. 
• Appendix B: Land Use Classification System presents a framework for classifying land 

uses for analysis of internal capture. 
• Appendix C: Procedures for Internal Capture Surveys is a detailed description of how 

to prepare for and conduct surveys to obtain data for use in analyzing internal capture frir 
MXDs. Sample forms are included. 

• Appendix D: Pilot Survey Experiences and Lessons Learned contains useful in frirmation 
for those who may be planning to conduct internal capture surveys. 

• Appendix E: Florida Survey Questionnaires presents the samples of questionnaires used 
for three Florida internal capture surveys that produced some data used in this project. 

• Appendix F: Validation of Estimation Procedure documents a test of seven MXDs for 
which recommended estimation methodology was tested for its ability to reproduce cor
don external vehicle trip volumes. 

Additionally, a spreadsheet estimation tool to facilitate computations is available at 
http://v .. rww.trb.org/ l\fain/BI urbs/ 165014-.aspx 



CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

&lat:~~Wt%Ht~ 

Problem Statement 

NCHRP Project 8-51, "Enhancing Internal Trip Capture 
Estimation for Mixed-1.Jse Developments," was undertaken 
to improve the methodology(s) used to estimate the extent to 
which trips made within mixed-use developments are inter
nalized or satisfied with both origin and destination within 
the development. Such estimates are important in determin
ing the quantities of external trips generated by mixed-use 
developments. 

To fully understand the project, it is first necessary to under
stand some of the terms used in describing the project. Terms 
are defined as follows: 

" Mixed-Use Development: A mixed-use development, ac
cording to the Urban Land Institute (ULI), is a single phys
ically and functionally integrated development of three or 
more revenue-producing uses developed in conformance 
with a coherent plan (3, pp. 4-5). The Institute of Trans
portation Engineers (TTE) suggests two interacting land 
uses compose a mixed-use development (MXD) (2). MXDs 
have internal pedestrian connectivity and share parking 
among some or most uses. An example of a true MXD 
would be a galleria consisting ofretail, hotel, office, restau
rant, and entertainment uses, possibly in separate build
ings, but interconnected and sharing parking facilities. For 
the purposes of this project, it has been deemed appropri
ate and necessary to expand this definition to include 
multi-use developments. A nmlti-use development is a real 
estate project of separate uses of differing and complemen
tary, interacting land uses that do not necessarily share 
parking and may not be internally interconnected except 
by public street and/or other public transportation facili
ties. A multi-use development example would be an activ
ity center such as Tysons Corner in northern Virginia, also 
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with a variety of interactive land uses, but relying on the 
public road system and separate parking facilities for most 
of the interaction. 

" Activity Centers: An activity center is a well-defined, fo
cused concentration of development with high density and 
a high mix: ofland uses. An activity center usually meets the 
above expanded definition of an MXD. An activity center is 
generally very large compared with other MXDs in its urban 
area and usually occupies at least several blocks. Perimeter 
Center in Atlanta is a good example of an activity center. 
This is not lo be confused with shopping centers (for which 
fTE has specific trip generation rates) ( 4, pp. 561---562); how
ever, for the purposes of this project, activity centers are not 
a focus of this research, but the estimation methodology 
may be adaptable for use in activity centers. 

" Neighborhoods and Subareas: ITE notes that any area that 
has a specific identity and generates large amounts of traffic 
could be considered an area or subarea with unique trans
portation issues (4, p. 561). For the purposes of this proiect, 
neighborhoods can be classified within this concept when 
they exhibit a mix of interactive uses. Neighborhoods and 
subareas are not specifically within the focus of this re
search; however, as with activity centers, the methodology 
developed by this research may be adaptable for use in 
neighborhoods and subareas. 

" Transit-Oriented Development: According to the Ameri
can Public Transportation Association (APTA), a transit
oriented development (TOD) is a compact, MXD near new 
or existing public transportation infrastructure that serves 
housing, transportation, and neighborhood goals. Its prox
imity to transit services and pedestrian-oriented design en
courages residents and workers to drive their cars less and 
ride mass transit more (5). For the purposes of this project, 
the research team stipulates that the development mus! be 
not only near transit, but the transit service must also be 
convenient to reach, the service must link the development 



with other complementary locations, and the development 
must include land uses that generate activity that can be 
readily used by transit patrons. 

• Internal Trip: An internal trip, as defined by ITE, is one 
that is made without utilizing the major road system (2, 
p. 85 ). For the purposes of this project, the definition is 
expanded to include travel within a highly interactive area 
containing complementary land uses and convenient in
ternal on- or off-street connections that may use short 
segments of major streets. An example might be a one
block development consisting of residential, office, and 
retail buildings with convenient sidewalk connections be
tween them and a single parking facility serving all three 
land uses. 

• External Trip: An external trip is a trip made between land 
uses within the MXD and locations outside the boundaries 
of the development. This excludes internal trips. 

• InternalTrip Capture (Site) Rate: lnternal trip capture for 
a development site is the percentage of total trips (nor
mally, but not always, vehicle trips when used for typical 
traffic impact studies) that are made internally to the de
velopment without using roads that are external to the site 
being analyzed. The internal trip capture is most frequently 
expressed in terms of a percentage or rate, but can be de
scribed in other forms such as equations. For example, if 
retail uses within an MXD generate l 0 trips, 3 of which go 
to other land uses within the development and 7 of which 
go lo external locations, the 3 internal !rips are considered 
internally captured. The internal capture is 3 out of 10 trips, 
or 30fJ'o. MXDs addressed in this project may be a part of a 
major activity center. The level of internal connectivity and 
internalization of trips may be different for MXDs and ac
tivity centers. Only J\tlXDs ofless than 300 acres in size were 
examined in this project. 

• Internal Trip Capture (Area): This area can be defined to 
include all trips made internally to a defined area such that 
the trips do not use transportation facilities external to the 
area. For the purposes of estimating impact of such devel
opments and their internal trip capture on the transporta
tion, care must be taken when considering the impact of 
the internal trips on the (major) public road system pass
ing through the area. 

• Trip Generation: Trips to or from a specific land use or a 
group of land uses constitute trip generation. Trips are 
inbound, outbound, or total. 

• Transportation or Traffic Impact Analyses (TIAs) or 
Studies (TISs): TT As are analyses of the impact of projected 
travel associated with existing or proposed land develop
ment and determination of needed access and transporta
tion system improvements to successfully accommodate 
the development without undue deterioration of travel 
conditions. 

Scope of Study 

Specifically, the project had three objectives: to develop 

l. A classification system of MXDs that identifies site char
acteristics, features, and context likely to influence trips 
subject to internal capture; 

2. A defensible improved methodology for estimating inter
nal trip capture with reasonable accuracy; and 

3. A data-collection framework to quantify the magnitude of 
travel associated with JVlXDs to determine appropriate re
ductions below single-use trip generation estimates. 

To accomplish these objectives, several !asks were completed: 

• Compilation of a state-of-the-practice summary of meth
ods in use to estimate internal trip capture for use in TTS; 

• Development of a prototypes methodology to guide the 
subsequent work; 

• Analysis of internal capture relationships; 
• Determination of data needs; 
• Conduct of a pilot survey to test the data-collection method

ology and provide additional data; 
• Identification of data gaps and suggest data to be col

lected; and 
• Documentation of the findings, conclusions, and recom

mendations. 

Following a review of available methods, it was determined 
that there were few methods and little data available that 
could credibly be used to estimate internal capture for TlAs. 
As a result, emphasis shifted from analyzing existing data to 
expanding the database through an additional pilot study. 
Subsequently, a third pilot study was made possible through 
funding of a separate project by a different sponsor (Texas 
DOT). As a result, two additional tasks were added after the 
three pilot surveys: 

1. Analysis and compilation of data in combination with data 
available from other sources, and 

2. Refinement of the estimation methodology and factors and 
conduct a verification test. 

This portion of the chapter summarizes the state of the arl 
as it was at the time the background work was completed. 

Land Use Synergy 

lnteraction ofland uses has probably existed since the first 
settlements had people who performed different types of work. 
Older towns and cities had all different types of uses within 



walking distances since walking was the principal mode of 
transportation. When suburbanization started to occur in the 
late 1800s, there began to be separations of different land use 
types. By the mid 20th century, zoning and single-use areas 
had become the normal way to develop. 

However, a new type of development began to be seen: the 
major shopping center, followed by regional malls with restau
rants, theaters, and other uses. Next came the MXDs, which 
had combinations of uses. Developers found the mixed- or 
multi-use developments appealing because such developments 
offered a way lo capture several types of development in one 
project that was larger than any single project they might cre
ate in the same place. Moreover, the interaction and sharing 
of facilities had the potential to reduce long-term develop
ment costs and increase profitability. Trends in J\tlXDs have 
progressed through many phases-------from early urban villages 
to downto..,vn complexes, early mixed-use towers, atrium de
velopments, and open centers and, most recently, to town 
centers and urban villages (3, pp. 9-22). 

What made MXDs work then and now is the interaction 
and shared-use features. The key to success is synergy between 
the land uses. Table 1 shows what ULI considers to be major 
land use combinations that have the most synergy. 

Several other factors that affect internal trip capture have 
been suggested by Steele (6)-mixing uses in proximity, clus
tering, and siting buildings to promo le interaction, connectiv
ity between buildings and parcels, and proper time-phasing. 
To those Cervera added density, diversity, and other factors in 
design such as accessibility and high-quality pedestrian con
venience and provisions (7). The Sacramento Transportation 
and Air Quality Collaborative lists land use balance as one of 
the most crucial factors in reducing off-site trips (8). Filion 
et al. found that the synergy works best if it is pedestrian
based to reduce the dependence on personal vehicle travel 
and internalize the trips (9. p. 427). 

In their evaluation of multimodal areas, Guttenplan et al. 
discuss the importance of the infrastructure for walking and 
biking when assessing the performance of the transportation 
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system (10). When evaluating internal trip capture for an area, 
site, or activity center, the presence of safe facilities for pedes
trians and bicyclists can be a factor in the ability for a project 
to attract and internalize higher percentages of trips. 

The importance of pedestrian-based design is emphasized 
in many studies promoting connections between land uses, 
but adding the transit component completes the overall pic
ture. TODs combine the MXD with good pedestrian connec
tions and direct access to transit. Portland's Land ·use, Trans
portation, and Air Quality (LUTRAQ) approach lo land use 
and transportation planning worked to reduce vehicle-miles 
of !ravel (VMT), increase transit usage, increase walking and 
biking, and reduce trips overall. Internal trip capture was 
assumed to explain a portion of the VMT reduction based on 
the design, proximity of uses, and overall accessibility ( 11 ). In 
a later study by the Oregon DOT, Reiff and Kim identified 
several similar characteristics that may influence internal 
trip capture including density; land use dissimilarity; urban 
form; proximity to complementary uses (specifically retail
residential); building coverage ratio (i.e., compactness); and 
local street connectivity (12). 

Ewing and Cervera identified a number of potential in
dependent variables that might be used to establish travel 
characteristics of MXD: land use mix, availability of conven
ience services, accessibility of services, perception of safety, 
and pleasing aesthetics (13). Much of their quantitative 
findings were derived from regional transportation models 
and may not be directly adaptable for individual sites and 
developments. 

Kittelson & Associates listed key characteristics to be ana
lyzed for MXDs when determining internal capture rate, which 
were as follows (14, p.7-1 ): 

.. Site Characteristics 
--- Development size; 
--- Land uses and quantity of development for each use; 

Parking spaces provided for each use; 
Density of development for each use; and 

Table 1. On-site support and synergy in mixed-use projects. 

--------------------------------------- _____________ }~_.,g_~~~-_()f.•?!lJl.P.!lE!l•?_;y1_1_~r_:_g,Y __________ --------------------------------------------
Retail/ Culture/Civic/ 

Land llse Residential Hotel' Entertaimnent2 Recreation 
Office 
Residential 
Hotel 
Retail/Ente1taimnent 4!14114llUP9 99999 99999 999411 

__ s;:t_1t!l1_1:<1tL<;):-:i_c:L~~(;~i:_<1t_i~'11c ________________ 11!_111_!! ______________________ lll_!!_lli'_lli' ________________________ lll_!!!_lli' _____________________________ !_lli'_lli' _______________ _ 
Bullds: 0°,,V<'I)' weak, eo,,,wcak, 00411,,moderate. 0900"' strong, 0411099,, vcry strong, 
1 Syncrgy is strongest bctween high-cnd hotels and condominiums. less so for mid-priced holds and 
residences. 
2 Restaurants and food services are the inain source of benefit for offices" 
Source: (3, p, 85,) 



- Proximity of residential and non-residential develop
ments within the development. 

• Transit Characteristics 
Bus or rail routes serving the development; 
Proximity of transit stops to the development; 
Transit assistance provided to workers by employers; 
and 
On-site connectivity to transit stops. 

• Non-Motorized Transportation Characteristics 
Internal connectivity among land uses (for pedestrians, 
bicyclists, and motorists); 
Parking spaces designated for carpools or vanpools; 

--- Fee charged for employee parking spaces; and 
--- Availability of on-site bicycle amenities. 

Gordon and Peers noted that the jobs-to-housing balance 
was a crucial component to intern a I capture of trips. People liv
ing near where they work were more likely to stay within the 
development area for daily activities (15, p. 144). The Florida 
DOT (FDOT) cites the following factors to consider when eval
uating internal trip capture: remoteness from other develop
ments and areas, development phasing, income compatibility 
between residents and patrons, competing opportunities, and 
internal circulation ( 16). 

Other factors that have been discussed by the ITE Trip 
Generation Committee during development of TTE's Trip 
Generation Handbook as affecting MXD synergy include 
competing opportunities and proximity, size of both the devel
opment and the individual land uses, maturity and viability 
of the development and its components, and compatibility of 
patron/employee income levels with the development's uses. 

Trip Capture-Sites 

The research learn reviewed websites and contacted repre
sentatives of a cross section of organizations and agencies that 
prepare or review traffic impact studies (TISs) to determine 
what surveys or other data may have been completed in recent 
years. Table 2 summarizes the responses. rt had been expected 

that a significant amount of survey data would be available 
based on responses to a 2004 ITE member survey; however, it 
was determined that respondents misinterpreted a question 
regarding data in hand. Of the 77 persons interviewed, 12 
were able to provide data either directly or indirectly related 
to internal trip capture. Some data had already been acquired 
by the research team. No additional new survey data was 
found. Some information related to regional travel modeling 
was discovered as was some general or limited findings that 
may be usable as supporting information. 

The interviews confirmed that the most frequently used 
resource for estimating internal trip capture is the ITE Trip 
Generation Handbook (2, p. V-39). It contains summaries of 
studies of internal trip capture for individual sites and devel
opments as available through 1998. With caveats, Chapter 7 
of the report provides suggested capture rates and a recom
mended procedure for use in TIS for proposed developments. 
The recommended procedure permits estimates for several 
different land uses and includes a procedure for balancing 
internalization of trips based on the size of the component 
land uses. The handbook also contains unconstrained inter
nal capture rates (!hat assume sufficient quantity of comple
mentary land use to accept internal trips) for office, retail, 
and residential land uses. These rates are based on surveys 
that had been made available lo ITE by 1998.Capture rates 
for origins within a multi-use development range between 
W!'o and 53%; for destinations, they range between 0% and 
37%. Tables 3 and 4 provide the unconstrained internal cap
ture rates used in the lTE internal trip capture procedure. 

The handbook also recommends procedures for data
collection including interview questions. The handbook in
cludes several summaries of key quantitative and qualitative 
findings from previous studies of trip generation characteris
tics at mixed-use sites. For each study, available data are pre
sented on the mix and sizes of land uses within the site, the 
level of internalization of trips within the site, overall trip gen
eration characteristics for the site, and the level of pass-by 
trips for the site. In most cases, the analyses use traditional 

Table 2. Summary of interview responses. 

Sources Have Completed 
Surveys or Other Suggested One 

Type Called Interviewed 1 Information or More Others 

Agency Rep. 35 34 3 9 

--~~~~:;~:~;:~------!---------:~---------- ----------------~;----------------- ------------------------~------------------------ ---------------------~---------------------
__ ?tl_1~r _____________________ _J __________ ~----------- ------------------~------------------ -------------------------------------------------- --------------------=--------------------

Total I 91 77 12 17 

1 Sources not in.1erviev1ed v1ere caHed at kast !wice and either dedined interview or did not 
return calls_ 



Table 3. Unconstrained internal trip capture rates for trip 
origins within an MXD. 

Weekday Percent Trips Captured Internally' 

From 
Midday Peak i P.M. Peak Hour of 

To Hour ! Adjacent Street Traffic ! Daily 

Office 
! Office i 2fJ~ i 1 %1 i 2S0 
r··1~~;:~;T·-------------i--------------··20·0~----------------i---------------------------·23·9~----------------------------i--------·22°h;·--------

! Residential i 0% 2% 2% 

Retail 
L-~~!!~-~~---------------J __________________ }2~ __________________ J _____________________________ l2~------------------------------J----------~-~!: _________ _ 
i Retail i 29% i 20% i 30% 
! Residential i 7% 12% 11 % 

Residential 
i Office i NA i NA i NA 
r··1~~;:~;-i·---------------i--------------··34·0~----------------i---------------------------·53·0~----------------------------i--------~38°h;·--------

! Residential i NA NA NA 

1 Based on limited data; NA= not available. 
Source: (2. p. 93) 

Table 4. Unconstrained internal trip capture rates for trip 
destinations within an MXD. 

i Weekday Percent Trips Captured Internally i 

[ __________ !'E·~~1 ________ _J ____________ T~-----------J:::::;:~~~~~::::::r:~~~;~s~t~;~::~~~;~:~:1:::::::~;:~~1::::::::::i 
i i Office i 6% i 6% i 2% i 
i Office i Retail . 38% . 31 % . 15% . 

i i Residential i 0% i 0% i NA : 
r----------------------------------1---(~)-ft~~~-~-----------------1---------------4-9~--------------r--------------------------2-0~---------------------------1------------:1ok------------1 

! Retail i Retail . 31 % 20% . 28% 

i i Residential i 5% i 9% i 9% : 
r----------------------------------1---(~)-ft~~~-~-----------------1---------------o-0~--------------r---------------------------2-0~---------------------------1------------3ok------------1 

i Residential i Retail . 3 7% . 31 % . 33% . 

i i Residential i NA : NA i NA : 
~----------------------------------l----------------------------------l-------------------------------------l--------------------------------------------------------------l--------------------------------! 

1 Based on limited data; NA ,, not available. 
Source: (2. p. 94) 
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TTE independent variables. In several cases, new variables are 
introduced. 

250,000 and 1.3 million sq. ft. (with three of the sites having 
less than 300,000 sq fr). 

District-wide Trip Generation Study, FDOT, District IV, 
March 1995. This studysponsorecl by FDOTwas to develop 
databases of internal capture rates for MXD sites and for pass
by capture rates. Table 5 presents a summary of the character
istics of six surveyed mixed-use sites (17). The sites range in 
area from 26 to 253 acres (with four of the sites being 72 acres 
or less). The office/commercial square footage ranges between 

Internal Trips. Table 6 lists the proportion of daily trips 
generated within the surveyed mixed-use sites, which were 
internal to the sites. The internal capture rates ranged be
tween 28% and 41 % (average 36%1 ). 

Three of the mixed-use sites were further evaluated to de
termine the internal capture rates for different types of trip
makers. As listed in Tab le 7, the internal capture rates for trips 

Table 5. Characteristics of mixed-use sites surveyed by FDOT. 

Mizner Park 30 88.000 163.000 0 Ll6 

Galleria Area 165 137.000 1,150,000 229 727-

Count1y Isles 61 59.000 193,000 0 368 

Village Commons 72 293.000 231,000 0 317 

Boca Del Mar 253 303,000 198,000 0 1,14-i 
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Table 6. Daily internal capture rates at 
FDOT sites. 

--------;~;~~~:-zr-~~--;;-~-~~~~-~-;~~~~-~~~~-------- ------~~~~;~-:-;--~-:~-~-~;~--~:-~~-----1 

~;:::~·;:;"' :;: I 

----~'-"_1_1~ri_~-'~-~~~--------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------~~s1~ ________________________ ___j 

Country lsles 

Village Commons 28% 

Boca Del Mar 

Average 

made by site workers is typically higher than rates found for 
visitors to the site (i.e., users of the mixed-use-site services). 
The rates by trip-maker are consistent across all three sites. On 
average, 37% of user trips are internal ancl 47% of worker trips 

are internal to the mixed-use site. 
Finally, three of the mixed-use sites were further evalu

ated to determine the internal capture rates of individual 
land uses. Table 8 lists the reported internal capture rates by 
land use/trip purpose. In general, the higher internal capture 

rates were reported for trips to/from banks and sit-clown 
restaurants. 

Pass-By Trips. Table 9 lists the pass-by trip proportions 

as determined through intercept surveys for the six study 

sites. Pass-by trips are made as intermediate stops on the way 

along a street on the way from an origin to a primary trip des

tination (2, p. 29). Four of the six sites have pass-by rates be

tween 26% and 29%. These rates appear to be high given the 

size and composition of the developments. Future surveys 

should attempt to verify these rates. 

FDOT Trip Characteristics Study ofMXDs, FDOT Dis
trict IV, December 1993. This study was the predecessor 

of the March 1995 FDOT trip generation study (18). Much 

of the data that were collected and many of the relationships 

derived in this first study are included in the 1995 study re

sults described previously. The 1995 study did not report on 

two relationships presented in the 1993 report: a procedure 

for estimating internal trips and internal trip capture by time 

of day. 

Internal Trip Estimation Method. Relationships were 

developed for estimating internal trips as a function of the 

Table 7. Internal trip capture rates by type of trip-maker at 
FDOT sites. 

Trip-Maker Crocker Center Mizner Park Galleria Area Average 

Users 37% 38% 37% 

\Yorkers 46% 49% 46% 

Total 41% 40% 38% 40% 

Table 8. Internal trip capture rates by land use type at FDOT sites. 

Land UseiTrip Purpose Crocker Center Mizner Park Galleria Area 

Office (Generali 11% 11% 70;0 

Office (Medical) 15% 127£1 

Retail J6l;f1 30~{; 42% 

Restaurant (Sit--Down) 54% 52S{1 

Restaurant (Fast) 26% 

Hotel 30% 

Bank 48% 62% 

Cinema 

Multi-Family Housing 11% 50% 

Retail Mall 



Table 9. Daily pass-by rates at 
FDOT sites. 

---------------;~~;--~-;~~--------------r--;;-:;-;:~-;:-~~~~-;--~:-;~-----
, 

---~~~-=~=1_:_~:-~~-t=~-------------1---------------------=~-: ______________________ _ 
Mizner Park 

Galleria Area 40% 

Country lsles 28% 

Village Commons 

Boca Del Mar 

combination of two interacting land use types in terms of de

velopment units (e.g., residential dwelling units and office/ 
retail square footage). Good relationships were developed for 
two internal trip type categories: residential-retail and retail
retail. The office-retail relationship was less definitive. 

The study presented a working hypothesis that the number 
of internal trips from one Janel use type (A) to another Janel 
use (B) within a mixed-use site is directly proportional to the 
size of Land 1Jse A and also proportional to the size of Land 
Use B. This suggests a functional relationship of the form 

Person Trips between A and B =Constant x Land Use A 
x Land Use B 

where: 

Land Use A= total site Janel use of Type A in residential 
units or 1 ,000 sq ft; 

Land Use B =total site land use of Type Bin residential 
units or 1,000 sq ft; and 

Constant =a value that is solely a function of the two 
land use types. 

In the equation shown above, the constant can be derived 
from information collected on person trips between different 
land use types and on the sizes of these different land uses. 
Tab le l 0 shows the clerivecl constants. 

Application of these coefficients was tested for the three 
MXDs. Table l l shows the results (not incluclecl in lTE Trip 
Generation Handbook [1]) (16, p. V-39). Two of the three 

Table 11. Comparison of internal trip 
capture: estimation model vs. actual. 

Trip Capture 
MXD 

Model Estimate Actual 

Country T sles 33JJ% 

Village Commons 31-9% 27-5% 

Boca Del J'v1ar 35Jl% 32.7% 

Source: (18, p. V-39) 
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estimates were within 15% of actual; the third differed from 
actual by about 25%. 

This study also collected information on internal capture 
rates by time of day. Table 12 shows the total internal capture 
rates for the three surveyed mixed-use sites. The estimated 
daily, midday, and evening peak period internal capture rates 
are quite similar. The mean values for the entire surveyperiocl 
shown in the table have a high degree of statistical validity; 
the maximum two-tailed errors calculated using the binomial 
distribution, with 9ocY<.1 confidence-level methodology, are all 
less than 5%. 

This report also identified the percentage of employees 
who are also residents and vice versa (18, p. V-27). Table 13 
shows the findings for each of the three developments (not 
included in ITE report [1]). The 16% to 19% of employees 
being locally employed are possibly a major factor in the re
ported internal trip capture rates. 

Trip Generation for MXDs, Technical Committee Report, 
Colorado-Wyoming Section, ITE, January 1986. Th is stu cly 
included interviews to determine whether persons entering 
ancl leaving mixed-use sites came there for multiple purposes 
(19 ). Table 14 lists the size and mix of land uses at the eight 
sites with interviews to ascertain internal trip-making. 

Internal Trips. A key piece of information collected was 
the number of trip purposes that a respondent accomplished 
on the particular trip to the mixed-use site. Overall, a major
ity (77%) of the interviewees indicated that their trip involved 
only a single stop within the mixed-use site, but this still left a 
significant proportion (23'.Yo) who indicated they were making 

Table 10. Internal trip coefficients for paired land use types. 

Paired Land Uses 
J\lidday Peak Period 

(12 noon-2 P.M.) 

Evening Peak 
Period 

(4 P.M.-6 P.M.) 
Daily 

1 
Residrntial/Retail I 0.00082 i 0.00103 0Jl0557 

r---1~~~~;-j~}~-~~~;-i-----------------------------r------------------o-:~i1_2_i_9-------------------r----------~;:;-;~;9;;-5------------- ___________ o ___ (j_7:~~;:;----------

Office/Retail 0.00087 0.00024 0.00232 
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Table 12. Internal person trip ends by time of day. 

Time Period 

Daily 

Midday Peak Period (12 noon 2 P.M.) 

Evening Peak Period (4 P.M. 6 P.M.) 

Average Recorded 
at Three Sites 

30% 

Range Recorded 
at Three Sites 

2833% 

30 35% 

2832% 

Table 13. Percent locally employed residents and 
locally residing employees. 

Residents employed within 
development 
Employees residing within 
development 

Country isles 

16.1% 

two or more stops within the mixed-use site. Based on these 
interview results, the study authors estimated that 25% of an 
otherwise total number of trips generated by individual trips 
were eliminated with the linking of internal trips within the 
eight surveyed mixed-use sites. 

Table 15 presents the number of trip purposes/stops 
reported by survey respondents. The responses are arrayed 
according to the primary destination. Office buildings and 
a post office generated the greatest number of multi-stop 
trips. Theaters, restaurants, and banks !ended to generate 
lower-than-average numbers of multi-slop trips within the 
mixed-use site. 

The Brandermill Planned Unit Developments Traffic Gen
eration Study, Technical Report, JHK & Associates, Alexan
dria, Virginia, June 1984. Brandermill is a large, planned 
MXD (and, in many respects, is a small town/village) located 
approximately lO miles southwest of Richmond, Virginia. At 
the time of the study (20), there were approximately 2,300 

MXD 
Village Commons Boca Del Mar 

NA 0.9~?0 

16.8% 18.9% 

occupied dwelling units, with 180 townhouse-style condo
miniums and 2,120 single-family detached units. Commercial 
development consisted of an 82,600-sq ft shopping center; a 
63,000-sq ft business park; a 14,000-sq ft medical center; and 
a 4,400-sq ft restaurant. There were also recreational facilities 
including a golf course, tennis courts, swimming facilities, 
and several lakeside recreation facilities. Finally, there was a 
day-care center, a church, an elementary school, and a mid
dle school. The study had the overall goal of determining !he 
onsite (internal) and off-site (external) traffic generation al 
Brandermill. 

Internal Trips. Based on the various data collected, !he 
split between internal and external trips was estimated. As 
Table 16 shows, 51 % of the daily trips, 55% of !he P.M. peak
hour trips, and 45%1 of the A.M. peak-hour trips were inter
nal to (or captured within) the mixed-use site. Additionally, 
46% of the persons employed in Brandermill also reside in 
Brandermill. 

Table 14. Characteristics of mixed-use sites with interviews. 

Site 
Size 

(sq ft) 

240.917 

Land Uses 

Retail, General Office, Government Office, Restaurants, Health Club, Bank 

~~ 
»·········~··········· ............ ' .. l.~:~~~ ........... J..1~.~~:i.l, .. ~.~~~~111:~1.1~~' .. ~:1.:~~~~r.:.:~~~~~.:.~~1~.:.fll.1~.~~.:t ............................................................ . 

5 1,000,000 I Regional Mall, Retail, Restaurants, Banks, Office, Theaters 

8 300,000 Retail, Hardware, Restaurants, Supermarkets, Post Office 
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Table 15. Percentages of persons within multi-sites by 
number of purposes (stops) and by primary destination. 

Primary Destination 

Number of Purposes/Stops Stated by 
interviewee 

------;--;~;;:~-;;~-~-----r-;-;-~-;~~~~~---r---~-=--;-~-;~~~:~------

Bank/Savings and Loan 8300 8'-lv i 9% 
------------------------------~----------------------------------- -----------------------------------1---------------------------------1-----------------------------------------

Hardware Store 76% 22% 2% 

Supermarket 77%1 17% 6% 

Theater 93% 7% OlJ{1 

Office/Work Site 68% 31% 1% 

Small Retail Shop 73% 14% 13S{1 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------r--------------------------------t-----------------------------------------

Restaurant 85% i 12% i 3% 

Health Club 71 % i "9% 0% 

---;;;~~-;-;;~~-;-~~------------------------------------- -------------~;=~-------------j-----------;~;------------1----------------~;~;,;---------------

Total (Average) 77("lo 

Travel questionnaires were distributed to residences and 
used to measure the level ofinlernal !rip ends for home-based 
trips. As Table 17 shows, approximately 35% of the daily 
home-based trips from Brandermill residences are linked 
with trip ends within Brandermill. Over 39% of the daily trip 
ends to Brandermill residences began within Brandermill. For 
the shopping center trips within Brander mill, approximately 
two-thirds of the trips originate within Brandermill during 
the midday and evening peak hours. These internal percent
ages are higher than the Florida examples. 

Other Surveys. As previously mentioned, a study by the 
Colorado/Wyoming Section Technical Committee oflTE in
cluded surveys of eight MXDs ranging in size between about 
95,000 and l million sq ft with varying combinations of com
ponent land uses (19). That study recommended that peak
hour trip generation rates be reduced by only 2.5% even 
though the surveys showed 25% internal trips. The reason is 
that driveway counts showed a lower reduction below esti
mates based on ITE rates. While one of the most ambitious of 
the early studies of internal trip capture, this study illustrates 
a key point: survey responses depend on how a question is 

16% 7% 

worded, and asking how many trip purposes are being sat
isfied on one trip to a development may not yield the same 
responses as asking how many stops or how many differ
ent businesses were visited within the development or how 
many driving !rips would have been needed otherwise. It also 
demonstrates that the effect of a successful (financially) de
velopment's additional trips may overshadow internal trip 
capture (this is also one reason why trip generation data are 
so highly dispersed). For this project, the research team sought 
out developments that appeared lo be active and had low 
vacancy rates. 

TTE recently conducted a member survey asking about avail
ability of additional studies on internal trip capture (21). The 
survey identified methods currently being used to estimate 
internal trip capture. Unfortunately, a question that inquired 
about trip capture data was misunderstood, and responses in
dicating 48 sources for additional information were incorrect. 
Other findings are described later in this section. 

ln Transportation Research Record 1617, Steiner studied six 
shopping districts that were integrated within residential areas 
and found that in these districts walking was more prevalent, 
ranging from 24'.Yo to 41 cy,_1 of users studied (22, p. 29). Steiner 

Table 16. Split between internal and external trip ends 
at Brandermm. 

------------------~-~i-~_: _________________ J_ ____ :~:~~:--~-~"-~-~-~-~-~------ -----~:~~:--~-~"-~-~-~-~-~----- ----------------~-"-il_~----------------
Total Generated I 2Sl0 2,935 33,540 

External Trips 1,420 1,325 16,280 

Internal Trips 1,150 (45%) 1,610 (55%) 17,260 (51%) 
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Table 17. Internal trip ends linked with Brandermm residences and 
retail centers. 

~~ 
l----~--~:~'1_:_~~--~-1~-:~I-: _______ J ______________________________________ :~-]-~0----------------------------------------- --------------------------------------~"~_~'---------------------------------------

Daily I 35% 39% 

Hours i S~op~ing c~nt~r trips with . S~o~pin~ c~nter trips wi~h 
___________________________________________ J ______ c!;:_s_t_1i1_ll_t_i!_li1_~_-"-'_i!l1_1_11 __ !~Ell.l1_~~E!l1_1_ll ________ -----------'~i:_1g1_11_~-~~1_t_!i_i11_ __ i!t:_li_i1_ci_t:i:_111_~l_l ___________ _ 

11 A.M. to 1 P.M. I 66% 65% 

---~-l~::~: __ t_~-~--l':_1'1_: ______ J _______________________________________ ~~-~~' ________________________________________ ---------------------------------------=-~-~--------------------------------------
used the fTE rates for shopping centers, rather than for mixed 

use. Steiner compares trip rates from both ITE and NCIIRP 
Report 187 (23) with the local daily trips that occurred in the six 
shopping districts studied and found situations where the ITE 
and NCHRP methods overestimate and underestimate trips 
when compared with the local data (22, p. 35 ). Kittelson & 
Associates conducted surveys for three mixed-use sites in 

Florida: the Crocker Center, Mizner Park, and the Galleria 
area. They found that the rate of internalization of trips ranged 
between 38% and 41 % (14, pp. 5-7). 

Mehra and Keller reported relationships between the per
centage of internal trips and the ratio ofoffice space to residen
tial units and the ratio of commercial space to residential units 
(24). Based on a Richmond Regional Planning District Com
mission Planned Unit Developments study they had reviewed, 
they reported finding that A.M. peak-period home-based work 
trips were internalized at rates between 0% and aboul 15% 
and that midday home-based other trip internal percentages 
ranged up to more than 40%. Both percentages increased as 
the ratio of office or other commercial space per dwelling unit 
increased in ranges of more than 80 sq ft/dwelling unit. 

JHX & Associates conducted a shared parking study for 
San Diego that included user surveys. Table 18 shows the re
sults of surveys of office worker trips to internal destinations 
in two MXDs (25). For both developments, 6% of the mid
day trips made by office workers are to onsite locations. 

Table 19 shows the percentage of internal trips to restau
rants and retail for five San Diego MXDs. Also shown are per
centages of trips made by walking. 

Trip Capture-Activity Centers 

fn a comprehensive study of suburban act1v1ty centers, 

Hooper conducted interviews of employees, patrons, and vis
itors to office, retail, residential, and hotels within some of the 

largest U.S. suburban activity centers (SACs) (26). That re
search developed a comprehensive procedure for determining 

travel patterns, including trips internal to the activity centers. 
Data were collected al the six SACs listed in Table 20. Tn the 
following discussion, larger centers refer to the three centers 
having at leas! 15 million sq ft of office/retail space in each; 
smaller centers refer to the remaining three, which have less 
than 8 million sq ft. 

For activity center residents, Hooper found that 13% to 
50% of employed residents work within the activity centers, 
with the average being 27% to 33% based on activity center 
size and whether they lived in owned or rented dwellings. An 
average of 50% of office employees was found to make mid
day trips outside their buildings; 20% to 33% of those trips 

were internal to the activity centers. Work-related, eating, 
and shopping trips were the most common midday trips for 
office employees. The study also examined stops to and from 
work during peak periods and found that such stops within 
the activity centers were made on an average of 13910 to 15% 
of the trips. 

Table 18. Internal trips by office workers to 
onsite destinations. 

i Internal Trip Purpose 
i 

i Office work location to 
i 

Internal Trips 

Marriott i La ,Julia Village 
Mission Valley I Professional Center 

!--:~)~~;~;~----------------------------------------- -----------------~6:;~-----------------1---------------------------~:~;---------------------------
: : 

[ __ ~:_a_t __ ~r-~~-1__________________________________________ -----------------~~~~~---------------J_ ___________________________________________________________ _ 
i Health Club i 
i i 
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Table 19. Percentage of internal trips to restaurants and retail. 

Component Land Uses 

MXD Restau- Gen'I J\ledkal Resi-
rant Onice Ofl1ce Cinema Hotel dential 

La Jolla Village 23'-lv 14% • • • 
University Square i 15% 14% JOi _,c 10% • • 
Hazard Center 21% 6% 21Yfo 18% • • • 
La JV1esa Village ! 25% 21 % 13% 17% . • • 
p~;-;·;·r::;~;;~--Pi~;~~-r--·-4qi ________ ---------2·5··------- --------------------- ------------------------ -------~------r------~--------- ------------------

Hooper found that internal trips involving retail centers 
within activity centers were higher in larger activity centers. 
P.M. peak-hour internal !rips averaged 24S·o (7% lo 57% range) 
while midday !rips averaged 37fJ'o (7% to 68% range). In the 
A.M. peak periods, hotel trips internal within the large and 
largest activity centers averaged 19% and 37fJ'o, respectively, 
and 27%1 and 36fJ'o in the P.M. peak period, respectively, with 
the internal percentage increasing with the amount of activity 
center office space. 

Table 21 presents a summary of some relevant relation
ships reported by Hooper in NCHRP Report 323. Many of the 
internal trip percentages resemble the 30% order of magni
tude reported in some of the studies previously mentioned. 
From the information provided, it appears that the larger 
SA Cs have higher percentages of internal capture. This is log
ical since larger activity centers (1) offer more opportunities 
to meet traveler needs and (2) similarly offer more choices to 
meet a given need. 

Zietsman and Joubert conducted extensive studies at three 
J\tlXDs in South Africa (27. 28). They distinguished between 
internal trips made out of pure convenience and planned in
ternal !rips that would have saved a trip on the external road 
network. Internal capture rates ranging from 5% to 3JfJ.'o were 
observed depending on factors such as center size, types of 
secondary land uses, and weekends versus weekdays. 

Cervera found that the existence of a retail component in 
office buildings in major activity centers was associated with 
an 8% reduction in vehicle trip rates per employee (29). Filion 
et al. found that over 40% of office building employees make 
restaurant trips outside their buildings, but internal to the 
activity center, averaging 2.2 such trips per week (9, pp. 420, 
428-434). Aboul one-third make similar trips for shopping, 
averaging aboul 1.6 trips per week. Four times as many retail 
customers said they shopped within the activity center due to 
location rather than because of specific retailers located there. 
About 55cy,_1 of the internal trips are made on foot (compared 
with 26% driving and 19% by transit), with preference being 
given to "easy and pleasant" (pedestrian environment, no traf
fic conflicts) walking experiences. The researchers noted that 
more internalization of trips resulted from better balance, 
proximity, and pedestrian connectivity of interacting uses. 

Trip Capture-Neighborhoods, Small Communities, 
and Subareas 

Several studies have been conducted in neighborhoods and 
subareas to assess the amount of trip internalization as well as 
the differences in vehicle trip generation. Some have used 
regional travel modeling to compare characteristics of neigh
borhoods or areas with different design characteristics. The 

Table 20. Characteristics of NCHRP Report 323 study sites. 

Bellevue (\VA) i 4.7 tniUion i 12,880 3 roillion 6.150 I 1?000 I N/A 
___________________________________________ _! _________________________________________ _! __________________________ ------------------------------------------------- -------------------------~----------------~---------------------------

South Coast Metro 
(Orange Co., CA) 
T'ysoos Comer 
(Fairfax Co., VA) 
Parkway Center 
(Dallas. TX) 

Perimeter Center 
(Atlanta, GA) 
Southdale 

3.5 million 10,465 

17 .0 million 35/)20 

13.0 million 39JJOO 

13.0 million 32-5fJO 

4 million 6,865 1,800 2,300 

7 million 13,355 3,100 15/JOO 

2 million 3-430 1,800 206 

3 million 5J50 910 2,000 

4.0 million L\, 700 3 million 6,155 2,200 3,000 
1~I\i1_i~1r_1~-~f:'~_li_~: __ ~I_1'J2L______________________________________ _ _________________________ -------------------------------------------------- _____________________________________________________________________ _ 

Source: (21 
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Table 21. Internal trip-making characteristics at NCHRP Report 323 
study sites. 

OFFICE EMPLOYEES 
Percent who make an interm('Diate stop within SAC 

• on the way to work 
• on the way home from vmrk 

Percent who make midday trips internal to the activity center 
• SACs with high level of professional employrnent 1 

Average Range 

7% to 15% 
6% to 16% 

29% to 33% 
20% to 23% 

______________ .. ________ 5)_'.l\_~_s __ ~':i_l~ __ l()_'"'.' __ 1_"\'-"l_()f_ll~()_t:"~~l()_11'1:l __ <:_ri1El()J_[l1_"l1_t__________________________ _______________________________ ---------------------------------------------

OFFICE VJSITORS-Percrnt from within activity center 
• A. iVL peak period 

o all SACs 
o smallSACs 
CJ large SA Cs 

• P_M. peak period 
o all SACs 
CJ small SA Cs 

30% 
54% 

33% 

________________________ <:> _______ l_[!~g-" __ 5)_'.l\_~_s___________________________________________________________________________________________________ -----------~-~~1o ___________ ---------------------------------------------

REGJONAL MALLS Percrnt trips which are internal to SACs 
• Midday 

o all SACs 
CJ small SA Cs 
o large SACs 

• P.M. peak period 
CJ all SACs 
o small SACs 

37% 
23% 
47% 

24% 
14% 

7% to 68% 

7% to 57% 

_________________________ ":' ______ _l;i_1:g<?:_~-~~~--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -----------~-~_'!(, __________ ---------------------------------------------

EMPLOYED RESIDENTS Percent who work within SACs 
• all 13% to 50% 
• small SACs 

_____________ ., ________ l_[!~g-" __ 5)_'.l\_~_s ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________ -----------~~~----------- ---------------------------------------------

HOTEL TRIPS Percent internal to SACs 
• A.M. peak period 

o all SACs 
CJ small SA Cs 
o large SACs 

• P.M. peak period 
CJ all SACs 
o small SACs 
CJ large SACs 

27% 
36Sfo 

15% to 46% 

1 Sites with at least 60% of the work force in professional, technical, manageriali or administrative positions. 
Source: 2, 26. 

research team chose not to include those here since the level 
of detail is insufficient for use for development sites and the 
need is for primary data. 

reducing vehicle trip generation rates (3 l ). She cautioned that 
other factors such as income, household size, and other fac
tors affect transportation choices and highlighted the impor
tance of separating the effects of those factors. In comparative surveys of Austin, Tex:as, neighborhoods, 

Handy found that walkable neighborhoods with neighbor
hood shopping could generate 6.3 walking trips per (adult) 
resident per month to internal neighborhood retail establish
ments and that 77% of those apparently substituted for driv
ing trips (30). This might correspond to a reduction in the 
residential vehicle trip rate of 3% to 5%. 

Steiner added that higher density puts destinations closer 
together, making it possible to walk for some trips, thereby 

Ewing et al. used regional travel surveys to identify internal 
travel within suburban communities in Florida that ranged in 
size between about 600 to more than 15,000 acres (32). Al
though this is not the development scale sought for this re
search, it is interesting to note that within complete suburban 
communities, internal trips averaged about 25% but ranged 
between OfJ'o and 57fJ'o. Ewing et al. attributed the variation to 
two factors: ( 1) larger population communities had higher 



internal capture rates, and (2) lower regional accessibility re
sulted in higher internal trip capture. This finding is rele
vant when considering the relative attraction of an internal 
complimentary use destination given access to similar off
site opportunities of a similar type. According to this study, 
easy access to regional areas decreases the attraction of ful
filling several trip purposes without increasing trips on non
internal roadways. 

Rutherford et al. found that in multi-use neighborhoods, 
the total number of trips were about the same as for subur
ban single-use neighborhoods but walk trips accounted for 
about 8% more of the total trips (33). Vehicle availability 
did not seem to be a factor, but higher household income 
was associated with fewer walking trips. Over 70910 of the 
walking trips were Yi mile or less, and about 40910 were less 
than ~~mile. Less than 10% were over a mile. This confirms 
the importance of proximity and walkability in internaliz
ing trips. 

Gordon and Peers note in their research on pedestrian 
design for a mixed-use community in Sacramento County 
(Laguna West) that based on the correlation that the National 
Resources Defense Council has established between urban 
density ancl automobile usage, this development may have a 
reduction in VJ\fl' on the order of20% to 25% (15, p. 144). 
Furthermore, they noted that the job capture rate in this area 
averaged between 15% to 20% oflocal residents holding jobs 
internal to the area, thus reducing trips and increasing the 
potential for walking (15, pp. 144-145). 

A 2003 cordon count of Celebration, Florida-a l 0-year-olcl, 
self-contained MXD of 3,500 developable acres-compared 
a three-weekday cordon traffic count to estimated trip gen
eration for development existing at that time based on ITE 
trip generation rates. The comparison indicated that actual 
daily external trips were 27. 7fJ'o less than ITE-based estimates. 
P.M. peak-hour counts were 31.8% less than ITE-based 
estimates (34). 

\Vhen analyzing the impact of smart growth site design 
using a !ravel modeling process for a project in Atlanta, 
Vlf alters, Ewing, and Schroeer suggested that good site design 
using TOD and MXD principles conservatively resulted in a 
14% to 52% reduction in travel. This evaluation utilized 
INDEX software in the modeling process, which is discussed 
later in this chapter (35). 

A study was conducted to compare trip-making character
istics between a traditional neighborhood development (TND) 
in Chapel Hill, North Carolina (Southern Village) and a con
ventional residential neighborhood in Carrboro, North Car
olina (.36). The TND was comprised of920 occupied dwelling 
units ( 611 single-family, 197 apartments, ancl 112 condomini
ums); 30,000 sq ft of retail (including a 5,800---sq ft grocery 
store an cl a four-screen movie theater); 95,000 sq ft of office; 
a 90,000---sq ft elementary school (with 606 students); a 
6,000---sq ft daycare center; and a 27,000---sq ft church. 
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A survey of TND residents found that TND households 
made about the same number of total trips, but made fewer 
automobile trips and fewer trips external to the site when 
compared with households in the conventional neighbor
hood. A survey of the TND businesses found that 5.2% of 
the employees live within the TND, 39.2% of the business 
customers/visitors live in the TND, and 18.1% of trips to 
TND businesses are by walking. 

Based on the survey results and vehicle counts taken at the 
neighborhood access points, the study estimated 20.2% inter
nal capture of all trips made to or from businesses and house
holds within the TND. The comparable surveys and counts 
at the conventional neighborhood measured 5.5% internal 
capture. The study postulated that the difference in internal 
capture (14.7%) is the product of the TND mixing of uses 
and spatial characteristics. 

Other Related Findings 

One of the trip characteristics that may be needed to esti
mate internal trip capture is trip purpose. The International 
Council of Shopping Centers conducted surveys in 2003 to ob
tain detailed information on typical office worker lunchtime 
activities ancl shopping habits during and after the workday 
(37). Based on about 500 completed interviews in both subur
ban and downtown locations, retail density is no! a crucial fac
tor: employee mode of transportation was more important, 
with driving employees spending nearly 30% more per week 
on each category (shopping, food, and convenience items). On 
average, office workers bought lunch outside their offices three 
out of five clays a week (more often downtown than in sub
urbs). Some 62% shopped before, during, or after work at least 
once a week (slightly more in suburban office locations), with 
an average of2.6 shopping trips per week. Office workers were 
reported to make about twice as many shopping trips close to 
home than dose to work. Of their shopping expenditures, al
most 60% were on clry goods ancl about 40910 on convenience 
items. In addition, 32910 of respondents socialize after work at 
least once per week with most stopping one or two times dur
ing the week. Those stopping after work for food ancl drinks 
were about twice more likely to stop closer to home than closer 
to work. 

TCRP Report 95, Chapter 15: Land Use and Site Design, 
Traveler Resp(inse t(i Transp(irtation S)'stem Changes contains 
information related to analyzing transit ridership and other 
travel relationships lo land use and site design features (38). 

This report is a compilation of a large number of sources, 
some of which are related to internal trip capture. 

This report concluded that transit mode choice ancl ridership 
are highly related to development density if it is coupled with a 
higher level of transit service. Density alone is not enough (38, 

p. 15-10 ). Similarly, non-motori zecl travel (primarily walking 
and biking) increases with density, but in conjunction with 
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more land use mixing, compactness involving interacting uses, 
and pedestrian connections. This report concluded that density 
was not found to be significant by itself in some cases. This 
report also reports more walking in traditional neighborhoods 
(mixed use) than in late 20th-century planned unit develop
ments. This report also contains a finding that transit rider
ship declines with distance of housing to transit, falling l % 
to 2% per 100-ft increase in walking distance (38, p. 15-31). 

A California DOT (Callrans) fonded study confirmed 
that residential density is insignificant (correlation -0.025) 
in affecting transit ridership within a 1-mile radius of a tran
sit station (36). Street connectivity was found to have the 
highest correlation ( +0.373). Walking distance to the transit 
station was found to have a significant affect, as Figure I 
shows. The number of walking conflicts is more influential 
(---0.11 correlation) as is presence of sidewalks on one or 
both sides of the street ( +0.171 and +0.150, respectively). 
That research concluded that sidewalk width, landscaping, 
and number of intersections have insignificant influence on 
transit ridership. 

TCRP Report 95, Chiipter 15 also reports that vehicle trip 
generation is l % to 3% less when improved pedestrian access 
is provided at regional shopping centers and 6% to 8% less 
for office employee vehicle trips at the edge city office build
ings containing retail (38, p. 15-12). This source also reported 
that Steiner found decreased vehicle use in higher-density 
residential areas because of closeness, safety in numbers, and 
attraction of supportive lifestyles that support walking (38, 

p. 15-18). The report contains elasticities of-0.10 for total 
VMT related to density and -0.05 for vehicle trips related lo 

0 500 1000 

density, but ( 1) those elasticities reflect other urban area con
ditions and (2) the elasticities are derived from regional travel 
forecasting zonal databases and may not be directly transfer
able for this internal trip capture research (38, p. 15-23). The 
same report shows that good pedestrian environment and 
transit versus bad results in about 21 % less trips per house
hold and 46% less household VMT (38, p. 15-28). 

TCRP Report 95, Chapter 15 also examined the relationship 
between jobs/housing balance and trip making. Most find
ings showed significantly better balance results in shorter 
trips, but not fewer trips (38, p. 15-41 ). The quantified results 
reported in this report varied widely, bu! one finding was that 
the "best new communities in the United States" are estimated 
to achieve 31 cy,_1 to 3 7% intern a I commutes (38, p. 15-41 ). Job 
balance was also reported to result in employees taking jobs 
closer to home, although the quantification relates to inside 
or outside city of residence rather than distance per se (.38, 
pp. 15-44 through 15-45). The same report indicates that 
land use balance/mix has an elasticity of ----0.10 related to 
household VMT and that land use balance/mix has an elas
ticity of +0.23 related to walk/bike trip elasticity (.38, pp. 15-47 
through 15-51). Another source quoted in this report indi
cates that local land use balance/diversity has an elasticity of 
-0.03 related to vehicle trips (.38, p. 15-48). 

The same report contains information on residence and 
shopping land use mix in traditional neighborhoods-those 
with shopping in or adjacent to and well connected with hous
ing areas. Table 22 shows the relationship between the percent
age of survey respondents living within :1; mile of shopping and 
the number who reported walking to shop (.38, pp. 15-52 

1500 2000 2500 3000 

Distance from Project to Station, in feet 
Source: 39. p. 101. 

figure 1. Percentage of transit commutes by walking distance from station. 



Table 22. Comparison of shoppers who walk to shopping with 
percentage of residents within one-half mile of shopping. 

Traditional Shopping Area 
Residents Living 
within 1/2 Mile of 

Shopping Area 

---~=~~-=~~--".".:~jl~i-~-~-!~i-~~---j 
Week day ! Saturday i 

Rockridge Market Hall (full array. restaurants) 24% 26% , 28% i 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1------------------------------l 

Rocklidge-AJcatraz (grocery, specialty) 40% 38% 41% 

Elm wood (convenience, specialty I 33% 28% 36% 

El Cerlito Plaza (full array) J 2~?0 1()% 10% 

Hopkins Specialty (food) 32'-lv 23% ~9{;{1 

Kensington (convenience? services) 58% 20% 27% 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------r----------------------------i 

AH Areas 32% 24% ! 28% i 
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through 15-53 ). This table shows a very close relationship 
between residential location and the percentage of residents 
who walk. 

Hooper showed in activity center surveys that an inte
grated development-the Dallas Galleria-had a midday 
walking trip share of 17% while other suburban activity cen
ters with nearby, but mostly auto-accessible, complementary 
uses had walk shares ofonly 2% to 7%1 (38, p. 15-61). 

TCRP Report 95, Chapter 15 reports that land use mix: in 
activity centers reduce midday vehicle shares, at least to major 
retail, and that land use mix influences choice of vehicle or 
walk access, with greater mix associated with less vehicle use 
and more walk access (but not transit access) (38, p. 15-55). 
Another researcher found that vehicle trip generation rates at 
office buildings in suburban activity centers were 6% to 8% 
lower than normal and transit trips were about Y-Yr.1 higher 

than normal. The same source reported vehicle occupancy 
rates for l million---sq ft office buildings averaged 0.8 more 
passengers per work trip than for buildings half that size (38, 

p. 15-62). For activity centers with major office concentra
tions, for every 10% addition of retail or commercial uses, 
there was a Y!'o increase in non-single occupant vehicle com
muting (HUO elasticity) (38, p. 15-64). Similarly, it was re
ported for Seattle that walking is about twice as prevalent in 
mixed-use neighborhoods than for suburban-type neighbor
hoods, although walk percentages varied by location in the 
region (38, p. 15-72). 

The same report shows that household income has more 
effect on mode choice and on total trips per household than 
does whether the development is a traditional or conven
tionalsuburbanneighborhood (38, p.15-78). Table 23 shows 
results of a survey in Orange County, California. Similar walk 

Table 23. Trip rates and mode share in different 
neighborhood types, Orange County, California. 

i----------------------------------""~i g~_ll_()El_1(_)()_~ __ :_r:yp_e ---------------------------------
, i Traditional 

1ravel Parameter income i . hb l 
1 

Planned unit \ll _ 
! nesg or woe development , types 
: development ------------------------------------------------------ --1~~-~7-------------r---------------6::Ci ________________ --------------7:·2·---------------- -----------------6:·5·---------

Mean daily trips per Medium ! 8.8 10.7 9.9 
household High i 10.8 12.3 12.5 

--~;;:w·---------------r----------------s:·2·--------------- ---------------i-r5:Y-_____________ -----------------9:_6 _________ _ 

Low 5.1 6.6 5.6 
1\iean daily vehicle Medium i 8.0 9.7 8.8 
trips per household --ffigh·------------r----------------i-(5:2·------------ ---------------ff::;;--·----------- ------------------ff:6·------

All 7.0 9.8 8.5 

Low 80% 91% 86% 

Percent by vehicle 
Mediun1 91S{1 910~, 900~, 

__ !:I_i~l1 ___________ _J ________________ ~:±~------------- --------------~?:'?v ______________ -----------------~?:'?v ______ _ 
All i 86% 91 % 89% ----------------------------------------------------- --r~:~;~:~~--------------r-----------------t~-0~---------------- ---------------3-0~---------------- -----------------3-0~---------

~1 ed iu1n ! 2cx1 2%1 2%1 
--------------------------+---------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------
High i 1% 1% 15 

--;;;:ff·--------------r·---------------4·0~---------------- --------------j-0~---------------- ----------------j-0~---------

Percent by transit 

Percent by walk 
Medi nm 7<--;70 7<--;70 7<--;70 

High 500 700 700 
All 9%1 8%1 8%1 
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Table 24. Transit share at work sites with alternative land use characteristics. 

Conditions 
Principal Land Use 

Characteristic1 

_________________ 1:'_;ei:_<:f::11_t __ E_i:i.e_~-~~;ir __ ~!:i::_11~~~t ___________________ _ 
With Land Use Without Land Use 

Offices. residential. retail. personal services. 
parks within t mile of site 

Substantial land use 
mix 

Characteristic Characteristic 

2.900 

Four or rnore services 1 service frequency 1 

sidewalks. transit, transit stops 
Accessibility to 

3.400 
services 

Restaurant, bank, child care, dry cleaner, 
drug store, post office 

Availability of 
conven]ence services 

3.400 

Sidewalks, street lighting, pedestrian 
activity. no vacant lots 

Perception of safety 5.4% 3.6% 

Trees, shrubs in sidewalk zone, wide 
sidewalks, small building setbacks, no 
graffiti 

Aesthetic setting 8.3% 4.2% 

1 Sites a]so have TDI\.1 programs. 

mode results were reported for a pair of neighborhoods in 
northern California (38, p. 15-79). 

Transit mode shares at work sites vary based on different 
land use characteristics. As Table 24 shows, transit ridership 
is higher-------approximately double------with substantial Janel 
use and services mixes than without (38, p. 15-86). Providing 
safety and aesthetics also produce greater willingness to use 
transit. 

Table 25 shows some bottom line elasticities contained in 
TCRP Report 95, Chapter 15 (38, p. 15-117). Local density, 
diversity, and design all have modest impacts on both vehicle 
trips and VMT. A Portland, Oregon, METRO report found a 
source that concluded that residents of mixed-use, gridded 
neighborhoods in the San Francisco area made 15% fewer au
tomobile trips and 22% more walking trips than did residents 
of typical suburban neighborhoods (40). It is not clear ifother 
factors were kept constant. 

Current Practice 

When using TIS became more widespread during the 
1970s and 1980s and developers took more interest in mixed
and multi-use development during the same period, traffic 
study preparers and reviewers began to focus on internal trip 
capture. In a 1993 survey of 15 Texas cities that required TIS, 
11 permitted reductions for MXDs (41 ). One had a set reduc
tion percentage and a minimum development size; the oth
ers required justification, and what constituted acceptable 

justification varied. A national survey in 1994 indicated that 
17% ofresponding agencies that required TISs permitted re
ductions for mixed use ( 42). Permitted reductions reported 
averaged 10%. 

Procecl ures vary significantly-------for example, Destin, Florida, 
states that any claim for internal capture rate must be justified 
by the applicant based on empirical data for similar Janel uses 
located in similar urban environments. Data are to be from a 
source generally acceptable to the transportation planning 
profession. Any internal capture rate exceeding 25% must be 
justified and approved by the city (43). The City of Tempe, 
Arizona, simply requires that capture rates and sources of 
information be documented and limits internal capture to no 
more than 15% ( 44). The City of San Diego uses a simple 
method. It stipulates internal capture reductions to be used, 
providing a table of reductions by land use type (i.e., residen
tial, industrial, office, or retail) by time of clay (i.e., daily, A.M. 

peak, and P.M. peak) (45). Table 26 is a reproduction of San 
Diego's table. Retail reductions are permitted only if the re
tail is neighborhood oriented and more than 100,000 sq ft. All 
three approaches are used in a variety of cities. San Jose, Cal
ifornia, limits internal capture lo a maximum of l 0%, bu! 
provides a bonus if there is a commitment to travel demand 
management programs and if nearby transit is available in ad
dition to the site being mixed use ( 46). In California, Caltrans 
indicates that internal trip capture rates may exceed a 5% re
duction, but requires approval and review with transporta
tion staff ( 47). Table 27 was compiled by the research team 

Table 25. Typical travel elasticities related to land use density, diversity, 
and design. 

----------------------~;;~;~-;;:-~-:~-;:~;-~---------------------r--------------------------------------~::~~-;~~;-;~-~----------------------------------------- ---~:-1,-i:-,:f~-;;;is~ffy--~:~~-----

Local drnsity I (residrnts +employees)/ laod area 0.05 0.05 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Local diversity (land use mix) i Jobs/population balance -0_03 -0.05 
i 

Local design 
! Sidewalk completeness, route directness, 
! street network density 

-0.05 -0.03 



Table 26. Permitted internal trip capture reductions, 
City of San Diego. 

Land use within 
MXD 

Residential 

lndustlial 

Commercial 
Office 
Commercial 
Retail 

Percent weekday internal trip reductions for MXDs that include 
____________ J_J_i:~_cl_()_l]1_i_l1_:1_11!li_l1_ e_ig~_12()i_:_l1<~<J_c_i~()_i:i_i;l1_!~_cl __ '::_O!J1_j]_l_!;1:£:i_:tl_i_:_i;!:l_il___ ________ _ 

A.M. Peak Hour P.M. Peak Hour Daily 

8(1. .o 

'i (!i 
- IC 

5% 

10% 

'i (!i 
- IC 

4% 

10% 

4% 

3% 

*Commercial rc-tail reduction equals the sum of the total mixed-use reduction io residential. 
industriat and commercial office" 
Source: (45) 
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and lists a total of 21 agencies and their requirements for 
accounting for internal capture for MXDs. 

For the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Criterion 
Partners developed geographic information systems (GfS) 
based software, INDEX. The INDEX software assists in deter
mining the impact of a variety of community design charac
teristics on vehicle trip generation and VMT (48). As inputs to 

vehicle trips and VMT, the procedure uses population and 
employment density; population and employment balance (as 

an indicator of mixed land uses); street network and sidewalk 
densities; distance to transit; and travel times. The methodol
ogy is calibrated and applied at the traffic-analysis-zone level. 
Tt uses zone-level regional travel model trip generation as a 
base and applies elasticities associated with the factors listed 
above. lt does not directly use specific land use trip generation 
rates or equations of the type typically used in TISs. 

TTE's Trip Generation Handbook includes a detailed method 
for estimating internal trip capture (I, Ch. 7). lt is based on 

Table 27. Internal trip capture rates for selected agencies. 

Internal Trip Capture Procedure 

State Agency 
Other 

Justify/ ! : i 
agency ! ! ITE Trip ! : 

J\fax or · Agency ! Generation ! Verify with ! Formula 
approval i.' • 

Hat % approval i Handbook i survey i or table 

_____________________________________________ -------------------------------------- -~:_1:i:~~~~:-~L _________________________ 1~~-~~~~-li-~~J ___________________________ 1 _____________________ -----------------------------------------
AZ Phoenix • (10 15%) i i i i 

Tempe II (15%) 

Tu= i i II i i 
----<:~;;;:---- c~ii~~;:;~~----------- -----------.--i§ii;5---------- -----------i-----------i-----------------------------r---------------------------i-----------------------------r-------------------- -----------------------------------------

LA. County 
Ne\.vport 
Beach 

4D (10%) 

Pasadena II i i • i i 
------------------_;------------:------------------------------------------------------------------------------1-----------------------------+-----------------------------t-----------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------

San Dtego i i i i • 
San Jose II (10%) TDM bonus 

----~~~ ___ _l3_()':1l~_i;~----------- -------------------------------------- --------------------------1-------------~----------_J ____________________________ j ____________________________ J ______________________ -----------------------------------------
FL Destin Iii (25%) 4D i i i i 

FDOT 
Additional 
considerations 

--------------- _<;J_[ti~l<O'.~~-i~l<O'. ____ -------------------------------------- _______________________ _J ___________________________ _j___ __________ ~ __________ _J __________________________ __j_ _______________________ ----------------------------------------

Orlando • 

GA GRTA 
(modified) 

IN Indianapolis 

Nl'v1 NMDOT 

TX Austin 

Prescli bed by 
city 
Other approved 
sources 

Plano • Or citywide 
--------------- ------------------------------ -------------------------------------- ------------------------+----------------------------1-----------------------------t ____________________________ , ________________________ --~!':!~I _________________________ _ 
WA Seattle i i • i i 
D.C. Washington 

Source: Texas Transportation Institute. 

Documented 
alternative 
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complementary land use by number of development units, 
trip generation rates, and trip capture percentages for any 
given pair ofland use classifications for which data are avail
able and provides a balancing computation to ensure the ori
gin and destination land uses can send and receive the same 
nmnber of internal trips. It assumes convenient internal 
connectivity. It depends on empirical data supplied from 
surveys; data in the handbook are from studies transmitted 
to ITE. 

The Georgia Regional Transportation Authority (GRTA) 
requirements represent a more specific approach now more 
commonly used (49): ii requires use of the ITE-recommended 
practice as documented in ITE's Trip Generati(in Hand!J(iok 
(1). However, GRTA modifies the procedure in accordance 
with a table that reduces the ad.iustrnents according to a com
bination of distance between complementary uses and whether 
bicycle/pedestrian facilities are provided (see Table 28). Any 
other claims for internal trip reductions must be approved by 
GRTA in advance. 

A survey conducted in 2004 by ITE indicated that 64% of the 
respondents use the method provided in the Trip Generation 
Handbook (50). The responses were from a combination of 
preparers and reviewers, so the percentages should not be in
terpreted as representing the portion of agencies that require a 
given method. J\foltiple responses were permitted, so the total 
does not add to 100%. A total of 12% reported they use locally 
established methods; 34cy,_1 reported they use rule of thumb 
(usually specific percentage) methods; ancl l9% reported they 
use other detailed methods. The locally established ancl other 
methods include engineering judgment, specific considera
tions, state DOTs or other guidance, distance-based method, 
1JLI shared parking rates, results from surveys, and travel fore
cast model. Land uses for which internal capture estimates are 
desired were most frequently reported to include retail, resi
dential, office, hotel, health club, theater, and conference cen
ter, but several other uses were also mentioned. Those that col
lected new data usu ally have done so mainly through interview 
surveys, although several other methods were reported includ
ing traffic and turning movement counts, parking durations/ 
turnover, and field observations. 

Additionally, Kittelson & Associates note that it is not advis
able to apply internal capture rate reductions in very-high
density MXDs that generate activity that exceeds suburban 

development because the rates developed by lTE were based 
on suburban vehicle-oriented travel patterns ancl may be 
lower than the same land uses in high-density MXDs (14, 

p. 7-3). 
URBEMlS2002, a national model for calculating air-quality 

impacts of projects, contains adjustments to reflect the effects 
of several land use ancl design factors discussed earlier in this 
chapter. Internal trip capture-related factors specifically in
cluded in formulas that compose the adjustment factors are as 
follows (51, 52): 

" Net residential density (households per net acre; excludes 
Janel consumed by arterial right-of-way); 

" Mix ofland uses (based on number of study area [0.5 mile 
radius] households and employment-------a jobs/housing 
balance-------with a 2% bonus for inclusion ofretail within the 
study area); 

" Transit service index (function of buses stopping within 
'.;~ mile of site, number of rail or bus rapid stops within 
;;; mile of site, number of dedicated daily shuttle trips); 

" Pedestrian/bike score (function of intersection density, 
and sidewalk and bike lane completeness); and 

" Parking supply (function of parking provided/ITE parking 
generation rate). 

Formulas are provided for each of the reductions, but the 
documentation does not provide complete explanations of 
how the formulas were derived, and it appears that at least one 
formula (reflecting residential density) is based on assump
tions that are not supported. Nevertheless, 1JRBEMTS2002 
provides for air-quality emissions estimation trip reductions 
of up to the amounts shown in Table 29. The rmmerical in
formation was developed using a variety of sources including 
some referenced above. Further review of additional support
ing dornmentation would be needed before the formulas 
should be considered for use in this project's improved estima
tion method. The reports' text states that redundancy has been 
removed by using reduction factors within the equations. 
Ewing slightly deviated from the standard classification of trips 
in the modeling process when studying communities in Palm 
Beach County. Ewing treated trips as part of tours rather than 
home-based or non-home-based (53). Assessing trips as part 
of a multistop and multipurpose tour or activity-based traffic 

Table 28. Adjustments to !TE Trip Generation Handbook 
mixed-use internal trip capture rates. 

i Percent of fnll reductions allowed by 
i Bicycle/pedestrian facilities distance bet ween complementary uses 

I P'7:'.'"' 'Am:•;,:''"' %~6;%mfl• I "~,;:''' ':;;;•• 
, No 67% 33% i None None 
;_ _____________________________________________________________________________ ---------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------1----------------------------------- ---------------------------------

Source: (49) 
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Table 29. URBEMl52002 trip reduction credits 
related to internal trip capture factors. 

that income levels and vehicle ownership affect the magni
tude of a person's and household's travel. Travel time, travel 
distance, available travel modes, residential development 
density, and other factors have all been shown to influence 
travel characteristics. Table 30 lists a wide range of variables 
that could influence internal trip capture. Also listed are con
siderations that are applicable in selecting a smaller sel of 
variables for consideration in developing an improved esti
mation procedure. 

Physical Measures 

__ _t'J~t __ r_:~i-~-:~_ti_;i1 __ ~~-~~i_t~---------------------- _________ y~-~c·--~-~-S1~----------- ----------~-~~-~E~l_i~;i~1_: _________ j 
Mix of uses Up to 9% Up to 9C:/b 

Local-serving retail 

Transit service Up to 15% Up to 15% 

Pedestrian/bicycle friendliness Up to 9% Up to 9% 
Table 30 also lists (in the first column) the final candidate 

variables selected by the research team for consideration in 
developing an improved estimation me I hod. These variables 
were selected based on causal relationship to internal trip cap
ture, ease of quantification in the field and from preliminary 
site plans, potential data availability, data collection complex
ity, and likelihood of acceptance by the user community. Chap
ter 3 addresses these variables more folly. 

Total lip to 90% Up to 90% 

Source: (51. p. 3) 

modeling is an enhancement to standard modeling that may 
address internal capture rates more effectively. 

Some have tried to adapt the UU shared parking method 
for use in estimating trip generations for MXDs. While the 
ULI shared parking method is applicable to MXDs, it is valid 
only for estimating parking accumulation and not for trip 
generation estimation (54); however, it is apparent that some 
preparers are using it to estimate internal trip capture. 

Trends in MXD and classification of land uses found in 
MXDs are covered in Appendixes A and B. 

Summary 

Trip Capture Variables 

These findings revealed several estimation techniques and 
a lot of related data and research findings, but detailed sur
veys of only seven MXDs (six in two Florida studies and one 
in Virginia). Hard-copy survey data were acquired for the six 
Florida sites. All were completed by the mid-l 990s, prior lo 
the time that ITE published the first edition of its Trip Gener
ation H and!10(1k in 1999 ( 55), which as an ITE-recommended 

Travel is affected by a myriad of factors ranging from trav
elers' own demographic characteristics to characteristics of 
the trip destination. Extensive research has been conducted 
related to travel behavior. For example, ii is widely accepted 

Table 30. Candidate independent variables. 

Anticipated 
lise Variable Sensitivity Comments 

No Density /compactness High 

.y Proximity High Combine as a single independent variable (proximity I 

No Connectivity High 

No Parking 1'v1oderate 

Reflect instead in mode of access that may be considered 
similar in effect. Parki ng--supply constraints reduce total trip 
generation bnt may not significantly change internal trip 
capture percentage. No1mally only a factor in central business 
districts (CBDs), TODs; such sites may re.quire special study 
anyv,tay. Add parking garage "access t]n1e'' to iropedance used 
for "competing external opportunity'' model component. 

-../ Land nse synergy , High , Use as "yes/no" variable to match users among site land uses 
---------;------ ---13-;T;;;-~~-~;r-T~;;x;;-~~-----------r------:-------------------------r------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 

'i . . i H1 °h i Use as control check i 
quantities : "' : i ---------------- ---f;;:[;:;~-;-;~Tt~i-;---:;~;:---;:~-~-------r---:-------------------------r--:-------------------------------------------------------------------------:----------------------------------------------------------------1 

No . 1 1 p p : H1 oh : Covered largely by land uses and time of day i 

---------------- ---~!?..--~-~~~------------------------------------------l--------~----------------------1-----------------------------------~------~---------------------------------------------------------~-------------------------------------------l 

Mode of access Moderate 

Driver trips can be associated •.vith mode of access to site for 
primary llip. Primary t1ip purpose strongly int1uences mode of 
access. Will be a significant factor where good transit service 
exists. 
Provide one trip capture table for each time period of interest 

r----------;------; 1,e.g._ weekday A.M. peak hour, P.M. peak hour, midday; 
Time-of-day Moderate 

Day of week, season Moderate Saturday peak hour) 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------t---------------------------------t-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------l 

Nn Competing external ! Hi h ! Attempt to quantify if data can be found. Data expensive to i 
---------=------ __ !_l);ll1_()_fl:l1_flltli:_s __________________________ _L_ _____ ~ _____________________ _L_(;~1 ll(?_(;t_: _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ j 
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practice (approved by its International Board of Direction) 
contained the first endorsed internal trip capture estimation 
technique for use in TISs for J\tlXDs. 

Most public agencies and preparers of TTSs use the ITE 
method (or a locally developed variation of the ITE method). 
The two other approaches that are also commonly used are 
( l) a local agency accepted or established internal trip capture 

reduction percentage to apply to estimated site vehicle trip 
generation and (2) negotiations between the study preparer 
and agency reviewer. 

Developers, through payment for TIS, have typically funded 
most previous site trip generation research; however, since the 

appearance of the ITE Trip Generation Handbook that endorsed 
an estimation method and provided some data on capture rates 
for the most frequent mixed uses, a combination of high cost 
of internal trip capture data collection and an existing accepted 
method have resulted in no new comprehensive data. 

Since the late 1980s, there have been numerous studies of 
various census and regional travel survey databases, limited 
site data collection, an cl studies ancl surveys of related travel 
and development characteristics that could contribute use
ful material for developing an improved estimation tech

nique. Many studies were related to mode of access and find
ing ways to promote transit usage, including through use of 
land use ancl development tools such as TODs. lnternal trip 
capture rates found in the research vary widely depending on 
conditions and land uses, but for developments with major 

commercial components, capture rates (percentage of trips 
made from internal points to internal destinations) typically 
ranged up to more than 30'.Yo. For mixed-use neighborhoods 
and small communities, internal capture reached 50% and 

even higher. Interaction between individual pairs of Janel 
uses, in the proper balance, also was found in similar ranges; 
however, it appears from the available data that few develop
ments (all uses combined) completed by about 2000 can typ
ically be expected to have internal capture rates much above 

30%, and that percentage requires the right mixes and bal
ances of land use mix. 

Besides land use mix, other factors were found to affect in
ternal trip capture. These include connectivity and proxim
ity between interacting land uses and location within an 

urban area (thought to reflect both competing opportunities 
and modal options). Conflicting information was found on 
the effects of development density. Modal impacts found 
were attributed to proximity to transit (with good service). 
Trip generation rates and mode split were found to be af

fected by such traveler characteristics as income ancl vehicle 
availability. However, no site-internal travel data have been 
collected that included those characteristics, and they would 
be hard or impossible to accurately project for a proposed 
development at the zoning stage. 

Based on this review of past work and the personal experi
ence of the research team, the following were selected as being 
a reasonable starling place for NCHRP Project 8-51 to de
velop an improved internal !rip capture estimation method: 

• To be of value, the project should address both mixed-use 
and multi-use developments (hereafter referred to in com
bination as MXDs). 

• Activity synergy between the different uses within an MXD 
is what captures trips internally. Other factors contribute 
lo making this synergy and interaction both possible and 
more or less attractive compared with other opportunities. 

• Land uses that are most frequently identified as having 
synergy of the type that affects trip making and that are 
commonly included in MXDs include residential; retail 
(especially convenience); office; hotel; restaurant; and en
tertainment (theater). However, within each general land 
use classification, there will be a need for subclassifications 
if a method is to be easily ancl accurately applied. Chapter 3 
addresses Janel use categories. 

• The research team identified other characteristics most likely 
to influence internal trip capture and be most readily devel
oped in actual practice. Table 30 lists these characteristics. 

• Trip capture has been studied at essentially three develop
ment levels: single-site project, larger multi-site develop
ment and activity centers, ancl neighborhoods and subareas. 
The issues and challenges are similar, but some implications 
of internal trip capture are different and the extent and com
plexity of data collection will be different. Findings at each 
level may not be directly transferable, at least quanti latively. 

• Specifically, there are more different scales of mixed devel
opment that may act somewhat differently or have to be 
treated or have data collected in different ways: 

Single developments; 
Blocks ofseparale interactive developments; 
Small areas of blocks containing interactive uses; 

--- Neighborhoods ancl districts with multiple interactive 
uses; 
Mixed- and multi-use subdivisions; 
Multi-use activity centers; and 
Small communities. 

• The sites for which travel data were used to develop the 
recommendations in this study are all single master-planned 
developments. J\fockingbird Station is a single block. Atlantic 
Station ancl Legacy Tom1 Center are multiple block districts 
containing fully integrated and adjacent complementary 
uses. Boca del Mar, Country Isles, and Village Commons 
all contain pod-type mixtures of single-use development 
within a single development to provide the mixed-use 
interaction. 



• Trip capture percentages vary greatly among land uses and 
development types. They also vary by time of day and prob
ably to some extent by the day of week and by season. Var
ious studies have found internal trips make up as little as 0 
and as much as more than 60% of total trips generated. Sev
eral studies included multiple developments or areas and 

were able to compute averages. 
• The ext en I to which trips are captured internally may also 

be influenced by other factors, such as 
Availabili ly of personal vehicle during the slay al the pri
mary destination (accounted for by mode of access); 
Match between traveler characteristics and characteris

tics of potential destinations (e.g., market position ver
sus income levels); 

---- Availability of competing onsite and off-site opportuni
ties; and 

---- lnternal and external accessibility (including such fac
tors as proximity, connectivity, cost, comfort, attractive

ness, convenience, parking availability, etc.) to desired 
activities. 

• Local data or more diverse and representative data points 
regarding internal trips associated with the different MXDs 
and multi-use-development types is needed to improve the 
accuracy of predicting trips for MXDs. 

• Despite the availability of the method provided in the Trip 
Generation Handbook, several other methods are being used. 
Some are arbitrary (e.g., set or maximum percentages), and 
a few are incorrect for application to transportation or TIA 
or studies (e.g., ULT shared parking percentages). It appears 
that only the ITE method balances internal trips based on 

the amount of each interacting land use. 
• Two methods are most currently used for estimating inter

nal trip capture: The lTE method contained in the Trip 
Generation Handbook, 2nd edition (1), and percentages 
that local agencies establish as acceptable. ln many cases, 
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these methods are specified in local agency TIS require
ments or even ordinances. Both approaches are easy to use 
and require minimal data. 

• Since the advent of the first edition of the Trip Generiition 
Handbook in 1999 (55), there has been wide acceptance of 
internal trip capture percentages contained in the hand

book or lower values accepted by review agencies. The cost 
ofinlernal trip data collection is high compared with other 
TIS components, which has resulted in little incentive for 
developers to fund collection of new data. Obtaining devel
oper commitments lo fond additional data collection may 
be a challenge unless there is expectation of major increases 

in internal trip capture credit. 
• Little detail was found in the literature on data collection 

methods. The research team's familiarity with data collec
tion for internal trips has revealed a relatively high cost 
necessitated by interviews, a low return rate on intercept 
mail-back surveys, and, most crucially, significant variabil

ity in questions and the way they were asked-which affects 
data stability and accuracy. A standard, low-cost method 
for collecting data is needed. 

• Travel forecast models have been used to provide the basis 
for internal trip estimation and even directly to estimate 
internal trips. Given the absence of intrazonal trips on the 

model network and limits to traffic analysis zones, these 
travel models are nol usable for estimating internal trips 
for TIS or traffic impact fee use. 

In conclusion, the estimation and data-collection meth
ods developed by NCHRP Project 8-51 should be easily 

used, explained, and understood so that they can be used in 
zoning cases and other TIS applications as well as for other 
more sophisticated uses. They should also be as economical 
as possible while supplying enough data to be reasonably 
reliable. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Research Approach 

The approach used to develop an improved estimation 
procedure and data-collection methodology consisted of the 
following 12 sequential steps: 

l. Compile and review existing data, practices, research, 
technical papers and articles, and other information from 
published, Internet, and informal sources. One source 
was a survey conducted by lTE that asked respondents 
whether they had data from studies of MXD. 

2. Call sources of data or authors of documents contain
ing information of interest to obtain more details about 
data, procedures, applications, and lessons learned. 

3. Develop a summary of practice and available data. 
4. Determine what gaps exist in the data quantifying 

internal capture as well as estimation procedures and 
data-collection methods; this also included assessing the 
strengths and weaknesses of the data and methods being 
employed. 

5. Change emphasis to collecting new data. The intent was 
to analyze and synthesize a potentially improved estima
tion procedure from the available data. The researchers 
found that the reported data available from respondents to 
the ITE survey were almost all estimates of internal capture 
used in TISs or related types of studies: there were little ac
tual survey data available. As a result, the researchers, in 
conjunction with the NCHRP Project 8-51 Panel, decided 
to shift the emphasis from analyzing existing data to collect
ing new data lo add to the usable existing data. 

6. Develop a proposed land use classification system that 
could be used both in the long term with an expanded data
base and in the short term with an initial smaller database. 
The land use classification system should be reflective of 
current and anticipated development trends for MXDs. 

7. Develop an improved estimation methodology for cal
culating internal capture for MXDs in a manner that 
would be usable for at least TlS, using the land use clas
sification system for structure. A key feature was that the 
input variables need to be known at the stage of develop-

ment during which rezoning occurs. In some cases, pre
liminary TlAs may even precede zoning (e.g., platting or 
subdivision). The procedures needed to be readily usable 
by analysts in consulting firms or public agencies and 
need to rely upon information that would be almost cer
tainly available or very easily obtainable in all instances. 

8. Develop a methodology for collecting internal capture 
data in a manner that could be accomplished at a wide 
variety ofMXDs using proven data-collection methods 
and tools for a reasonable cost. 

9. Conduct a pilot study to test and then refine the data col
lection tools and procedures. With the shift in priority 
mentioned in Step 5, a second pilot study was added. Sub
sequen lly, a separate sponsor agreed to fund a related study 
that provided a third pilot study site and the resulting data. 

10. Add the pilot study data to the existing base of usable 
data and develop the computational factors needed to 
populate the estimation method and tools. 

11. Conduct a validation test to determine how well the esti
mation procedure reproduced the external trips obtained 
in the surveys at pilot and other sites. 

12. Recommend methodologies for both estimation of inter
nal capture and collection of internal capture data. 

The desire was to create an improved method that would 
produce the following outputs: 

1. A.M. and P.M. peak-hour internal person trips by land use 
in origin-destination form; 

2. A.M. and P.M. peak-hour percent internal capture (person 
trips); and 

3. A.M. and P.M. peak-hour inbound, outbound, and total 
external trips (!rips to and from the development being 
analyzed) by mode 
--- Person trips, 
--- Vehicle trips, 
--- Transit trips, and 
--- Non-motorized trips. 



A key decision made early in the process was to use an esti
mation method usable with base trip generation estimates 
from other sources (such as the lTE Trip Generation Hand
book [1, Ch. 7] or local data). This decision was reached for 
the following reasons: 

1. Relieve the method to be developed in this proiecl from 
largely having to duplicate what has been accomplished 
over several decades to assemble the ITE and other local 
!rip generation rale databases, 

2. Make available a procedure that could be applied lo MXD 
person trip generation that has been developed from any 
source, 

3. Enable users more flexibility in how they conduct the 
remainder of their analyses, and 

4. Focus resources on examining internal capture relation
ships and developing an improved estimation method. 

A second important decision was to develop a method that 
could grow with the size of the internal trip capture database. 
The background review found that there were little data avail
able at the necessary level of detail. The researchers recognized 
the need to be able to work with a small database to develop 
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the methodology, but also saw potential advantage to being 
able to make the method and tools more sophisticated as the 
database becomes larger. For example, land use classifications 
could initially be basic (e.g., residential), but later be split into 
separate classifications (e.g., single unit detached, townhouse, 
and multiple family). 

The proiecl panel reviewed results and provided sugges
tions at several junctures, beginning with the initial work 
scope. There was interest in both studying and surveying 
different types of MXDs. In the end, current and projected 
development trends and the limited data narrowed what 
could be included. The results documented in this report 
are for what are essentially single developments (i.e., one 
master developer developing under a single master plan on 
contiguous sites). Most are on multiple urban blocks. Site 
sizes range from less than lO to more than 300 acres. Some 
could be considered "pod" clevelopments-------that is, develop
ments with multiple uses that are adjacent to each other, but 
not truly mixed together. Others are more folly integrated 
with closer proximity of interacting uses. However, all of the 
developments meet the definitions and characteristics iden
tified in this project for MXDs (see Chapter l and Appen
dixes A and B). 
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CHAPTER 3 

Findings and Applications 

Chapter I provides background about MXDs and current 
practice in estimating internal trip capture for MXDs. Tt also 
describes what was available from existing data found from 
other sources. Chapter 3 describes the findings from the pilot 
studies and the compilation of usable data into the estimation 
procedure. Appendix B provides details about the land use 
classification system. Appendix C describes the data-collection 
methodology. Appendix D summarizes the experiences and 
lessons learned when conducting the surveys. 

The following are the results for the pilot study surveys 
con du ct ed. 

Mockingbird Station 

Development Characteristics 

Mockingbird Station is a midtown mixed-use TOD in Dal
las, Texas, consisting of five primary land use types: residential, 
retail, office, restaurant, and cinema. Figure 2 shows an aerial 
photograph of Mockingbird Station. Figure 3 shows the site 
plan for Mockingbird Station. The site plan is of the second
floor level, but the notes describe what is on each of the levels 
of each building. Not shown is a parking garage beneath the 
surface parking area between the two north-south buildings; 
this garage serves the loft apartments. The parking shown at the 
north end of the site also extends below the two buildings on 
the north end of the site. That parking is available to all users. 
Lower portions of the garage in the west building are also open 
to any user; upper spaces are reserved for the office building. 
However, almost no one other than office building occupants 
or visitors was observed by the survey crew to have used this 
garage during survey periods. 

Mockingbird Station is bordered on the east by a Dallas 
Area Rapid Transit (DART) station and transit center on a 
light-rail line that splits just north of the station. Mockingbird 

Station has direct access to the station as well as to the transit 
center that is served by six bus routes. Five routs are year round; 
the sixth provides shuttle service to nearby Southern Methodist 
University (SMU) when school is in session. Bus service head
ways range from 6 to 20 minutes during weekday peak periods, 
from 20 to 45 minutes during daytime off-peak periods, and 
45 to 60 minutes during the late evening hours. Bus service on 
most of the routes begins before 5 A.M. and continues until 
about 12:30 A.:M. Two routes run slightly shorter schedules. 
The two light-rail lines have peak-period service ranging 
between 6 and l 0 minutes, with daytime off-peak service 
ranging between 20 and 30 minutes and evening weekday 
service at about 30-minute headways. 

Mockingbird Station is bounded by Mockingbird Lane, a 
six-lane arterial on the south and US 75, the North Central 
Expressway, an eight-lane freeway on the west. To the north, 
Mockingbird Station is bounded by another development 
containing an office building and a health club. There is no 
vehicular access between the two developments, but there is 
a connecting pedestrianway about midway along the bound
ary between the two developments. 

Beginning about a block west of US 75 is the SMU cam
pus, which has a total enrollment of approximately 11,000 
students. SMU students occupy several apartments in the 
area, although no percentage was available and rental rates 
were reported to be the highest in the area and beyond bud
gets of most students. Mockingbird Station has vehicular 
access along only Mockingbird Lane (two driveways) and the 
northbound frontage road of US 75 (one direct garage access 
and two additional driveways). 

¥Valk access is available from the east and north via conven
tional sidewalks ad.iacent to the street curbs. From the south and 
west, walk access requires crossing the very busy Mockingbird 
Lane intersection with the US 75 frontage roads. Walk access to 
the east is also available through the DA RT light-rail station and 
requires traversing stairs (of an elevation of about one building 
level) between the west side of the station and Mockingbird 



Source: Google Eaith. 

Figure 2. Mockingbird Station. 
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Source: Selzer Associates. 
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Figure 3. Mockingbird Station upper-level leasing plan and land uses, 2006. 
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Station's ground level. There is no elevation change on the 
east side of the station. As noted previously, walk access is 
available to the middle of the development to the north via a 
walkway, which is also about one level above ground and is 
reachable by a stairway. An elevator is also available to reach 
these last two pedestrian connections; it is near the stairway 
to the DART station. 

Parking is provided in three garages and surface lots. One 
garage is reserved for office building use although its visitor 
spaces can also be used for reaching other Mockingbird Sta
tion destinations. A second garage serves the apartments. The 
third garage is for general use. The second and third garages 
are actually a single garage that has been partitioned into two 
facilities by a fence. 

During peak onsite activity periods, surface parking is usu
ally fully occupied and drivers circulate hoping to find a space 
close to the desired destination, but convenient garage parking 
was observed to be always available. There was no noticeable 
traffic congestion at any access point during the field surveys. 
The only congestion occurred occasionally in the parking lots 
due to excess circulation by drivers seeking a parking space. 

Access between the DART station and Mockingbird Sta
tion is very convenient. Walking distance between the station 
and the most distant building entrance is about 700 ft. Only 
the stairway is judged lo present any challenge. 

Walking within Mockingbird Station is very easy and con
venient. Although few sidewalks are much more than 10-ft 
wide, there are no obstacles except where three restaurants 
have set up outdoor tables and lefr fairly narrow walking 
widths. However, those constraints did not present deterring 
bottlenecks. No special provisions have been made for bicy
cle access. Figure 4 shows an example of sidewalk provisions 
at the entrance to the apartment building. 

Table 3 l shows the occupied development in Mockingbird 
Station. The combined retail and restaurant space and the 
apartments are more than 90'.Yo occupied, and the office space 
is about 80% occupied. The development appears to be mature 
and has been in operation long enough to be experiencing 
initial turnover of tenants that are not correctly positioned in 
the local market. 

Source: Texas Transporta!ion 1nstitute 

Figure 4. Entrance to Mockingbird Station lofts. 

About one-third of Mockingbird Station's occupied floor 
space is residential, and another third is retail. More than 
20% is office with the remainder split between the restaurants 
and the cinema. The residential is high-end rental. Mocking
bird Station has no major retailers. All have 15,000 sq ft or 
less. The retail is primarily specialty women's apparel. The 
restaurants represent a range of middle- to upper-priced slt
dow11 and convenience offerings, including an ice cream shop 
and a specialty coffee shop. 

Table 31. Mockingbird Station development. 

_____ 1::_~1_1_~.Y~~------ ---------~~~-=~1_1)i·=-~--I!=-~=1~~1-~_!.'1_1~--~-~-i~~-------_J---------------------------------------~~~-~~~~-t ________________________________________ _ 
Residential 191 DU, 192,940 sq ft I 84% one-bedroom 

Retail 156,100 sq n ! Two specially apparel stores of 15,000 sq 
! ft only stores over l 0.000 sq ft 

Office 114,600 sq ft i All in one building 
--R-~~;~~;:~;~;------ -----------------------------··2;;·:9·;i0--~~--;:~------------------------------ri~~;~~~~--~i;~-~-;-·;;:·;;0(i-~~-~--~:;·-----------------------------------------

Cinema 31,500 sq fl, 8 screens 

Parking 1,528 spaces 



Travel Survey 

The survey of travel characteristics focusing on internal trip 
capture was conducted on Tuesday afternoon through Thurs
day morning, May 9-1 l, 2006. The primary objective was to 
quantify the percentage of internal trip capture during week
day peak periods in a manner that would support the proposed 
methodology to estimate internal capture using component 
land use quantities and reflect mode of original access ancl the 
degree of internal connectivity. 

The survey was designed lo be adaptable to a variety of 
mixed-use areas. Mockingbird Station was the first site sur
veyed, and a second site was proposed with somewhat differ
ent characteristics. At the time, permission for a second site 
had not been secured, so specific survey requirements for that 
site were not known; however, it was known that while there 
was a standard survey method to be used, some customizing 
might be needed to fit other sites. The essential requirement 
was to produce comparable data for each survey site. 

For Mockingbird Station, the following travel data were 
collected for peak periods between 6:30 A.M. and l 0 A.M. ancl 
between 4 P.M. and 7 P.M.: 

• M ultimodal cordon count covering all access points; 
• Counts of people entering ancl exiting doors of each build

ing or business being surveyed during a particular period; 

" Exit interviews of people as Ibey departed selected doors; 
and 

" Interviews of people leaving the DART rail station and tran
sit center (customer survey to respond to local conditions). 

The exit interviews were the primary information source. 
The counts were used to factor interview results. The DART sta
tion interviews were used to provide a more complete indica
tion of who was using transit. All interviews were conducted 
recognizing that the results would be a sample of all people exit
ing during a time period. Over the complete duration of the sur
vey, interviews were conducted at all entrances that were open 
during the survey periods (a few secondary entrances were kept 
locked by businesses). Survey supervisors selected the entrances 
to be surveyed during each period, and interviews were con
ducted at those entrances for complete periods. In some cases, 
the business activity was low so interviewers were assigned to 
cover multiple entrances and to intercept and interview any 
exiting patron they could. 

During the A.M. peak period, the only businesses open 
during the full period were the office building and a Star
bucks coffee shop. One other business open eel at 9 A.M. while 
the remainder opened at 10 A.M. (restaurants at 11 A.M.). 
During the P.M. peak period, all businesses were open for the 
complete survey period. As a result, all entrances could be 
folly covered during the A.:M. peak, but P.:M. interviews cov-
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erecl some entrances one day and the remainder the second 
day, although interviews were conducted at some locations 
both days. 

Interviewers and counters were trained for several hours 
prior to the first afternoon's surveys. Each was observed dur
ing the first hom in the field (i.e., an hour before the actual data 
were going lo be used) and ad.iuslrnenls were made as needed. 
Supervision continued throughout the survey period. In a few 
cases, interviewers were moved to locations that were more 
active or better suited the interviewer's particular skills (e.g., 
more mobile to cover several entrances). T n another few cases, 
interviewers were reassigned to perform counts to optimize 
results. Interview forms were reviewed during each shift and 
then checked more completely at the encl of each shift. Any 
errors or missing data were checked with the interviewer either 
by phone ancl/or prior to starting the next shift. Incomplete 
and erroneous interviews were not used. The same process was 
used for the counts although those checks were much more 
straightforward. Survey personnel who dicl not perform ade
quately were re leased and not used again. The survey crew was 
initially overstaffed with the expectation that some would be 
released, so there was no need to add new personnel and repeat 
the training. 

Survey Results 

Mos! of the findings are based on 761 completed exit inter
views conducted during two morning and lwo afternoon peak 
periods. Of these approximately 30% were obtained during the 
A.M. peak and 70%1 during the P.M. peak. The completed and 
usable interviews covered an average of 33% of people exiting 
buildings during the A.M. peak period and about l l % during 
the P.M. peak period. Table 32 shows the numbers ofinterviews 
completed and usable for each peak period and land use cate
gory. Most interviews yielded one usable trip made during one 
of the peak periods; some interviews yielded two trips. The A.M. 

interview percentage was higher than the P.M. percentage 
because A.M. activity was lower and a similar number of inter
viewers were available near each interview location. The A.M. 

population also included more regulars and fewer occasional 
visitors, which resulted in interviewees who were more com
fortable with being interviewed in the morning. 

The interview forms included questions not only about the 
exit trip, but also about the trip made to the location just being 
departed (see Appendix: C for forms closely resembling the 
forms used in this pilot survey). If the inbound trip to the sur
vey location occurred during the survey period, it could be used 
as part of the survey database if the information was sufficiently 
complete. Most inbound trips preceding exiting trips occurred 
before the survey period or lacked complete information. 

Table 33 shows the number of usable trips that were derived 
from the usable interviews (a usable interview was defined as 
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Table 32. Peak-period interviews, exit movements, and percent 
interviewed-Mockingbird Station. 

A.M. Peak Period P.M. Peak Period 

Office 49 130 38fJ~ 78 275 28% 

Retai11 285 2,311 12% 

Restaurant 146 395 37<--;70 104 L560 7% 

Residential 43 188 ~3l;f1 34 218 16% 

Cinerna2 22 220 10% 
-------------------------------------------------------------+-------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------
Hotel3 I 

__ ?:_~~~-'--------------- ------------~~-~ _________ J ___________ !_1_~------------- --------------~-~-s1~-------------- ------------~:-~------------ ------------~·-~~~------------- _______________ 1_1:_~'---------------
of interviews conducted 'N ith travelers doors of a particular land use that contained at least one usable trip. 

during morning peak 
Station. 

one that contained at leas! one fully reported !rip). For the A.M. 

peak, total usable surveyed trips accounted for aboul 36% of all 
counted exit movements. For the P.M. peak period, about 13% 
of the counted trips are represented with usable interview 
information. 

Table 33 information provides the basis for factoring the 
survey data to represent all peak-period trips made. That 
expansion is needed to permit an estimate of the number of 
internal trips. The results reported herein are based on factor
ing to reflect sampling at each building entrance; factoring 
was performed by land use for each peak period. The survey 
results were summarized for the A.M. and P.M. peak periods. 

Table 34 shows a different summary of completed inter
views, exiting people, and usable trips derived from the inter
views. Respondents were asked about not only the trips that 
they were in the midst of making as they exited from an estab
lishment, but also the trip they had previously made to that 
same place. The lo !al of the reported trips, if made during one 

oflhe two peak periods, are shown as usable trips in Table 34. 
Some of the reported inbound !rips occurred outside the 
peak periods, but for many of those trips, the respondent was 
unable or unwilling to provide enough complete information 
to make the inbound trip usable. Finally, some otherwise 
complete interviews were not usable because the inbound trip 
reported was not actually the immediately previous trip-------for 
example, some respondents thought they were being asked 
for the first trip of the day onsite or to the site and not the 
immediately previous trip to the establishment they were just 
leaving. J\'1any of those trips were made outside the peak peri
ods. First trips of the day from the onsite apartments did not 
have a previous trip that day. 

The interviews reported in Table 34 differ slightly from 
interviews reported in prior tables because the interviews 
reported in Table 34 are associated with the land use for which 
an exit trip is reported. Hence, if an interview that was reported 
in Table 32 has a valid entering trip but not a valid exiting trip 

Table 33. Peak-period usable trips, exit movements, and percent 
usable-Mockingbird Station. 

A.M. PeA~k Period P.M. Peak Period 
Land Use Usable Exit Percent Usable Exit Percent 

Trips1 IVIovements Usable Trips1 IVIovements Usable 

Office 59 130 -i5% 85 275 3] lfu 

2 Retail 307 2.311 13%1 

Restaurant 147 395 37 1·Yo 108 1.560 

Residential 51 188 277<1 49 218 

Cinema1 24 220 11% 

Hotet3 

Total 257 713 36% 573 4,584 13% 

1 Must include specific origin location, location of destination, and land use of destination if internal; this total 
includes reported exiting and entering trips made this period. 
2 Retail and cinema not open during morning peak period. 
3 No on site hotel at Mockingbird Station. 
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Table 34. Peak-Period interviews, exit movements, percent interviewed, 
and usable trips-Mockingbird Station. 

Morning Peak Period Afternoon Peak Period i 
Land lJ se --------------------------------i--------------;--:;------------- --------------------------------- -----,---:----------- -------------------------------- -------------~----;------------- ---------------------------------r---;--------------1 
- I ! . .4 : Exit Percent Lsable I t . 4 Exit Percent : lJsable : 

______________________________ -----'~--~~-:_1 ~~:~~-j_1~1_(1_"~11_1_.,11_t:~-- }11_!"!-"i~>~:i:c_! ___ _ JEiI':~~--- _____ 
11 

___ ~~-:1_~~~----- --~!_(l_"(e_lll_"_l1_t_fl ____ J11_!1:1_:>:i_<e~-"~-j__Is_:i1).fl~s___j 
Office 44 130 34% 50 68 275 25% 70 

Retail 1 8 18 50% 11 292 L311 13% 368 

Restaurant 146 395 37<--;70 165 85 1,560 5o/t1 105 

Residential 33 188 18l;f1 33 ~8 218 13% 30 

Cioerna2 22 220 lOS'.{1 22 
-ii~~~13-------------- -------------------------------r------------------------------- --------------------------------- -------------------- ------------------------------- --------------------------------- --------------------------------r-------------------1 

__ ?:~:~_1_1 
________________________ _:_~_1 ____________ _L_ ________ _?_~_1 _____________ ------------~_:_s1~------------ ______ '.!~~-'------ ------------=~~------------ ----------=~~-~-=---------- ____________ 1~_1 __ ~ __________ J_ ___ ~~-~: __ ___j 

1 Retail tr;ps subsequently removed from further analysis since all stores closed during this period. 
2 No interviews attempted at cinema during the inoming peak period since cinema was closed. 
3 No onsite hotd at Mockingbird Station. 
4 Number of interviews conducted ·with travelers exiting doors of a particular land use that contained at least one usable trip. 
5 Must indude specific origin location, location of destination, and land use of destination if internal; this total indudes reported 
exiting and entering trips made this period. 
?. h1C·ludes 2 inoven1ents counted a1 establishn1en1s where too few interviews were con1pleted for valid sainple. 
b Excludes 22 movements counted at establishments where too few interviews were completed for valid smnple. 

(e.g., incomplete information), that interview is reported in 
Table 32 for the land use where the interview occurred, but 
reported for the trip origin land use in Table 34. 

Table 34 points out one final lesson learned from the sur
vey procedures used in the pilot studies. To obtain accurate 
inbound trip information while conducting exit surveys, it is 
necessary to increase the amount of interview practice for 
each interviewer (i.e., mock interviews with trainers). Inter
viewers recorded too many incomplete interviews and incor
rect previous trips. Some interviewers also failed to ask or 
record responses for all of the questions about the inbound 
trip, resulting in more incomplete inbound trip information. 
However, since only trips that occurred during the two peak 
periods were of interest and since some of the respondents' 
inbound trips occurred outside the two peak periods, it was 
expected that inbound trips would be fewer than outbound 
trips that are directly surveyed. The only way to obtain simi
lar samples of inbound trips is to interview people as they 
enter an establishment-something management declined to 
approve at all three pilot study sites. 

Table 34 shows that a few A.M. interviews were completed 
al retail outlets. These were primarily employees and deliver
ies. Ffowever, the project panel agreed that the number of 
interviews was too small to provide a representative sample 
and that the results would no! be representative of retail stores 
that might be open during the A.M. peak period (generally 
convenience retail or grocery or drug stores), so those data are 
not reported in other tables. 

Table 35 shows for the A.M. peak period the total number 
of people exiting from each land use. People could exit in one 
of two ways: ( 1) from a door of the establishment to the side
walk in front of the establishment or (2) from the establish-

ment directly to a parking garage via an internal access way 
and then drive out of the garage and off the site without an 
opportunity to be interviewed. A sample of the firs I group 
was interviewed. None of the second group was interviewed 
because they immediately became external trips and could be 
directly categorized in Iha! manner. Table 35 also has a column 
labeled un-surveyed locations. Thal column does not apply 
for Mockingbird Station, but does apply to two other pilot 
survey sites. Numbers in that column represent the numbers 
of people counted exiting establishments where no interviews 
were taken. 

Table 35 shows that a number of people exiting the office 
building and loft apartments did so by going internally to their 
garage parking space and then driving out of Mockingbird Sta
tion. As mentioned above, all of these trips were classified as 
external trips; drivers and passengers did not need to be inter
viewed to get the needed information since one garage exits 
only outside the development's boundary, and the driving dis
tance from the other garage to internal locations is longer than 
walking. The right column shows the percentage of all exiting 
trips represented by survey information-either a completed 
interview or a counl of vehicles and occupants exiting the site 
from garages with internal access. The interviewed and direct 
garage trips accounted for about half of all exiting trips. 

Table 36 shows similar information but for the P.M. peak 
period. The direct exits from the site establishments through 
the garages accounted for a much smaller percentage of the 
total trips. The resulting surveyed percentage of total trips is 
about 22% in total, but ranges between 7 and 73% by land use. 

The survey samples for Mockingbird Station and all other 
surveyed developments were factored in the same manner. 
lnterviews were expanded to represent the door counts by 
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Table 35. Morning peak-period surveyed trips, exit movements, 
and percent surveyed-Mockingbird Station. 

Land Use I Surveyed l--------------------~------------------~~-~i-~-~~-~~~-Jl1-~1_1_t~--------------------- -------------------! Percent 
i Trips3 ! D . ! Onsurveyed Garage T t· 1 i Surveyed" 
i i oors i Locations'; Direct5 0 a ! 

------------------------------·---------------------------+--------------------+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·-----------------------------

Office 59 130 34 164 57<--;70 

Retail' 

Restaurant 147 395 395 37fJ'ri 

Residential 51 188 '.'.16 404 66% 

Cioerna
1 

--1:1;;~{,-------------r------------------------r-----------------r------------------------------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------r-------------------------

Totai : 257 , 713 i 250 963 i 537~, 
_____________________________ _l ___________________________ _L ____________________ _L ______________________________________________________________________________________________ _l ____________________________ _ 

'Rctail and cinema did not actively generate trips during the morning peak period. 
~No onsite hotel at !ifockingbird Station. .. _ _ 
· Nun1ber of usable tnp ong1ns at each land use recorded 1r01n traveler 1nterv1ews. 
4 lndudes locations where no interviews were attempted (prorated by sq ft) and locations where 
~oor coun~s ·were made. b~~ no usa~le trip .origins were recorded on intervie,ws . . 
· Person-tnps observed exiting onslte parking garages1 assmned to be traveling directly to an 
exten1al location. 
6 lncludes those trips described in usable interviews or direct exits fr01n a parking garage to the 
exten1al street systen1. 

land use. Where door counts were not available for all estab
lishments within a land use classification, development units 
were used as a basis for expanding door counts to cover all 
floor space of a classification. Direct movements to and 
from inside buildings to external locations were handled 
through direct counts. The complete discussion is contained 
in Appendix G. 

viewed; numbers of those persons are shown by the destina
tion land use. The first three columns under each time period 
accounted for people who entered through either the estab
lishments' outside doors (and are represented by expanded 
interviews at those doors or at the DART station) or an inter
nal access from a parking garage. The last column shows the 
remaining people who were counted upon entry but are not 
represented in the first three columns of the table. All these 
were conside reel to be from external origins since they did not 
have an internal trip origin represented in an interview. These 

Table 37 shows data for entering trips that resembles the 
contents of Tables 35 and 36. A sample of persons entering 
from the DART rail station and transit center was inter-

Table 36. Afternoon peak-period surveyed trips, exit movements, 
and percent surveyed-Mockingbird Station. 

------------------------------ ----------------------------~,!---------------------------------------~~~;-;--;;:;:~;~~~;-~-~;~---------------------------------------- -----------------------------
Surveyed Percent 

Land Use Trips-' Unsurveyed Garage Surveyed" 
Doors Locatio~s4 Direct5 Total 

Office 85 275 416 691 73% 

--~-~~;~~;:~;~~--- ----------i~-~----------t----~-'.~~Ii----- ------------------------------------------------1------------------------y-i~~-~-~---- ----------
1

:i;'----------

Resideotial 49 , 218 , 144 i 362 53% 
--c:;~~~~~i--------- ------------;4------------i-------22(i ______ -----------------------------------------------1------------------------1-----2;-0------ ----------1-i--;~---------

___ I_I·~i_t~-1~------------- ---------------------------+------------------- ----------------------------------------------+-----------------------1-------------------- -----------------------------

Total 573 ! 4.584 ! 560 ! 5,144 22% 

1 Retail and cinema did not actively generate trips during the morning peak period. 
2 No onsite hotel at Mockingbird Station. 
3 Number of usable trip origins at each land use recorded from travder interviews. 
4 Includes locations where no interviews were attempted (prorated by sq ft) and locations where 
door counts were n1ade, but no usable trip origins were recorded on intervievvs. 
5 Person-trips observed exiting onsite park.ing garages. assumed to betravding directly to an 
ex!em.al location. 
6 1ndudes those trips described in usable inten1 iews or direct exits from a parking garage to the 
ex!em.al stree! systern .. 



Table 37. Peak-period person-trips entering land uses-Mockingbird Station. 

Morning Peak Period Afternoon Peak Period 
Land Use Garage Transit i Balance" 

Garage ! Transit 

I 
Survey3 Total Survey3 Balance" Total 

Direct 4 Direct' i Direct 4 ! Direct' 

Office 101 382 91 110 6&4 69 126 12 56 263 

~-"t~i~ 1________________ ---------------------- --------------------- ---------------------+------------------------- ---------------- ______ ?_~:~------- ---------------------+-------1-=~-----_J _______ ::~-~--------- ___ 1_,_1_:~: __ 
Restaurant 167 29 I 196 392 380 I 170 I L051 1,601 

~~~~~;~~i~_1 _______________ 1 __ : _________________ :~-------- ----------~----------i---------1--~-~--------- ___ _:~~---- --------\6i--------- _______ :_~~-------i--_____ 
1
1
0
s
6 

_______ j---------i'~~1 ____________ :;~~----

~-~~~-]-~---------------- ---------------------- --------------------- ---------------------+------------------------- ---------------- ---------------------- ----------------------1----------------------1------------------------- ----------------

Total 280 430 125 I 444 1,279 1,476 362 I 435 I 1,568 3,841 

'Rctail and cinema did not actively generate trips during the morning peak period. 
0 No onsite hotel at Mockingbird Station. 
3 Trip destina!ions recorded._ fronl exit inten1iews1 expanded as described. 
4 Person-· trips observed entering onsite parking garages 1 assurn.ed to be !raveling directly fronl an external location. 
5 Trips entering onsite land uses fronl external locations recorded on transit interviews. 
0 Balance ofperson--trips entering onsi!e ]and uses; assrnned to originate externally. 
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!rips account for approximately one-third of the A.M. peak
period entering trips and aboul 40% of the P.M. peak-period 
entering trips. 

Table 38 shows the mode split of person !rips to Mocking
bird Station during the A.M. peak period. Personal vehicles 
(drivers and passengers) account for about three-quarters of 
the person trips to and about 70% from Mockingbird Station 
during the A.M. peak period. The A.M. peak-hour exiting per
centages by personal vehicle are about 5% lower than during 
the A.M. peak period. Table 39 shows similar information for 
the P.M. peak period. 

bound trips. Peak hour percentages are approximately simi
lar. The larger outbound percentage reflects employees who 
came by transit in the morning in addition to the evening vis
itors who come and leave by transit. Transit accounts for a 
significant amount of the trips during both peak periods, 
attributable at least in part to the proximity of the DART 
light-rail station and bus transfer center adjacent to Mocking
bird Station. 

Transit is a major mode of access for Mockingbird Station. 
About 159/o of inbound and 11 % of outbound A.M. peak
period trips use DART rail or bus transit. The peak hour per
centages are slightly higher. During the P.M. peak period, 
transit accounts for about 13% of inbound and 19% of out-

Walk trips a !so account for more than might be expected in 
a midtown area, with 5 to l5% walking to or from Mocking
bird Station. Although J\fockingbird Station is close to SMU, 
bicycle trips were negligible as were trips by motorcycle. There 
are limited street crossings of US 75. All are heavily used by 
traffic and there are no bike lanes. SM U students tend to be 
more affluent. All these factors may explain the low bicycle 
share of peak period trips to and from Mockingbird Station. 

Table 38. A.M. peak-period and peak-hour cordon person-trip count and 
mode split-Mockingbird Station. 

Peak Period (7:00 A.M.-10:00 A.M.) Peak Hour (7:45 A.M.-8:45 A.M.) 

Travel Mode Trips Percent3 Trips Percent 

Entering i Exiting Entering Exiting Entering Exiting i Entering i Exiting 
: : : 

Personal Vehicle1 670 361 76% 70% 280 129 

;--j~~-~~(>J_:~~-~l_: ________________ t-----------~-----------+---------~---------- ---------~~~~--------- -------~~"-------- ___________ ? ____________ ----------~---------+-------(J_S1~---------i-------~-~'--------
i Delivery Vehicle i 39 i 17 4% 3% 12 3 i 3% i 2% 

i Transit2 
, 128 , 57 15% 11% 58 28 , 16% , 14% 

1--v;;~;k------------------------------i----------4;:----------i---------:7~;-------- ---------;-;;;:--------- ------i-:5~~------- ----------1-;----------- --------3[i--------i---------4~~----------i-------;-9-;;;;------

J __ _1:''-~!:1_: ________________________ +---------~-----------+---------~---------- ---------~~~~--------- -------~~"-------- ___________ ? ____________ ----------~----------+---------fJ_~--------+-----~-s1~--------
! Total All J\1odes i 879 i 514 100% 100% 365 198 i 100% i HJ!J% 

1 Personal vehicle occupancies (entering/exiting): peak period 1.08/1.11; peak hour 1.09/1.11. 
'Transit trips include light rail and bus_ 
3Percentage totals may not sum to lOO due to rounding. 
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Table 39. P.M. peak-period and peak-hour cordon person-trip count
Mockingbird Station. 

-----------~=~~--~=~1-~~--~=-:~~0 __ ~:11'!:_~_!_:~~--~:~~:! ___________ ------------~=-~~--l_f-~-~-~--~~=-~_o __ ~:~~:-~-~-:~~--~:~~:!___ _________ j 
Travel Mode Trips I Percent Trips Percent I 

Entering Exiting i Entering i Exiting Entering Exiting Entering Exiting i 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!--------------------------!---------------------- ------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------! 

Personal Vehicle1 1,292 1,208 76o/t1 74%1 4S6 443 77<--;70 73c7v 

Motorcycle 12 s l l;fi <l~{; 2 <1% <lg(;, 

Delivery Vehicle 24 21 1%1 1% 8 4 1% l o/t1 

Transit2 22S 301 13'-lv 19l;fi 71 131 12% 21% 

Walk 1S3 83 9% 5S{1 SS 32 900 5°k 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+-------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------: 

Bicycle 4 6 I <1% I <1% 0 0 0% 0% I 

Total All Modes l,7Hl 1,624 i Hl0% i Hl0% 592 611 100% 100% ! 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________ !_ _________________________ !_ ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ ] 

1 Personal vehicle occupaoc;es (eoter;nF)e,:;t;ng): peak pe1fod 1.25/ I -22; peak hour 1.26/1.21. 
2 Transit tr;ps include light ra;J and bus_ 

Vehicle occupancies were higher during the P.M. peak (more 
than l.2) than for the A.M. peak (about 1.1 ). This is attribut
able to people going shopping or to restaurants or the cinema. 
Table 40 shows (l) the number and percent of internal person 
trips each peak period and (2) the total person trips generated 
by each land use type and those that are internal to Mocking
bird Station. For example, during the A.M. peak period, 64S·o of 
trips leaving the office building are destined for internal desti
nations. Similarly, 15%1 of the A.M. inbound trips come from 
origins within Mockingbird Station. 

Note that the only uses active during the A.M. peak were the 
apartments, the office building, a coffee shop, and a mobile 
phone store that opened at 9 A.l\·1. All other businesses opened 
at 10 A.M., although a few employees and delivery people 
entered before that time. Hence, most of J\fockingbird Sta
tion was inactive during the A.M. peak period. 

Table 40 shows that for the A.:M. peak, about 22% of the 
inbound and 31 CJ!o of the outbound trips were internal, 
excluding trips between similar uses (e.g., from retail to 
retail). Internal trips between similar uses have been excluded 
(from both internal and total trips) because they are not 
included in trip generation estimates used for TlS, which are 
based on trips entering and leaving a site. The office building 
has about 64fJ'o of ils trips destined for internal destinations. 
Nearly all of those were to a coffee shop located less than 
300 ft from the office building. The office building did not 
contain a snack shop, so a strong linkage developed with the 
coffee shop. This may not always be the case with other types 
of restaurants. Note that most office building trips during 
the A.l\·1. peak are inbound; only about 17% of the trips are 
outbound, so the high percentage of internal trips does not 
reflect a high number of internal trips in this case. 

Table 40. Peak period person-trips and percent internal trip capture by land 
use-Mockingbird Station. 

A.M. Peak Period P.M. Peak Period 

Restaurant 392 43% 371 28% 1,601 22% 1,519 46% 

Residential 203 5'-lv 388 ~2{;{1 449 36% 361 43% 

Cinema1 3S6 22% 220 50% 

Hotei2 

L _ _!:~~~-l __ ~_ll __ :~-~i-~-~---------- _____ I:_,:_?:~----- __________ '.!~~'----------·------:~~-1_______ ---------~-l:_s1~---------- ____ :~·~~l: _____ ----------~-~-~--------- -----=-'~-~-~----- ---------~~-~~~---------
' Retail and cinema not open during morning peak period. 
2 No onsite hotel at Mockingbird Station. 



Table 41. Percent distribution of internal trip destinations for trips exiting 
Mockingbird Station buildings-A.M. peak period. 

Internal Destination Land lJse Destination Summary 
Origin Land Use ---------------- ------------------ ----------------------------- ----------------------------- -------------------:- ---------------- --------------------- ---------------------- ---------------- -f~t;;-i-

0 ffice Retaii2 Restaurant Residential Cinema" Hotd3 Internal External Total T .-· 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------- _________________________________________ _t_:lQ_fl_ 

Office 63%' 1 % 64% 36% 100% 142 

Retail2 

Restaurant 25% 3 

Residential 2 20 

Cinerna2 

Hotei3 

All Origins 11% l9% 1% 

'.Internal trips within a land use arc not included in internal trip capture methodology. 
·Retail and cmcrna not open durmg rnorrung peak penod. 
lNo onsite hotel at Mockingbird Station. 
'Chain specialty coffee shop close lo office building. 

28 72 100 371 

22 78 100 388 

31% 69% 100% 901 
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The P.M. peak period internal trip capture percentages are 
somewhat higher, with about 38% of the inbound and 36% 
of the outbound trips being internal. Table 41 shows the A.:M. 

peak period internal trip capture for outbound trips by land 
use. Since Mockingbird Station is fully and conveniently 
walkable, there are virtually no driving trips (although a few 
people were observed driving a few hundred feet from one 
end of a parking area to the other). Since no internal transit 
is provided, there are no internal !rips by transit. 

Table 43 shows the distribution of internal origins resulting 
from inbound trips. For example, of trips inbound to the 
office building, l % come from the onsite residential units. This 
shows that while the coffee shop has a strong interaction with 
the office building, it also has a stronger interaction with the 
residential apartments that result in several !rips to the coffee 
shop. However, this table shows that the residents then proceed 
from the coffee shop to off-site destinations; few return home. 

Table 42 shows the same information for the P.l'v1. peak 
period. For both A.M. and P.M. peak periods, it appears that 
there are a few stronger linkages between land use pairs 
and several modest linkages. However, note that the inter
nal trip capture percentages are a result of inherent inter
action between given land use pairs as well as the quantities 
and proximities of each. This is discussed elsewhere in this 
report. 

Table 44 shows similar data for the P.M. peak period. As 
with the interactions show11 in Table 42, there are a few strong 
relationships and a number of minor relationships. The cases 
and relationships are discussed in a subsequent chapter. 

Table 45 shows the percent of trips made into and out 
of J\fockingbird Station buildings that are internal for each 
mode of travel. Only a small percentage of vehicle driver trips 
are internal. Not surprisingly, a very high percentage of walk 
trips are internal. 

Table 42. Percent distribution of internal trip destinations for trips exiting 
Mockingbird Station buildings-P.M. peak period. 

Internal Destination Land Use Destination Summary 
Origin Land Use : ' ' ' i Total 

Office Retail I Restaurant I Residential I Cinema Hotei2 Internal I External Total i Trips 

Office 4% 0 l'i% ! 85% 100% i 669 - ! : 
I l : 

1~-~t_a_il_______________________________ _ ___ 1~_s1~----- ----------------]------------=fJ ____________ t ____________ _? ______________ 1 _______ :i_s1~------- ________________________ ?_:! _______ +------~~--------- ____ 1_~~---+-'-~=~~-
Restaurant 3 38 i i 3 i '.'. 46 i 54 100 i 1,519 

Residential ] 31 i 11 : i 0 43 : 57 100 i 361 
------------------------------------------------------------ ---------------+-----------------------------i-----------------------------+-------------------- --------------------------------------i---------------------------------------i---------------

Cinema 0 17 i 25 i 8 i 1 50 i 50 100 i 220 ! ! ! ! , ! 

l_l_~~~l-~----------------------------- ---------------- --------------+---------------------------+-----------------------------1--------------------- ----------------- ---------------------+----------------------- --------------+------------

All Origins 2% 19% ! 9% i 4% ! 2% 36% i 64% 100% i 4,053 

'lnternal trips within a la11d use are not includffi in inkrnal trip capture mt'thodologv. 
0 No onsite hotel at Mockingbird Station. -
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Table 43. Percent distribution of internal trip origins for trips entering 
Mockingbird Station bui!dings-A.M. peak period. 

! Internal Origin Land lJse Origin Summary 
!Destination Land Use; : : : ' 
· · 2 , 3 · Total i 
~----------------------------------------------------i~~~~~-l-~-~~!1_11 ___ -~-~~=!1-~~~~=- ~~~~i~-~~~i-~l- 1:_i_r1_~~1_>t:_ ~-~~~1--i~~~~-~~~'-l-~~=~-~~!1_1_ -~-~~~i __ T~lP_~j 
!Office i ' i 14% 1 % i 15% i 85% 100% 684 i 

1~:~:~::;~~-~-----------------------------1---;-3~;;--t---------------- --------------------------- -----------;(;----------- --------------------- ---------------1-------43-------t--------5-:7-------- ---1()(;--- ---39-;---1 

f ~-;;~~~~~i-~l ____________________________ t _____ _<J ______ -i----------------- -------------~------------- --------------------------- -------------,-------- ---------------t---------~---------i--------~~--------- ____ l_~-~---- ___ :~~---1 
! ~ 
jHotel-
! : 

l~_11 __ ~~-~~:i1_1_~~i-~-~:~ _____________ _l ___ !_~~---_L_ ______________ ----------~-?_C~---------- _________ !_°l<J_ __________ ---------------------- ______________ _l _____ =~-~~----_L_ __ !~-?~------ _1_~~-~"-- _1_~:?~J 
1 Internal trips within a land use are not included in internal trip capture methodology. 
'Retail and cinema not open during morning peak period. 
3 No onsite hotel at Mockingbird Station. 

Table 44. Percent distribution of internal trip origins for trips entering 
Mockingbird Station buildings-P.M. peak period. 

1~;,,,:;,,;: ,::: == ~:" :~,ii :::::.:,::;::~:::,~;~lne~olHo"l' lnt=o~;~::~::7:::~ ~~~:I 
loffice 5cx1 19% 26'-lo 74% 100% 263 I 
~----------------------------------------------------- ---------------- --------------- ---------------------------- -------------------- ---------------------- -------------- --------------: 

2cx1 0 

lRetail 5% 1 50 
i 

9 ... (!_, 

~' /(l 67 33 JOO% 1,172 

iRestauranl 16 
: 

2 3 22 78 100% 1,601 

!Residential 3 19 10 4 36 64 100% 449 
: 

I Cinema 14 7 0 ~2 78 100% 356 

!~~~:~:~~-;;~~;;~;~~---------------- ----;-~,;;---- --1-1_% ___ ---------18_% _________ ----------4;;----------i------3;;------j-----=----- -----33:~------ ------62-o/:------ -100-o/:- -:1-:s-;;-1-1 

1 Internal trips within a land use are not includt>l in internal trip capture metbodology. 
2 No onsite botel at Mockingbird Station. 

Table 45. Peak-period person-trips and percent internal trip capture by mode 
of travel-Mockingbird Station. 

A.M. Peak Period P.M. Peak l:'eriod1 

i Entering Exiting Entering Exiting : 
}-------------------T-----------------------------------------------r---------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------1 

! Tri )S ! Percent Tri s i Percent Trips Percent Trips Percent i 
-----------------------------------------------------------f-----------l _______ f ____ I_i1_t_i;i_:_11_:t_I ____ -----------~------j--}11_!;:_1:11_:t_l _________________________ J11!~~1_1_:tl __________________________ J11_~t:i_:_i1_:t_l ____ j 
Automobile Driver i 857 i " 526 ! 3 1,941 4 l ,815 5 ! 

Mode of Travel 

~--$~~;;~-~;~~:;~~~~~~1-~~-r _________ l ______ _?02--------i-------------~------------ -------~;-------t------------~------------- -------~;------- ------------~------------ ------=~-: ______ -------------~------------1 
Transit (Bus) 0 0 12 0 0 0 88 0 

Transit (Light Rail) 125 0 22 0 435 0 413 0 

Walk/Bicycle 266 100 307 87 1,367 100 1,500 91 

Travel mode not repented for 26 entering and 25 exiting trips. 



Table 46. Peak-period person-trips and percent internal trip capture by mode 
of access-Mockingbird Station. 

l ______________________________ ~:-~~:--~=~-k--~-=~i-~-~-'------------------------------ -----------------------------~:~~:--~-=~-~--~=1_:i~~l~-----------------------------
Mode of Access Entering Exiting Entering Exiting 

Trips 
Percent 

Trips 
Percent 

Trips 
Percent 

Trips 
Percent 

Internal Internal Internal Internal 

Vehicle Driver 1,058 20% 697 31 l;fi 2,847 35'-Yv L694 37~lv 

Vehicle Passenger 32 07£, 34 0% 130 45% 354 23lJ7v 

Taxi/Car Service 0 oqc, 0 0% 0 ()l;fi 0 O'fo 

Transit (Bus) 7 100% 7 i !00% 60 100% 118 51 % 
-------------------------------------------------------+ ---------------------------------------------- --------------------i-----------------------------------------------------------------------------t-------------------------------------------------
Transil (Light Rail) i 131 5% :n i 26% 586 26% i 654 23% 

: ' ' 

Walk/Bicycle , JO 100% 13 , 77% 71 100% i l 57 45% 
_______________________________________________________ _! _____________________________________________________________________ _:_ ____________________________________________________________________________ _:_ _______________________________________________ _ 

1 Access mode not reported for 41 enkring trips and 177 exiling trips. 
2 Access n1ode not reported for 79 entering trips and 244 exiting trips. 
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Table 46 shows different information. The table shows 
internal trips by the original mode of access to Mockingbird 
Station-for example, the first row of the table shows that 
for the A.M. peak period, of the exiling people who came to 
Mockingbird Station as vehicle drivers, 31 fJ;o of them went to 
internal destinations. The purpose of this table is lo deter
mine whether people arriving by different modes have differ
ent internal trip-making tendencies. The cells that have larger 
numbers of trips provide the most useful comparisons. The 
cells that contain more than 300 trips have consistent inter
nal trip percentages ranging from 2ocY<.1 to 37'.Yo internal trips, 
but even though most numbers of total trips are small, those 
who arrive by bus or walking/bicycling are much more prone 
to making more internal trips, perhaps due to fewer options. 
The apparent tendency of rail transit riders to make fewer 
internal trips-at least during peak periods-may reflect that 
many of them use transit to commute to work and are less 
likely to make internal peak-period trips during peak periods 
(e.g., some of those trips may be made during midday). The 
small numbers of people who walk, bike, or ride buses to 
Mockingbird Station make further analysis speculative. The 
other two MXDs surveyed for this proiect had fewer transit rid
ers, so they do no! provide significant insight into this question. 

Table 47 attempts lo explore whether having a personal 
vehicle available for trips affected internal travel tendencies. 
One might assume that a person with no vehicle available 
would have fewer options to make off-site (external) trips, so 
they would make more internal trips. Accounting for effects 

of the sample sizes shown, the !able does no! support that 
assumption: internal trip capture does not exceed that for 
people with access to drive personal vehicles. 

Findings from surveys of two other MXDs-Atlantic Sta

tion and Legacy Town Center-follow. Analyses of relation
ships between the findings and causal factors are described in 
subsequent chapters. 

Atlantic Station 

Development Characteristics 

As with Mockingbird Station, Atlantic Station is a midtown 
redevelopment/infill project, but it is substantially larger and is 
spread over several blocks rather than being on a single block. 
Figure 5 shows an illustrative site plan of Atlantic Station when 
it is fully complete. A dashed outer boundary line shows the 
outer limits of the portions that had been completed and 

Table 47. Peak-period person-trips and percent internal trip capture by 
vehicle access-Mockingbird Station. 

L_ ______________________ 1~:-~~:E~_:~--~=~i-~-~_1 __________________________ --------------------------~:-~~:--~=:_k __ ~-~~-i~-~-2 __________________________ _ 

Vehicle Access Entering Exiling Entering Exiting 

Percent 
Trips 

Percent 
Trips 

Percent 
Trips 

Percent 
Trips 

Internal Internal Internal Internal 

Yes (Vehicle Driver! 1,098 2ocx1 720 30~{; 265 29% 462 51%1 

Yes(Non-VehicleDriver) 118 14% 31 , 52% 318 33% 571 i 59% 
---N-~--v-~1;1-~1~--A-~~-~~~----------------------r-----i-s-_____ --------;-;;;;;;-------- -------1-;s-------i--------;;-i-;;;;-------- ---:~:o94 ___ --------:~5-;;;~-------- ----;-::;-;;-5---1--------:;-2_% _______ _ 

1 Automobile access not reponed for 45 entering trips and 134 exiting trips. 
2 AutornobHe access not reponed for 164 entering trips and 225 exiting !rips. 
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Source: www.atlanticstat;on.com/images/SitePlan __ large.jpg. lmage ;s used by permission: ©2010 Atlantic 
Station. LLC. All rights reserved. 

Figure 5. 2006 Atlantic Station site plan at buildout. 

occupied at the time surveys for this project were completed. 
The area inside the inner dashed boundary line has not been 
developed although some of the parking to serve that devel
opment has been completed. Although complete, the survey 
conducted for this project did not include the IKEA store on 
the far west end because it was viewed as a non-integrated, 
free-standing component of Atlantic Station oriented away 
from the remainder of the development. Figure 6 shows the 
street names and sectors of Atlantic Station. Atlantic Station 
consists of three adjacent sectors: the District, the Commons, 
and the Village. 

The District. The District is dearly the heart and most 
active part of Atlantic Station. It is the densest and has six 
interactive land uses. The mostly commercial District is on a 
grid of blocks extending from the south side of 14th Street to 
20th Street and from Fowler Street on the east to State Street 
on the west. Virtually the en lire area north of 17th Street has 
three levels of parking below ground. All parking is contigu
ous although parking for a few buildings has been partitioned. 
The garages are designed so the streets on the surface are dupli
cated underground for ease of navigation and comprehension. 
There is also short-term metered curb parking on most blocks 
of the surface level. A 11 spaces a re pay parking although busi-

nesses have the option of validating parking for specific 
durations. Visitor parking is free for the first 2 hours, $2 up 
to 3 hours, $3 up to 4 hours, $5 up to 5 hours, then increas
ing $3 per hour to the daily maximum of $14 for more than 
7 hours. Employees park free on the lowest garage level dur
ing their work hours. At the time of the survey, garage park
ing supply far exceeded demand. Surface curb parking was 
generally fully occupied during normal business hours. 

Land uses in the District consist of residential, retail, office, 
restaurant, hotel, and cinema. Table 48 shows the number 
of development units of each type. The largest retailers are 
Dillard's (department store), Publix (grocery store), and a shoe 
store. The retailers provide a range of products similar to 
what can be found in a regional mall. Restaurants range from 
specialty coffee shops to high-end shops. Residential units 
open at the time of the survey are in one high-rise build
ing at the corner of 17th and State Streets and along both 
sides of 16th Street (townhouses). The office space is all in 
one high-rise building at 17th and Markel Streets, while the 
restaurants and retail are distributed across most of the 
District. 

The entire area north of 17th Street is conveniently walkable 
due to general compactness; short block lengths (about 150 
to 300 ft in most cases); and an attractive walking environ-
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Source: www.atlaoticstation.com/site __ parking.php. Image is used by permission: ©2010 Atlantic Station. 
LLC. All rights reserved. 

Figure 6. Schematic map of Atlantic Station, 2006. 

ment. There is a grade between 16th and 17th Streets that may 
discourage some from walking, but walking is viable for most 
people. 

The Commons. This area includes two multistory apart
ment complexes along the north (Park District) and south (Art 
Foundry) sides of 17th Street, which has a wide median in the 
middle of the area. Resident parking is beneath the residential 
units, with visitor parking along 17th Street. The walking 
environment is typical for urban areas. Typical sidewalks are 
provided along 17th Street. There are no special provisions 
other than banners that integrate The Commons with The 
District. Other than banners and a few signs, the lwo areas 
could easily pass for being lolally disassociated. 

The Village. This western sector contains only one build
ing: an IKEA furniture store. The IKEA building faces away 
from 17th Street and the remainder of Atlantic Station. It has 
its own parking and, as with the Commons, no strong con
nection to the District. Although walking between IKEA and 
the Commons is convenient by conventional sidewalk, little 
pedestrian activity was observed. 

Access 

Vehicular access to Atlantic Station and the District is con
cen lrated on 17th Street from both east and west. I-75 and 
I-85 merge just lo the north of 17th Street so Atlantic Station 
has good regional access by motor vehicle. An interchange 

Table 48. Atlantic Station Development (all units within the District 
except as noted). 

Laud Use Occupied Development Units 

Residemial 798DU 

Retail 434.500 sq ft 

Office 550,600 sq fl 

Restaurant 64.600 sq ft 

Hotel 101 rooms 

Cinema 87.000 sq ft. 16 screens. 6,001} seats 

Largest 

• District: 190 apartments al J 7th 
and Stale; 55 lownhomes south of 
16th Street 

• Commons: 553 apartments 
• Department srore 227,000 sq ft 
• Grocery st,1re 30,300 sq ft 
• Shoe store 27,000 sq fl 
• Only stores over 12,000 sq ft 

• Alm,>St all in one building 

• Sports bar/restaurant 19.100 sq ft 
• Only restaurant over l 0,000 sq ft 

• Onehotel 

• One cinema 
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exists serving 14th and 17th Streets. Access to regional arte
rial streets is via 17th Street. There is some additional access 
to and from the south via local streets between Fowler and 
State. Access to underground parking of The District is from 
Fowler on the east, 16th Street on the south, State Street on 
the west, and 20th Street on the north. There are no ramps 
between the three levels; all access is to a single level. Some of 
the largest buildings are garage-accessible only from one or 
two of the three levels; however, there are stairs, elevators, and 
an escalator providing access between all garage levels and the 
street level. Stairs are spaced closely so that stairway access 
is quite convenient. Vehicular access to The Commons and 
IKEA is primarily via 17th Street although 16th Street also 
provides access. 

Atlantic Station has two types of transit access as Figure 7 
shows. Atlantic Station provides a dedicated free shuttle 
between the District and the Metropolitan Atlanta Regional 
Transit Authority (J\tlARTA) Art Center rail station that is 
about >12 mile to the east of the District. The shuttle uses 17th 
Street but loops through the District. The shuttle operates on 
5- to 10-mimite headways, between 5 A.M. and 1 A.M., covering 
MART A's rail system hours of 5 A.M. to 1 A.M. 

MARTA also provides conventional bus service along 17th 
Street and along 14th Street. The 17th Street service (Route 23) 
also connects with the Art Center Station on the east. Going 
west and south from Atlantic Station, this route extends past 
Georgia Institute of Technology (Georgia Tech) and to down
town. It nms on 30- to 40-minute headways during the day, 
operating between about 5:30 A.M. and midnight. The 14th 
Street service runs between the Arts Center Station and the 
MARTA rail west end station, providing service to the Geor
gia Tech campus and an additional rail station. This route 
(Route 98) operates on 14th Street east of State Street and has 
approximately 40-minute headways all day. Two additional 
local routes run north---south on Northside Drive just west of 
the IKEA store. Those routes operate on 60-minute headways 
between about 6 A.M. and 10 P.M. 

Travel Survey 

The travel survey was conducted in the same manner as for 
Mockingbird Station. Surveys were conducted on Tuesday 
afternoon July 1l,2006, through Thursday morning July 13, 
2006. The surveys conducted were 

Source: www.a1!antics1a1ion.com/si1e_parking.php. Image is used by pem1ission: ©2010 Atlantic Swtion. LLC. AU righ1s reserved. 

figure 7. Atlantic Station transit access, 2006. 



• Multimodal cordon count covering all access points of 
the District and the Bezar townhome area plus the parking 
garages for the Ari Foundry and Park Dislricl apartment 
complexes; 

• Counts of people entering and exiting doors of each building 
or business being surveyed during a particular period; 

• Exit interviews of people as they departed selected doors; 
• Pedestrian intercept interviews at one sidewalk location 

between the District and the Commons to catch those not 
included in the interviews in the Commons apartment com
plexes (custom survey to respond to local conditions); and 

• Interviews of people using the Atlantic Station shuttle ( cus
tom survey to respond to local conditions). 

MARTA bus patrons were not interviewed specifically 
because there were very few observed. The Atlantic Station 
shuttle seemed to be functioning as an almost complete sub
stitute for conventional transit access. 

Interviews were conducted in a manner similar to Iha! used 
for Mockingbird Station, with one exception: the large num
ber ofbusinesses and entrances precluded all being covered. All 
large businesses were covered as was a sample of smaller ones. 
Those not surveyed (including a small number that declined 
permission) were accounted for by including expansion factors 
using applicable development units (e.g., sq ft). The research 
learn was !old by onsite management that occupants of the two 
residential developments in the Commons were similar and 
provided permissions for only one complex. Dwelling units 
were used to apply survey results to cover those units. 

Survey Results 

Most of the findings are based on 822 usable interviews 
conducted near doorways to Atlantic Station establishments 
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during two morning and two afternoon peak periods. Of 
these approximately 27% were obtained during the A.M. peak 
and 73910 during the P.M. peak. Approximately 45% of exiting 
people were interviewed in the A.:M. peak period while about 
15% were interviewed in the much more active P.:M. peak. The 
results described in this report are based on expansion factors 
applied to usable interviews based on sampling rates for each 
land use and time period as well as the businesses surveyed. 
The expansion factor process is explained elsewhere in this 
report. 

Table 49 shows the numbers of completed and usable inter
views by peak period and land use category. Interviews were 
completed for about 30% of people exiting at street level (and 
the grocery store garage) during the A.M. peak and 15% during 
the P.M. peak. Interviews were not attempted at building 
entrances within the garage because ii was felt that nearly all 
people using those few entrances would be either leaving 
Atlantic Station or returning to street level through the same 
buildings. In the first case, the trips would be external and eas
ily categorized as such. fn the second case, the people would be 
candidates for interviews as they departed from the building at 
street level. In addition, a few retail buildings were not covered 
with interviews due to the available survey crew and simi
larity of tenants to those being surveyed. Survey results were 
expanded lo cover unsurveyed buildings in accordance with 
development units. Finally, not all residential buildings were 
surveyed. Local management staff indicated that profiles of the 
residents were similar to those in buildings being surveyed. Cor
don counts were used to factor the residential survey results. 

As with the Mockingbird Station interviews, some Atlantic 
Station interviews yielded more than one trip. All exiting trips 
were obtained. Some people interviewed also provided com
plete and usable information about their inbound trips to 
the interview location. Table 50 shows the total numbers of 

Table 49. Peak-period interviews, counted building exit movements, 
and percent interviewed-Atlantic Station. 

Land Use 
A.M. Peak Period 

Interviews' ! Building Exit 
! Movements 

P.M. Peak Period 

Percent i 

Interviewed I Interviews' 
Building Exit i Percent i 
Movements i Interviewed i 

Office 15 , 93 16% , 15 84 , 18% i 
---R-~~-~;-i·------------- -------------;~;-------------i---------------1·53··------------- ------------i-~;3··----------i------------266 ____________ ------------··2:·i-~;;:;·-------------i-----------·1·2·;~-----------1 

Restaurant 24 : 29 83% : 184 918 i '.'.0% i 
--R~~-;d~;~;;~;--- ------------i·:s~;:----------r·----------·:;;2:1·-------------- -----------·:1-;i·;~----------r·----------6-6 _____________ ---------------·:1-ii:s·--------------r·-------·223·-----------1 

C:inema2 31 282 11% 

1 Number of interviews conducted v1i1h travelers exiling doors of a particular land use that contained at least one 
usable trip. 

2 Cine1na not open during inorning peak period. 
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Table 50. Peak-period usable trips, counted building exit movements, and 
percent usable-Atlantic Station. 

A.M. Peak Period P.M. Peak Period 

Office 13 93 147<1 26 84 31 i){; 

Retail 29 153 19% 313 2,138 15% 

Restaurant 26 29 90% 189 918 21% 

Residential 141 523 27%1 56 305 18% 

Cioe_ma2 38 282 140{1 
----------------------------- ------------------------------------+--------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------:----------------------------------------:-----------------------------------------

Hole[ 37 i 36 103%" 43 i 95 i 45% 

__ ::~~~~--------------- _______________ :~~--------------_]___ _____________ ~-~-~---------------- ----------~-~-~---------- ---------------~-~~-------------_l·------------~·-~_:: ____________ J_ _____________ l:_!~~---------------
1 1\1ust include specific origin location. location of destination, and Jaod use of destination if internal; this total includes 
reported exiting and entering trips made this period. 
2 Cinema oot open during morning peak period. 
'More tiips reported from both exit and entering trip responses than movements counted. 

usable interviews available based on their points of origin. 
Interviews during the P.M. peak period yielded some second 
usable trips; none were derived from the A.M. interviews. 

or unwilling to provide enough complete information to 
make the inbound trip usable. Finally, some otherwise com
plete interviews were not usable because the inbound trip 
reported was not actually the immediately previous trip. 
Many of those trips were made outside the peak periods. Firs I 
trips of the day from the onslte apartments did no! have a 
previous trip that day. 

The results reported herein are based on factoring to reflect 
sampling at each building entrance; factoring was performed 
separately for each peak period. That process is described else
where in this report. The survey results were summarized for 
the A.M. and P.M. peak periods. 

Table 51 shows a summary of completed interviews, exit
ing people, and usable trips derived from the interviews. The 
total of the reported trips, if made during one of the two peak 
periods, is shown as usable trips in Table 50. Some of the 
reported inbound trips occurred outside the peak periods; 
however, for many of those trips, the respondent was unable 

The interviews reported in Table 51 differ slightly from inter
views reported in prior tables. This is because the interviews 
reported in Table 50 are associated with the land use for which 
an exit trip is reported whereas previous tables reported by 
where the interview occurred. 

Table 51 points out the same lesson learned from the sur
vey procedures as did the Mockingbird Station surveys: to 

Table 51. Peak-period interviews, exit movements, percent interviewed, 
and usable trips-Atlantic Station. 

Land lise 
-------------------------------- --~~~-~-i~1~-~=-ak_E:_~i-~-~-------------~------------------_J ______________________________ ~~~=~-11_~-~-~--~=a-~--~-=~-i~-~------------ ____________________ _ 
Interviews2 Exit Percent ! lisable ! I t ,. .. 2 Exit Percent lisable 

1Vlovements Interviewed ! Trips.l ! 11 enie\'ls JVTovements Interviewed Trips3 

Office 13 93 l3 15 84 18% 15 

Retail 29 153 19% 30 243 2,138 311 

--~-=-s_t~-~1_:"-~_t ____ -------------=~-------------- ______________ :~--------------,------------~-~-~-----------+-------~~-----J ___________ l_~?____________ ------------'~-)-~------------ ____________ 1 __ ~~~~----------- ______ _:_1 __ : _____ _ 
Residential 141 229" ! 62% i 141 i 79 115h 69% 79 

: ! ! 

--~~~:~-" __ ' ________ -----------·-34·------------ --------------:~-6-------------t-----------~;43·-----------1-------·:14·-------1-------------~~------------- ------------~;~------------ -----------~-;-:::------------ --------~~--------
Total 243 540 45% 246' 552 3,632 15% 665 

1 No interviews attempted at cinema during the morning peak period since cinema closed during this period. 
2Nurnber of intervie•Ns conducted with travekrs exiting doors of a particular ]aod use that contained at least ooe usable trip. 
3 Must include specific origin location, location of destination, aod land use of destination if internal; this total includes reported 

exiting and entering trips made this period. 
'Excludes 294 movements counted at two residential developments where no interviews were completed. 
b Excludes 190 movements counted at two residential developments where no interviews were completed. 
"lndudes 3 inovements counted at establishn1en1s ·where no or 100 few in1erviev.rs were completed for valid smnple. 



obtain accurate inbound trip information while conducting 
exit surveys, it is necessary to increase the amount of interview 
practice for each interviewer (mock interviews with trainers). 
Interviewers recorded too many incomplete interviews and 
incorrect previous trips. Most interviewers also failed to ask 
or record responses for all of the questions about the inbound 
!rip, resulting in more incomplete inbound trip information. 
Table 51 shows that, unlike Mockingbird Station, A.M. inter
views were completed at retail outlets. These were almost all 
at the onsile grocery store. 

Table 52 shows, for the morning peak period, surveyed 
trips (usable from interviews) by origin land use as well as the 
number of people exiting doors for each Janel use. The third 
column represents exit movements from establishments 
where no completed interviews occurred. These trips were 
estimated based on square footage for the specific land use. 
The fourth column contains the number of drivers plus pas
sengers who exited Atlantic Station from parking garages after 
reaching the garages via direct internal access from establish
ments above. Trips in this fourth column were assumed to all 
be external since they involved trips dow11stairs into the below 
ground garages and a drive along the perimeter or beyond to 
another location. In almost all cases, a walk trip would take 
less time except between the District and the apartment com
plexes to the west or townhouses to the south. About 46fJ'o of 
all trips made from survey locations were represented by an 
interview or direct external trips. 

Table 53 displays similar information for the P.M. peak 
period. For this period, about 31 fJ;o of the total trips are rep
resented by interviews or direct external trips. Unsurveyed 
locations, which were judged by the research team to have char-
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acteristics similar to other establishments of the same land uses, 
represent less than 15% of the exiting trips made. The direct 
garage trips to the external street system accounted for about 
20% of the total trips, a little less than for the A.M. peak period. 

Table 54 contains somewhat similar information for the 
entering trips for both peak periods. As with the similar table for 
Mockingbird Station, this table shows the several sources for 
information on trips made. Trips represented by exit surveys are 
shown in the first column of numbers. Trips made direct from 
internally accessed parking garages to external locations are 
shown in the second column. Trips made using the free Atlantic 
Station shuttle and represen led by interv Jews conducted on the 
shuttle are show11 in the third column of numbers. The balance 
column represents the difference between the total number of 
counted (or prorated by sq ft) persons entering the establish
ments (through public doorway or from external points to the 
garage sections with private internal access) and the trips repre
sented in the prior three columns. All trips in the fourth column 
of numbers were assumed to be external since they had no 
reported internal source for trl ps. 

Table 55 shows the mode split of person trips to and from 
Atlantic Station during the A.M. peak period and peak hour. 
Personal vehicles account for about 80'.Yo of the inbound trips 
and slightly more than 70% of the outbound trips during 
both periods, indicating little difference between the periods. 
Similarly, peak-period and peak-hour mode shares differed 
little for other modes. Transit, including the free Atlantic 
Station shuttle, accounted for 8% of the inbound A.:M. peak 
period trips and 9910 of the inbound A.:M. peak-hour trips. 
Outbound percentages were smaller. Virtually all transit trips 
used the free shuttle; MARTA bus service attracted almost no 

Table 52. Morning peak-period surveyed trips, exit 
movements, and percent surveyed-Atlantic Station. 

Exit Movements 
Surveyed Percent 

Land Use Trips2 Doors i lJnsurveyed i Garag; ! Total Surveyeds 
: Locations3 i Direct ! 

··c;;:;:;~~------------- ---------·-13·---------- -------;;·:;-·----r·--------------------------------------r·------66--------r·--i-5·;;·---- ---------5·0·3·--------

Retail 29 153 i 8 : 136 I 297 56% 
--R~~~~~:;~~~---- -----------26·---------- -------2~;------r---------------------------------------r-------------------r··-·2;;·------ ---------~;(;3·---------

Resideotial 141 523 , , 68 i 591 35% 
··c:;;~~;~~-;-··----- --------------------------- -------------------1------------------------------------------1-----------------------i------------------ ----------------------------

Hotel 37 36 36 100% 

Total 246 834 , 8 i 270 , 1,112 46% 
_____________________________________________________________________________ _:_ __________________________________________ _:_ ______________________ _! ______________________________________________ _ 

1 Cinema did not actively gcncrate trips during the morning pcak period. 
'Number of usable trip origins at each land usc recordffi from traveler interviews. 
l locludes locations where no interviews were attempted (prorated by sq ft) and locations 

where door counts were made but no usable trip origins were recorded on intervievvs. 
4 Pcrson-trips observed exiting onsite parking garages. assumed to be travding directly to an 

external location. 
5 lodudes those trips described in usable interviews or direcl exits from a parking garage to 
the external strcet system. 
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Table 53. Afternoon peak-period surveyed trips, exit 
movements, and percent surveyed-Atlantic Station. 

I L'"'' IJ~ s;,',;;::' I ~;,;;;r ~;r:~E;;<m<o~;;.:i;:r~;;"; s;,;::;:~. I 
~------------------------------ ---------------------------·--------------------+--------------------------------------------- -----------------------+------------------ -----------------------------: 

Office 26 84 585 669 91% 

Retail 313 2,138 532 418 3.088 24% 

Restaurant 189 918 115 1,033 18% 

Residential 56 305 50 355 30~{; 

, Cinerna 1 38 282 282 13S{1 
1···1:1~;·;~i··············· ···········4:~·-·······-r·····95·······r··········································· ·······················r··-·9·5······· ·········45;;;;··········1 

L.:~-~-t-~l················ ······---~~-~---······.L.:~·~~=-···L ............... ~~? .......................... 1_,_~~~---·--L~~~-=-: ... ·······---~-1--~---···J 
1 c;nema did not actively generate trips dmfag the morning peak period. 
:: Nmnber of usable trip origins at each land use recorded fr01n traveler interviews. 
3 lndudes locations where no interviews were attempkd (prorated by sq ft) and locations where 

door counts were inade but no usable trip origins were recorded on interviews. 
~Person-trips observed exiting onsite parking garages. assumed to be traveling directly to an 

external location" 
5 Includes those trips described in usable interviews or direct exits fron1 a parking garage to the 
external stred system. 

Table 54. Peak-period person-trips entering land uses-Atlantic Station. 

F= 
iomce 86 829 41 41 997 55 69 17 (171' ! 124 ! 
: ! ! 
' : ' 

iReta;J 114 35 24 17 190 . L769 411 . 66 406 i 2.652 i 
~---------------------------- --------------------- -------------------- -------------------- ----------------------- --------------+--------------------------------- ------------------+-------------------- ---------------------------------+--------------: 

!Restaurant 26 3 J (23 )" 34 ! 542 ! 48 694 ! l.284 ! 
! ! ! ! ' ! 

l~~~~~~~;;i_a-1.._ ······---~---······ ······---~---······ ·····---~---······ ········ 1··~~---···· ---=~~---1-············i-~-; ............. ····---~~---····1······--~~---···· ············-~·i·i···········+-~:i.;---1 
: : : : : 

lHolel 7 17 25 88 7 0 
i 

!Total 227 872 109 238 1,4461 2,932 570 191 1,325 
: 

1 Cinema did not ac!ivdy genera!e !rips during tbe rn.orning peak. period. 
2 Trip destina!ions recorded fronl exit interv iews1 expanded as described. 
3 Person-·!rips observed entering on.site park.ing garages. assumed to be lraveUng directly frorn. an external location. 
4 Trips entering onsite land uses from external loca!ions recorded on transi! interviews. 
5 Balance of person-trips en!ering onsite ]and uses; assurn.ed to originate externaHy. 
a See Append ix C for rn.ore information. 

Table 55. A.M. peak-period and peak-hour person-trip cordon count
Atlantic Station. 

95 

i5,orni 
: : 

Travel Mode Trips Percent Trips Percent 

Entering Exiting Entering Exiting Entering Exiting 

Personal Vebicle1 2,378 U65 79<-Fo 71% 972 447 

Motorcycle 0 0 O'fo oqc, 0 0 

Total All Modes 3,026 1,636 1(1(1% !00% 1,202 620 

1 Personal vehicle occupanc;es (enter;ng/ex;t;ng): peak per;od J .08/ l.13; peak hour 1.05/J. J 2. 
2 Transit tr;ps include circulating shuttle aod bus. 

Entering Exiting 

8JS0 72% 

O'fo 0% 

1(1(1% !00% 
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Table 56. P.M. peak-period and peak-hour person-trip cordon count
Atlantic: Station. 

Peak Period (4:00 P.M.-7:00 P.M.) Peak Hour (5:00 P.M.-6:00 P.M.) 

Travel Mode Trips Percent Trips Percent 

Entering Exiling Entering Exiling Entering Exiling Entering Exiling 

Personal Vehicle1 3,727 3-423 87~?0 88fJ~ 1,382 L242 89% 86%1 

Motorcycle 0 0 0% 0% 0 0 000 Ql;fi 

Delivery Vehicle 50 43 1% 1% 14 18 J S/O 1%1 

2 Transit 195 243 5cx1 600 72 103 5cx1 70;0 

Walk 300 184 700 5~1o 86 72 600 5~1o 

Bicycle 15 4 <1% <1% 4 2 <1% <1% 

Total All Modes 4.287 3,897 100% !00% 1.558 1,437 100% !00% 

'Personal vehicle occupancies (ente•fag/ex;tingl: peak period 1.40/ l.27: peak hour 1.37/1.22. 
2Transit trips include circulating shuttle and bus. 

Atlantic Station trips, possibly due to the fare difference, more 
frequent shuttle service, and the shuttle loop throughout the 
District, which the MARTA service does not provide. 

Table 56 shows similar summaries for the P.M. peak period 
and peak hour. Personal vehicles account for more of the 
travel during the P.M. peaks, accounting for 87-88%1 of all 
peak period trips and 86-89% of peak-hour !rips. As for the 
A.M. peaks, there is little difference in mode splits between 
the peak period and peak hour. Deliveries account for far 
fewer trips during the P.l\L The transit mode splits are simi
lar in total but more balanced between inbound and out
bound trips. lnbound walk trips are similar for both A.l'v1. and 
P.M. peaks, but outbound walk trips make up a larger percent
age of A.M. peak trips than for the P.M .. Note, however, that the 
A.M. inbound and outbound walk volumes are fairly similar. 

From these two tables it is apparent that motor vehicles are 
the primary mode of travel for Atlantic Station, but transit 

and walking also play a role. As was found for Mockingbird 
Station, the P.M. peak-period vehicle occupancies are signifi
cantly higher than those for the A.M. peak; this is attributable 
to people going shopping or to restaurants or the cinema in 
groups of lwo or more during the P.M. peak. Almost none 
of those businesses are open during the A.M. peak. 

Table 57 shows the total A.M. and P.M. peak-period entering 
and exiting trips by land use category plus the percentage of 
!hose that were internal. Overall A.M. peak-period internal trip 
capture was about 12% for inbound and 17% outbound. For 
the P.M. peak period, the inbound and outbound internal cap
ture percentages total about 44 and 38 percent, respectively. As 
the table shows, internal capture varies significantly by land use 
as it did for Mockingbird Station. The A.M. retail percentage 
reflects activity at the foll-service grocery store, which serves 
both residential and office patrons during that period. The 
open restaurant was a coffee shop, similar to Mockingbird 

Table 57. Peak-period person-trips and percent internal trip capture by land 
use-Atlantic Station. 

A.M. Peak Period P.M. Peak Period 

Land lfse Entering Exiting Entering Exiting i 

.......................................... :::~~~~~::: ::::~1~~~~~~11:::1:::~~~1~~::: :::~1~1~~~~11::r::~:~i:~:~:::: ::::::::~1~~~;1~11:::::::: ::::~~i~:~:::r:::::~~~~;1~~r :::::) 
Office 990 8% ! J 52 33% ! 124 45% 668 i 9% ! 

.. !~~t~_i1_ 1·························· ..... 1~?.~ ............. ~'_l~" ...... .J .... 1~?~ ...... ····---~~~" ...... .J. __ 1_~:i_~.1... .. ···········-~-~~"-············ .... L~~~-J .......... ~.'~-~---·······j 
Restaurant 34 TJS'lo 29 48% 

Residential 200 0% 591 2% 

Cinen1a~ 

Hotel 25 4% 36 9500 

Total All Trips 1.384 12% 944 17~1o 

1 H .. etail open during lLM. peak period was prilnarily grocery store. 
:: Cinen1a no1 open to cust01ners during rn01ning peak period. 

1,218 39l7v 967 60% 

543 57% 350 13% 

315 52% 281 42% 

95 92% 94 86% 

3,726 44% 4,227 J8S{1 
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Table 58. Percent distribution of internal trip destinations for exiting trips
Atlantic Station, A.M. peak period. 

0 
. . Destination Land lJse Summary 

ngm ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~---------------------------'. ________________________________ _ 

Land lJse OITice Retail2 Restaurant Residential Cinema3 Hotel Internal i External Total io~al 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------J ________________________________________________ t_:_ll_l,, __ _ 

Office 1 28 5 0 0 33 67 100 152 

Retai12 29 Ll 0 0 42 58 100 Ll6 

Restaurant 31 14 0 3 48 52 JOO 29 

Residential () 0 2 98 100 591 

Cineroa3 

-ii~~~!--------------- -------7-5------- _________ i_4 ________ ---------------6--------------- ______________ () ______________ ------------------------- ___________ i ______ ---------95---------r---------5------------ -----!oo ____ ------:;-6 _____ _ 

All 
Origins 

8 6 3 0 0 

1 Internal trips witbin a land use are not included in intemal trip capture methodology_ 
2 RetaU open during A.M. peak period was primarily grocery store. 
3 Cinema not open to custom.er during morning peak period. 

17 83 100 944 

Station. The hotel appeared to be heavily oriented to serving the 
onsile office building, which was the only nearby office build
ing although others ex:ist about )~mile away. For the P.M. peak 
period, the internal percentage of entering trips was consistent 
across most uses, other than the hotel, which again appeared to 
be very internally oriented. There was more variation in !rips 
exiting Atlantic Station buildings during the P.M. peak period, 
ranging between 9 and 86%. The office low percentage is reflec
tive of commuters going home, or at least off-site, after work. 
The low residential percentage is a little surprising, but the 
longer distance to other uses may be influential. 

Table 59 shows similar information for the P.M. peak period. 
A few land use pairs account for most of the internal !rips, sim
ilar to Mockingbird Station; however, the specific pairs are not 
the same. This is a result of the residential units being farther 
removed from the non-residential uses and different balances 
of land uses. During the P.M. peak, the heaviest percentages of 
interaction are retail-restaurant (both directions) and from 
retail to restaurant and residential, cinema to retail, and from 
hotel to retail and restaurant. 

Table 60 shows the A.M. peak period percentage distribu
tion of inbound trips to each destination land use from each 
origin land use. The highest inbound internal capture per
centages are retail from office and restaurant from office and 
retail. Many of those trips may result from trips for morning 
coffee or picking up a lunch on the way to work. 

Table 58 shows the percent distribution of trips from 
each origin land use to other land uses within Atlantic Station 
as well as to external destinations. As was explained for 
Mockingbird Station, trips between similar land uses are not 
included because they would not be counted as external trips 
for single-use developments. Some land use pairs have little 
interchange; others have extensive interaction, as described 
in the preceding paragraph. 

Table 61 shows similar information for the P.M. peak period. 
The largest internal capture percentages are to office, restaurant, 
cinema, and hotel from retail and to restaurant from retail, cin
ema, and hotel. These lwo tables demonstrate that there is a 

Table 59. Percent distribution of internal trip destinations for exiting trips
Atlantic Station, P.M. peak period. 

Destination Land lJse Summary 
Origin Land Use i Total 

Office Retail Restaurant Residential Cinema Hotel Internal External Total i Trips 

!omce 6 3 0 0 
i 

0 9 91 100 668 

100 L867 lRetail 
,, 

19 13 4 39 
i 

,;. 61 

iRestauranl 41 3 8 7 60 40 100 967 
: 

100 350 

100 281 

!Residential , 0 9 , 3 , , 0 1 13 87 
lc::-;;;~;;;~---------------------------i-------2------- -----2-i------i-------------1-i-------------i--------------3--------------i-------------i------- ______ a ______ --------42-------- 58 

100 94 

100 4,227 

: ! : 

l_f:f-~~~1----:---:----------------------+----~------- ------'-~-----+------------~-~-----------+------------:-------------t---------~---------- --------------- --------~~--------- _________ l_~---------+-------------+---··----------i 
!All Ongms ! U ! 11 ! 7 ! 4 2 38 62 

1 Internal trips within a land use are not includt>l in internal trip capture methodology. 



Table 60. Percent distribution of internal trip origins for entering trips
Atlantic: Station, A.M. peak period. 

. . Origin Land lise Summary 
Destmatmn .......................................................................................................................................................................... , ........................................................... . 

Land lise Office RetaH2 Restaurant Residential Cinema3 Hotel Internal i External Total io~al 
............................................................................................................................................................................................................ 1... ........................................ ...... 1:1.f':~ .. 
Office 4 1 0 3 8 92 JOO 990 

Retail2 32 3 5 4 44 56 100 135 

Restaurant 21 50 0 6 77 23 100 34 

Residential 0 0 0 0 0 100 100 200 

Cinerna1 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------

Hotel 0 0 4 0 1 4 I 96 100 25 

2 
All 

4 
Destinations 

1 Internal trips within a land use are no! included in internal trip capture rne!hodoiogy. 
2Re!ail open during A.?vl. peak period was prhnarily grocery store. 
3 Cinern.a not open to custorner during i:norrdng peak period. 

12 88 100 l,384 
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different internal capture rate by direction, similar to that for 
Mockingbird Sta lion. This should be no surprise as some of the 
peak period activities are very directional (e.g., commuting to 

work in A.M., from work in P.l'v1.). 

Table 62 shows the internal person trips and percentages for 
both peak periods by mode of travel for the reported trip. Dur
ing the A.M. peak, there are a few internal vehicle driver and 
vehicle passenger trips. All walk and bicycle trips are internal. 
However, no taxi or transit trips are internal. Unlike Mocking
bird Station, Atlantic Station is larger and encourages use of 
personal vehicles for some trips; the maximum internal trip 
length is about 0.6 miles. 

In the P.M. peak period, the internal capture percentages 
are significant for trips by all modes. Some combination of 
after-work shopping, dinner, or cinema may be the cause 
of higher vehicle use for internal !rips. Visitors who are less 
familiar with specific locations or distances may view the 
Atlantic Station shuttle as more convenient for internal 
trips. 

Table 63 shows similar information for Atlantic Station, but 
by original mode of access. The mode shown is that used for 
the first trip to Atlantic Station, not for the trip being reported; 
therefore, if a person arrived early in the morning driving a 
vehicle but is interviewed during a walk trip, the mode of 
access is vehicle driver. Hence, for those who originally entered 
Atlantic Station by driving a personal vehicle, during the A.M. 

peak period 6% of the inbound trips were from internal origins 
and 26910 of the outbound trips from Atlantic Station build
ings were to internal destinations. During the A.M. peak period, 
there were few enough non-vehicle driver trips that the differ
ences in internal trip percentages may be nearly meaningless. 
However, dming the P.M. peak period, those with a personal 
vehicle as their access mode have a lower percentage of inter
nal trips than most other modes. People who originally arrived 
by walk/bike and circulator modes tend to have higher inter
nal trip percentages. 

Table 64 reports internal capture percentages by whether 
or not the trip-maker had access lo a vehicle for the trip. The 

Table 61. Percent distribution of internal trip origins for entering trips
Atlantic Station, P.M. peak period. 

Origin Land Use Summary 
Destination Land Use · 

()f,,. R 'I R R . I . l ('" u t l I I ~- t l 'I' t I 1 Total JSce etas estaurant esH entsa .. mema uo e nterna ,,x erna o a i Trips 

Office 31 8 0 6 0 45 55 100 ! 124 
i 

Retail 3 28 2 4 38 62 100 i 1,431 
R:·~~~~~;~~~;~ ..................................... 2 ............ 2'9 ...................... i ....................................... ........ 2 ........ ..... 5 ............. 39 ................ 6.i ............. i·;:;c; .. ·t:2·i'S' 

: 

Residrntial 46 6 4 0 57 43 100 I 543 
------------------------------------------------------ -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+--------------

Cinema 26 25 0 1 0 52 48 JOO ! 315 
i 

'Internal trips within a land use are not included in inkrnal trip capture mt'thodology. 
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Table 62. Peak period person-trips and percent internal trip capture by mode of 
travel-Atlantic: Station. 

J\fode of Travel 

A.M. Peak Period 1 

Entering 

Trips 
Percent 
Internal 

Exiting 

Trips 
Percent 
Internal 

P.M. Peak Period2 

Entering 

Trips 
Percent 
Internal 

Exiting 

Trips 
Percent 
Internal 

, VebicleDriver 1,110 4% , 761 i 6% 2,]25 18% 2,336 17% 
!--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------+------------------------- ------------------ ----------------------------------------------------------------------1 

! Vehicle Passenger 72 10% i 26 i 27% 215 27% 358 16% ! 

~-~1~"-~-i~~:-"-~-~~~~i_:_~------------------------------- --------~-------- ---------~-~-------+------~------+-------~~"---------- ______ 1 __ ~~------ _______ 1_~fJ_s1~------- ------~~------- -------~~~"--------j 
i Transit (Bus) 0 0% ! 17 ! 0% 15" l 00% 101 l 5% i 
I Transit (Circulating Shuttle) 86 9 

I Walk/Bicycle 116 100% 129 

1 Travel mode not reported for 2 exiting trips. 
'Travel mode not reported for 2 entering trips and 25 exiting trips. 
"Lin1ited sainple; possible erroneous response" 

0% 325 41% 406 

1,026 100% l ,158 

Table 63. Peak-period person-trips and percent internal trip capture by mode 
of access-Atlantic: Station. 

--------------------------~-:~~:--~-~~-k-~-~~-i~~-1 __________________________ -------------------------~':'~1_:_~:~.1~_E:_~i-~~~-------------------------j 
Mode of Access Entering Exiting Entering Exiting I 

Trips 

Vehicle Driver 1,141 

Percent 
Internal 

6% 

Trips 

283 

Percent 
Internal 

26% 

Trips 

2,552 

Percent 
Internal 

32% 

Trips 

2,645 

Percent 
Internal 

Vehicle Passrnger 70 7% 31 , 16% 277 43% 409 29% i 
~-------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------- --------------------------:-------------------t-------------------------- ------------------- -------------------------- ------------------- -------------------------i 

i Taxi/Car Service 100% i i 100% 22 100% 22 100% i 
i Transit (Bus) 36 10CVi7o : 56 i 640~, 40 ] 0000 152 26~1o : 
!-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------+------------------------- ------------------ ----------------------------------------------------------------------1 

! Transit (Circulating Shuttle) 89 3% i 4 i 75% 468 59% 331 84% ! 

i Walk/Bicycle 11 !00% : 18 : 61 % 86 100% 129 68% i 
L----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------l-------------------l-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------J 

1 Access mode oot reprnted for 36 entering trips and 55 J exiting trips. 
0 Access mode oot reprnted for 28 l entering trips and 539 exiting trips. 

Table 64. Peak period person-trips and percent internal trip capture by vehide 
access-Atlantic: Station. 

~·~:~,~·~:~ 
i Yes(VebicleDriver) i 1,206 ! 6% 302 24% ! 2,710 30% 2,857 29% i 
i Yes (Non-Vehicle Driver) i 58 : 24~{; 14 100~{; : 71 49c;f1 78 45~{; i 
1----------------------------------------------------------------1-------------------+-----------------------------------------------------------------------+-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 

! No Vehicle Access ! 54 i 13% 20 35% i 169 21% 107 34% ! 

1 Automobile access not reported for 66 entering trips md 608 exiting trips, 
'Automobile access not reported for T76 entering trips and 1.185 exiting trips, 



limited response seems to indicate that vehicle availability 
does not consistently influence the amount of internal trip 
making at Atlantic Station. Since most is conveniently walk
able, the personal vehicles are not crucial to move around 
within Atlantic Station. 

legacy Town Center 

Development Characteristics 

The third MXD surveyed was Legacy Town Center in Plano, 
Texas, which is a northern suburb in the Dallas-Ft. Worth area. 
Plano is located about 20 miles north of downtown Dallas. 
Development is almost solid lo the south and east. Much of the 
area north and west of Plano is in active development. 

Phase l of Legacy Town Center is completely developed. It 
is a multiple-block, single-development site bounded on all 
four sides by major roadways. The site is just over 70 acres. It 
consists of office, retail, restaurant, cinema, hotel, and residen
tial land uses. Most retail and restaurant buildings are single 
story. Tenants tend to be specialty retail and restaurants rang
ing from better fast food to very exclusive. Most office space is 
in six-to-eight story buildings although a small amount is in 
second and third stories of two mixed-use buildings (which 

Tennyson 

Source: The Shops at Legacy L.P. 

Table 65. legacy Town Center development 
components. 

Land Use Occupied Development Units 

Residential 1,300 apaiiments; 60 townhomes 

Retail 196,264 sq ft 

Office 310,764 sq ft 

Restaurant 69.318 sq ft 

Cinema 27,125 sq ft; 5 screens; 1,019 seats 

Parking 6,070 parking spaces 
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con lain retail, restaurant, office, and/or residential space). 
Residential development consists of owner-occupied town
homes and rental apartments. There is one major full-service 
hotel and one five-screen cinema that shows mainly artistic 
movies. Table 65 contains the development program. Addi
tional phases of Legacy Town Center are being developed to 
the north of Legacy Drive. 

Figure 8 illustrates the site plan ofLegacyTovvn Center. The 
site is about 1,600 ft by 2,000 ft. The site is well connected by 
streets, with block lengths ranging benveen 300 and 600 ft. Each 
land use tends to be concentrated in a section ofLegacyTown 
Center-for example, the apartments are in the southeastern 

figure 8. Legacy Town Center illustrative site plan. 
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Source: Texas Transportation lnstitute 

Figure 9. Legacy Town Center retail, restaurant, and 
cinema buildings along main retail street. 

section, retail and restaurants are mixed bu! in the north por
tion, and townhomes are in a small portion of the east side. 
However, the connectivity provides a high degree of linkages 
between all blocks and land uses. Almost all blocks have land
scaped walkways making them attractive to walk along and 
often are shaded. Figures 9 through 11 illustrate the character 
of Legacy Town Center. 

Legacy To'Am Center is actually part of a large business park 
development, which could evolve upon build out into a major 
suburban activity center. Much of the area is occupied by 
free-standing corporate headquarters buildings, but there are 
many other types of commercial and residential development 
close by including hotels, regional shopping centers, and 
residential complexes. 

Observed activity demonstrated that Legacy Town Center 
has become a center of activity in the area, especially after work 
and in the evenings. Several restaurants were very busy, even 
during the week. The developer reported that most Legacy 
Town Center residents work within 5 miles of Legacy Town 
Center although a few work in Legacy Town Center. Most 
Legacy Town Center employees also live in the north Dallas 

Source: Texas Transportation lns1i1u1e 

Figure 10. Pedestrian-friendly environment in main 
retail and restaurant area. 

Source: Texas Transportation Institute 

Figure 11. Apartment building on south side of 
central park with office building in background. 

region although, again, few are thought by management to live 
within Legacy Tovvn Center. 

Access to Legacy Town Center is provided by the Dallas 
North Tollwav (which extends lo downtown Dallas) and Stale 
Hiohwav 121 (which extends across the region from northeast ti , 

to central Ft. Worth), which is less than l mile north of Legacy 
Town Center. Legacy Drive is a regional east-west arterial. 
Tennyson Parkway and Parbvood Boulevard are minor arte
rials about 5 miles long. 

Transit service to Legacy Town Center is limited: there is 
one DART bus route ( 452) that serves Legacy Town Center in 
a directional loop along both its north and south boundaries. 
Service operates between 6 A.M. and 11 :30 P.M. Headways are 
30 minutes during peak periods and 60 minutes during off
peak periods. There are multiple stops on both Legacy Drive 
and Tennyson Parkway. No use of this route by travelers to and 
from Legacy Town Center was observed either during survey 
periods or occasional additional observations. The Marriot! 
Hotel offers its patrons free shuttle service to and from desti
nations in the area. Small shuttle vehicles provide this service. 
Ffotel patrons do use this service. 

Travel Survey 

Travel surveys virtually identical to those conducted al 
Mockingbird Station and Atlantic Station were conducted at 
Legacy Town Center. Surveys were conducted Tuesday after
noon through Thursday morning, May 22-24, 2007. Due to 
rainv weather, survevs were also conducted on the following 
Thu~sday afternoon ~nd Tuesday morning. One addition was 
employed for this survey: inbound office building interviews 
were conducted during the morning peak period. 

Survey Results 

Table 66 shows the number of exit movements and inter
views during the 6:30-10 A.M. morning and 3:00-7:00 P.M. 



Table 66. Peak-period interviews, exit movements, and percent 
interviewed-Legacy Town Center. 

i Morning Peak Period Afternoon Peak Period 
Land Use r--~:~;;~;:~:~-- ------------~~;.:ff ___________ ---------p~;:;::~;:;;:--------- --~:~:-;~;:~:~--------------~~;.:ff ___________ ---------p~~~-~;~;:---------

, i Movements Interviewed Movements Interviewed 
~-----------------------------+------------------------------- --------------------------------- ------------------------------------ ------------------------------- --------------------------------- ------------------------------------

Office 9 Tl 12%1 80 362 22% 

Retail '.'.4 91 26% 59 595 12% 

Restaurant 99 453 22% 74 913 11% 

Residential 146 6'.'.8 23l;fi 80 59~ 19~{; 

, Cinema1 48 108 49% 
1--1:1-~-;~1--------------r----------49------------- ------------1-s-1 ____________ --------------21;;;;------------- -------------5;:,-------------- ------------~;;-;;------------- --------------i-7% _____________ _ 

l __ :~-~~~i ______________ J_ _________ ~~? _______________________ 1_~~~~---------- _____________ :_~_s1~------------- ____________ :~~-1 ________________________ '.!~~-~~---------- ______________ 1 __ ~-~-------------
1 Number of interviews conducted with travders exiting doors of a particular land use that contained at least one 
usable trip. 

2 Cinema not open during rn01ning peak period" 
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afternoon peak periods. Due to the size of Legacy Town Cen
ter and number of buildings and businesses, interviews could 
not be conducted at all buildings and businesses. Samples of 
each land use were selected based on discussions with the 
developer and property managers-for example, two of the 
three office buildings were surveyed and six of the eight major 
block faces of retail were surveyed. One furniture store 
declined to be included in the survey. 

buildings for which no interviews were conducted). In all, 
usable trips constituted 18% of the morning people exiting 
surveyed buildings and l4'.Yo in the afternoon. The minimum 
sample rate for the morning was 12% and afternoon was 8%1. 

Overall, 23910 of people exiting surveyed buildings were 
interviewed during the A.:M. peak and 16910 for the P.M. peak. 
No land use interview rate was less than l 0%. The cinema was 
dosed during the A.M. peak as were almost all non-convenience 
retail businesses and most restaurants. The only restaurants 
open were a specialty coffee shop and a bakery/coffee/light 
breakfast restaurant. 

Table 67 shows the number of usable trips derived from 
the interviews. These are compared with the counted exit 
movements during the interview periods (including some 

Table 68 shows a summary of completed interviews, exiting 
people, and usable trips derived from the interviews. Table 67 
shows the total of the reported trips as usable trips, if they 
were made during one of the two peak periods. Unusable !rips 
included inbound trips that occurred outside the peak periods 
or trips for which the respondent was unable or unwilling to 
provide enough complete information to make the inbound 
trip usable. Finally, some otherwise complete interviews were 
not usable because the inbound trip reported was not actually 
the immediately previous trip; many of those trips were made 
outside the peak periods. First trips of the day from the onsite 
apartments did not have a previous trip that day. 

The interviews reported in Table 68 differ slightly from 
interviews reported in prior tables because the interviews 

Table 67. Peak-period usable trips, exit movements, and percent 
usable-legacy Town Center. 

Land Use --------------------~~0~1_1i_11_~--~-~:-~-~-~ri~~------------------J------------------~~t~~-~-~-~~1--~~-:_1, __ ~=~i-~-~-------------------
Usable Exit Percent Usable Exit Percent 
Tripst J\lovements Usable Tripst J'Vfovements Usable 

Office 9 73 12% 74 362 20S{1 

Retail 25 108 62 595 10% 

Restaurant JOO 55! 18% 77 913 WJ{1 
--R~~;-;;-~;~~-;~i-- ---------1-~-;;--------- ------------~,1-;i------------r-------2-i-~~---------r-------~;;;----------- ------------5~;2------------ -----------1-;;-;~----------

---~ii_·~~-1~7: _________ --------------------------- ---------------------------------+--------------------------_J ________ :~-'~---------- -------------]--~-~------------- ----------~-~-~'-----------
Hotel 54 400 I 14% I 50 299 17% 

Total 336 1,842 18% 408 2,869 14% 

1 Nfust include specific origin locatioo, location of destination, and land use of destination if internal; 
the total includes total reported outbound and inbound trips made this period. 

-:: Cincnia not open during rnorn_ing peak period. 
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Table 68. Peak-period interviews, exit movements, percent interviewed, and usable 
trips-Legacy Town Center. 

Morning Peak Period Afternoon Peak Period 

Land Use Interviews2 Exit Percent Usable Interviews2 Exit Percent ! Usable 
JVfovements Interviewed Trips3 JVfovements Interviewed ! Trips3 

--~~!!i_~~------------- ---------------'~--------------- -------------~~'------------- ____________ 1 _ _:_~------------ ---------~---------- -------------~~-------------- __________ ?_'-~~----------- ____________ '.2_~-~---------_J-------~~---------
Retail 24 108 22% 25 59 536' 11 % I 62 

--~-~~~:~::~~i-- ------------;~~------------ ------------~H;------------ ------------;~~~~----------- -------i~~------ --------------~~------------- ------------~~;i------------ ------------i8~------------j--------~-~--------
Cinema 1 48 108 44% 

Hotel 49 400 12% 54 50 299 

Total 327 1,842 18% 336 2,760 14% 

1 No interviews attempted at cinema during the morning peak period since cinema was closed. 
2 Number of interviews conducted with travelers exiting doors of a particular land use that contained at least one usable trip-
3 Niust include specific origin locatioo, location of destination, and land use of destination if internal; the total includes total 

repoited outbound and inbound trips made this period_ 
'Excludes 4 movements counted at establishments where no or too few interviews were completed for valid sample. 
bExdudcs 50 movements counted at establishments where no or too few interviews were completed for valid sample. 
"Excludes 59 movements counted at establishments where no or too few interviews were completed for valid sample. 

49 

50 

408 

reported in Table 66 are associated with the land use for which 
an exit trip is reported, whereas previous tables reported where 
the interview occurred. A.M. interviews were completed at 
the open retail outlets-------in this case, a convenience retail store 
and a dry cleaner-------throughout the morning peak period. A 
United Parcel Service (UPS) store opened at 9 A.M. 

counts and interviews were not conducted. These locations 
were judged by the researchers to be represented by similar 
establishments that were surveyed except one case in which the 
proprietor declined to permit any interviewing. That location 
was included in the proration by square footage. Legacy Town 
Center had no direct internal access to parking garages where 
the interviewers could not intercept exiting people. Hence, 
unlike Mockingbird Station and Atlantic Station, Legacy Town 
Center trip characteristics are based entirely on the exit inter
views. Legacy Town Center also has far more separate estab
lishments than either of the other two developments surveyed 

Table 69 shows the number of trips exiting Legacy Town 
Center establishments that had exit trips described in inter
views. This table also shows the number of persons counted 
exiting at locations where interviews were conducted plus the 
prorated number estimated to have exited at locations where 

Table 69. Morning peak-period surveyed trips, exit movements, 
and percent surveyed-legacy Town Center. 

i Exit Movements 
i Surveyed Percent 

Land Use i Trips2 Unsurveyed ! Garage Surveyed5 

i '- : Doors Locations3 i Direct4 : Total 
--c;;:;:;~~-------------------r------------;;--------------r-----:;;:;-------- --------------------;-1-------------------r--------------------r----;;-;;------- -----------;;-% __________ _ 

Retail , 25 , 108 , i 108 21% 
--R:~~~~~;;~~~----------1------------1-ii(;------------i------55_1______ --------------------------------------------1-----------------------1-----5-5-i ______ ----------1-;;~;;---------

I Residential i 148 ! 710 953 i ----- i L663 9% 
--c:;;~~;-;;-~-;---------------i-------------=-------------1-------=---------------------------=--------------------i---------=---------i-------=------------------=------------

Hotel 54 I 400 I 400 14% 

___ :~-~~~1 _____________________ _L_ _________ ~-~-~---------J ____ 1_,_~-~~---- ------------------~?-~ __________________ _L_ __________________ J __ ~,~~~---- __________ 1_:_s1~----------
~ Cinen1a did not acti~ely ?e~erate trips during the mon1ing peak period: . 
·Number of usable tnp ongms at each land use recorded from traveler mterv1ews. 
3 Includes locations where no intervie\vs \Vere attempted (prorated by sq fr) and locations where door 
counts were made but no usable trip origins were recorded on intervievvs. 

4 Person-trips observed exiting onsite parking garages. assumed to be traveling directly to an external 
location. 

5 Jncludes those trips described in usable interviews or direct exits from a parking garage w the 
exkrnal street system. 



Table 70. Afternoon peak-period surveyed trips, exit 
movements, and percent surveyed-Legacy Town Center. 

i Exit Movements i 
! Surveyed Percent i 

Land lJse ! Trips2 ---~------------T----(:-;;-~;~~-~;_-:y-~d---------(;-~;::~-g-._-:--r;---;---~--- Surveyeds i 
______________________________ L_________________________ -------~-~~~~ __ J _______ !_:~~-~!!_~!-~-~-~-------- ____ !!_~!-~~~-!-~ ___ J ______ ~---~----- __________________________ ___] 
Office 74 362 155 517 14% 

Retail 62 595 266 861 70;0 

Restaurant 77 913 491 L404 SSIO 

Residential 96 59~ 794 1,386 7t;{1 

Cioe_ma 1 49 108 108 45% 
-----------------------------+-----------------------------------------------+ ------------------------------------- -----------------------+------------------ -----------------------------: 

Hotel I 50 299 I I 299 17% I 
___ !-~~~! _______________ _,___ _______ :_~~--------- _____ '.2'-~-~~_J _____________ 1_~?-~-~-------------- _____________________ ___!_ __ ~·-~!~--- __________ ?_s1~ ___________ j 
' Cinema did not actively generate trips during the rnoroiog peak period_ 
~ Ntm1ber of us~ble trip origin~ a1 e~ch land use recorded from traveler in~erviews. . 
· Includes locat10ns where no mterv1ews were attempted (prorated by sq tt) and locatmns 

where door counts were inade but no usable trip origins were recorded on interviews. 
4 Person-trips observed exiting onsite parking garages1 assmned to be traveling directly to an 

external location. 
5 Indudes tbose trips described in usable interviews or direct exits frorn. a parking garage to 
the external street system. 
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in the pilot surveys, so a smaller portion of the establishments 
could be surveyed with the available resources. Approximately 
% of all trips were covered by direct interview sampling; the 
other :1; was included by proration. For the morning peak 
period, approximately l2% of all exiting trips are represented 
by surveyed trips. 

resent about 18% of the !rips and the balance was assumed to 
all be external. For the evening peak period, about 38%1 of the 
entering trips are represented by interviews and the remain
ing 62% considered all external. 

Table 70 displays similar information for the P.M. peak 
period. There were about 60'.Yo more exiting trips in the P.l'v1. 

peak period than during the A.M. peak period. The interviewed 
trips represent a sample of approximately 9cy,_1 of all exiting trips. 

Table 71 shows for each peak period the sources of enter
ing trip information for trips entering Legacy Town Center 
establishments. For the morning peak period, interviews rep-

Table 72 shows results from the morning cordon count. 
As might be expected for a suburban development with lim
ited transit service, almost all trips to and from Legacy Town 
Center were by motor vehicle. Transit, shuttle, walking, and 
bicycling combined accounted for about 4 to 6% of the A.M. 

and P.M. peak person trips. Almost none were by bicycle or 
public transit although some were by hotel shuttle van. Per
sonal vehicle occupancy rates were about l.07 inbound and 
1.12 outbound for the A.:M. peak period. 

Table 71. Peak-period person-trips entering land uses-legacy Town Center. 

Morning Peak Period Afternoon Peak Period 

Land vse --~~-;;-~~:-;;-- --~;~~~f--y~;:~~rr;-;;-;;~;~::~----~-:~=;-- --~;;-~~;;;-- --~;~~~f--y~;:~~rr;-;;-;;~;~::~----~-:~=;--
_____________________________________________________ --------------------- ---------------------+----------------------------------------- ---------------------- --------------------- ---------------------+-----------------------------------------

Office 121 I 476 597 89 I 7 96 

~-~~~i_l __________________ ---------~~--------- ---------------------- ----------------------'----------~~----------- ____ 1 __ 1_~---- -------~l~-~-------- ---------------------- ___________________ J ________ ~~-~--------- ----~~~----
Restaurant 156 437 593 

Residential 79 593 672 

Cinema' 

Hotel 6 181 187 

Total 392 1,776 2,168 

1 Cinema did not actively generate trips during the morning peak period. 
2 Trip destinations recorded from exit interviews, expanded as described. 

787 1,217 

592 924 

71 150 

115 200 

1.970 3,005 

3 Person-1rips observed entering onsite parking garages. assumed to be traveling directly fron1 an external location. 
4 Trips entering onsite land uses fron1 exten1al locations recorded on transit interviews. 
5 Balance of person-trips entering onsite land uses: assun1ed to originate externally. 

2,004 

l,516 

221 

315 

4,975 
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Table 72. Morning peak-period and peak-hour person-trip cordon count
Legacy Town Center. 

I Travel Mode 1-----------~-~~-~~;~i-~-~---(!:_~-F-:~~:-=1-~~::~;~-;~:~----------r-----------~=~;;;:~~~l~--~?_:~y~-:~:-=-~~::~~;~~:~--------------1 
l ____________________________________________ J __ ~-~-l-~~i_11_~--- ---~-~-it_i_~-~-_J--~-~-l=~i_11_~--- ---~-~-it_i_~-~-_J--~-~-l=~i_11_~--- ---~-~-it_i_~-~-_J--~-~-l=~i_11_~--- ---~-~-it_i_~-~---j 

Personal Vehicle 1 1.767 J ,745 93% 91 % 770 725 94% 93% 

Motorcycle 0 0% <lg(;, 0 0 0% 0% 

Delivery Vehicle T7 66 4% 3l7v 17 12 2% 2% 

Transit~ 15 76 1% 4% 11 29 1% 4% 

, ¥lalk 49 31 3S{1 2°k 2] 13 3S{1 2°k 
1---i31~;~-i~--------------------------r----------c;------------ ----------;:,----------r-------0;;;;---------- --------c;-3-------r---------0------------ ----------;:,----------r-------0;;;;---------- --------c;-3--------1 

i Total All Modes i 1,908 1.919 i 100% 100% i 819 779 100% 100% i 
L_ _____________________________________________ _:_ __________________________________________________ _:_ __________________________________________________ _:_ __________________________________________________ _:_ __________________________________________________ J 

1 Personal vehicle occupancies (entering/exiting): l.07/1.12. 
'Trans;! trips include bus and hotel shuttle. 

Table 73 shows similar data for the P.M. peak period. As with 
the A.M. peak period, the P.M. shows that nearly all trips to and 
from Legacy Town Center are by personal vehicle. Transit, 
bicycle, and walk modes in total compose a slightly lower per
centage of trips in the P.M. than the A.M .. Vehicle occupancies 
were significantly higher during the P.M. peak period, possibly 
due lo the increased percentages of trips to and from retail, 
restaurants, and entertainment businesses that are open dur
ing the P.M. peak period but not during the A.M. peak period. 

use are not included to remain consistent with the trip gen
eration methodology used by the ITE. 

As might be expected, the highest A.M. internal capture 
rates are for retail (largely convenience). Office, residential, 
and hotel generated the lowest percentages of internal trips. 
Residential trips to internal destinations were primarily to 
convenience retail or the coffee shop. During the P.M. peak 
period, interaction between retail, restaurant, cinema, and 
hotel was demonslraled. Many onsite residents also traveled 
to these destinations. P.M. internal trip capture percentages 
were consistent for most land uses with between 30% and 
43%. Although there were few trips destined for the office 
buildings, a high percentage were from internal origins; how
ever, very few of those leaving office space at Legacy Tom1 
Center made trips to other onsite destinations. Trips leaving 
retail also had a high percentage of internal capture, with 

Table 74 shows the A.M. and P.M. peak-period internal trip 
capture percentages as reported in the interviews. The A.M. 

peak-period internal capture was about 15%1 for entering !rips 
and 11 % for exiting trips. During the P.M. peak period, the 
internal capture percentages were higher at 33% for entering 
trips and 37'.Yo for exiting trips. These summaries include only 
trips between different land uses; trips between the same Janel 

Table 73. Afternoon peak-period and peak-hour person-trip cordon count
Legacy Town Center. 

Peak Period (4:00 P.M.-7:00 P.M.) Peak Hour (5:00 P.M.-6:00 P.M.) 

Travel J\fode Trips Percent Trips Percent 

--~~~=c•1_1_a_l __ ~~~;-~1-~ 1 
______ -------~:_1_~:1: ____ J ____ _:!~~-~-=------ --------~~-~'---------L---~-~-~------- ________ 1_:_1_~? _____ J _____ 1_~fl_~~------ --------~~~' ______ ___]_ ______ ~-~-~-------

Motorcycle 5 5 <1S0 <1%1 3 <1S0 <1%1 

Delivery Vehicle 61 57 20(;, 2'-lv ~o 22 ~q(;, 2'-lv 

Transit' 39 13 1 ~JO <1 ~JO '>'") 

"- 6 2~?0 l o/t1 

Walk 100 60 3'-lv ~q(;, 35 7-7 3'-lv ~q(;, 

Bicycle 0 0 OlJ~, 0% 0 0 OlJ~, 0% 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------1---------------------------------------------------+ ------------------------------------------------+--------------------------------------------------1------------------------

Total All Modes 3,397 i 2,967 100% i 100% 1,187 i 1,122 100% i 100% 
: : : : 

1 Personal vebicle occupancies (entering/exiting): pea1' period 1.2.3/l. l 6. 
2 Transit trips include bus and hotel sbuttle. 



Table 74. Peak-period person-trips and percent internal trip capture by 
land use-Legacy Town Center. 

Morning Peak Period : Afternoon Peak Period i 
--------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------!---------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------~ 

Land lise Entering Exiting Entering Exiting 

Trips 
Percent 

Trips 
Percent 

Trips 
Percent 

Trips 
Percent 

Internal Internal Internal Internal 

Office 560 15% 61 800 90 93% 511 3'-lv 

Retail 119 25% 109 37% 728 30% 766 61% 

! Restaurant 
i 

593 26'-lv 550 16% 1,833 33% 1,233 39'-lv 

1--~~~=i-~~~~i_n_l _____________________ -------~?_! ________ -----------~-~----------- _____ l_,_~_'.2~---- __________ _'~~"-----------t ___ 1_:~~=-J---------~-'.2-~--------- ____ l __ ,:'.2_'.2 _____ ---------~~-~~~---------, 
! Cinema 1 i 221 ! 32% 108 43% ! 
: ! : : 
! : 

~--1_1_~_t_~1 _________________________________________ 1_~? _______ -----------~~~~---------- ______ "~_tJ_~------- -----------~-s1~---------+-----~-1-~------t---------~~-s1~---------- _______ :~~------- ________ ?_~-~---------j 
i Total All Trips 2,090 15% 2,742 11 % ! 4,539 i 33% 4,139 J7% i 
1 Cinema not open during morning peak period. 
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leisure shoppers remaining for dinner or a movie or going 
home to their residence onsite. 

This reflects what is expected for an area that has significant 
amounts of synergy between complementary land uses. 

Table 75 shows the percentages of internal capture by land 
use for exiting A.l'v1. peak period trips-------that is, trips leaving 
those land uses. These percentages are based on the inter
views. This table shows the degree of interaction between the 
various land uses. The greatest synergies during the A.M. peak 
period are from retail (i.e., convenience retail) to office and 
residential. As with Mockingbird Station and Atlantic Sta
tion, there is some interchange from restaurant (i.e., the cof
fee shop) to office, although at Legacy Town Center the spe
cialty coffee shop is most of the way across the development 
from the major office buildings. 

Table 76 shows similar data for the P.M. peak period. Exiting 
trips destined lo other internal destinations are most frequent 
from retai I to restaurant and residential; from restaurant to res
idential; and from residential, cinema, and hotel to restaurant. 

Table 77 shows the internal trip capture percentages for 
entering trips by interchange between Janel uses. These per
centages are shown as the percentage of total entering trips 
from individual land uses in Legacy Town Center. This table 
is for trips entering the various Legacy Town Center land uses. 
Internal capture percentages are highest entering retail (i.e., 
convenience retail) and restaurant from onsite residential. 

Table 78 shows P.M. peak-period trip capture percentages 
for entering trips by interchange between land uses. vVith a 
higher total internal capture, the P.M. peak period also exhibits 
higher percentages of internal trips on individual i nlerchanges 
with other land uses. The high es I percentage of internal trip 
capture for entering trips was observed for trips entering 
office buildings from onsite residential and restaurant; how
ever, inbound trips to office are very small in total numbers. 

Table 75. Percent distribution of internal trip destinations for exiting trips
Legacy Town Center, morning peak period. 

Destination Land Use Summary i ! Origin Land lJ se ---------------- _______________ T ___________________________ ------------------------------ ----------------------- --------------- ---------------------- ______________________ T ___________ Tf~t;;-i-1 
i Office Retail i Restaurant Residential Cinema2 Hotel Internal External i Total i T ... i 
L------------------------------------------- ---------------- ----------------1----------------------------- ------------------------------ ----------------------- --------------- ---------------------- _______________________ 1_ _____________ 1 ____ !_~!.E~_J 
!omce 1 o 8 o o 8 92 1 oo 61 ! 
! ! 

lRetail 
i 

17 6 14 0 37 63 100 109 

IRestau raot 9 2 4 16 84 100 550 

!Residential 7 0 9 91 100 1,622 i 
: 

l5-:i1_1~~-1~7: _________________________ ----------------- ----------------r----------------------------- ----------------------------- ---------------------- ---------;---- ---------------------- -----------------------t--------------r--------------1 

jHotel 0 0 j 9 0 ' 9 91 i 100 j 400 j 

iAll Origins 3 1 , iJ l !J 11 89 i 100 i 2,742 i 
L---------------------------------------------------------------------------1----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------l--------------l--------------J 

1 Jnternal trips within a land use are not included io internal trip capture methodology. 
-:: Ciocn1a not opeo during n1orning peak period. 
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Table 76. Percent distribution of internal trip destinations for exiting trips
Legacy Town Center, afternoon peak period. 

Destination Land Use Summary 
() rigi n .I. ... a n d lJ se ----------------- ---------------- ------------------------------ ------------------------------ --------------------- --------------- --------------------- ----------------------- --------------- _T ________ i __ 

Office Retail Restaurant Residential Cinema Hotel Internal External Total .,. 0~a 
-------------------------------------------- ----------------- ---------------- ------------------------------ ------------------------------ --------------------- --------------- --------------------- ----------------------- --------------- __ <_1:_lfl_S __ 
Office 0 2 0 0 3 97 100 511 

Retail 29 26 0 5 61 39 100 766 

Restaurant 2 10 18 6 -' 39 61 100 1,233 

Residential 4 6 21 0 3 34 66 100 1,222 

Cinema 0 8 31 2 2 43 57 100 108 

Hotel 0 5 33 0 0 38 62 100 299 

All Origins 2 5 15 2 3 37 63 100 4,139 

1 Internal trips within a land use are not included in internal trip capture methodology. 

Table 77. Percent distribution of internal trip origins for entering trips
Legacy Town Center, morning peak period. 

Origin Land Use Summary 
Destination Land Use · · · 

Ofl1ce Retail Restaurant Residential icinema2 Hotel iinternal External Total iTTo:al 
i : : nos 

_<:J~~i-~~--------------------------------------- ---------------- ------~------ ------------~------------- -------------~-----------+-------------------- -----~----+------1--~-------- ---------~~-------- ___ J~-~~---1---~-~~---
Retail 0 8 17 i 0 i 25 74 100 i 119 

: : : 

Residential 4 

l~-:~~~-~~~1_1~------------------------------ --------------- --------------- ---------------------------- ____________ 1 __ ~ _________ J ____________________ +-------------+--------------------+ 
I 0 2 

6 26 74 100 i 593 
---------------------- -------------+--------------

() 6 94 JOO I 631 

Cinema~ 

Hotel 0 3 0 3 97 100 187 

All Destinations 0 2 7 2 15 85 100 123)90 

1 Internal trips wi1.bin a land use are not included in inlemal trip caplrne rnethodologv. 
° Cinema not open during morning peak period. , 

Table 78. Percent distribution of internal trip origins for entering trips
Legacy Town Center, afternoon peak period. 

= : : : : : rips 

Office 6 30 57 0 0 9' ··' 7 100 90 

Retail 0 17 10 2 30 70 100 728 

Restaurant 0 12 14 2 5 33 67 100 1,833 

Residential 15 16 0 0 32 68 JOO l,352 

Cinema 0 0 32 0 0 32 68 100 221 

Hotel 0 13 10 12 36 64 100 315 
------------- --------------

All Destinations 0 HJ HJ 9 3 33 67 100 4,539 

1 Internal trips within a land use are no! induded in internal trip capture rne!hodoiogy. 



Table 79. Peak-period person trips and percent internal trip capture by mode 
of travel-Legacy Town Center. 

Mode of Travel 

: Morning Peak Period Afternoon Peak Period' i 
1--------------E-~-i-~~i~~------------- ---------------F;~-;;;~-~---------------- -------------;~;~-;~~;-~-~-------------- ----------------!~~;-~-;;~~---------------~ 

Trips 
Percent 

Trips 
Percent 

Trips 
Percent 

Trips 
Percent 

Internal Internal Internal Internal 

Vehicle Driver 1,968 10% 2,337 8% 3_569 16'-lv 2,875 20% 

Vehicle Passenger 6 100% 102 6% 20 100% ]Tl 11% 

i Taxi/Car Service 0 oqc, 15 0% 0 ()l;fi 16 oqc, 
: 

i Transit (Bus) 0 0% 16 i 0% 0 0% 0 0% 
!-------------------------------------------------------------t -----------------------------------------------------------------t----------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------: 

i Transit (Hotel Shuttle! i 0 0% 140 i 0% 5 100% 5 100% i 
i Walk/Bicycle i 118 100% 136 i 87% 943 100% 1,069 89% i 
L_ ____________________________________________________________ i_ __________________________________________________________________ _:_ _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ J 

1 Travel mode not reported for 2 entering trips and 7 exiting trips-
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More significant were !rips entering the cinema and retail from 

restaurants; trips entering restaurants from residential and 
retail; trips entering residential from retail and restaurants; 
and trips entering the hotel from retail, restaurants, and res
idential. Inbound trips to restaurant and residential make up 
the great majority of the total inbound trips to Legacy Town 
Center land uses. 

Table 79 shows the percentages of internal trip capture by 
mode of travel for each entering and exiting trip. This table 
shows data for trips for which mode of travel was reported. 
Unlike Mockingbird Station where there were almost no inter
nal driving trips, Legacy Town Center has 8% to 10% of per
sonal driving trips that are internal in the A.:M. peak period and 

16fJ'o to 20%1 in the P.M. peak period. By contrast, all inbound 
and nearly all outbound walk and bike !rips remained internal 
to Legacy Town Center. 

reported mode of access; a few travelers reported mode of 

access to the area rather than to Legacy Town Center. During 
the A.M. peak period, nearly all trips were made by people who 
arrived at Legacy Town Center as a personal vehicle driver. 
During the P.l'v1. peak period, there are more trips made by 
people who used modes of access other than driving. Of those 
nondrivers (who presumably did not have a vehicle available 

to drive the next trip unless they were onsite residents), virtu
ally all of the trips entering Legacy Town Center land uses were 
internal trips. However, for trips exiting the Legacy Town 
Center land uses, about 25% of the original vehicle passen
gers were going to other internal land uses and about 50% of 
the taxi/car service passengers were destined internally; this 

compares with 31 % for people who originally arrived onslte 
by driving a personal vehicle. 

Table 80 shows similar data, but these are for trips made 
by people based on their original mode of access to Legacy 
Town Center. These results are limited lo those who correctly 

Given the size of !he samples and internal trip capture 
percentages, no conclusion can be drawn from these data 
as to whether mode of access affects internal capture rates. 
Table 81 shows similar data, but this is based on availability 

Table 80. Peak-period person-trips and percent internal trip capture by mode 
of access-Legacy Town Center. 

I ~,.,,r~"~' Tdp:··~~~~~p;;::::;::~;::', Tdp:·:~;~~~;p;:~::=~;:~:~ I 
~--:".:~l_1i_~l-~--l~~i:~~1_: ________________________ -;---_J~-'~~-: ____ ----------~~~~--------- -----~~~------i _________ l_?_S1~--------- ----~~~-~-: _____________ :~~~~-------- ____ 2__,~?_'.2 ____________ ?_l __ ~ ________ j 
i Vehicle Passenger i 0 0% 11 i 0% 40 100'/'o 159 25'/'o i 
i Taxi/Car Service i 0 0% 0 : OS'.{1 23 i 000~, 45 510~, : 
!-------------------------------------------------------------t-------------------------------------------------------------------1----------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------1 

! Transit (Bus) i 6 100% 6 ! 100% 0 0% 0 0% ! 

! Transit !Hotel Shuttle) , 0 0% 0 , 0% 5 100% 5 100% i 
~--------------------~----------------------------------------t-------------------- --------------------------- -------------------+--------------------------- -------------------- --------------------------- -------------------- ---------------------------i 

i Walk/Bicycle i 9 100% 9 i 100% 0 0% 0 0% i 

'Access mock not reported for 189 entering trips aod 2,052 exiting trips. 
: Access i:node no! reported for 609 en!ering trips and 1,158 exiting trips. 
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Table 81. Peak-period person-trips and percent internal trip capture by 
automobile access-Legacy Town Center. 

Morning Peak Period' Afternoon Peak Periotl2 

Vehicle Access 
-------------1~~;~;;~~------------r------------1~~;-~;;~~--------------- -------------!~~-;~~;-~-~------------ --------------:;~~;~;-~-~---------------

Trips 
Percent 

I Trips 
Percent 

Trips 
Percent 

Trips 
Percent 

Internal Internal Internal Internal 

Yes (Vehicle Driver) 1,892 6'-lv 670 17l;fi 3,862 22% 2,772 31% 

Yes (Non-Vehicle Driver) 0 0% 11 0% 13 100% 121 11% 

No Vehicle Access 9 100% 9 lOIYfo 52 100% 90 58'-lv 

1 Autmnobi le access not reported for 189 entering !rips and 2.052 exiting trips. 
2 Automobile access not reported for 6 l2 entering trips aod I, 156 exiting trips-

of a personal vehicle for travel. lt appears that the internal 
capture rate for those who did not have a personal vehicle 
available is higher than for those who could have driven. This 
is logical since once one travels to a destination, it makes sense 
to combine trips at the destination area. 

FDOT sponsored two studies of MXDs during the early 
1990s. The two studies each covered three developments. 
While the objectives were similar to those for this project, 
procedural details were quite different for one of the studies. 
For the Florida study, the resulting internal capture data do 
not have as much specificity about internal !rip-making. 

The two studies used different questionnaires and, there
fore, collected different data. One questionnaire provided 
data by individual trip, and the resulting data were usable for 
the current project. The other aggregated internal trips, so the 
data were not usable. For the usable study, data were collected 
for midday and P.M. peak periods. No data were collected for 
the A.M. peak period. Three J\tlXDs were included. All three 
are located in Broward and Palm Beach counties (i.e., the east 
coast of Florida in the Fort Lauderdale---Palm Beach area). 

Data for the usable study were not available in original 
form, so the relevant portion was re-keyed from copies of for
matted printouts of the original data so that they could be 
analyzed. Some survey trip records were not totally dear and 
a few ran off the available pages, so there could be minor in
accuracies in a few records; however, this was not judged to 
compromise the overall value of the data for the purposes of 
this project. 

Data for the three Florida developments were collected from 
mid-morning until 6:15 P.M. Only data matching the data col
lection periods for the NCHRP Project 8-51 pilot studies were 
used. Hence, the Florida data used covered the P.M. peak period 
(3:30 P.l'v1. to 6:15 P.M. compared with 3:30 P.M. to 7:00 P.M. for 
the NCHRP Project 8-51 pilot studies). 

One other characteristic of the data was different from 
the pilot study data. lnterviews for the pilot studies were pri-

marily exit interviews conducted as people departed from 
specific businesses or other uses and were expanded based 
on counts of people exiting the same doors. The Florida inter
views were conducted at locations within the developments, 
some of which were in front of entrances and some of which 
were along busy walkways. The three developments sur
veyed were 

• Country Isles, 
• Village Commons, and 
• Boca del Mar. 

Three sites were surveyed in 1993 as part of a study that 
produced a report titled FDOT Trip Characteristics Study of 
1'v1ulti-Use Developments ( 18). Each si le not only had multiple 
uses, but also had different parts of the development separated 
from each other in distance, connectivity, or both. \Vhereas 
Mockingbird Station, Atlantic Station, and Legacy Town 
Center are essentially folly integrated and well connected, the 
Florida sites were more conventionally arranged in pods. Inter
action between the pods requires crossing parking lots and 
some separations that are beyond reasonable walking distances. 

Origin-destination interviews were conducted at each of 
the study sites. The interviews were structured to collect three 
different types of information about each site: macro trip
making characteristics, micro trip-making characteristics, 
and trip length. The characteristics for each type of informa
tion are as follows: 

1. Macro trip-making characteristics pertain to the charac
teristics of a trip to and from the site. These characteristics 
were used in the FDOT research project lo categorize !rips 
as captured, primary, diverted, or secondary. 

2. Micro trip-making characteristics pertain only to the par I 
of the trip within the site. This information was used in the 
FDOT research project to determine the number of inter
nally captured trips, the number of the trip stops within 
the site, and the interaction between land uses. Through 
examination of individual survey records, researchers for 



NCHRP Project 8-51 were able to identify next-stop loca
tions and to categorize them as internal or external, and, 
if internal, the specific land use or site tenant. 

3. The length of the trip made to and from the site was used 
in the FDOT research project to calculate the percentages of 
trips originating or ending at various distances from the 
site. This was collected in the Florida study for use in impact 
fee analyses. 

Pedestrian count data were collected at most locations where 
origin-destination surveys were conducted. The purpose of 
the pedestrian data was to develop survey sample rates. The 
number of pedestrians entering and exiting each business was 
recorded. The areas of each site were sectioned off to establish 
areas of responsibility for each pedestrian counter so that the 
counts represented a complete, and not overlapping, count of 
persons entering or leaving the site. 

Three different origin-destination survey forms were used. 
The office and retail/services forms were very similar, each 
containing 14 questions. The residential survey forms were 
divided into two different categories: one for incoming sur
veys and one for outgoing surveys. Appendix E includes copies 
of the forms. 

Country Isles 

The Country Isles mixed-use site is located in an area of west 
Broward County known as \Veston. Figure 12 illustrates the 
general location of the site. Tts commercial area is bounded by 
I-75, SV\f 14th Street, Vlf eston Road, and Dykes Road. The res
idential component is directly across Weston Road from the 
Country lsles Shopping Center. The Country lsles mixed-use 
site covers approximately 6 l acres, of which 46 are commercial 
and 15 are residential. 

The Country Isles site was surveyed on June 30, 1993. Origin
destination surveys were conducted at 18 different locations 
within the site. Based on site observations, there appeared to 
be ample parking. There was no charge for parking anywhere 
within the site. There was no fixed-route transit service to 
the site. 

Site Composition 

Country Isles consists of three major development areas: 

" Fairlake at Weston, a multi-family residential area; 
" Country Isles Shopping Center; and 
" Indian Trace Shopping Center. 

Figure l3 shows the layout of Country Isles. Total com
mercial building square footage was 252,681, with about 70% 
retail ( 175,697 gross sq ft); 25% office ( 64,234 gross sq ft); and 
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59/o daycare. The total number of dwelling units was 368. Fig
ure 13 shows the tenant types and locations. 

Proximity of Commercial Competition 

At the lime of data collection, the Country Isles develop
ment was the primary shopping center site serving the Weston 
and Bonaventure areas. The closest competing shopping cen
ter was Westgate Square, located approximately 2 miles away. 
Both sites had a supermarket, drug store, restaurants, banks, 
and small retail land uses; however, the Country lsles develop
ment was larger and more centrally located within the Weston 
community. It also offered a wider variety ofland uses includ
ing medical and professional offices, a movie theater, daycare, 
and a convenience store. Finally, in the opinion of the original 
FDOT report authors, the general appearance of the Country 
Isles site (e.g., landscaping, site entrance) was more appealing 
than that of Westgate Square. 

Site Components 

The descriptions that follow are grouped according to 
how land uses are aggregated for the data collection and data 
analysis. 

Country Isles Shopping Center. The Country Isles Shop
ping Center was the primary retail center of this mixed-use 
site. lts 33 businesses included 

" A supermarket and drng store; 
" Five restaurants, including pizza, bagel, Italian, and Chinese; 
" Numerous retail stores, including ice cream, party goods, 

video rental, shoes, liquor, children's clothing, framing, 
bicycles, florist, hardware, cards; and 

" Several services such as medical offices, insurance agents, 
banks, shoe repair, a hair salon, a dry cleaner, a weight clinic, 
real estate agencies, an eye center, and a travel agency. 

The Country Isles Shopping Center was 99,651 gross sq ft 
in size. Its largest tenant was a supermarket composing about 
40'.Yo of the space. Restaurant use was 11 %, bank space was 
5%, and miscellaneous office space was 6910. The convenience 
retail, service units, and the supermarket composed about 
78% of the shopping center space. The shopping center was 
approximately 90% occupied at the time of data collection. 
The shopping center had approximately 459 parking spaces, 
all in a surface lot. 

Indian Trace Shopping Center. The Indian Trace Shop
ping Center included various restaurant, retail service, small 
office, and movie theater land uses. Because Indian Trace faces 
the back of the Country lsles Shopping Center, the most direct 
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Source: FDOT Trip Characreristics Study ofIV!u!ti-Use Developments, Tindale-·Oli ver &. Associates, final repor!, 
December 1993, p. Il-4 

Figure 12. Country Isles as depicted in the FDOT report (18). 
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Source: FDOT hip Ch,1racteristics Studv of Multi-Use DeFeiopments, Tindale-Oliver & Associates, final report, December 1993, p. ll-6 

figure 13. Country Isles land use details as depicted in the FDOT report (18). 

path between their primary parking areas was approximately 
1,400 ft. T ndian Trace tenants included 

• Four restaurants, ranging from pizza to yogurt to deli; 
• Several services including mail shipping, a dance studio, a 

dry cleaner, a karate school, health foods, an animal clinic, 
insurance, real estate, and a hair salon; 

• Several small offices including a church office and medical 
offices; and 

• A movie theater. 

The Indian Trace Shopping Center was 68,400 gross sq ft 
in size. Its largest tenant was a movie theater composing about 
38% of the space. Restaurant use was 8% and miscellaneous 
office space was 7%. 

Convenience Stores. The Country Isles site also had 
two convenience stores, both with gasoline pumps. The first 
was located near the Country Isles shopping center and was 
924 gross sq fr in size. It had l 2 vehicle-fueling positions. 
The second was located near the Indian Trace shopping 
center and was 2,946 gross sq ft, with 8 vehicle-fueling posi
tions. Together, the two convenience stores were 3,870 sq ft 
(less than 2% of the total commercial square footage at Coun
try lsles). Of the three sites surveyed as part of the FDOT inter
nal capture research project and the three sites surveyed as part 
ofNCHRP Project 8-51, Country Isles was the only mixed-use 
site with onsite convenience stores with gasoline pumps. 

Fast-Food .Restaurant. There was a stand-alone, fast
food restaurant located in the northern most corner of the 
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site. Its building was 3,776 gross sq ft (less than 2% of the total 
commercial square footage al Country Isles). During the P.M. 

peak period for the NCHRP Project 8-51 analysis window, 
only two useable interviews were conducted. Therefore, no 
!rips from fast-food restaurant were assumed to be internal lo 

the site, but trips to the fast-food restaurant from other 
Country Isles uses were recorded and reported in the follow
ing sections. 

Office Buildings. The Country Isles site had three stand
alone office buildings, totaling 64,234 gross sq ft. There was a 
three-story office building complex located just to the south 
of the fast-food restaurant. The complex had 26,000 sq ft 
and included a bank with drive-through facilities, a real estate 
agency, some medical office space, and some general office 
space. About one-third of the space was the bank. The build
ing had approximately 118 parking spaces. Persons leaving 
this office building were not interviewed. 

ln the west central part of the site, there was a three-story 
office building complex. The building was 10,000 sq fr and 
included professional offices and a bank with drive-through 
facilities. About one-third of the space was occupied by the 
bank. The building had approximately 46 parking spaces 
and was located approximately 300 ft from the center of the 
Country Isles Shopping Center. 

ln the southern part of the site, there was a three-story office 
building complex. The building was 28,234 sq fr and included 
a bank with drive-through facilities, an insurance agency, and 
professional office space. About 15'.Yo of the building space 
was occupied by the bank. The building had approximately 
113 parking spaces and was located approximately 300 ft from 
the center of the Country Isles Shopping Center. 

Fairlake at 'Veston. Fairlake al Weston is a residential, 
multi-family apartment development with 368 units. Its occu
pancy level at the time of this study was estimated at 90%. The 
approximate center ofFairlake was located 1,200 ft from the 
supermarket at the Country Isles Shopping Center. 

Daycare Center. The Country Isles site had a daycare cen
ter located near the northern edge of the Indian Trace Shop-

ping Center, approximately 1,700 ft from the supermarket 
at the Country Isles Shopping Center and 2,600 ft from the 
center of the Fairlake residential development. The daycare 
center was 12,750 gross sq ft. Of the three sites surveyed as part 
of the FDOT internal capture research project and the three 
sites surveyed as part of NCHRP Project 8-51, Country Isles 
was the only one with a daycare center. 

Data Collection 

Origin-destination interviews were conducted at 18 sta
tions throughout Country Isles. Different expansion factors 
were developed for each site (i.e., residential, office, and com
mercial land use categories) based on pedestrian counts, vehi
cle counts, and vehicle-occupancy counts. Table 82 lists the 
numbers of useable surveys collected at each land use. Also 
interviewed were 13 (or 5%) of the 269 inbound motorists al 
the Fair lake at Weston residential site. 

Analysis of Internal Capture 

Table 83 summarizes the overall internal capture found al 
the individual Country Isles land uses. The data shown in the 
second column represent the percentage of trips from the 
origin land use that are internally captured within the study 
site. Data in the right column show the same for trips to the 
destination land use. To more folly understand these overall 
internal capture rates for each land use, it was necessary to 
investigate internal capture rates for pairs of Janel uses. The 
following presents these data. 

Table 84 presents the distribution of trip destinations for 
trips exiting each of the surveyed Country Isles land uses. Sep
arate sets of values are listed for the Country Isles Shopping 
Center, for the Indian Trace Shopping Center, ancl for the 
combined trips exiting both shopping centers. The distribu
tion is as follows: 

" Of trips leaving the onsite office buildings, 25% had an 
internal retail destination-20% at the shopping centers 
and 5% al either of the two gasoline/convenience stores. 

Table 82. P.M. peak-period useable surveys and sample rate
Country Isles. 

Office 573 45 8S0 

Retail 1,644 123 7t;{1 

Gasoline/Convenience 466 65 14% 

Residential 173 44 25l;fi 

Daycare 396 73 18% 
---:J.·;;·;~;--------------------------------------------r·---------------·;:2s:2··--------------- ----------------------·:1·;;·0·---------------------- ----------------------1·1·:~-----------------------
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Table 83. P.M. peak-period percent internal capture by land use
Country Isles. 

Land lise 
Percent Internal Capture 

as Origin Land lise 
Percent Internal Capture 
as Destination Land lise 

:::=;;:,,:. ;::~:r~l~~;:: I ~~~ztr~~~1::~: 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+-------------------------------------------------------------------

Gasoline/Convenience 4% I 36% 

-~~~~;~~~~~I~-:~~:~i~:,_1~-------------------------------- -----------------------~~~-:~~;-:-~1-~-------------------j-----------------------------i;-;-----------------------------
Daycare 

Total 

" Of the trips leaving the Country Isles Shopping Center, 
12% were destined to a non-shopping center internal use; 
29% of the trips leaving the Indian Trace Shopping Center 
were destined for the same. 

" When combined, the two shopping centers sen I l % of 
their outbound trips lo onsite office buildings; 7% to the 
onsile gasoline/convenience stores; 2%1 to the onsite, free
standing fast-food restaurant; and 4%1 to the onslte resi
dential area. 

" Of the trips leaving the onsite gas/convenience stores, 4% 
were destined to onsite retail; the remainder travel to exter
nal destinations. 

" Of trips leaving onsite residential, 36% were traveling to 
onsite destinations-------25% to the shopping centers, 9% to 
the gasoline/convenience stores, and 2% to the fast-food 
restaurant. 

" Of trips leaving the onsite daycare center, 17% were trav
eling to onsite destinations-15% to the shopping cen
ters and l % each to the gasoline/convenience stores and 
to residential. 

18% 

22% 24% 

Table 85 shows the distribution of trip origins for trips 
entering each of the surveyed Country Isles land uses. Sepa -
rate sets of values are listed for the Country Isles Shopping 
Center, for the Indian Trace Shopping Center, and for the 
combined trips entering both shopping centers. The distribu
tion is as follows: 

" Of trips entering the onsite office buildings, 2fJ'o had an 
internal origin, all from the shopping centers (as opposed 
to 25'.Yo of the exiting trips that are internal as shown in 
Table 84). 

" Of the trips entering the Country lsles Shopping Center, 
J3CYt1 arrived from internal use (same as for exiting); also 
arriving from an internal use were 34% of the trips entering 
the Indian Trace Shopping Center (greater than the per
centage exiting). When combined, the two shopping cen
ters received 7% of their inbound trips from onsite office 
buildings, l % from the onsite gasoline/convenience stores, 
3% from the onsite residential area, and 4% from the onsite 
daycare center. 

Table 84. P.M. peak-period percent distribution of internal trip destinations 
for exiting trips-Country Isles. 

Office ~o 5 0 0 0 25 75'Fo 100 

Country Isles 
0 9 3 0 0 12 88% 100 

Shopping Center 
Indian Trace 

2 5 3 19 0 29 71 ~JO 100 
Shopping Center 
Both Shopping 

8 2 5 0 16 84% 100 
Centers 

_<._J_a_~~li_~-~~~:-~1_1:~~1_1i_~-~~-: ____ _<J _________ -----------~------------ ----------------+-----~------ -------------~------------- ---------~------_J--------~----------+------'~~~~~----- ________ J~_<J-~---------
R esi den ti al 0 25 9 I 2 0 I 36 I 64% 100 

Daycare 0 15 I o 17 100 

1 Calculated to exclude trips with;n the same land use_ 
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Table 85. P.M. peak-period percent distribution of internal trip origins for 
entering trips-Country Isles. 

Origin Land Use Shopping Centers 
G~as/ 

Office FF Rest Residential Daycare Country Indian Conv 
Isles Trace 

Subtotal 

!omce 6 17 8 6 0 0 0 
i 

!shopping Center 2 25 27 23 0 
: -

!Gas/Convenience 
: 

0 5 0 0 0 

!Residential 0 3 3 3 3 3 0 
~----------------------------------------------- --------------------r----------------------------- ----------------------- -------------------------- --------------------- ------------------------r------------------------------ ------------------------i 

!Daycare 0 ! 3 9 4 1 0 ! 2 i 
!Total internal 2 , 13 34 17 36 30 i 25 0 , 
!£~~-~~~~;---------------------------- -----~;;:;--------1------------;:;:7------------- ---------;;;;;;--------- -----------;;~;---------- -------;;;4-------- ----------:7;-;---------1------------~;5------------ --------j-(j(j--------1 

[E~~"-1 _________________________________________ 1_~? _______ _L ________ 1~?-~----------- _________ 1_~_fJ __________________ 1_~~---------- _______ 1_~~------- _________ 1_~~-------L _________ 1_~_fJ ____________________ 1~?-~ _____ ___j 

1 Calculated to exclude trips within the same land use; totals showo may not equal sums due to rounding . 

.. Of the trips entering the onsite gasoline/convenience stores, 
36% came from onsite uses-6% from the office, 25% from 
the shopping centers, 3%1 from residential, and 1 %1 from the 
daycare center. 

.. Of the trips that traveled to the onsite, free-standing, fast
food restaurant, 30% came from onsite uses-------27% from 
the shopping centers and 3% from residential. 

.. Of the trips entering onslte residential, 25fJ'o traveled from 
an onsite origin------23'-Yo from the shopping centers and 2cY<.1 

from the daycare. 
.. Of the trips entering the onsite daycare center, 100% trav

eled from outside Country Isles. 

Village Commons 

The Village Commons site is located within the southwest
ern limits of the City of West Palm Beach in Palm Beach 
County. The overa 11 mixed-use site straddles Village Boulevard, 
immediately northwest of Palm Beach Lakes Boulevard. The 

Village Commons mixed-use site encompasses approximately 
72 acres, of which 54 are commercial and 18 are residential. Fig
ure 14 shows the general layout ofVillage Commons. Figure 15 
shows the types and locations of tenant land uses. 

Village Commons was surveyed on July 14, 1993. Origin

destination surveys were conducted at l4 different locations 
within the site. There was no charge for parking anywhere 
within the site. Additionally, based on field observations, 
there was an adequate parking supply to service all land uses, 

with the possible exception of the health spa. There was no 
formal fixed-route transit service provided to the Village 
Commons site. 

Site Composition 

The Village Commons site has four major development 
areas: the Village Commons Shopping Center, the Brandywine 
Center, various office buildings located throughout the site, 

and the Pointe multi-family residential community. Total 
commercial square footage in Village Commons was 524,350 
with 34fJ'o retail (179,840 sq fr), 57% office (297,581 sq ft), and 
9% health spa. The total number of dwelling units was 317. 

Proximity of Commercial Competition 

There were numerous office, restaurant, hotel, and retail 
land uses (including a regional mall) that were proximate to 

the Village Commons site. 

Site Components 

The descriptions that follow are grouped according to 

how land uses are aggregated for the data collection and 
data analysis. 

Village Commons Shopping Center. The Village Com
mons Shopping Center included the following: 

• A supermarket and drug store; 

.. Eight restaurants ranging from natural foods to Japanese 
to bagels; 

• Retail stores including computers, clothing, video, fram
ing, gifts, shoes, cards, jewelry, maternity, sporting goods, 
consignment, ice cream, paint, cell phones, liquor, and 

flowers; and 
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Source: FDOT Trip Characteristics Study of Multi-Use Del'elopments, Tindale-Oli ver & Associates, final report, December 1993, p. ll-11 

figure 14. Village Commons site layout as depicted in the fDOT report (18). 
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figure 15. Village Commons tenant details as depicted in the fDOT report (18). 



• Service establishments such as banks, mail shipping, dry 
cleaning, a leasing office, a weight clinic, a hair salon, a 
tanning salon, real estate, a travel agency, an animal clinic, 
insurance, and a mortgage company. 

The shopping center was 170,740 gross sq ft in size. Its 
largest lenanl was a supermarket encompassing 23% of the 
overall center space. There were a significant number of restau
rants in the shopping center, composing 19% of the center 
space. Banks composed 6% and office space composed 4%. 
Despite being a large component of the overall shopping cen
ter, restaurants were not separated in the data analysis because 
the pedestrian count data di cl not separate between restaurant 
an cl non-restaurant volumes, thereby eliminating the possibil
ity of developing reasonably accurate survey expansion factors 
for restaurant ancl non-restaurant trips. 

Brand"pdne Center: Sit-Down Restaurant. The Brandy
wine Center contained four buildings: a sit-down chain res
taurant, a bank, and two office buildings. The restaurant in 
Brandywine Center was 9,100 gross sq ft. The bank and office 
buildings are included in the next section. 

Office Buildings. Village Commons had a total of nearly 
300,000 sq ft in office buildings. The two three-story office 
buildings in Brandywine Center totaled 122,870 sq fr (of which 
4% was in a bank) and were located approximately 1,500 ft 
from the Village Commons Shopping Center. Although side

walks and crosswalks were available for pedestrian use, the 
fact that Village Boulevard was a four-lane divided roadway 
possibly would discourage pedestrian movement between 
the Brandywine and Village Commons centers. An office 
building was located at the northeast corner of Harvard 

Circle, approximately 1,800 ft from the Village Commons 
Shopping Center. Tt totaled 96,270 sq fr. The three office 
buildings located along Columbia Drive totaled 45,524 sq ft 
and were approximately 1,800 ft from the Village Commons 
Shopping Center. A m ul Ii-story office/bank building located 

at the southeast corner of Brandywine Road ancl Village 
Boulevard bounded by Columbia Drive and Olympic Place 
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totaled 32,917 sq ft (of which 18% was in a bank). It was 
localed approximately 800 ft from the Village Commons 
Shopping Center. Persons leaving this office building were 
not interviewed. 

The Pointe. The Pointe development is a residential multi

family development containing 317 units. Its occupancy was 
estimated to be approximately 93% on the survey elate. The 
FDOT research project was not allowed lo conduct origin
clestination surveys at the Pointe. Village Commons residen
tial internal trips were estimated using Village Commons 

vehicle count data and average residential internal trip rates 
observed at the other two sites. The approximate center of the 
Pointe is located 900 ft from the supermarket at Village Com
mons Shopping Center. 

Health Spa. There is a health spa located in the area 

bounded by Village Boulevard and Olympic Place. Tt encom
passes 46,929 sq ft. An origin-destination survey was not 
conducted at the health spa, ancl no trips to the health spa 
were identified during the surveys conducted at other uses 

at the Village Commons site. 

Data Cof!ection 

Origin-destination interviews were conducted at 14 sta
tions throughout Village Commons. Different expansion fac
tors were developed for each site (i.e., residential, office, and 
commercial land use categories) based on pedestrian counts, 

vehicle counts, and vehicle-occupancy counts. Table 86 lists 
the numbers of useable surveys collected at each Janel use. 

Analysis of Internal Capture 

Table 87 summarizes the overall internal capture found at 
the individual Country Isles land uses. ln order to more fully 
understand these overall internal capture rates for each land 

use, it was necessary to investigate internal capture rates for 
pairs of land uses. Those data follow. 

Table 86. P.M. peak-period usable surveys and sample rate
Vi!lage Commons. 

Land lJse Exit Movements Usable Interviews Percent Interviewed 

Office 718 78 11% 

Retail 1,216 253 21% 

Sit-Down Restaurant 167 27 

Residential 179 Not Interviewed Not Interviewed 

Total 2280 358 Hi% 
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Table 87. P.M. peak-period percent internal capture by land 
use-vmage Commons. 

Land Use 
Percent Internal Capture Percent Internal Capture 

as Origin Land Use as Destination Land Use 

! Office 7% 0% 
~------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------
! Retail 7% 7% 
i 

i Sit-Down Restaurant 
: 

i Residential 
: 

I Total 

Table 88 presents the distribution of trip destinations for 
trips exiting each of the surveyed Village Commons land uses: 

• Of trips leaving the office buildings onsite, 7% have an 
internal destination-------6% to the shopping center and l % 
to residential. 

• Of the trips leaving the Village Commons Shopping Cen
ter, 7'-Yo were destined to an internal use, all residential. 

• Of the trips leaving the onsite sit-clown restaurant, n1t1 
were destined lo onsite destinations-half to the shopping 
center and half to residential. 

• Of trips leaving the onsite residential, 2n1t1 were traveling to 
onsite destinations-25% to the shopping center and 2%1 to 
the fast-food restaurant. (The Pointe was not surveyed; these 
internal trip-making estimates are based on values derived 
at the other two FDOT research sites ancl on observed bal
ancing of trips inlo and out of the Village Commons uses.) 

Table 89 presents the distribution of trip origins for trips 
entering each of the surveyed Village Commons land uses: 

• None of the trips entering the office buildings onsite had 
an internal origin. 

• Of the trips entering the Village Commons Shopping Cen
ter, 7% (same as for exiting) arrived from an internal use-----
Jf!'o each from office and residential and less than l % from 
the sit-down restaurant. 

• Of the trips traveling to the onsite, sit-clown restaurant, 4% 
came from onsite uses, all from the residential. 

37% 

9% 

• Of the trips entering onsite residential, 37cy,_1 came from an 
onsile origin-30% from the shopping center, 4% from 
office, and 2910 from the sit-dovvn restaurant. 

Boca Del Mar 

The Boca Del Mar site is located in southwest Palm Beach 
County. The mix:ed-use site is situated in the southwest quad
rant of the intersection of Power line Road and Palmetto Park 
Roa cl. The commercial component of the site encompasses 
42 acres. Figures 16 and 17 show the layout of Boca del Mar, 
and Figure 18 shows the tenant land uses and locations for the 
eastern portion of Boca del Mar. The western portion is all 
residential. 

Boca de] Mar was surveyed on July 21, 1993. Origin
deslinalion interviews were conducted al 20 different locations 
within the site. Based on field observations, there appeared to 
be an ample parking supply to support the site Janel uses and 
there was no charge for parking al the site. There was no for
mal fixed-route transit system serving the site. 

Site Composition 

Boca Del Mar has six: major development components: 

1. Garden Shops al Boca; 
2. Palms Plaza; 
3. A multi-story office building at the northwest corner of 

the site; 

Table 88. P.M. peak-period percent distribution of internal trip destinations for 
exiting trips-Village Commons. 

Destination Land li se 
Origin Land Use Total 

Office Retail Restaurant Residential 
Internal 

External Total 

Office 6 0 7 93 100 

Retail 0 0 7 7 qo 
_._"') 100 

Sit-Down Restaurant 0 4 4 7 93 100 

Residential 0 25 73 100 



Table 89. P.M. peak-period percent distribution 
of internal trip origins for entering trips
Village Commons. 

Destination Land Use 
Origin Land Use 

Office Retail Restaurant Residential 

Office 3 () 4 

Retail 0 0 30 

Sit-Down 
0 <1 2 

Restaurant 

Residential 0 3 4 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------r-------------------------------i 

Total lnternal 0 7 4 ! 37 i 

---i,~~~~-"_i _________________________ ------~-~-~-------------- ----------;;;--------- -------------!o~-------------1------------1~:------------j 

13 

4. A multi-story bank and office building at the northeast 
corner of the site; 

5. Camden Court, a multi-family residential complex on the 
south side of the site; and 

6. Various residential areas to the west of the site. 

Please note that only the Camden Court residential area 
was considered internal lo the mixed-use site for NCHRP 

Project 8-51 because insufficient surveys and counts were 
conducted at the "various residential areas" to enable consis
tent treatment of the survey responses. 

Total commercial square footage in Boca del Mar was 
50 l ,254 with 41 % retail (207 ,787 sq ft) and 59% office 
(293,467 sq ft). There were 1,144 total dwelling units of 

, Bocg Del Mar . 

!:?;>li~} !!t;i~~~:. ~ri<<fi!Y.· 

Source: FDOT Trip Characteristics Srudy of Multi-Use Developments, Tindale-Oliver & Associates, final reprnt, December 1993. 

figure 16. Boca de! Mar eastern portion site layout as depicted in the FDOT report (18). 
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Source: FDOT Trip Characteristics Study ofMulti-Use Developments, Tindale-Oliver & Associates, final report December 1993, p, II-20, 

Figure 17. Boca def Mar western portion site layout as depicted in the fDOT report (18). 

which 513 were single family detached, 517 were town
houses, and 114 were apartments. The Iota! number of 
dwelling units within Camden Court was 190. 

All land uses located within the site were accessible via a 
service road system that bisects the site. All vehicular trips 
between site land uses could be made without having to use 
the arterial road system adjacent to the site. 

Proximity of Commercial Competition 

Immediately to the north of the Boca Del Mar site was a 
competing shopping center with several similar retail busi
nesses, including a supermarket. However, the site was older 
than Boca del Mar ancl, in the opinion of the original FDOT 

research team, its general appearance (e.g., landscaping, site 
entrance) was not as appealing, 

Site Components 

The descriptions that follow are grouped according to 
how land uses are aggregated for !he data collection and data 
analysis. 

Garden Shops at Boca. The Garden Shops at Boca was 
the retail center of the mixed-use site. Its 52 tenants included 
the following: 

• A supermarket and a drugstore; 
• Six restaurants; 
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Figure H 
0'< F ,')he .J.scs 

Boca Del JMnr 

Source: FDOT Trip Characterisrics Study ofMu!ti·Use Developments, Tindak:-.Oliver & Associates, final report, December 199.3, p. Jl..25. 

Figure 18. Boca def Mar east end tenant details as depicted in the FDOT report (18). 

" Various retail stores including men's, women's, and chil
dren's clothing; books; gifts; ice cream; jewelry; liquor; lug
gage; cosmetics; lamps; framing; pet supplies; a boutique; 
and a florist; and 

" Various services including a medical office, real estate, dry 
cleaning, eye care, a psychic reader, manicure/facials, photo 
development, interior design, a travel agency, a hair salon, 
and a mail shipper. 

The shopping center was 140,686 gross sq ft in size. Hs 
largest tenant was a supermarket encompassing about 29% 
of the overall center space. Restaurants composed 10% of 
the center space, banks composed 5 percent, and office space 
composed 7%. The Garden Shops were approximately 95% 
occupied at the time of the survey. 

Palms Plaza Shopping Center. The Palms Plaza Shop
ping Center was oriented facing away from the Garden Shops 
at Boca. The most direct path between their primary parking 
areas was approximately l, 100 ft. Palm Plaza had 27 tenants, 
including 

" Four restaurants, ranging from a major sit-down restau
rant chain to Japanese to fast food; 

" Various retail stores including clothing, baked goods, 
gifts, computers, jewelry, maternity wear, cards, and eye 
wear; and 

" Various services including a travel agency, photo develop
ment, a hair salon, framing, a dry cleaner, a !ravel agency, 
a real estate agency, and a bank. 
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Table 90. Usable P.M. peak-period surveys and sample rate
Boca del Mar. 

, Land Use , Exit Movements i lisable interviews , Percent lnterviewed1 i 
1--(;1;;~~--------------------------------------i----------------------j-39------------------1------------------------30------------------------1-----------------------223-----------------------1 

i Retail , 1,672 : 267 : ]69b i 
!------------------------------------------------------t-----------------------------------------------t------------------------------------------------------1---------------------------------------------------------j 

! Fast-Food Restaurant i 100 ! 33 ! 33% ! 

I Residential 108 95 88% 

i Total 
: 

2,019 425 21 % 

1 Also interviewed were 18 (or 11 %) of the 168 inbound residential motorists. 

The shopping center was 63,070 gross sq ft in size. Restau
rants composed 25% of the center space, banks composed 
4 percent, and office space composed 7910. The remaining 64% 
was the mix of convenience retail and service businesses. The 
shopping center was approximately 80% occupied at the time 
of the survey. 

Stand-Alone Fast-Food Restaurant. The Boca Del Mar 
Site had one stand-alone, fast-food restaurant. Its size was 
4,031 sq fr. 

Office Buildings. The Boca del Mar had two office build
ings. The multi-story office complex on the west side of the 
site had surface parking around the building plus secured 
underground parking. l ts size was 114,881 sq ft and it was 
located approximately 800 ft from the Garden Shops at Boca. 
There were a variety of professional businesses including some 
medical offices located within the office complex. This build
ing was surveyed. 

A 178,586 sq ft, multi-story office center was located on 
the northeast corner of the Boca del Mar site. Located in the 
office building are a bank (2'.Yo of the total square footage) and 
professional offices including a number of medical offices. 
Permission to obtain traffic counts at the access points and 
origin/destination surveys at this part of the site was not 
granted by the site property manager. 

Camden Court. Camden Court was a residential multi
family community located immediately to the south of the 
retail shopping center. Camden Court included 190 apart
ment units, with an occupancy of 97% on the survey date. 
The approximate center of Camden Court was located 900 ft 
from the supermarket at the Garden Shops at Boca. 

Data Collection 

Origin-destination interviews were conducted at 20 stations 
throughout Boca cl el Mar. The data collection conformed to 
the methods used for the other Florida sites reported here. 
Different expansion factors were developed for each site 
(i.e., residential, office, and commercial land use categories) 
based on pedestrian counts, vehicle counts, and vehicle
occupancy counts. Table 90 lists the numbers of useable 
surveys collected at each land use. 

Analysis of Internal Capture 

Table 91 summarizes the overall internal capture found al 
the individual Boca del Mar Janel uses. To more folly under
stand these overall internal capture rates for each land use, it 
was necessary to investigate internal capture rates for pairs of 
land uses. The following includes the data. 

Table 91. P.M. peak-period percent internal capture by land use
Boc:a de! Mar. 

Land Use 

Office 

Retail 

Fast-Food Restaurant 

Residential 

Total 

Percent Internal Capture as 
Origin Land Use 

4% for Garden Shops at Boca 
7% for Palms Plaza 

5% overall 

~4% 

44% 

8% 

Percent Internal Cap!nre as 
Destination Land Use 

7% for Garden Shops at Boca 
l % for Palms Plaza 

5% overall 

3% 

7% 
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Table 92. P.M. peak-period percent distribution of internal trip destinations 
for origin land uses-Boca del Mar. 

Origin Land 
Use 

Percent Internal Trips hy Destination Land Use1 

--------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Office Shopping FF Res! Residential Total External Total 
Center Internal 

Office 0 0 0 0 100 JOO 

0 
Garden Shops at 
Boca 

<J 4 4 96 100 

Palms Plaza 
0 0 0 0 100 100 

___ ?_l1c()J:lJ:li_flg__~'-'.:l1_l(?_l: ____ -------------------------- -------------------------------- ------------------------ ------------------------------- -------------------------- ---------------------------- ---------------------
Retail -- Total 0 <1 3 4 96 100 

Fast-Food 
Restaurant 

Residential 

0 

0 

18 

42 

1 Calculated to exclude trips within the same land use_ 

Table 92 presents the distribution of trip des Ii nations for 
trips exiting each of the surveyed Boca del Mar land uses. Sep
arate sets of values are listed for the Garden Shops at Boca, for 
the Palms Plaza Shopping Center, and for the combined trips 
exiting both shopping centers: 

" None of the surveyed trips leaving the office buildings onsite 
had an internal destination. 

" Of the trips leaving the Garden Shops, 4% were destined to 
an internal use; none of the trips leaving Palms Plaza were. 

• When combined, the two shopping centers sen! less than 
l % of the surveyed trips to the free-standing, fast-food 
restaurant and 4'.Yo to the onsite residential area. 

• Of the trips leaving the onsite, free-standing fast-food restau
rant, 24% were destined to onsile destinations, 18% to the 
shopping centers, and 6% to residential. 

• Of trips leaving onsite residential, 44% were travelling to 
onsile destinations-42% to the shopping centers and 2fl'o 
to the fast-food restaurant. 

2 

6 24 76 JOO 

44 56 100 

Table 93 presents the distribution of trip origins for trips 
entering each of the surveyed Boca del Mar land uses. Sepa
rate sets of values are listed for the Garden Shops at Boca, for 
the Palms Plaza Shopping Center, and for the combined trips 
entering both shopping centers: 

• All of the !rips entering the office buildings onsite had an 
external origin. 

• Of the trips entering the Garden Shops at Boca, 49/o 
arrived from an internal use; l % of the trips entering the 
Palms Plaza Shopping Center also arrived from an inter
nal use. 

• When combined, the two shopping centers received 3% of 
their inbound trips from onsite uses-1 % from fast food, 
and 2% from residential. 

• Of the trips traveling to the onsite, free-standing, fast-food 
restaurant, Y!'o arrived from onsite uses-1% from the 
shopping centers and 2% from residential. 

Table 93. P.M. peak-period percent distribution of internal trip origins 
for destination land uses-Boca de! Mar. 

Percent Internal Trips by Destination Land Use1 

------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------
0 · · L d U Retail -

ngm an_ se Office Garden Retail- Retail- FF Residential 
Palms Plaza Total Rest 

---------------------------------------------- ----------------------- --------~li_<J_p_~--------------------------------------------- ----------------------- -------------------------------------------------------

Office 0 0 0 0 0 

Retail 0 32 

Fast-Food 
0 

Restaurant 
0 4 

Residential 0 3 2 2 

Total Internal 0 4 3 3 35 

External 100 96 99 97 97 65 

Total mo 100 100 100 100 mo 
1 Calculated to exclude trips within the same land use_ 
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.. Of the trips entering onsite residential, a total of about 
35% arrived from an onsite origin-almost 32% from 
the shopping centers and nearly 4% from the fast-food 
restaurant. 

(®mpaw®swrn wf Fhudhugs fwr Pnwt 
$b~dy §i'bws and F~@rijd,a $~tes 

Similarities and Differences Among 
the Developments 

The three MXDs surveyed in this project's pilot studies
Mockingbird Station, Atlantic Station, and Legacy Town 
Center-------are similar in terms of the uses they have and the 
general proximities of their non-residential uses. All three 
are highly interconnected. All three are very walkable in their 
central areas (where commercial uses are located). All three 
have specialty retail and a range of restaurants from specialty 
coffee shops to high-end restaurants. All three have a cinema. 
Most commercial and retail businesses in each of the three 
developments are small; a few would be considered medium
sized. All have a variety of restaurants. Only Atlantic Station 
has a large retailer-a national chain department store. 

However, there are differences. Mockingbird Station is very 
compact. Driving between internal destinations is an incon
venience compared with walking. The maximum walking dis
tance is about 700 fr. There is a rail transit station nexl to and 
directly connected to the development and transit is used as 
a significant mode of access; that station is also served by 
six bus routes. The apartment building sits in the middle of 
and on top of the central commercial building. Mocking
bird Station has no hotel. 

Atlantic Station's main residential area extends away from 
the commercial area and is up to 3,400 ft away. There is a 
major grocery store there. There is also the retail department 
store, the only one among the three developments. Transit 
service that is used by Atlantic Station patrons and residents 
is via a dedicated shuttle to a nearby MARTA rail station about 
a mile away. One MARTA bus route serves the area conve
niently, and almost no use was made of it by persons going to 
and from Atlantic Station. 

While Mockingbird Station and Atlantic Station both have 
midtown locations and were redevelopment sites in the mid
dle of folly developed areas, Legacy Town Center is an outer 
suburban development within a rapidly developing area. At 
the lime of the survey, the area surrounding Legacy Town 
Center is folly or almost folly developed. Others are in var
ious stages of partial development. Overall the area within 
about 2 miles is roughly two-thirds developed. Transit is 
virtually unused and has little presence although a hotel shut
tle does provide service for its patrons to nearby destinations. 
While Legacy Town Center is well connected internally, its 

land uses tend to be more concentrated into specific areas 
of the site. 

Hence, while the three study sites are truly integrated MXDs, 
they are not a truly homogenous trio of samples. This is sim
ilar to most land use categories included in the ITE trip gener
ation database, although these three developments are more 
similar than those included in many lTE land use categories. It 
is also important to note that the three developments represent 
a range of typical conditions in which MXDs are developed. 

The three Florida sites-Village Commons, Country Isles, 
and Boca de] J\far-------are less compact than the sites surveyed in 
this project. The Florida developments are structured sets of 
development pods separated by parking lots or streets; they are 
less well connected, less compact, and also have fewer interact
ing uses than the three developments surveyed in this project. 

The six developments together could be considered repre
sentative of the range of types of MXDs in the range of ;1; to 
3 million gross sq fr of development. They are much larger 
and more diverse than a corner development that might 
consist of an office building that includes retail and restau
rant uses. On the other extreme, the six developments are 
not as folly self-contained as a downtown or even a major 
suburban activity center; hence, use of the data from these 
developments should not be considered applicable to either 
very small MXDs or downtowns without having data that 
confirm similarities. 

Findings from this project were compared with those con
tained in NCHRP Rep(irt 323: Travel Characteristics at Large
Scale Suburban Activity Centers (26), based on limited data in 
that report on internal capture. As noted previously, suburban 
activity centers-------probably due to their size and greater mix
use uses and choices-have a broader range of internal capture 
percentages. While the surveys conducted obtained slightly dif
ferent data, internal capture for segments of.suburban activity 
center populations ranged between 6% and 68%1 with averages 
among activity centers surveyed ranging from 14cy,_1 to 58% for 
specific population types (e.g., office employees). 

Tables 94 through 97 summarize the internal capture per
centages found for the three developments surveyed as part 
of this proiect plus the three Florida sites (P.M. data available 
only). The tables show internal capture percentages for the 
origin ends of trips as well as for the destination ends, similar 
to what was sho"vn in the findings for each development. As is 
shown in previous tables, there are no values for trips between 
the same land uses because ITE trip generation rates already 
reflect trips within the same land use on the same site. Bold 
italicized percentages are the highest for each land use pair 
combination. 
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Table 94. Unconstrained internal capture rates for exiting trips, all sites-A.M. peak period. 

Origin Land 
Use 

Office 

Retail 

Restaurant 

Residential 

Cinema 

Hotel 

MXD Site 

Atlantic Station 

Town Center 

Mockingbird Station 

Boca Del Mar 

Isles 

Town Center 

Isles 

Village Commons 

Atlantic Station 

Town Center 

Mockingbird Station 

Boca Del Mar 

Town Center 

Isles 

Village Commons 

Atlantic Station 

Town Center 

Mockingbird Station 

Boca Del Mar 

Isles 

Town Center 

Isles 

Village Commons 

17 

31 

25 

2 

75 

0 

Table 94 shows and compares the distributions of internal 
!rip destinations for exiling trips during the A.M. peak period. 
Data are available for only the three sites surveyed for this 
project.His helpful to compare the internal capture percent
ages by land use pair. 

Table 94 shows a range of internal capture percentages 
among the three developments for many of the land use 
pairs-------for example, for trips from office to restaurant, the per
centages found were 5'.Yo, 8%, and 63%, respectively. The per
centages are a product of a number of factors, including the 

Retail 

28 

() 

14 

0 

Hotel 

5 0 0 

8 0 

63 1 

0 0 

0 

0 3 

0 

0 

20 

6 

amounts of office and restaurant space exchanging interacting 
trips; the proximity and quality of connections between the 
interacting land uses (data available for those lwo factors); 
similar off-site opportunities; and the relative attractiveness 
of the destination as that type of land use (data not available 
for the last two considerations). For example, the 63% office 
to restaurant at Mockingbird Station results in part due to a 
200-ft walking distance to a popular specialty coffee shop. 
The relationships of internal capture percentage to trip end 
constraints and proximity are examined later in this chapter. 
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The highest percentages found for each land use pair in 
Table 94 result from actual survey findings. The fact that 
lower percentages occurred elsewhere means only that the 
conditions-mainly balance between origin and destination 
land use demands for the trips between them plus the prox
irnity (or other factors for which data are not available )-were 
not as ideal. These highest percentages represent the most 
unconstrained interchanges surveyed among the six sites------
that is, the prevailing conditions reflect the best match result
ing in the mos! interactions between the two land uses from 
among the developments surveyed. 

Of the cells in Table 94 where morning peak period data for 
all three developments are available, only two cells show one 
percentage substantially higher than the other two: office-to
restaurant and residential-to-restaurant, both at Mockingbird 
Station. Both of these involve a popular coffee shop very dose 
to the apartment building entrance and the office building 
entrance. It is natural that a high percentage of those types 
of trips would go to the adjacent onsite coffee shop during 
the A.M. peak. 

Table 95 shows similar comparisons for the P.M. peak
period exiting trips. Data are available for all six developments. 

Table 95. Unconstrained internal capture rates for exiting trips, all sites-P.M. peak period. 

Origin Land 
MXDSite 

llse Retail Reshrnran! Residential Cinerraa Holel 

Atlantic Station 6 3 0 0 0 

Town Center 0 0 0 

9 4 2 0 
Office 

0 0 

Isles 0 0 

0 

4 

Town Center 0 

4 
Retail 

0 3 

Isles 5 

0 7 

8 7 

Town Center 2 ]() 6 3 

3 38 2 
Restaurant 

0 I8 

Isles 

0 4 

0 9 

Town Center 6 0 

31 0 
Residential 

0 42 2 

lsles 0 25 2 

0 25 2 

2 21 11 0 

Town Center 0 8 
_, 
,;. 

0 17 25 8 
Cinema 

lsles 

0 16 68 

Town Center 0 5 33 0 0 

Hotel 

lsles 

Village Commons 



Because there are more percentages, there are fewer cells 
where one value far exceeds all others when at least three val
ues are given. 

Table 96 shows a similar comparison for entering trips 
during the morning peak period. No cell containing three 
percentages has a single value far exceeding the others. The 
high er percentages are for interchanges that typically involve 
few trips. The high percentages in this table involve trips enter
ing Atlantic Station's coffee shop from the grocery and to the 
grocery from the office building. Both of these types of trips 
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would be for convenience and would possibly go to the clos
est location available, although more specialized needs might 
require trips to/from external locations. 

Table 97 shows internal capture percentages for entering 
trips during the P.M. peak period. Many cells show consis
tent percentages or a range with values spread throughout. 
A few cells show three or more percentages and a single 
value much higher than others. These are to office from 
retail (Atlantic Station); from residential to office (Legacy 
Town Center); and from restaurant to retail (Mockingbird 

Table 96. Unconstrained internal capture rates for entering trips, all sites
A.M. peak period. 

Destination 
Land Use 

Office 

Retail 

Restaurant 

Residential 

Cinema 

Hotel 

MXD Site 

Atlantic Station 

Legacy Town Center 

Mockingbird Station 

Boca Del 1'v1ar 

Country lsles 

Village Commons 

Atlantic Station 

Legacy Town Center 

Mockingbird Station 

Boca Del Mar 

Country lsles 

Village Commons 

Atlantic Station 

Legacy Town Center 

Mockingbird Station 

Boca Del Mar 

Country lsles 

Village Commons 

Atlantic Station 

Retail 

23 

0 0 

Ori in Land Use 
Restaurant Residential Cinema 

0 

9 3 

14 

3 5 

8 17 

0 

18 

20 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+-----------------------------+------------------------------

Legacy Town Center 0 2 

Mockingbird Station 0 

Boca Del Mar 

Country Isles 

Village Commons 

Atlantic Station --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+------------------------------,·-----------------------------j--·---------------------------

Legacy Town Center 

Mockingbird Station 

Boca Del Mar 

Country Isles 

Village Commons 

Atlantic Station 0 0 0 -------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------+-----------------------------+-----------------------------+-·--------------------------+------------------------------

Legacy Town Center 0 0 3 0 

Mockingbird Station 

Boca Del Mar 

Country Isles 

Village Commons 

Hotel 

0 

0 

6 

0 

0 
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Table 97. Unconstrained internal capture rates for entering trips, all sites
P.M. peak period. 

Destination 
Land Use 

MXD Site 

Atlantic Station 

6 

5 

6 0 

31! 57 0 0 

19 0 
Office ------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

0 0 0 

Country Isles 2 0 

___________________________________ _yi_ll<l)i\'. __ ~'~j]_11_11_()_11_S ______________ _ 0 0 -----------------------------+----------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------

Atlantic Station 28 2 4 

Legacy Town Center 0 17 JI! 2 

Station 5 50 9 3 
Retail 

Boca Del Mar 0 2 

Country Isles 8 0 3 

3 -----------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------___________________________________ _yi_ll<l)i\'. __ ~'~j]_11_11_()_11_S _______________ t--------------"-·--------------

Atlantic Station 2 5 

Legacy Town Center 0 12 14 5 

Station 16 
Restaurant 

Boca Del Mar 0 

Country Isles 0 27 

() ----------------------------------- Yi_ll<tR<: __ <;'~_rti._111_~'11_s _______________ • ______________ o _______________ +------------------------------

A tl antic Station 46 4 0 

Legacy Town Center 15 16 0 0 

Station 3 10 
Residential 

Boca Del Mar 0 32 4 

Country Isles 0 23 

30 
_, 
,;. ___________________________________ _yi_ll<l)i\'. __ ~'~j]_11_11_()_11_S _______________ t----------------------------+-----------------------------f------------------------------· 

Atlantic Station 1 26 25 0 

Legacy Town Center 0 0 32 0 

Station 14 7 
Cinema 

Boca Del Mar 

Country Isles 

Village Commons - i - - -
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Atlantic Station 0 i 17 71 5 

Legacy Town Center 0 10 12 1 

Hotel _J'l:fr~<:_](_ij]_g_lJl~~--:::;t_<lt_i()_j] __________ ------------=------------1------------=------------+-----------------------------+-----------------------------•------------------------------

Boca Del Mar i 

Country Isles 

Commons 

Station). Atlantic Station has almost twice as much retail as 
any of the other six developments; it has the only depart
ment store and that store is immediately next to the office 
building. That may explain the relatively higher portion of 
P.M. trips entering office from retail. Very few trips enter 
office buildings during the P.M. peak period. For those that 
do, it is nol surprising that mos! trips from residential 
would begin close by in Legacy Town Center. More distant 
trips from home would be expected to wait until the next 
day. Because of the compactness of Mockingbird Station, 

many people were seen leaving restaurants during happy 
hour and strolling along the fronts of stores and entering a 
few to look at what was being sold. Atlantic Station and 
Legacy Town Center are somewhat less compact although 
they offer a similar opportunity. The Legacy Town Center 
area had more off-site shopping opportunities nearby than 
did Mockingbird Station or Atlantic Station. Hence, the dif
ferences shown in Table 97 appear logical. The three Florida 
developments are far less compact and would be expected to 
have less of this activity. 



Land Use A Land Use B 
75 ..... 35 . 

/ .,,. 

,,. 50 , 25 

' ...... 
35 . ..,, , 

...... . . 
25 

figure 19. Example of unconstrained demand and 
balancing of internal trip interchange. 

Internal capture percentages in the previous tables are sim
ilar for some land use pairs but not for others. One reason for 
this is the balance between land uses. Tf lwo land uses are bal
anced for the purpose of trip generation interaction, Land 
Use A would want to send as many people to Land Use B as 
Land Use B would want to receive from Land 1Jse A. 

However, consider a case where Land Use A wants to send 
75 trips to Land Use B, but Land Use B only wants to receive 
35 trips from Land Use A (see Figure 19). Land Use B will 
receive all the Land Use A trips ii wan ls: ii can be considered 
to be unconstrained. There are more than enough Land Use 
A trips to satisfy Land Use B demand; however, Land Use A 
demand to send trips to Land Use Bis constrained because 
Land Use B will accept only half of the trips Land Use A wants 
to send. Examining the opposite direction, Land Use B wants 
to send 25 trips to Land Use A, and Land Use A wants to 
receive 50 trips from Land Use B. Because all of the Land Use 
B trips can be accepted by Land Use A, Land 1Jse Bis uncon
strained in that direction, but Land Use A is constrained. 

When internal trips are constrained, they cannot occur, 
and the travel demand must be satisfied externally. Figure 20 
shows what happens in these lwo examples. Land Use A wants 
to send 75 trips to Land 1Jse B. Only 35 of !hose trips can 
go to Land Use B internal to the development, so the other 
40 trips have to seek Land Use B externally. This is based on 
the assumption that people make trips for a purpose (e.g., eat 
lunch), and if that purpose cannot be satisfied internally 
where it is most convenient, the trip maker will have to find 
someplace to eat externally. 

Therefore, returning to Table 94, the (major) differences 
between the internal trip capture percentages that appear in 
this table are attributable in many cases to the balance, lack of 
constraints, or other factors that exist for some zone pairs-

Land Use A Land Use B 
75 35 

figure 20. Continuation of figure 19 example showing 
external trips resulting from internal constraints. 
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for example, for Mockingbird Station, 63910 of the trips from 
office goes to internal restaurants, while at Atlantic Station 
and Legacy Town Center, the corresponding trips amounted 
to 5% and 8910, respectively. At Mockingbird Station there 
was a specialty coffee restaurant less than 200 ft from the 
office building. No other restaurants were open in the devel
opment in the morning. The office building had no internal 
coffee or snack shop. There was a steady stream of people 
going between the office building and that restaurant during 
the morning peak period. The other two developments each 
had similar restaurants; however, they had roughly 3 to 5 limes 
the office space, they were several blocks away, and Atlantic 
Station's office building had a coffee stand in its lobby clm
ing the morning peak. lt is no surprise that the Mockingbird 
Station capture rate is much higher than that for the other 
two developments. 

Table 98 contains a comparison of land use development 
unit ratios and internal capture rates for land use pairs in 
Tables 94 through 97 for which one internal capture percent
age is much higher than the other two. Table 98 displays rel
ative constraints on trips in the form of the ratio of develop
ment units, which is somewhat of a surrogate for total trips 
made. For exiting trips, the higher the ratio of origin devel
opment units to development units, the constraint is greater 
(i.e., the fewer the development uni ls at the destination end). 
For entering trips, the lower the ratio, the constraint is greater 
(i.e., the fewer the development units) at the origin end of the 
trip. Hence, a high internal capture percentage for exiting !rips 
could be ex peeled where there is a low development unit ratio 
and proximity. For example, for P.M. peak-period trips from 
retail to residential at Legacy Town Center, 196,000 sq ft of 
retail were feeding trips to l ,360 units of residential ( 144 sq ft 
of retail per dwelling unit) at an average distance of l ,240 ft, 
resulting in 26% internal trip capture. On the other hand, for 
the same interchange, Country r sles had l 09 ,000 sq ft of retail 
feeding 368 residential units (296 sq ft of retail per residential 
unit) at an average distance of 1,525 ft, resulting in 4% inter
nal capture. The origin end trips were more constrained at the 
destination end at Country Isles (about half as many units 
receiving trips). ln addition, the separation was greater, further 
constraining trips from retail to residential. 

Such is the case for most of the examples shown in Table 98. 
Except for P.M. peak-period entering !rips, constraints imposed 
by development unit ratios and greater proximity distances 
result in the lower internal capture percentages. 

As Table 98 shows, lower ratios and higher proximity tend 
to result in higher capture rates. The highest percentages of 
internal capture are associated with lesser levels of con
straint and higher proximity. Only additional data will confirm 
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Table 98. Comparison of internal capture by development unit ratios and 
proximities for selected land use pairs. 

Land Use Development Units-----------------------1------------------------------- "' l _________________ ,l_____________________________ . 3 Proximity 
Internal 
Capture ( . . . J) t' t' Site () . . I) . t' Ratw Jrsgm _ es ma ion ngm estma ion (ft)4 ' 

Comments 
(%) 

Morning Peak-Period Exiting Trips (from Table 94) 

Office Restaurant 

Residen-- Restaurant 
ti al 

AS 

LTC 

MS 

AS 

LTC 

MS 

551 1-6 

311 5_1 

115 L5 

798 L6 

1,360 5_1 

191 L5 

344 LOOO 50-1 • IC 
Proximity similar to LTC; m•J:;t 

constrained at destinationc 

61 1,200 8S0 
Proximity simi1Jr t•J AS; slightly 
more constrained than 1v1S c 

Tl 200 63% 
Cl•Jso;;:st proxim1ty; cJ.Jso;;: to kast 
,y,,-,~tr::iinerl at destinationc 

499 2,300 OSIO 
Farthesr separ.itwn; mo:;t 

•ooM ~1.t desrin~1tion. 

267 L470 7%1 
M:o~1erato;;: proximity; sornev,rhat 
constrained at destination. 

127 100 2oc;~ 
Closest proximity; least cc•1-i:;traino;;:~1 
ar dest:narion. 

1~_f!.,s_-_11_()_()11 __ .l:'_.,>l_J{_:_l:'.,_i-_i_()c_l __ ~~~i_t_i11g __ !'r:_iJ.l1' __ (t'.!:()_11_1_Tilt~1_., __ 9_~L_ ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 

Office Retail 

AS 551 435 1.29 660 6% Abom middle for both proximity 
and constraint at destination. 

LTC 311 196 l.59 975 
Third longest separation; third most 
constrained at destination. 

MS 11 'i 15( 'j 74 ')2(j 9L1. Ciose to least constrained at 
_________ ·_-_____ ---------~-: ____________________ : ___ ~---------- ----~-:_: ________ ---------~-----~---------- -------------~~---------- ~~~~i£'-~'-~~g!:: __ ~:!g~~~U~E~~i:?.~~X_: ___________ _ 

BDM 316 151 2.09 1.125 
Second longest sqx1ration; second 
most constrained at destination. 

Cl 75 109 0.69 775 9% Least °;onstrained_atdestinat,c;n; 

--------------- ------------------- ----------------------------- ----------------- -------------------------- --------------------------- ~h-~~:-! _ _'?_1_~~-::'..~-~.P..!g_~~~::_~~:~~-------------------------

---------------------- _______________________________ ----~:~---- -----~--1--~------ __________ L: __ 1 
________________ ::~~--- --------~--~~~------- ---------~~~---------- ~!~~-~-~~:~;~~~~~i~~~:-~-~~:~-~~~:-~~-~:~:~----------

A s 435 798 0.55 2.280 1300 ~ecl:nd :nost constrained ~:t 
--------------- ------------------- _____________ : _______________ ----------------- __________ : _______________ --------------------------- ~~~~!£'-~'-~~g!!.; __ !g!!_g_:::_~-~-~-t?E~~~-~?..~~~-----------
LT C 196 l 360 0.14 1.240 26% Least constrained at destination; 

__________________________________ -----------~----------------- ________________ --------------------------- __________________________ -~t~~E~--!~£,_g~~-U~E~!:!!:?_~~X_· ________________________ _ 

Retail Residential 
MS 156 191 0.82 170 7% Most constrained ardemnation; 

__________________________________ ----------------------------- _________________ -------------------------- --------------------------- ~:~~-~~~~-PE:-~~-~~~~~~)!..: _________________________________ _ 
BDJ\1 151 l 144 0.13 825 3% Least constrained at destination; 

--------------- ------------------- -----------~----------------- ---------------- --------------------------- -------------------------- -~~~g£'-~--~~£,_g_~~-~-~-t?.P..§:!~~~-~~~:~--------------------
C l I 09 368 0.30 l ,525 4% Moderate constrninl and proximity. 

vc 121 317 0.38 900 700 
~/lost consrr8.ined at destination: 
mo~1erato;;: proximity. 

AS 65 798 .081 2,360 3t;{1 Third leasr constrained ar 
destinari•Jn; hmgest separation. 

LTC 69 L360 .051 1,325 18%1 
Third least con::rrnined at 
destination; third J..mgesr seuar.itic•n. 

MS 29 191 .152 200 3%1 
Ivfosr constrained ar destination; 

Res tau- closo;;:st proximity. 

Residential BDM 34 1J44 .D30 1,100 600 
Leasr constrained at de::tination; 

rant fourth longe:;t so;;:p.iration. 

CI 21 368 .057 1,600 
Second longest separntion; second 
most constraino;;:d .it desrin.itic•n. 
Second mo::t constrained at 

vc 42 317 .132 600 4%1 destination; :;o;;: . .::ond clo:;esr. 
prox irnity. 

Morning Peak-Period Entering Trips (from Table 96)-no instances of' one 
internal capture percentage much higher than at least two others 
______________________ L __________________________ _l_ ____________ _l_ ________________ _l_ __________________________ _l_ _____________ J ________________________ _l_ _________________________ j __________________________________________________________________ J 
Afternoon Peak-Period Entering Trips (from Table 97)-no instances of one i 
internal capture percentage much higher than at least two others ! 

Retail Office 

Residen- Office 
ti al 

AS 4 ~ ~ 55] 0.79 895 310~, !Third least constrained ~:t origin; 
- ._...,_. - - - !second closest proximity. 

LTC 196 311 0.63 975 60~' 
!Third 1nost constrained ~:t origin; 
ithird longest separation. 

MS 156 115 1.36 150 5% 
jClose to Jeast constrained at origin; 
iclo::est proximity. 

BDM 151 316 0.48 L125 OlJ~, 1;t~(~<~;~i l:~:;:~~o;~~~~~~~Jn~r origin; 

CI 109 75 1.45 775 2'-lv jLeast constrained at origin. 

vc 121 315 0.38 1.600 oqc, !Most constrained at origin: longest 
i:;o;;:p.iratwn. 

AS 798 551 1.45 3,100 j]'fo 
!Second most comrrnined at origin; 
! farthe:;t :;o;;:p.irated. 

LTC: 1,360 311 4.37 900 57'-lo 1~:.~.:~;~t.~~~~~tc~;~~~~-~~~;; at origin. 

MS 191 115 1.66 225 2'-lv 
!Third most constrained at origin; 
!cl•J:;est prc•ximity. 

BDM 1,144 316 3.62 '.'..000 oqc, 1:~~~.~~~e;:rttl~~::~s:~:~~i~;~~e:~. origin; 

CI 368 75 4.91 1,000 O'fo 
iLe8.st constrained at origin; third 
!cl•J:;est prc•ximity. 

vc 317 315 1.01 1.750 oqc, !Most constrained at origin; third 
!farthest separ.ited. 
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Table 98. (Continued). 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------;----;----:z----------------- ---------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------
Land Use Development l:mts p . 't Internal 

S't 1 R f 3 roxnm Y C t C t 
Origin Destination d e Origin Destination a IO ml ap ure ~Ommen s 

(%) 

AS 65 435 0_15 430 28% 
lvfo:;t constr.iined at origin; :;>;;;•.>Jnd 
closest proxi1nitv. 

---~-~~r~-- ------~-~------- __________ !_~~52__________ __g_:;?.~---- ---------~_gg_________ _ _______ !~Z2~--------- !::~~~~-~~~~~!~~~:~:~:~--~~-~~-~~:~~: _________________ _ 
MS 29 156 0.19 300 S(Vi?o Second mos~ c~Jnstra:ned at origin; 

Restau- --------------- _________ : ____________________ : _________________ ---------------- -------------------------- ------------~------------- '.?.~~~:::_~-~2-~~?..~~!:?-~~J.'.~-----------------------------------
'rant Retail BDM 34 151 0.23 800 l % Third most const1'1ined at ongin: 

I ~++~+~~ L_ _____________________ ------------------------------ --------------- ------------------- ----------------------------- ----------------- -------------------------- ___________________________ J!?_~:s..~~-!-~:?..P..~:_<.:t_~:~~!_· ________________________________ _ 
1 AS = Atlantic Station; LTC =Legacy Town Center; MS =Mockingbird Station; BDM = Boca del Mar; Cl =Country Isles; 
VC = Village Commons-

' All development units are in gross sq ft except residential, which is in dwelling units; development units shown for 
restaurant during n1orning peak are for those restaurants that were open. 

l Origin development units/destination development units. For exiting !rips, this constraint at destination end is represented 
by highest ratio. For entering trips. highest constraint at origin is represented by lowest ratio. 

4 Separation between inkraction land uses based on awragc weighted by trips (rounded to closest 100 fi). 

whether other similarly unconstrained and high proximity 
examples will demonstrate similar internal capture findings. 

Where the highest internal capture percentage accompanies 
both the least constrained and highest proximity, the reported 
internal capture percentage is probably dose to the maximum 
the researchers would expect to find. These percentages could 
be considered unconstrained internal capture percentages. 
However, where the highest internal capture percentage for a 
land use pair and period is associated with either a moderately 
high constraint and/or a proximity significantly farther than 
the minimum, the researchers expect that future surveys could 
find higher internal capture percentages. For now, the highest 
internal capture percentages reported in this report for each 
land use pair and time period should be considered the docu
mented unconstrained internal capture percentages and should 
be used as unconstrained values. 

In general, the three developments surveyed for this project 
are more compact, are better connected, and have more com
ponent land uses than do the three Florida developments. 
Additionally, the three developments surveyed for this proj
ect generally have higher internal capture percentages. This 
confirms-at least based on the available data-that internal 
capture can be increased through the use of more interacting 
land uses, better connectivity, and/or more compactness. Com
pactness or proximity is addressed later in this section. 

~Unconstrained internal capture between individual land 
uses ranges from a low of none found to highs of over 60%. The 
comparisons also show a wide range of internal capture rates 
between land use pairs. This results from a number of factors, 
the most important and projectable of which (at time of zon
ing) is the balance between land uses within a development. 
To demonstrate this phenomenon, consider an office building 
with 20 employees who want to go out for lunch at an onsite 
restaurant. The restaurant has eight seats. If all employees 

want to go there, only eight can be seated. The restaurant seat
ing constrains the interaction between the two land uses. 
Now compare that development to the next similar devel
opment down the street where 25 office employees want to 
go to a restaurant with 16 seats. At that location, as many as 
16 employees can go to that restaurant, so even though the 
restaurant is again the constrain!, the interaction is greater. 
For the third example, consider that 25 office employees can 
go lo an onsite restaurant with 40 seats. Tn this example, all 
25 employees can be seated. In fact, more could be seated. In 
this example, the office building is the constraint. 

Hence, with differing balances of the land uses making up 
the six surveyed developments, it is understandable that the 
internal trip capture percentages vary among them. Some 
of the differences may be explained by the travel distances 
between trip origins and destinations-------that is, proximity. 
Proximity is addressed in a later section. ln addition, there 
are other factors not quantified in this research that may also 
affect internal capture such as attractiveness of specific busi
nesses, demographics of trip-makers, and alternative oppor
tunities for similar destinations at nearby developments (i.e., 
competing opportunities). While these may influence inter
nal trip capture, they may not be known at the time a devel
opment is proposed, so it would be difficult to project those 
characteristics even if a method of projection was available. 

Tables 99 through 102 show the highest values from 
Tables 94 through 97. The values of Tables 99 through 102 
show how much internal capture was achieved by the best 
balances between interacting land uses. Tn terms of the office/ 
restaurant example described previously, the values of Tables 99 
through 102 demonstrated the most unconstrained individ
ual conditions observed at the six developments. 

Although it is very possible that J\tlXDs with other balances 
of development may experience even higher percentages, at 
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Table 99. Proposed unconstrained values for percent distribution of 
internal trip destinations for exiting trips-A.M. peak period. 

Origin Land 
lJse Office 

Destination Land lJse1 

Retail i Restaurant Residential Cinema Hotel 

Office Ni A 28% i 63% 1 % N/A ! 0% 
----------------------------------- ________________ : _________________ -------------~--~-------------t--------------------------------- ---------------------------------- ----------------------------+-------------------------

Retail 29% N/A i 13% 14% N/A i 0% 
----------------------------------- --------------------------------- -----------------------------+-----------------~-------------- --------------------------------- ------------~---------------t-------------------------

Restauraot 31% 14% ! N/A 4% N/A ! 3% 

Residential N/A N/A 

Cinema N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Hotel 75% 14% i 9% 0% N/A l N/A ----------------------------------- ------------------~--------------- ----------------~------------_! _________________________________ ---------------------------------- ____________________________ _:_ ________________________ _ 

1 Corresponds to lTE Trip Generation Handbook Table 7"1; N/A signifies no data or interchanges within 
same land use categories that are accounted for within lTE trip generation rates. 

Table 100. Proposed unconstrained values for percent distribution of 
internal trip destinations for exiting trips-P.M. peak period. 

Destination Land liset 
Origin Land f----------------------------------l 

Use Office Retail I Restaurant Residential Cinema Hotel 

Office N/A i 20% l 4% 2% 0% 0% 
------------------------------------------------------------------t-------------------------------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Reta]l 200 i N/A ! 299b 269b 47~, 50JC 
---------------------------------- ------------------------------+-------------------------------1------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------

Restaurant 3% ! 41% ! N/A 18% 8% 7% 

Residential 4~% 21% N/A 3% 

Cinema 21% 31% N/A 2% 

Hotel 0% i 16% ! 68% 2% 0% N/A 
----------------------------------- -------------------------------L------------------------------1------------------------------------- -----------------~----------------- --------------~-------------- -----------~-------------
1 Corresponds to lTE Trip Generation Handhouk Table 7. i; NIA signifies no data or interchanges within 
same land use categories that are accounted for within lTE trip generation rates. 

Table 101. Proposed unconstrained values for percent distribution of internal 
trip origins for entering trips-A.M. peak period. 

Origin Land Destination Land Uset i 
use -----------i:)t1i~~----------- ----------i~t~-ii ____________ ------ii~~;:~;~;-~~;:------ ----:R~~~i<l~;;·;·;~i·-··r··;:~-;~~;~~----- ---------:tt~;;-~i----------1 

----------();:;:;~~----------- -------------i\i;;;:·------------- -----------··320~------------- ------------··23~i;--------------- -------------;-)~i;--------------i----------i\Ii~\---------- ------------(i~i;-------------1 

Retail N/A 50% N/A 

Restaurant 14% N/A N/A 

Residential 3% 17% 20% NIA N/A 0% ! 
----------------------------------- ------------------------------------ ------------------------------------ -------------------------------------- ----------------~-----------------+---------------------------- -------------------------------~ 

Cinema N/A N/A N/A N/A i N/A N/A i 
Hotel 3% 4% 6% 0% N/A N/A 

1 Corresponds to ITE Trip Generation JJandbook Table 7.2; Nii\._ s]gnifies no data or interchanges v1i1h]n same land 
use categories that are accounted for within ITE trip general ion rates. 

Table 102. Proposed unconstrained values for percent distribution of 
internal trip origins for entering trips-P.M. peak period. 

Origin Land Destination Land Use1 

lJse Office Retail Restaurant Residential Cinema Hotel 

Office NIA 8% 2% 4% 1% ()% 

Retail 31% NIA 29% 46% 26% 17% 

Restaurant 30% 50% NIA 16% 32% 71% 

Residential 57% 10% 14% NIA ()% 12% 

Cinema 6% 4% 3% 4% NIA 1% 

Hotel 0% 2% 5% ()% ()% NIA 

t Corresponds to lTE 71-ip Generation Handbook Table 7.2; NIA signifies no data or interchanges within same 
land use categories that are accounted for within ITE trip generation rates. 



this point the researchers had no evidence to verify the pos
sibility of higher percentages. Hence, for the purpose of this 
research project, the researchers concluded that a conserva
tive approach is to use the values of Tables 99 through 102 in 
the proposed estimation process developed in this project. At 
a future time, if subsequent surveys using similar procedures 
show even higher percentages, those results could be incor
porated inlo Tables 99 through l 02. 

Data collected in the pilot study and Florida surveys pro
vided the basis for evaluating proximity effects on internal 
capture. This analysis was performed to test the hypothesis that 
travel distance between locations of interacting land uses 
would affect the degree of interchange between those land uses. 

The analyses used surveyed interchanges ancl walking dis
tances between origin and destination. All three pilot study 
developments had similar pedestrian environments-out
door sidewalks adjacent to buildings, mostly along internal 
two-lane streets or parking lots. Most sidewalks are land
scaped with trees, although in Mockingbird Station some 
sidewalks have no trees. In most cases, the sidewalks are at 
least 10-ft wide in commercial areas. No sidewalk was con
sidered too narrow for people lo walk or pass conveniently. 
Mockingbird Station has an elevator and one main set and two 
supplemental sels of stairs between the ground and second 
levels serving the cinema, a few restaurants, and the DART 
rail station and bus transfer center. Although the elevator and 
stairways undoubtedly impede some people in Mockingbird 
Station, so few destinations required using the stairs that they 
were not considered further. 

The three Florida sites are more spread out with most of the 
land uses in pods. Each pod is conveniently walkable within. 
Many of the pods are not interconnected by sidewalks, but are 
accessible by walking or driving across parking aisles or lots. 
However, each of these development pods is clearly designed 
to encourage internal interaction among land use activities. 

Data collected and compiled as part of this project provide 
an indication of the effect of land use proximity on internal 
capture. It was observed that as distance increases, the level of 
interaction (i.e., the internal capture) declines. To quantify this 
relationship, internal capture rates derived from intercept sur
veys were plotted against proximity of pairs of land uses. All 
land use pairs for the three newly surveyed pilot study sites and 
the three Florida sites surveyed in the mid-1990s were plotted. 

To illustrate this concept, the top chart in Figure 21 shows 
the internal capture observed at the six: mixed-use sites for 
trips jt'l'm retail/restaurant uses to residential uses. The bot
tom chart shows internal capture observed to resiclentialfrom 
retail/restaurant. In the charts, each plot point represents a 
single mixed-use site. From left to right (i.e., closest to far-
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thest), the points represent Mockingbird Station, Legacy 
Town Center, Boca clel Mar, Village Commons, Country Isles, 
and Atlantic Station. 

A key premise about internal capture is that for a trip from 
one Janel use to another at a mixed-use site, one direction of 
!ravel mus! be unconstrained (in terms of internal capture) 
and the other must be constrained. In some instances, the 
internal capture rates in both directions of travel are in per
fect balance and are, therefore, both constrained. 

f n Figure 21, the presumed unconstrained direction is des
ignated as a large do! and the presumed constrained direction 
as a small clot. lf a site is constrained in the top chart, it must 
be unconstrained in the bottom chart; if a site is constrained 
in the bottom char!, it mus! be unconstrained in the top 
chart. Each site must have an unconstrained value in one 
direction or the other. Tn addition, the unconstrained internal 
capture values should exceed the constrained values on each 
individual chart. 

T n the top chart, internal capture values al the unconstrained 
sites decrease from around 16% at a proximity of 700 ft to 
around 5% at a proximity of 2,200 fr. In the bottom char!, 
internal capture of greater than 50% (at a proximity of 200 ft) 
decreases to about 20% at a proximity of l,500 ft. 

For many land use pairs, the database consists of only three 
data points representing unconstrained internal capture-----
lwo in one direction and one in the other. It is difficult to reach 
definitive conclusions about the effect of Janel use proximity 
on internal capture with so little data. To improve the likeli
hood of defining a reliable relationship between proximity and 
internal capture, data for various land use pairings with poten
tially common characteristics were grouped and examined. For 
example, trips to or from retail might have the same proximity
capture characteristics as trips to or from restaurants. As a 
result of that analysis, two proximity relationships were iden
tified, as Figure 22 shows. 

Each point in !he figure represents a measured uncon
strained internal capture rate for a particular pair of Janel 
uses at a single mixed-use site. The x-axis in the figure is the 
proximity distance. The y-axis is normalized to represent the 
percent of the highest unconstrained value for the particular 
land use pair. 

The square-shaped clots in the figure represent the proxim
ity and internal capture values for all land use pairs with res
idential as the destination, for the origin end of the trip. In 
other words, these are a combination of the rates 

• From office to residential, 
• from retail to residential, 
• From restaurant lo residential, 
• From hotel to residential, and 
• From cinema to residential. 
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Figure 21. Example of relationship between internal capture percentage in 
unconstrained and constrained directions (between residential and retail/ 
restaurant land use pair). 
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figure 22. Relationship between proximity and unconstrained internal capture percentage 
for P.M. peak-period trips for land use pairs and directions with confirmed proximity effects. 

The bes I-fit curve for these data points is shown in the fig
ure as Adjustment #1. The R-square for the curve is 0.58. 
This curve is used in the estimation procedure described 
later in this chapter to account for land use pair proximity 
adjustments to unconstrained internal rates. 

The triangular-shaped dots in the figure represent the prox
imity and internal capture values for all land use pairs with 
either office or residential as the origin and retail or restaurant 
as the destination, for both the origin and destination ends of 
the trip. In other words, these are the rates 

• From office to retail, 
• From office to restaurant, 
• From residential lo retail, 
• From residential lo restaurant, 
• To retail from office, 
• To restaurant from office, 
• To retail from residential, and 
• To restaurant from residential. 

The best-fit curve for these data points is shown in Figure 22 
as Adjustment #2. The curve is actually two straight lines that 
intersect at a proximity distance of 1,524 ft. The R-square for 

the less-than-1,524-fr curve is 0.50. The data at longer dis
tances does not track with that equation and was grouped to 
create a second intersecting line; that line connected from 
the extreme end points of the upper line to the midpoint 
between the two points for the longest proximity distance in 
this data subset. 

The best-fit curve equations in Figure 22 intersect the x-axis 
at proximity distances above which there would presumably 
be no internal capture. However, at the study sites, internal 
capture was measured between land uses at the extreme lim -
its of all six mixed-use sites where data we re collected. To 
account for this assumed synergy between land uses no mat
ter how far apart as long as they are both within the mixed-use 
center, both proximity ad.iustment lines in the figure are ter
minated at an arbitrary minimum y-axis value of 0.10 (i.e., at 
10% of the unconstrained values). This then leaves a minimal 
internal capture percentage at long distances. 

Nole that these proximity adjustment relationships repre
sent only a fraction of all polenlial land use pairs (only 13 prox
imity adjustment factors out of a total of 60 directional internal 
capture rates for the 6 land uses). For the remaining 47 land use 
pairs, a definitive relationship between proximity and internal 
capture rate could not be established with the available data. 
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Figure 23. Relationship between average internal travel distances and site 
size (Mockingbird Station, Atlantic Station, and Legacy Town Center). 

Use of Figure 22 requires information from a site plan show
ing different land uses. During early stages of development 
planning, it is unlikely that such a layout will always be avail
able; however, a development site will have been defined. 
Hence, there is a need to be able to estimate travel distances 
for internal trips based on knowing only site size. 

There is no end to the variety of potential site layouts for 
a given parcel of land, but reasonable assumptions can be 
made. In the case of internal trip capture estimation, ii is 
prudent to err on the conservative side-that is, to under
estimate internal capture rather than lo overestimate capture. 
A few basic assumptions to arrive al a maximum travel dis
tance can be applied. These could include a distance from the 
property boundary to the building doors and the internal 
block configuration. 

Figure 23 shows the site size and average separation dis
tances between interacting land uses for J\fockingbird Sta
tion, Atlantic Station, and Legacy Town Center. The straight 
line relationship may be coincidental since there are differ
ences in the site configurations and layouts of the component 
land uses. Figure 23 may provide a basis for estimating sepa
ration distances if there is no site plan or conceptual land use 
plan available when an analysis is performed, but this should 
be validated and refined in further studies. 

Pir@cedmiw® i@w Estrnmathng hd®wwa~ 
(aptmiw® at a Pir@p@sed MXD 

The estimation procedure developed in this project is 
essentially an extension and enhancement of the current ITE 
method documented in the ITE Trip Generation Handbook, 

2nd edition (1 ). The recommended method enriches the lTE 
method in the following manner: 

" Adds an A.M. peak-hour period to the existing P.M. peak
hour period; 

" Adds three land uses-restaurant, hotel, and cinema-to 
the existing office, retail, and residential uses; 

" Expands the basis for the A.M. and P.M. peak-hour internal 
capture factors from three developments in one state to six 
developments in three states and also broadens the types of 
MXDs included in the database; and 

" Adds a proximity adjustment for some land use pairs. 

Midday and daily periods, which are included in the ITE 
Trip Generation Handbook, were nol addressed since those 
periods are rarely used in typical TlS and would have increased 
the data collection cost beyond the available resources. The 
recommended estimation method consists of the following 
basic steps: 

1. Determine whether the methodology is appropriate for 
the development to be analyzed. 

2. Define the pertinent site and development characteristics. 
3. Estimate single-use !rip generation for each component 

land use using ITE or other acceptable source; convert to 
person trips. 

4. Use unconstrained internal capture percentages devel
oped in this project to estimate the number of potential 
internal trips between each pair of land uses. Include an 
adjustment for proximity (also developed in this project). 

5. Balance internal trips generated at both ends of each inter
acting pair (i.e., internal trips coming from the origin end 



need to be the same as those coming to the destination 
end); adapt the existing balancing procedure contained in 
the ITE Trip Generation Hand!J(iok (1). 

6. Subtract the estimated internal trips from the total trip 
generation to estimate external trips for the MXD being 
analyzed; convert to vehicle trips as needed. 

The user of this estimation methodology is cautioned that 
each MXD has unique characteristics that influence the extent 
of internal trip capture. Such characteristics include, but are 
not limited to the following: 

" The number and magnitudes of complementary land uses; 
" The layout of the land uses relative to each other; 
" Specific businesses, residence types, and other component 

characteristics within each Janel use category; 
" Proximity and connectivity between each pair ofland uses; 
" Design characteristics of the development and its internal 

transportation system; 
" Specific characteristics of the development's access ancl 

parking; and 
" Competing opportunities outside the development. 

The user is further cautioned that estimates of internal cap
tme for trips between specific pairs of land uses are based on 
data collected for between one ancl six surveyed develop
ments. Clearly, additional data on internal capture at existing 
MXDs would help improve confidence in the accuracy of the 
internal capture estimates and might result in different inter
nal capture rates. 

The researchers believe that the successful but limited val
idations conducted for this estimation method do confirm 
that the results provide accurate approximations of external 
!rip generation for typical MXDs consisting of typical office, 
retail, restaurant, residential, cinema, and hotel land uses. 
The researchers also believe these approximations are con
sistent with the accuracy of trip generation estimates for 
single-use developments as portrayed in such references as 
Trip Generation, 8th edition (2). The researchers also believe 
this methodology provides an advancement and improve
ment over a similar method described in Trip Generation 
Handbook, 2nd edition (1 ). 

The estimation procedure is presented step-by-step in the 
order i I would be performed by the analyst: 

" Step 1: Determine whether the methodology is appropri
ate for your application. 

" Step 2: Define the pertinent site characteristics. 
" Step 3: Calculate single-use trip generation for the site 

components. 
" Step 4: Estimate the unconstrained internal capture rates 

for all land use pairs at the site ancl add adjustments for 
proximity. 
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" Step 5: Calculate the balanced internal trips between all 
land use pairs. 

" Step 6: Calculate the overall internal capture rate for 
the site. 

One product of this procedme is an estimate of internal 

trip capture between pairs ofland uses in the development for 
which internal capture data exist. Users of this estimation 
procedure are encouraged lo carefully and completely read 
earlier parts of this chapter to understand the background 
and data supporting this procedure: 

" The internal capture estimation methodology and its logic, 
" Descriptions of the six developments from which the data 

behind the estimation methodology were collected, 

" Survey findings from the six development sites, and 
" The following instructions for use of the estimation 

methodology. 

If the analyst understands the concept of "internal cap
ture balancing" as described earlier in this chapter, these basic 
instructions should suffice. At the end of this chapter, addi
tional guidance is provided for the analyst who understands 
the concepts, but who is unsure of the mechanics of a specific 

step. Additional guidance is also provided for the analyst who 
thoroughly understands the !1asic concept and its data li1nita
tirms, appreciates the uniqueness of each mixed-use site, and 
is interested in investigating the potential internal capture 
impacts of the nuances of a particular site. 

Tables 103 through 106 show an automated spreadsheet 

tool that can be used to compute internal capture and exter
nal trip generation for MXDs. The entire workbook consists 
of six separate worksheets in two sets-------one for weekday A.M. 

street peak-hour estimates ancl one for weekday P.M. street 
peak-hour estimates. This description covers the A.M. street 
peak hour only. The six worksheet and tables in which the 

A.~"1. sheets are shown are 

" Table 103 (Worksheet l ): Estimator Input/Output Work
sheet-A.M. Street Peak Hom; 

" Not shown here (Worksheet 2): Estimator lnput/Output 
Worksheet-P.M. Street Peak Hour; 

" Table 104 (Worksheet 3): Estimator Intermediate Calcu
lalions-A.M. Street Peak I-four; 

" Not shown here (Worksheet 4): Estimator Intermediate 
Calculations-P.M. Slreel Peak Hour; 

" Table 105 (Worksheet 5): Estimator ·updated ITE Trip Gen
eration Hancl!Jook Table 7.1 With Proximity Adjustment 

(1, Ch. 7); and 
" Table 106 (Worksheet 6): Estimator Updated lTE Trip 

Generation Handbook Table 7.2 With Proximity Adjust
ment(/, Ch. 7). 
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Table 104. Estimator intermediate calculations-A.M. street peak hour (A.M. sheet 2 of 4). 

! Project Name: !--------------------------A11a-i;;;;-1-;;--r;;:;;:1c;ci; -------------------------Mi--si-reeTii-eai<--H"ou_r _______________________ _ 

Table 7-A: Conversion of Vehicle-Trip Ends to Person-Trip Ends 

Land Use 
Tabie 7-A (D): Entering Trips , Table 7-A (0): Exiting Trips 

----veh~--oc-c-.---- --vehiC_i_G __ -T-rips--r----p-er-s-o-n~-TfiPS_____ r------------·ve·h~--oc·c~-------------- ------------\j8-hiC_1_8~Tr1·ps·----------- ----------p·er·s·o·r·1-~Tr1·ps·--------

f ~:i~if------------------------------------------------ -------------------------- -----------------------------1------------------------------------ !------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ -------------------------------------------

! Restaurant i 
k5-ii~e-i;-:0·E·n-te-r·1a·1-i~n-;e·r-it _______________ --------------------------- -----------------------------t·---------------------------------- L-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1 

f s;;~~~-<'~~;~I ______________________________________ -------------------------- ---------------------------+---------------------------------- !------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ -------------------------------------------

Table 8-A(O): Internal Person-Trip Origin-Destination Matrix (Computed at Origin) 

Origin (From) --------------------------
Retail i Office 

1 I Office 0 0 
i-R-et-aii------------------------------------------------

0 0 

I Restaurant 0 0 

-----------------------------------+1-------------------------~-------------------------------------------------()_--------------------------------------------~---------------------
o 0 0 

0 0 0 
!C inerna/Entertainrnent 0 0 0 

! Res ;dential 0 0 I 0 

IHotei 0 0 0 

Table 8-A(D): Internal Person-Trip Origin-Destination Matrix (Computed at Destination) 

Origin (From) 
Office 

~ 
Retail I 

I Office 0 

I I Retail 0 

jRestaurant 0 0 

jc inerna/Entertainrnent 0 0 

Destination (To) 

Restaurant I Cinemah_-_ntertainment 

0 I 0 

0 0 

0 

0 

Residential Hotel 

0 0 
0 0 

0 0 
0 0 

IResident;al 0 0 0 0 !iU!fiGW!GW!GW!GW!G!!G o 
IHotei 0 0 0 I 0 0 

Table 9-A(D): Internal and External Trips Summary(Entering Trips) 

Destination Land Use 
Person-Trip Estimates 

~Jon-Nbtorized2 Internal External Tota: 

External Tnps by !Vlode 

Vehicles 1 Trans if 
!Office 

jRetail 

I Restaurant 

!C inerna/Entertainrnent 

! Res ;dential 

jHote! 

IA!! Other Land Uses' 

Table 9-A(O): Internal and External Trips Summary(Exiting Trips) 

Origin Land Use 
Person-Trip t-.stimates 

Non-lv1otorized2 Internal External Tota! 

Externa! : rips by Mode 

Veh:cles 1 Transit2 

I Office 

!Retail 

!Restaurant 

!Cinema/Entertainment 

IR es :dent!al 

jHotei 

IA!! Other Land Uses' 

1 Vehicle-·trips corr:pu1ed using the rnode split and vehicle occupancy values provided in Table 2-A 
Person-Trips 

'Tota! estirnate for all other land uses at mixed--use deveiooment site--not subiect to inlernal trio caolure comoutations in this eslimator 



Table 105. Estimator updated !TE Trip Generation Handbook (1, p. 93) Table 7.1 with proximity adjustment (sheet 3 of 4). 

Table 7.1 Unconstrained Internal Trip Capture Rates for Trip Origins within a 
Multi-Use Development 

Proximity 
Adjustment 

Weekday 
Land Use Pairs 

AM Peak Hour PM Peak Hour AM PM 

From OFFICE 

From RETAIL 

001 ;0 QO/o 

28% 20% 
63% 40• lo 

00' lo Q<;I~ 

1~1~ 201 
'° 

001 QO/o ;0 To Hotel 1.000 1.000 
To Office 29% 
To Retail 
To Restaurant 13% 

To Cinema/Entertainment 

20' 

'° 
00' lo 

29°/o 

4% 

1.000 1.000 
1000 1.000 
1000 1.000 

1.000 1.000 

:Ef:l __ F_l~~-i~fj-~_ti~I ______________________________________ l_~"t~------------ ____________ g~o~o _______________ l_:SJ<:)l:) __ ~ 
To Hotel 0% 5% 1.000 1.000 
To Office 31% 
To Retail 14% 

30' lo 

41°/o 
1.000 1.000 
1000 1.000 

From RESTAURANT To Restaurant 0% 0% 1.000 1.000 
To Cinema/Entertainment 0% 8% 1.000 1.000 -1'0--Fiesiciefi-iiai __________________________ -------------4~~------------- -------------i-8°i;------------ --T000-·11m 

To Hotel 3% 7% 1.000 1.000 
ToOf!ice 1000 1.000 

To Retail 1.000 1.000 
From CINEMA/ To Restaurant 0% 31 % 1.000 1.000 

------------------------------------------------------------ ---------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------
ENTERTAINMENT To Cinema/Entertainment 0% 0% 1.000 1.000 

To Residential 0% 8% 1.000 ~ 
To Hotel 0% 2% 1.000 1.000 

F<am RESIDENT"'-~ ----i----i-+ii 
To Cinema/Entertainment 0% 0% 1.000 1.000 

From HOTEL 

To Residential 0% 0% 1.000 1.000 

To Hotel 
To Office 75°/o 
To Retail 14% 
To Restaurant 901 lo 

To Cinema/Entertainment 00' lo 

To Residential 0~1~ 

30/ 

'° 
QO/o 

16% 
68~~ 

Q<;I~ 

201 /0 

1.000 1.000 
1.000 1.000 
1.000 1.000 
1.000 1.000 
1.000 1.000 

1.000~ 

Table 7.1a Adjusted Internal Trip Capture Rates for Trip Origins within a Multi
Use Development 

Weekday 
Land Use Pairs 

! AM Peak Hour! PM Peak Hour 

From OFFICE 

From RETAIL 

From CINEMN 
ENTERTAINMENT 

From HOTEL 

ToOf!ice 0.0% 0.0% 
To Retail 28.0% 20.0% 
To Restaurant 63.0% 4.0''./o 
To Cinema/Entertainmen~ 0.0% 0.0% 

To Residential 1 .0% 2.0% 

To Restaurant 13.0% 29.0% 

To Cinema/Entertainmenl 0.0% 4.0% 

To Office 31.0% 3.0% 
To Retail 14.0% 41.0% 

To Retail 0.0~~ 21.0% 
To Restaurant , 0.0% i 31.CJ'?{, 
-----------------------------------------------------------+----------------------------------+-----------------------------------
To Cinerna/Entertainmen~ 0.0% ! 0"0% 
To Residential 0.0% 8.0% 

To Residential 0.0% 0.0% 

To Restaurant 9.0% 68.0% 
To Cinema/Entertainmen~ 0.0% 0.0% 

To Residential 0.0% 2.0% 

------------------------------------------------- :Ef:l_lj_()_t~I ______________________________________________________ <:)~~------------- ______________ _2?~-------------- __ l_:'2'2l:!Jl_:l:ll:ll:!J ------------------------------------------------- -~~--f:l~_tf31 ________________________________________ L_ ________ '2:.2"t~-----------"-----------.2:_l:Jo1~------------



Table 106. Estimator updated ITE Trip Generation Handbook Table 7 .2 with proximity adjustment (sheet 4 of 4). 

Table 7.2 Unconstrained Internal Trip Capture Rates for Trip Destinations within 
Proximity 

a Multi-Use Development 
1--------~-----------..-------------1 Adjustment 

Land Use Pairs Weekday 
AM Peak Hour PM Peak Hour AM PM 

From Office 0% 00' lo 1.000 1.000 

From Retail 4% 31% 1000 1.000 

14% 30°/o 1.000 1.000 
oot.; 60' 1.000 1.000 /0 

From Restaurant 
To OFFICE 

From Cinema/Entertainment 

From Residential 3% 57% 1.000 1.000 
--------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------- ---------------
From Hotel 3% 0% 1.000 1.000 

From Office 32% 1.000~ 

From Retail 0% 1.000 1.000 
From Restaurant 8% 50% 1000 1000 

To RETAIL 
From Cinema/Entertainment 0% 4% 1.000 1.000 -F-rom ___ Fi8:sici8ri!Taf ____________________________ -------------1·7;;;,;·----------- -------------fr;0;,;·----------- -Tooolifilillilll 

From Hotel 4% 2% 1.000~.000 
From Office 23% 2% 1.000 
From Retail 50% 29% 1.000 1.000 

To RESTAURANT ~::~~:~~:~;ifflia;0ffi0ii ! 1~t ::.1 
From Hotel 6% 5% 1.000 1.000 
From Office 0% 1 % 1.000 1.000 

From Retail 0% 26% 1.000 1.000 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------

To CINEtVW From Restaurant 0% 32% 1.000 1.000 
ENTERTAINMEf'.JT From Cinema/Entertainment 0% 0% 1.000 1.000 

From Residential 0% 0% 1.000 1.000 

From Hotel 0% 0% 1.000 1.000 
From Office 0% 4% 1.000 1.000 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------- ---------------
From Retail 2% 46% 1.000 1.000 

To RESIDENTIAL ,_F_ro_m_R_e_s_ta_.u_r_a_n_t ____ ,__ __ 5_
0
-"_"----<>----16_

0
_;;, __ ,_1_.o_o_o-+-1_.o_o---<o 

From Cinema/Entertainment 0% 4% 1.000 1.000 

From Residential 0% 0% 1.000 1.000 
From Hotel 0% 0% 1.000 1.000 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ -----------------------------------------------------------------
From Office 0% 0% 1.000 1.000 

From Retail 0% 17% 1000 1.000 

To HOTEL 
From Restaurant 4% 71 % 1.000 1.000 
From Cinema/Entertainment 0% 1 % 1.000 1.000 

From Residential 0% 12% 1.000 1.000 
--------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------- ---------------
From Hotel 0% 0% 1.000 1.000 

Table 7.2a Adjusted Internal Trip Capture Rates for Trip Destinations within a 
Multi-Use Development 

. Weekday 

---------------------------------------=~r~~--~~-~--~~-1r_~-------------------------------------_J/',t'v1 __ ~':'':1~_!:1_()_~~_j__'.'_[\,1 _ _f"':'':1~ __ i:1_()_~~-
From Office ! 0.0% i 0.0% 

From Retail 4.0% 31.0% 

From Restaurant 14.0% 30.0% 
To OFFICE 

From Cinema/Entertainment! 0.0% 6.0% 

~~()~_1 __ !3:':'~-i~El~_ti':ll _________________________ j ___________ ~:Q~'(,-----------+----------~!:.?".:'~----------
From Hotel i 3.0% i 0.0% 

From Office 32.0% 8.0% 

From Retail 0.0% 0.0% 
From Restaurant 8.0% 50.0% 

To RETAIL 
_'.°~_()r_l"1 ___ <:;i_~_Elr_ri_':l"~r:1!€l~!':1i~_fl2_€lr_1!L ________ Q:.?_~o ____________ j ____________ ~:.?_~o ___________ _ 
From Residential ! 17.0% i 10.0% 

From Hotel 4.0% 2.0% 

From Office 23.0% 2.0o/o 
From Retail 50.0% 29.0% 

From Restaurant i 0.0% i 0.0% To REST AU RANT -------------------------------------------------------------------+----------------------------------+-----------------------------------
From Cinema/Entertainment! 0.0% ! 3.0% 

From Residential 20.0% 14.0% 

From Hotel 6.0<:!Q 5.0% 
From Office 0.0% 1.0% 

_'.°~_()r_l"l ___ ~_El_t<:Jil ______________________________________ _J __________ Q:.?_~~------------J----------?-~_:Qo~~----------
T o CINEMA/ From Restaurant ! 0.0% i 32.0% 

ENTERTAINMENT From Cinema!Entertainment! 0.0% 0.0% 

From Residential 0.0% 0.0% 

From Hotel 0.0% 0.0% 

~~()~_1 _ _<2!fi~El----------------------------------------J------------Q:Q~'(, __________ J ___________ ~_:Qo~~-----------
From Retail i 2.0% ! 46.0% 

To RESIDENTIAL ,_F_ro_m_, R_e_s_ta_u_ra_n_t ____ _,_ __ s._0_
0
-"_" _ _,_ __ 1 _6_.o_o"-"--; 

From Cinema/Entertainment! 0.0% 4.0% 

From Residential 0.0% 0.0% 

--------------------------------------------- _'.°~_()r_l"l ___ f:J()t_Ell ________________________________________ _J __________ Q:.?_~~------------J------------Q:.?_~o ___________ _ 
From Office ! 0.0% i 0.0% 

From Retail 0.0% 17.0% 

From Restaurant 4.0% 71.0% 
To HOTEL 

From Cinema/Entertainment! 0.0% 1.0% 

~~()~_1 __ !3:':'~-i~El~_ti':ll _________________________ j ___________ Q:Q~'(,-----------+-----------1-~:.?".:'~----------
F rom Hotel i 0.0% i 0.0% 



The following description of the computational process 
has been put into the form of these spreadsheets, and there 
is an accompanying Excel spreadsheet workbook to auto
mate the computations. It is intended that the spreadsheet be 
used to perform computations. The spreadsheet workbook is 
explained for the A.M. street peak hour and consists of the four 
spreadsheets shown in Tables 103 through 106. The P.M. street 
peak-hour estimate is prepared identically. The estimator
either automated or manual-was designed to have a cover 
sheet that contains all input and output of interest, with look
up data and intermediate computations on the subsequent 
spreadsheets. The description Iha! follows uses the spreadsheet 
as an example. 

Step 1: Determine Whether the Methodology 
Is Appropriate for Your Application 

The procedure should only be used for estimating internal 
capture at an MXD that has characteristics resembling the 
sites from which the internal capture rates have been derived. 
This step screens/eliminates sites for which the procedure is 
appropriate. 

" Development Type: The MXD should be a single, physi
cally and functionally integrated development on a single 
block or a group of contiguous blocks with three or more 
revenue-producing uses, with internal pedestrian and vehic
ular connectivity, and with shared parking among some or 
all uses. The site should have sufficient parking supply lo 
meet demand although the most convenient parking may 
sometimes fill during peak periods. 

" Development Location: The MXD should be downtown 
fringe, general urban, or suburban. It should not be located 
either within or adjacent to a central business district ( CBD ). 

" Development Size: The MXD should have at least 
l00,000 sq ft of building space within an overall acreage 
of up to roughly 300 acres. The MXD can be a single site, 
a block, or a district or neighborhood (with multiple inter
connected or interactive blocks within a defined bound
ary); however, this procedure should not be used for a 
SAC composed of different adjacent, but not directly con
nected, land uses. 

" Land Use Mix: The MXD should consist of a combination 
of at leas I three of the following uses: retail, restaurant, 
office, residential, hotel, and cinema. Internal capture for 
land uses beyond these six should be considered to be zero 
(unless comparable survey data for other land uses are 
provided) because there are no supporting data from which 
to derive an appropriate percentage. ln addition, if a sub
stantia I portion of the land use at a mixed-use site is outside 
these six land uses, the reported intern a I capture rates might 
not be appropriate. 

" ITE Trip Generation Database: The MXD should not 
already be covered in the ITE trip generation database as 
reported in the latest edition of Trip Genera lion (2). Cur
rent ITE land use classifications that already account for 
internal trip-making include shopping center, office park 
with retail, office building with ground floor retail or 
onsite cafeteria, and hotel with limited retail and restau
rant space. 

" Time Period for Analysis: The internal capture rates con
tained in this methodology cover the weekday A.M. and P .M. 

peak periods for adjacent street traffic. Weekday peak period 
internal capture rates are not appropriate for estimating 
weekend internal capture-or weekday midday internal 
capture-------or daily internal capture unless survey data for 
those periods become available. 

Step 2: Define the Pertinent 
Site Characteristics 

ln this step, the following data describing pertinent site 
characteristics are assembled: 

" The specific land uses in the mixed-use site in sufficient 
detail so that vehicle or person trip generation can be esti
mated for each individual land use (described in Steps 2A 
and 2B); and 

" Building proximity for each pair of land uses (described in 
Step2B). 

The source of much of this information is a proposed site 
plan, if one exists. If a site plan is not available, assumptions 
must be made about general site layout, individual land uses, 
sharing of parking, and the internal pedestrian cirrnlation 
system. 

Step 2A: Identify land Uses 

T den lify sped fie land use components of the MXD 
and assign them into the six classifications-office, retail, 
restaurant, residential, cinema, and hotel-covered by the 
estimation procedure. Any component land uses that do 
not fit into those six classifications or are too unique to be 
considered normal for a classification should be kepi sepa
rate. If in doubt, keep a land use separate from the six listed 
classifications. 

Define the land use components in as much detail as pos
sible. The greatest detail will allow for greatest precision in 
trip-generation estimates. The internal capture relationships 
quantified in this methodology are provided at the aggregated 
land use level. It is important to separate the retail and restau
rant uses in this step because they exhibit different intern a I cap-



ture characteristics. If the restaurant component is expected to 
be only a minor portion of the overall retail component of the 
MXD (e.g., a traditional shopping center), assume the site has 
no restaurant component. 

Enter the development units by land use in sub Table 1-A 
of Table 103 and the corresponding sub table in the P.M. peak 
period vVorksheet 2 (not shown). ITE land use codes are 
found in the ITE Trip Generation report (2). The "quantity" 
is the number of development units. "Units" are the applica
ble development uni ls such as dwelling units or gross sq ft of 
building floor area. Undefined shopping center space should 
all be classified as just that------shopping center (ITE land use 
classification Code 820 or similar applicable classification). 
No guesses should be made as to how it may break out into 
cinema, restaurant, and so forth, unless that has already been 
determined in the development plan. 

Step 28: Determine Proximity 

Determine the walking distance between each pair of inter
acting land uses within the MXD. This component of the esti
mation procedure requires particular consistency in applica
tion. If there is only one building of each land use classification 
(e.g., one apartment building and one office building), enter 
the distance between the entrances of each building. If there is 
a group of buildings or businesses of one land use category in 

an area, the distance used should be the weighted (by trip gen
eration) average of distances between each pair ofbuildings of 
the interacting land uses. 

For each pair of interacting land uses, determine the actual 

walking distance along the most direct and reasonable path. Do 
not use the airline (i.e., shortest direct) distance. For the A.M. 

street peak hour, there are no proximity adjustments, so the 
distances are not entered into sub Table 3-A of Table 103; how
ever, proximity distances are to be entered into sub Table 3-P 

of Worksheet 2 for the P.l'v1. street peak-hour analyses. 

Step 3: Calculate SingiewUse Trip Generation 
for the Site Components 

In this step, trip generation is estimated for each land 
use within the MXD. The procedure accounts for (1) trip
generating characteristics of the specific land uses (described 

in Step 3A) and (2) vehicle occupancy (described in Step 3B ). 
Mode split is not applied here because it is assumed that 

the lTE trip generation data, which was almost all collected in 
suburban areas, is almost totally by motor vehicle. There is 
typically no or very limited transit and walking for trips to 

and from development sites. 
The recommended approach is to work in person trips 

rather than in vehicle trips, but the analyst can begin from vehi-
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de trips and use mode split and vehicle occupancy to generate 
person trips. If !he analyst wishes to work in assumed ITE con
ditions (no adjustments for mode split or vehicle occupancy), 
then it is workable to perform all calculations in this step (skip
ping Steps 3B and 3C) and all subsequent steps in vehicle trips. 

In this case, input mode split as 100% vehicle ocrnpancy is 
1.00; these will cause the inherent ITE values lo be reflected 
through the process. 

Step 3A: Estimate Trip Generation 

Enter vehicle trips in the two right columns of Table 103, 
sub Table 1-A for the A.M. peak hour and in corresponding 
sub Table 1-P on Worksheet 2 for the P.M. peak hour. For 
each land use within the MXD, estimate single-use trip gen
eration individually. Then, sum the individual estimates inlo 
the six: aggregated classifications: office, retail, restaurant, res
idential, cinema, and hotel. Do not combine development 
units into the six classifications and then use one single-use 
trip generation rate or equation to estimate trip generation 
for the aggregated land use. If specific land uses are not 

known at the time of analysis, use a more general category------
for example, at zoning, no specific retail categories may be 
known, so "shopping center" may be the best approximation. 

The nationally accepted method of estimating site trip gen
eration is to use lTE Trip Generation report (2) trip genera
tion rates, equations, and data and apply them as described in 
the rTE Trip Generation Handbook (I). However, local agen
cies may have special local rates they prefer to use. Locally 
determined rates accepted by the reviewing agency can also 
be used. The choice of trip generation rates/equations should 
be discussed with the review agency prior to preparing the 
estimates. 

Analysts should keep track of the directional split (inbound/ 
outbound) of the generated trips for each land use. Directional 
trips are essential to the proper balancing of internal travel 

demand within the MXD (described in Step 4). If beginning 
directly with person trips, see the last paragraph of Step 3C. 

Step 38: Enter Vehicle Occupancy 

Enter vehicle occupancy for the trips generated by each 
land use in Table 103, sub Table 2-A for the A.M. peak hour 
and corresponding sub Table 2-P of Worksheet 2 for the P.M. 

peak hour. The vehicle occupancy can be different for enter
ing and exiting vehicles. The vehicle occupancy rate should 
be based on local data if possible. Tt is acceptable lo use an 
overall average vehicle occupancy rate based on a survey of 
a similar mixed-use site or to use land use specific vehicle 
occupancy rates based on surveys of nearby similar land uses. 
Metropolitan planning organization (MPO) data could also 
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be used to derive relevant averages for comparable trips in 
the region. It is important to use vehicle-occupancy rates that 
reflect travel during the analysis period. Do not use daily 
vehicle-occupancy rates. 

Step 3C: Enter Mode Split for MXD 

This is the mode split for the J\tlXD. It does not apply to the 
base trip generation rates. Percentages of trips by transit and 
non-motorized mode (e.g., walk, bike) may be different by 
direction. Enter the percent of directional trips by each mode 
for each land use in Table 103,sub Table 2-Afor theA.M. peak 
hom and corresponding sub Table 2-P of Worksheet 2 for the 
P.:M. peak hour. The product of Step 3B is an estimate of the 
number of person-trips in vehicles entering and exiting each 
of the mixed-use development land uses.His important lo 
use mode of access distributions that reflect travel to and 
from the MXD during the analysis period, not daily. 

Step 3D: Compute Person Trips 

Using the vehicle trips entered in Table 103, sub Table 1-A, 
ancl vehicle occupancies entered in sub Table 2-A, compute 
directional trip generation for each land use: 

Person trips= vehicle trips x vehicle occupancy. 

Enter the person trips in Table 104, sub Table 7-A for A.M. 
trips. There are corresponding tables in 'N orksheet 2 for com
puting P.M. estimates. 

Step 4: Estimate the Unconstrained Internal 
Capture Rates for All land Use Pairs at 
the Site 

ln this step, unconstrained internal capture rates that are 
appropriate for the subject development site are determined. 
This determination begins with the base internal capture rates 
documented in this research (described in Step 4A); the rates 
are then modified to account for specific proximity character
istics of the subject site (described in Step 4B ). 

Step 4A: Estimate Base Internal Capture Rates 

Internal trip capture rates are provided for land use pairs 
involving the following generic land use classifications: 
office, retail, restaurant, residential, hotel, and cinema. Trip 
generation estimates were made in Step 3 for specific types 
ofland uses. For estimating internal capture, land use classifi
cations should be combined into the above general categories 
before continuing inlo the estimation process-for example, 
for a development containing apartments and townhouses, 

for estimating internal captme, these would be combined 
as residential. 

vVhen applying the internal capture estimation methodol
ogy, use the percentages from the third and fourth columns 
of sub Table 7.1 and sub Table 7.2 within Tables 105and106. 

Each sub table contains both A.M. and P.l'v1. peak-hour data. If 
a local survey has been conducted using data collection and 
compilation procedures described in this report, the result
ing internal capture percentages may be used. Users are cau
tioned that data gathered in a method different than the data 

collection methods described in this report may not be appli
cable and could produce inaccurate internal capture estimates. 

For land uses other than the six classifications provided 
herein, users should assume no internal capture (unless com
parable survey data for other land uses are provided). The 

percentages in Tables 105 ancl 106 are not applicable to other 
land uses. They are also only for the weekday A.M. and P.M. 
peak periods and should not be used for other periods. 

ln some cases, review agencies may set policies to limit the 
percent internal capture they will permit to be applied based 

on their own justifications. Such limitations would represent 
agency policy to use what they consider more conservative trip 
generation estimates (e.g., to avoid the possibility of under
estimating trip generation) and are not to be confused with the 

findings of this project. 

Step 48: Apply Proximity Adjustment Factors 
(P.M. Peak Period Only) 

The unconstrained internal capture values presented in 
Tables 105 and 106 represent rates to be expected between 
land use pairs that are not constrained by proximity. As some 
land use pairs become farther apart, the unconstrained inter
nal capture rates will decline. This step accounts for the spe

cific proximity characteristics of the MXD. 
Proximity adjustment factors are presented below for 

only the Janel use pairs for which the available data dearly 
demonstrates a direct relationship between proximity and 

internal capture rate. These are comprised of only P.M. peak
period trips; no proximity adjustments are available for the 
A.M. peak period: 

" From all land uses lo residential and applicable only lo the 

trip origin end; 
" From office to retail or restaurant, applicable at both ori

gin and destination trip ends; and 
" From residential to retail or restaurant, applicable at both 

origin and destination trip ends. 

These factors are only applicable during the P.M. peak 
hour. lf a land use pair is not included in the above list, use 
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Table 107. Proximity adjustment factors for P.M. peak hour internal 
capture rates. 

i From To Equation to Calculate Proximity 
i Land Use Land Use Proximity Distance Adjustment Fador 1 

l--~~~r:i~~------------------- --~-~-s_i~~1_1~i~_1 ________ _, ___________________ !_!~_::~?-~~--~t ______________________________ _i::;i~t~~-::-' _ _l__::2_~------~:~~fJ_~--~--~l~i_s_t~1_1~~~-----------j 
Retail Residential I Tl0-3,760 ft Factor= 1.23 - 0_0003 x (Distance) 

Restaurant Residential 

Cinema Residential 

Hotel Residential 

From Land To 
Use Land Use 

770 3_760 ft 

770-3,760 fr 

770 3,760 fl 

Proximity Distance 

Factor= 1.23 -- 0.0003 x (Distance) 

Factor= 1.23 - 0.0003 x (Distance) 

Factor= 1.23 -- 0.0003 x (Distance) 

Equation to Calculate Proximity 
Adjustment Fador2 

~~~ i Residential Retail i 190--1-524 ft Factor= 1.06 --0.0003 x (Distance) i 

[ ______________________________________________________________________ _, _________________ 1_,_~_'.2~_::'.2_-~-~~--~1 ____________________________ _i::;i~-t~~-::-' __ 1 __ :~? __ :::_~-:~~?~--~--~?_i~~:l'_1~_:L __________ ~ 

~~~ 
I Restaurant . 1,525--2,360 ft Factor= 1.52 -- 0.0006 x (Distance! . 

1 Use I _oo proxim;ty factor for distances shorter than 770 ft and 0.10 for distances longer thao 3,760 ft_ 
2 Use 1.00 prox;mity factor for d;staoces shorter than 190 ft and O_ I 0 for d;stances longer than 2,360 ft. 

the Table 105 and Table 106 unconstrained internal capture 
values without adjustment. 

Locate the appropriate land use pair and direction in 
Table l 07. Compare the MXD proximity to the proximity 
thresholds in the table: 

• If the proximity is less than or equal to the value in the third 
column of Table 107, use the unconstrained internal cap
ture values in Table 105 or Table 106, whichever is appro
priate. Remember that sub Table 7 .1 values in Table l 05 will 
be applied to the outbound trips; sub Table 7.2 values in 
Table 106 will be applied to inbound trips. 

• If the proximity is within the range shown in !he third 
column of Table l 07, use the equal ion provided in the 
fourth column lo calculate the proximity adjustment factor. 
Enter the proximity adjustment in the right column of sub 
Table 7.1 of Table 105 and in sub Table 7.2 of Table 106. 

• If the value calculated in the fourth column is a proximity 
adjustment factor ofless than 0.10, use the minimum value 
of 0 .10 in subsequent steps. 

" For each row of sub Table 7.1, multiply the P.M. peak-hour 
adjustment factors in Column 4 by the P.M. proximity 
adjustment factor in the right column of that table. Place the 
resulting product in the right column of sub Table 7.la of 
Table 105. Repeat the same for sub Table 7.2 in Table 106. 

" Enter the adjusted internal capture percentage in the right 
columns of sub Table 7.la in Table 105 and in sub Table 7.2a 
in Table 106. 

Step 4C: Calculate Proximity-Adjusted 
Unconstrained Internal Trips at Origin (Outbound) 
and at Destination (Inbound) 

ln Table 104, sub Tables 7-A(D) and 7-A(O) show the prox
imity adjusted internal vehicle and person trips at the origin 
and destination, respectively. Be sure that any mode spli Is from 
Table 103 sub Table 2-A have been incorporated. 

In Table 104, each cell in the 8-A(O) and 8-A(D) sub tables 
is computed as follows: 

1. Multiply the direction trips in Table I 04, sub Table 7-A(O) 
(e.g., office exiting trips) by the Table 105 sub Table 7.1 
internal capture percentages (e.g., A.M. peak hour l %1 to 
residential). 

2. Place the product in Table 104, sub Table 8-A(O). Do 
the same for the entering trips. 

3. Complete the 8-A sub tables of Table 104 in the same 
manner. 

P.M. street peak-hour internal trips can be computed the 
same way using the corresponding P.M. tables. 

Step 5: Calculate the Balanced lntemal Trips 
between Ail Land Use Pairs 

Estimate balanced demand volume by direction by compar
ing the values in the corresponding cells of sub Tables 8-A(O) 
and 8-A(D) for each land use pair and select the lower value. 
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This step is to balance the estimates of directional internally 
captured trips between the interacting land uses. This must be 
performed for two reasons: 

1. Estimates for each land use are based on the quantity of 
that land use and its capacity to send or receive internal 
trips. There is no assurance without balancing that there 
is enough capacity on the receiving end to accept as many 
trips as are being sent. 

2. The total trips sent internally (i.e., captured trips) from one 
use to another must equal the number being received at the 
other end of the trip. Both numbers must be the same. 

Figure 20 shows this process. To perform this computa
tion, person trips begin from Table 104, sub Tables 8-A(O) 
and 8-A(D ). Compare corresponding cells and select the lowest 
figure (i.e., the fewest unconstrained internal trips). For exam
ple, compare the "from retail to office" cell. lfsub Table 8-A(O) 
shows 4.4 trips and sub Table 8-A(D) shows 70.4 trips, select 
the lower value (i.e., 4.4) and enter it into the "retail to office" 
cell of Table I 03, sub Table 4-A in round numbers (4, in this 
example). Complete sub Table 4-A ofTable l 03 in this manner. 
These are the estimated internal trips. 

As shown above, P.M. street peak-hour estimates can be 
computed using the corresponding tables. 

Step 6: Calculate the Overall Internal 
Capture Rate for the Site 

In Table 104, sub Tables 9-A (D) and 9-A(O) are used lo 
summarize internally captured trips and compute the exter
nal trips. This is started in person trips. Column 2 of sub 
Table 9-A(D) is computed by summing the office column of 
sub Table 4-A of Table l 03. Column 4 comes directly from 
Table 104, sub Table 7-A(D ), Column 4. The external trips in 
Column 3 are the difference between the total and internal 
person trips in each row. 

The right three columns in sub Table 9-A(D) are com
puted by multiplying the external vehicle trips in Column 3 
of that table by the applicable mode split percentage in the 
two right columns of sub Table 2-A of Table l 03. The transit 
external trips are computed by multiplying the transit mode 
split percentage (Column 3, sub Table 2-A) by the number of 
external person !rips (sub Table 9-A(D), Column 3). Non
motorized person trips are calculated similarly. For vehicle 
trips, use the equation of 

(external trips~ tran~it trips~ 

h
. 

1 
. \ - non-motonzed tnps ) 

ve ice tnps = ~------~--~ 
vehicle occupancy 

where the vehicle occupancy comes from Table 103, sub 
Table 2-A, Column 2. 

For the bottom row in sub Tables 9-A(D) and 9-A(O), there 
are no internal trips (no data to support such estimates). Val
ues are taken directly from Table I 03, sub Table 1-A, the right 
two columns. Totals from sub Tables 9-A(D) and 9-A(O) are 
then enteredin Table 103,sub Table 5-A. The entering and exil
ing values in Row 1 of that table are the totals from Column 4, 

sub Tables 9-A(O) and 9-A(D). The total in Column 2 is the 
sum of the entering and exiting volumes. The second row 
of sub Table 5-A is the sum of Column 2 of sub Tables 9-A(O) 
and 9-A(D) divided by the sub Table 5-A, Row 1 entries then 
multiplied by l 00%. The remaining entries in sub Table 5-A 
are taken from sub Tables 9-A(D) and 9-A(O) in a similar 
manner. Sub Table 6-A is computed using the row figures in 
sub Tables 9-A(D) and 9-A(O). 

Use the corresponding tables to compute P.M. street peak
hour estimates. 

Reminder 

The previous computational description follows a spread
sheet workbook designed lo have a cover sheet that contains 
all input and output of interest, with look-up data and inter
mediate computations on the subsequent worksheets. It is 
intended that the spreadsheet workbook be used to perform 
computations. lf performed manually, analysts may wish to 
reorder component tables to provide a more logical order. 

Additional Guidance 

Site Location 

The researchers recognize there is internal capture for 
developments other than single, physically and functionally 
integrated MXDs (such as CBDs and SACs). The concept of 
unconstrained internal capture rates constrained by the mix 
and proximity ofland uses also applies to those development 
patterns. However, the data reported herein include only 
developments that satisfy the "mixed-use" definition used in 
this report. 

Mixed-Use Development Already in 
!TE Trip Generation Database 

In a typical shopping center that is included in the ITE Trip 
Generiition report (2), the site restaurants are convenience 
restaurants that feed off the retail visitors (rather than serve as 
destination restaurants). In some MXDs, some of the restau
rants may be oriented to the convenience of internal users and 
not draw heavily from outside the development. These may be 
snack shops, fast food, or other small restaurants rather than 
foll-scale restaurants that are destination eating places. Ana
lysts may wish to consider them part of a shopping center use 
if the retail uses generate a large portion of the convenience 



restaurant business. If this is to be done, it is suggested that 
not more than the first 5% of overall retail/restaurant square 
footage be considered as convenience restaurant. This should 
exclude all destination and free-standing restaurants. In such 
a case, if greater than 5910, assume the amount above 5% to be 
restaurant-------generate trips accordingly and keep this portion 
separate for determining the internal capture rates. Add the 
convenience restaurant square footage to the retail space. 

The ITE Trip Genera lion report (2) and the Trip Generation 
Handbook (1) already include several types of J\tlXDs. Current 
ITE land use classifications that already account for internal 
trip-making include the following: 

" Shopping center: shopping-center trip-generation rates are 
based on retail developments that already normally include 
restaurant, cinema, and limited other entertainment uses; 
however, "if a shopping center is planned to have out-parcel 
development of a significantly different land use classifica
tion or a very large percentage of overall gross leasable area, 
the site could be considered a mixed-use development for 
the purpose of estimating site trip generation" ( 1 ). 

" Office park with retail: "A subdivision or planned unit 
development containing general office buildings and sup
port services such as banks, restaurants and service stations 
arranged in a park- or campus-like atmosphere should be 
considered as an office park (lTE Land Use Code 750 form 
ITE Trip Generati(in report)," not as an MXD (I). 

" Office building with ground floor retail or onsite cafeteria: 
"An office building with support retail or restaurant facili
ties contained inside the building should be treated as a gen
eral office building (Land Use Code 710) because the trip 
generation rates and equations already reflect the presence 
ofsuchsupportuses" (1). 

" Hotel with limited retail and restaurant space. "A hotel 
with an onsite restaurant and small retail falls within Land 
Use Code 310 and should not be treated as a MXD" (I). 

Land Use Split between Retail and Restaurant 

The internal capture rates presented earlier in Tables 103 
through 106 treat retail and restaurant as separate land uses. 
To use these rates, it is necessary to differentiate between retail 
and restaurant uses at the mixed-use site. It is possible that the 
analyst will only know total retail (i.e., retail plus reslauranl) 
square footage. In that situation, two different approaches are 
suggested for estimating internal capture: 

1. Assume the same retail/restaurant split found at the six 
sites for which data were available; and 

2. Assume and test different retail/restaurant splits (within a 
reasonable range) to determine whether the retail/restaurant 
split changes site trip generation and internal capture 
significantly. 
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The six-step estimation procedure is merely a mathemat

ical ledmiq ue for estimali ng internal capture; the researchers 

are not trying to suggest how to adhere to specific local TlA 

requirements. 

Proximity of land Uses 

If the analyst knows (or can confidently assume) the land 

uses and their sizes but does not know their proximities, the 

analyst must prepare at least a schematic site plan. Do not 
simply assume that each pair of land uses consists of build

ings adjacent to each other (e.g., within 200 ft). At the mini

mum, test different proximities and observe their effects on 

overall internal capture at the mixed-use site. 

If development information is not yet detailed enough lo 

permit a direct estimate of proximity distances, use the site 

size and Figure 23 to estimate the average probable separa

tion, then use that distance for the proximities between each 

land use pair. This will produce rough estimates of internal 

capture, at least related to proximity. As the site plan evolves, 

use more specific information for proximity. 

The recommended approach is to separate each land use 

into blocks, with a block being the building faces along both 

sides of a street (see Figure 24). Locate the centroid of the 

entrances of a specific land use for each block and measure dis

tances between each block of that land use and the other inter

acting land use. If !here are multiple blocks, then make mea

surements between all pairs of blocks and use the weighted 

average distance, using trip generation involved in each inter

change as the weighting factor. 

Figure 24 shows an example of a multi-block scenario. If 
the dots represent the centroid of the entrances for Land Use 

A in each block, and if d, and d2 are the respective distances 

to Land Use Bin Block 3, then the weighted average distance 

between Land Uses A and B is 

d1 x (sq ft in Block 1 of Land Use A)+ d2 

x (sq ft in Block 2 of Land Use A) 

(sq ft in Blocks l and 2 of Land Use A). 

EEE EEB 
Figure 24. Sample blocks including Land Uses A and B. 
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Proximity Adjustment Factor 

The proximity adjustment factors presented previously are 
based on the observed effects of changing walk distances on 
internal capture rates between land use pairs. These walking 
distances were measured along available routes that did not 

require the use of stairways or other obstacles or delaying fac
tors. The paths were also along clear, adequately wide walk
ways in very good repair. 

Mode Share of Internal Trips 

The great majority of internal trips lo a site will be either 
walked or driven onsite (many sites also accommodate bicy
cle travel)-------that is, few internal trips within a site will use 
major public streets either on the periphery of the develop
ment or internal to the development. An exception will be 
trips driven within a multi-block area of complementary and 
interacting land uses. 

For those MXD sites or areas where all internal trips will be 
walked, bicycled, or driven onsite (on private internal streets 
or through parking areas), the mode of access to the site should 
be used to factor vehicle external trip generation for the analy
sis period. The TTE trip generation rates and equations gen
erally incorporate suburban mode splits. Limited observa
tions within the ITE dataset point toward about 2% of the 
trips arriving by walking, bicycling, or transit. This would be 
a reasonable assumption lo apply to TTE data. The other 98% 
arrives as either vehicle drivers or passengers. 

After arriving on the site, internal trips that could or might 
be driven will be limited by (1) the convenience (or lack 
thereof) of driving versus walking, and (2) the availability of 
a motor vehicle for the trip. Some MXDs may also have inter
nal shuttles. Hence, it is a reasonable assumption that the 
beginning point for internal trips by personal vehicle will be 
no higher than the mode of access to the site and possibly far 
lower if the development is walkable. 

The mode split is used at the end of the process to deter
mine the number of external person trips being taken by 
personal vehicle, transit, and non-motorized modes such as 
bicycle or walking. The mode split can be derived from sur
veys of similar land uses near the study site or from other 
estimates relevant to the study location and land uses (e.g., 
regional or localized !ravel data available from MPOs or other 
credible sources). 

Pass-By Trips 

"The application of pass-by trip reductions should be 

applicable to (mixed-use) sites. However, none of the inter
nal trips can be of a pass-by nature because they do not travel 

on the adjacent (external) street system" (1, p. 100). Pass-by 
trip percentages are applicable only to external trips-those 
trips that enter or exit the adjacent street system. They should 
be applied after the external trips are estimated, not to the 
base vehicle-trip generation. 

Unconstrained Internal Capture Rates 

The unconstrained internal capture rates presented in 
Tables 99 through 102 reflect data collected at as many as six 
MXDs. For several of the land uses, the potential sums of 
internal capture rates appear to be illogical-for example, the 
sum of 124% for internal capture for trips to office in the P.M. 

peak hour (see Table 102) is impossible. However, these 
"illogical" sums will not occur for three reasons: 

• First, they would require unlikely balances of interacting 
land uses. For example, to maximize the inbound office 
internal capture rate during the P.M. peak hour, the retail 
space would need to be 20 times the office space and the 
restaurant space would be half of the office space; a mix 
with so little office is essentially a shopping center. While 
the internal capture for trips to the office from retail would 
be high, the opposite would not be the case. The overall 
internal capture rale would be modest. 

• Second, the proximity adjustment factors will reduce 
the effective unconstrained internal capture rates because 
of the possibility that all office and residential uses will not 
be located within 200 fr of all retail and restaurant at the 
mixed-use site. 

• Third, it appears to be mathematically impossible for 
aH unconstrained maximum internal capture percent
ages to occur at the same time within a development 
because each maximum requires a different ratio of 
development units for the pair of land uses involved. 
For example, using Tables 99 through 10 l, for the A.M. 

peak to achieve 659/o internal capture for trips from office 
to restaurant, restaurant would need to have 61', times the 
square footage of the office for a balance to be achieved 
(the ratio of sq ft of each land use to achieve a complete 
balance between sending and receiving land uses neces
sary to obtain the unconstrained internal capture per
centage). To achieve the 28% internal capture of trips 
from office to retail, the square footage of office would 
have to be 2%2 times the square footage of retail. The office 
to residential is 0% due to the value in Table 101. So, for 
l 00,000 sq ft of retail, office would have lo have 87,500 sq fr 
of office and about 239,700 sq ft of reslauranl to reach 
91 % internal capture. At average size of about 5,000 sq ft 
per restaurant, that would amount to 48 restaurants, a 
very unlikely balance-------and that is only the balance results 



for trips from office. To achieve the maximmn for inter
nal trips to office, office square footage needs to be % 
times the retail square footage, which would not maxi
mize trips in the opposite direction. To maximize trips 
from restaurant to office, the office would have to have 
'1;1; times the square footage-again, different from what 
would be required for the opposite direction to maxi
mize. Following the same process, one can quickly see 
that it is mathematically impossible to achieve all uncon
strained internal capture percentages concurrently for a 
given MXD. In the unlikely occurrence that the sum of 
internal trips should total over 1 OlY!'o of the total trip 
generation for a land use, it is recommended that the 
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total internal trips be reduced to 100%, and the inter
changes from the affected land use to other interacting 
land uses be proportionally reduced. This would not 
yield a total internal capture of 100 percent; rather, it 
would be one interchange and one direction that would 
be estimated to be 100%. 

This estimation procedure was tested against development 
and cordon count data for several developments and found 
to replicate actual results for MXDs fairly well. The validation 
procedure and results are described in Appendix F. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Conclusions, Recommendations, 
and Suggested Research 

This chapter pulls together the conclusions, recommenda
tions, and lessons learned during this project. Statements made 
herein are intended lo help practitioners use the results of this 

project either to estimate internal capture for MXDs or to add 
to the database and perhaps further refine the methodology 
and tools provided. 

Internal capture for MXDs is of most interest to those 
who either prepare or review TTAs for such developments, 

but transportation planners and developer consultants are 
also interested in internal capture and the resulting external 
trip generation. Some additional uses include planning for 
TODs and preparing environmental impact statements or 
assessments. 

ITE provides a recommended practice for estimating inter
nal capture and associated external trip generation for what 
it calls "multi-use developments." As described, those devel
opments have characteristics similar to the common defini

tion used for MXDs. The research team accepted the two 
terms as used as being essentially equal. The ITE method doc
umented in their Trip Generation Handbook ( l) is the most 
widely used technical method. 

The other widely used approach is a policy-determined 

flat percentage reduction in external trips. Such percentages are 
established by local planning, zoning, or transportation engi
neering officials for use in TTAs prepared to support applica
tions for zoning, subdivision, site plan approval, or access 
permits. The percentages are usually arbitrarily selected for use 

throughout the jurisdiction. These percentages are most typi
cally in the range of 10%, but were found to range from less 
than 5%1 lo as much as 25fJ'o. Most percentages are conservative 
compared with internal capture data found in past research 
and this project. Other approaches found included tables of 

applicable rates and a formula to modify ITE estimates. 

The ITE method covers only trips among the three most fre
quent components of MXDs-------office, retail, and residential. 
Data are available for the weekdayr.M. peak hour, for midday, 
and for what is called "daily," but which is drawn from data 
collected between noon and 6:30 P.M. The lTE method has 
nothing for the A.M. peak hom. The policy percentages men
tioned above are applied to each analysis period used. 

There is some limited use of invalid applications for internal 
captme estimation. The two found most frequently were use of 
shared parking reduction percentages and metropolitan area 
travel forecast model intrazonal trip percentages. Shared park
ing reductions apply only to parking accumulations in a park
ing facility serving multiple uses; the percentage reduction 
applies only to parking accumulation, not trip generation. 
I ntrazonal trips apply to complete traffic analysis zones used 
in regional travel forecast models. Zones may range from a 
block to a square mile. Intrazonal trips are for the complete 
zone and are not applicable to portions of a zone. Estimates 
are also accurate only to a regional level, not a development 
site level.Neither method should be used for estimating inter
nal capture for JVlXDs. 

Six land uses are the most frequent components of MXDs
office, retail, restaurant, residential, cinema, and hotel. Most 
major MXDs have all of these. Most other MXDs have at least 
four. MXDs come in all sizes and layouts: some are vertically 
integrated and developed in one block, some are spread over 
several or many blocks with land uses well mixed or concen
trated in interconnected single-use areas. Six MXDs analyzed 
in this project ranged in size from 7 and 300 acres. All were 
single developments from one master plan developed either to 
integrate fully all land uses or otherwise to promote interaction 
between onsite land uses. There are other larger MXD types of 
developments such as SA Cs and even new towns or very large 
self-contained urban sections. These last two types were not 
covered in this project because it was felt that they act differ
ently than does the J\tlXD of 300 acres or less and because they 
are far less frequently found in most states of the country. 



With the increase in emphasis on livability, compact cities, 
and smart growth in general, MXDs have become more pop
ular. Many are found in midtown-type urban areas (i.e., the 
central portion of a city or urban area that is outside the CED 
but has higher densities than suburban or general urban and 
may include an outlying business district). Others are found 
in suburban locations and a few in urban peripheries. The 
research learn did not include downtowns because they would 
be very difficult to survey and do not develop as one project 
or development and, therefore, would not need a TTA for the 
downtown. 

During the period this project was active, the research team 
received dozens of calls asking for internal capture data for 
land uses and time periods not included in the ITE method. 
Requests were most frequently received for 

" A.M. peak-hour internal capture rates; 
" Land uses not included in the ITE method-------most notably 

hotels, cinemas, and restaurants; and 
" Very large MXDs in outlying areas. 

There are very limited data available that are capable of sup
porting internal capture rate estimation methodology that can 
use information that is availa!1le at the ti1ne of zoning. Three 
Florida surveys plus three pilot studies conducted for this 
project were the only surveys with enough detail to develop 
internal capture methodology 

" For both A.M. and P.M. peak hours; 
" For use with information that is available at the time of 

zoning requests and can be reliably projected; 
" That provides the ability to analyze the effect of proximity 

of land uses to each other; and 
" That is sensitive to differences in land use mix. 

Some cordon counts have been completed for various peri
ods and could be used for validation testing, but, by themselves 
with land use information, they do not provide what is needed 
to develop a sensitive procedure. More data are needed. 

[nt::®wna~ (a[»btw® 
Est~mathsn M®thodo~ogw 

Expanded ITE Methodology 

This project expanded the database from three to six devel
opments and, after considering options, expanded the TTE 
method to 

" Add the weekday A.M. peak hour; 
" Add restaurant, cinema, and hotel land uses; 
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" Create a land use classification structure that would permit 
disaggregation of the six: land uses to more detailed cate
gories should enough data become available; 

" Include the effects of proximity (i.e., convenient walking 
distance) among interacting land uses to represent berth 
compactness and design; and 

" Provide a method that could easily be put in spreadsheet 
form. 

This method was tested for its ability to estimate external 
vehicle trip generation. The existing lTE method estimates 
produce about one-half of the estimation error that raw ITE 
trip generation rates produce. The method developed in this 
project cuts the estimation error in half again, or roughly to 
about one-fourth of the raw trip generation rates. 

The recommended method is described in Chapter 3. The 
researchers recommend its use for developments of up to 
300 acres. Additional data and/or further testing could vali
date its use for larger developments, but that has not yet been 
attempted. The researchers do not recommend use of this 
method for downtowns, SA Cs, or new town types of devel
opment; the researchers do not believe it will be applicable. 

The method produced has a component that estimates 
the effects of proximity. Unfortunately, the database is small 
enough for the P.M. period that factors could only be devel
oped for some land use pairs. Absence ofA.M. peak-hour data 
from the Florida studies precluded any A.:M. proximity factors 
from being developed. This project's estimation method gen
erally produced slightly closer P.M. estimates with the prox
imity factor included.His recommended for use, bu! it is also 
recommended that when additional data becomes available, 
attempts should be made to develop proximity factors for more 
land use pairs. 

Suggested Modifications to 
Existing ITE Procedures 

As mentioned previously, the recommended estimation 
method builds on the current ITE internal trip capture proce
dures contained in the second edition of the Trip Generation 
Handbook ( 1 ). Incorporation of this project's recommenda
tions could be accomplished by performing the following: 

" Expanding Tables 7.1 and 7.2 of the Trip Generation Hand
book ( 1) to include all six land uses covered in this report; and 

" Adding !he proximity adjustment to be made after the 
unconstrained internal capture estimates are performed 
but before the balancing process. 

The data collection procedures could be modified to include 
those recommended in this project, including the next section. 
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A methodology and procedural instructions were devel
oped for the selection of data-collection sites and for the data 
collection itself. Those procedures were used to conduct sur
veys at three MXDs. The procedures were refined as a result 
of the experiences and lessons learned. Appendix C describes 
the recommended method. 

The researchers recommend that additional data be col
lected. The researchers suggest that MXDs selected meet at 
least the following criteria: 

• Be representative of typica IM XDs being developed or being 
planned so the data will be of use for years to come; the area 
in which the MXD is localed should also be representative; 

.. Have at least four land uses so that most land use pairs are 
included; 

" Have owners or managers who will permit the needed sur
veys to be conducted; 

.. Be easy to conduct a large enough sample for an affordable 
cost (in 2006 dollars, each survey cost about $50,000 to set 
up and conduct and to summarize the resulting data); 

• Be generally in the range of 300 to 500 acres or less; and 
.. Be economically successful (by appearance), be mature (i.e., 

fully occupied for at least a year), and be in an area that is 
mostly developed. 

It is expected that NCHRP will turn over the results of this 
project and its data to TTE for inclusion in its database. ITE is 
also the body that issues recommended practices for this type 
of methodology. Organizations that collect additional inter
nal capture data are encouraged to provide a copy of the data 
and analyses to ITE for further use and future refinement to 
what was produced in this project. 

Rec@mWHHH~ed Chaw11es B:@ the 
Pir@cedmires Used rnn This Pr@ject 

Based on the experience of collecting and using data follow
ing procedures initially recommended for this project, four 
changes are recommended for consideration to improve the 
quality and content of data: 

1. Conduct inbound interviews in addition to exit inter
views. Although there is developer/manager resistance to 
inbound interviews, they would increase the accuracy of 
the survey data. Questions aboul the previous trip before 
the one being interviewed drew some illogical results and 
included many trips made before the peak period of inter
est. lf the development owner/manager resists giving per
mission, attempt to conduct inbound interviews in loca
tions where business will not be impeded. Office building 

and residential building lobbies are good places for con
ducting inbound interviews. 

,., Delete the questions about the previous trip if inbound 
interviews can be conducted. The researchers found incon
sistencies and confusion associated with responses to those 
questions. 

3. Add a time for the previous trip'sarrivalatthe interview 
building if no inbound interviews can be conducted. The 
time is needed to determine whether it was made during the 
A.M. or P.M. peak period. 

4. Consider adding a question seeking induced trip infor
mation. An add-on question to attempt to determine 
induced trips was asked as part of the Legacy Town Cen
ter interviews. Respondent understanding about the ques
tion was inconsistent, so the results were not reported 
herein. However, it was evident that some of the internal 
trips made may have been induced or resulted from hav
ing proximate interacting land uses. The question asked 
whether the respondent would have made the !rip being 
discussed if the selected destination did not exist within 
Legacy Town Center. A substantial number of responden Is 
answered affirmatively-that is, they said they would not 
have made the trip had it required travel outside Legacy 
Town Center. Hence, such a !rip would not represent a 
reduction in external trips: it would be an addition-------made 
internally. 

Several lessons were learned in this project that will be of 
interest to researchers and practitioners in this field. 

• Detailed data are very scarce and expensive to produce. 
• There has been little ~illingness of sponsors to fund data

collection efforts since the advent of the current ITE esti
mation method and adoption of flat reduction percentages 
by numerous agencies. 

• Due to the shortage of data, there is significant apprehen
sion on the part of development review agencies about 
whether trip generation at MXDs is actually less than the 
sum of its free-standing components-I hat is, if there is 
actually internal capture. 

.. Owners/managers ofsome developments are reluctant to 
permit surveys. They have concerns about the interviews 
discouraging patrons from doing business at the MXD. fn 
all three pilot studies conducted for this project, permission 
was gained to conduct only exit interviews-------not inbound 
interviews. This was based on owner/manager belief that 
patrons would not be bothered after they had already done 
their business in a particular establishment where the inter
views would be conducted. 

.. Data dearly show that there is internal capture in the 
ranges previously documented. 



• The recommended method did produce estimates of exter
nal vehicle trips that represent counted volumes quite 
closely.While results varied in accuracy among the develop
ments tested, the recommended method was the closest of 
the methods tested in four of five cases for which di recti ona I 
volumes were available for both A.M. and P.M. peak hours. 
For two other sites with partial data, the recommended 
method was dearly the best for one ancl it was approxi
mately equal to the existing lTE method for the other. fn 
total, the recommended method displayed aboul half the 
estimation error of the existing ITE method (13910 versus 
23%, respectively), both of which are well below the error 
usingjusl raw ITE trip generation rates (53%). 

Although this project has made progress in estimation of 
internal capture, the database is still sparse and much that is 
thought to be logical about MXD travel characteristics is still 
unproven and even large] y uni est ed. The research team recom
mends that the following additional research be performed: 

• Collect more data at MXDs. Data are needed from at least 
six more sites that have five to six Janel uses. 

• Test the applicability of the existing methodology for 
MXDs of different sizes, character, and land use compo
nents independent of the additional data collection. Use 
validation tests similar to !hose used in this proiecL The 
only data needed are a complete directional cordon count 
for the A.M. and P.l'v1. peak hours plus development data and 
a good site plan from which to estimate proximities. 

• Attempt to determine what differences design character
istics ofMXDs have on external travel. Parking availabil
ity, degree of direct interconnection, and vertical versus 
horizontal integration are three such characteristics. 

• Ascertain the effect of off-site competing opportunities 
on internal capture. There may be a method of using GIS 
data and external trip data from the recommended surveys 
to ascertain these effects. 

• Devise and add a survey question to ascertain induced trip 
information. This would permit an assessment of whether 
MXDs result in induced trips because of the internal oppor
tunities. Note that such a question was asked during one of 
the three pilot studies, but respondents frequently hacl a dif
ficult time grasping the concept of an "extra !rip Iha! might 
otherwise not have been made." 

App~katil'IDrn in Pwru:tixe 

Estimation Methodology and 
Data~Collection Framework 

This research project developed an improved estimation 
methodology and data-collection framework for use in esti-
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mating internal trip capture in MXDs during weekday A.M. and 
P.M. peak periods. The estimation methodology is based on 
weekday A.M. and P.M. peak-period survey data from three 
MXDs in Texas and Georgia (conducted as part of this project) 
plus similar weekday P.M. peak-period data from three devel
opments in Florida (conducted prior to this project). The six 
developments surveyed ranged from about 7 lo 300 acres in 
size and had between four and six primary land uses each. 

This report presents a technical advancement beyond the 
internal capture method published in the Trip Generation 
Handbook, second edition, published by the Inslilute ofTrans
portation Engineers ( 1). The researchers believe that the 
limited validations conducted for the proposed estimation 
method confirm that the results provide accurate approxima
tions ofexternal trip generation for typical MXDs consisting of 
typical office, retail, restaurant, residential, cinema, and hotel 
land uses, consistent with the accuracy of trip generation esti
mates for single-use developments as portrayed in such refer
ences as Trip Generation, eighth edition (2). 

User Instructions and Cautions 

At the time of publication of this report, the approach devel
oped in this research had not yet been advanced through the 
ITE process for development of recommended practices and, 
therefore, it should not yet be considered as an ITE-approved 
methodology. 

This report presents information in Chapter 3 on how lo 
use the proposed estimation procedure, bu! the researchers 
and the overseeing NCHRP project panel felt ii is important 
to encourage users to adhere to the following instructions ancl 
cautions in using the proposed estimation methodology: 

• Identify specific land use components of the MXD and 
classify them into the six dassifications-------office, retail, 
restaurant, residential, cinema, and hotel-------covered by the 
estimation methodology. Any component land uses that 
do not fit into those six classifications or are too unique to 
be considered normal for a classification should be kept 
separate. No internal capture is estimated in the proposed 
methodology for trips between uses within each of these 
categories (e.g., two or more different retail uses). 

• For each land use within the MXD, estimate single-use 
trip generation individually. Then, sum the individual 
estimates inlo the six aggregated classifications: office, retail, 
restaurant, residential, cinema, and hotel. Do not combine 
development units into the six classifications and then 
use one single-use !rip generation rate or equation to esti
mate trip generation for the aggregated land use. 

• When applying the internal capture estimation method
ology, use the percentages suggested in Chapter 3 unless 
local data are available from developments similar to the 
development being analyzed. Users are cautioned that data 
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gathered in a method different than the data-collection 
methods described in this report may not be applicable and 
could produce inaccurate internal capture estimates. 

• Do not apply the internal capture percentages from this 
report to other land uses. Internal capture estimates were 
not developed for land uses beyond the six classifications 
provided herein. The extent of the internal capture for other 
land use pairs has not been tested as part of this project. 

The results presented in this report are based on surveys 
of six MXDs and validation was limited lo seven such MXDs. 
As a result, some members of the proiecl's advisory panel 
strongly recommend that additional research, data collec
tion, and validation testing be conducted before the method is 
adopted for use in Tr As. Furthermore, caution should be exer
cised in the application of this methodology-------for example, it 
cannot be concluded that the methodolo5ywill be appropri
ate for MXDs that differ significantly from those surveyed in 
this project in terms of 

• Regional context, including competing opportunities out
side the development; 

• Access and parking; 

• Scale of the development; 
• Complementary land uses, including specific pairs of busi

ness types; 
• Specific residence types, 
• Other component characteristics within each land use 

category; 
• Proximity and connectivity between each pair ofland uses, 

especially the layout of the land uses relative to each other; 
• Other characteristics such as proximity lo transit and pedes

trian access within and around the site; and 
• Colder locations that might limit or constrain pedestrian 

traffic. 

Users are encouraged to collect and contribute additional 
data using the data-collection procedures described in this 
report. Such data could be used to further enhance the accuracy 
of the proposed methodology and/or expand the number of 
land use classifications covered by the methodology. New data 
should be forwarded to the Institute of Transportation Engi
neers, 1627 I Street, Suite 610, Washington, D.C. 20006-4007 or 
by email to ite_staff@ite.org. 
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APPE~,JDIX A 

Trends In Mixed-Use Development 

MXD has become a popular way for developers to offer sev
eral different types ofbuilcling products within a single devel
opment under the current Janel use zoning system. However, 
MXD has not always been implemented in its existing forms. 

In earlier times when the transportation system did not yet 
have mechanized technologies, convenient walking or (horse) 
riding distances limited how far the necessary goods and ser
vices could be from residential and work locations. ln urban 
areas, convenience services ancl goods had to be within a few 
blocks of home. Support business services and goods had to be 
dose to other businesses. Employment ancl housing locations 
had to be dose to each other. This led to the dose proximity of 
complementary uses, often in the same or adjacent blocks. 
Many businesses were operated by their owners who lived on 
the upper floors of the building housing their business. 

However, this led to some undesirable living conditions. 
Unhealthy ancl unattractive industries and housing often co
existed next to each other in an era when noise, air quality, and 
waste handling were nowhere near to what they are today. Tn 
an effort to separate noxious industry from housing and cre
ate better and healthier urban environments, cities adopted 
land use zoning. This became viable as transportation became 
much better and made it possible for employees to live much 
farther from work places. This began with horse drawn and 
electric trolley suburbs ancl became popular after the auto
mobile became commonly available to most families. By the 
period immediately following World War lf, outlying areas of 
central cities ancl separately incorporated suburban munici
palities that could provide more protected ancl pristine envi
ronments hacl become very popular for residence locations. 

With the changes in residence preferences ancl widespread 
availability of private motor vehicles came changes in other 
developments. Retail was provided first at or near major inter
sections, initially in small combinations of separate build-

ings containing different businesses, then in small shopping 
centers, and then in larger shopping centers. Employment 
was still concentrated in downtowns initially, but then grad
ually began appearing in industrial areas or parks (indus
try), or free-standing buildings or parks (office). Restaurants 
were localed at high-traffic locations, usually free standing. The 
same occurred with entertainment buildings (mostly single
screen cinemas). Hotels were located in clowntmvns, but motels 
were located along main arteries and highways. 

As developers found that there was indeed interaction 
between some land uses that they could capitalize from ancl 
cities realized that several uses could be mixed to the benefit 
rather than detriment to public health, safety, and welfare, 
MXD began to reappear. At first, it was difficult to mix some 
uses because zoning ordinances were oriented to separating 
different uses and protecting several of these uses. Zoning 
variances and special-use permits were required as exceptions 
to zoning ordinances. As successful experiences occurred, 
zoning ordinances were modified to permit additional uses in 
some zoning categories and developers proposed mixes under 
individually negotiated PUDs. As more success evolved, more 
latitude was permitted, both in zoning ordinances and in 
zoning application practice. Today most zoning ordinances 
still give preference to single-use development. However, MXD 
is commonly approved ancl many zoning ordinances have 
one or more mixed-use categories that permit certain mixes 
of land use. 

Currently MXD is found in lwo primary forms: 

• a traditional building type resembling a district of different 
land uses (such as neighborhood centers) that reemerged 
in the latter half of the 20th century after having been 
undermined by the: 
- widespread adoption and implementation of single-use 

zoning, and 
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post World vVar II rnsh to the suburbs that entailed not 
only lower densities, but also a development template that 
separated uses such as shopping malls, subdivisions, and 
office parks; and 

• mixed-use centers, often developed on a single inter
connected site, that contain several uses that may or may not 
be fully interactive. This largely suburban building model 
became the norm for developers and was ingrained in local 
zoning and building codes intended to protect suburban 
homeowners from some of the noxious uses found in cities. 

Early Examples 

MXD initially re-emerged as downtown revitalization 
projects beginning in the 1950s with projects such as: 

• Penn Center in Philadelphia (1954)--- an office, hotel, and 
retail project developed according to a master plan by the 
city planning commission, and implemented by several 
developers; 

• Charles Center in Baltimore (1957) - a private, nonprofit 
corporation formed to manage downtown redevelopment 
under contract to the city. The project includes office, retail, 
residential, and hotel facilities, as well as a live theater and 
extensive pedestrian plazas; and 

• Prudential Center in Boston (1959) - a privately financed 
project in a downtown renewal area containing two office 
towers, four commercial/retail buildings, apartment build
ings and a civic center. 

Some of the early projects outside downtowns were close 
in suburbs. Two examples were: 

• Century City in Los Angeles ( 1961) --- one of the first large 
sea le, office oriented suburban mixed-use centers in the U.S., 
built on a former movie studio lot, and presently housing 
many entertainment business headquarters; and 

• Crystal City in Arlington, Virginia outside Washington, 
D.C. ( 1964)-this private project includes apartments, office 
space, retail, hotels, movie theaters, and recreational facilities, 
and became a stop on the vVashington subway in the 1970s. 

The 1960s also saw the first major mixed-use office tower, 
the John -Hancock Building in Chicago, which opened in 1969. 
Different floors have different uses, beginning al the bottom 
with retail and commercial, parking, office, and topped off 
with residential. The mixed-use projects of the 1960s pio
neered the concept of dramatic interior spaces-large alri
ums and gallerias-------in modern buildings. A notable example 
is Peachtree Center in Atlanta, where the atrium and other 
design concepts incorporated into the Atlanta Hyatt Regency 
Hotel were emulated in many projects throughout the coun
try and the world. Among the hallmarks of the mixed-use proj-

ects of the 1960s was their residential orientation, their rela
tive openness to surrounding areas, and their design according 
to architectural principles of the international style, which 
was not good at creating attractive people places. 

The 1970s: Megastrudures 

The number of mixed-use projects expanded rapidly from 
only 23 in the 1950s and 1960s, to 65 begun in the 1970s, and 
over 100 in the 1980s, according to an ULI survey. In the 1970s, 
many of these projects became enclosed and internally focused, 
a result of the growing popularity of enclosed shopping malls, 
the growing problems in central cities, and the interest in defen
sible space. One of the most influential suburban mixed-use 
projects of the time was the Houston Galleria, which was 
planned around a central shopping center in one of the most 
affluent communities in the region at the time. The three com
mercial elements-------office, retail, and hotel, became the most 
popular mix of land uses in projects developed in the 1970s 
and 1980s. The development has become the core of what has 
become the dominant suburban center in the region. Other 
notable projects in this period were the IDS center in Min
neapolis, the Illinois Center in Chicago, the Embarcadero 
Center in San Francisco, and the former World Trade Center 
in New York. Although great attention was given to architec
ture and interior spaces, the projects were increasingly isolated 
fortresses, cut off from the surrounding city. While a finan
cially successful commercial formula had been found, vastly 
expanding the number of such projects, the residential com
ponent had largely disappeared. 

The 1980s: Greater Openness 

Development of mixed-use projects in the 1980s became 
smaller scale, more open, more suburban, and more residen
tial. Projects were developed on much smaller scales, evidence 
of the concept's continuing evolution and greater acceptance 
of mixed-use projects in smaller scale and more suburban 
environments. Residential uses were found in ha If of the proj
ects surveyed by ULI, a sharp rebound from the 19 percent of 
the 1970s. The emphasis in planning and design moved from 
the buildings to the setting, and greater attention to streetscapes 
and urban design. The design style shifted to more of post
modern and historicist themes, greater openness and sensi
tivity to the total environment, greater use of historic rehabil
itation, and more infusion of entertainment and cultural 
uses. Notable proiects of the period include: 

• Miami Lakes Town Center - part of a large scale planned 
community, driven by the developers' belief that every 
town needs a hub where people can gather to eat, shop, 
and socialize; 

• The Atlanta Galleria ----numerous high-rise office buildings 
and a hotel/retail complex are arranged around a park; 



• J arms Court- a small mixed use building with cinema, retail, 
office, and residential uses that helped in the revitalization 
of the Third Street Promenade in Santa Monica; and 

• Princeton Forrestal Village - office, retail, and hotel uses 
around a main street in a suburban office park. 

Recent Trends: Town Centers 
and New Urbanism 

The movement among planners and architects toward a 
new urbanism or traditional neighborhood design philoso
phy began to have an impact on developers in the 1990s. Two 
of the most noted projects in the 1990s were Reston Town 
Center in Reston, Virginia, and Mizner Park in Boca Raton, 
Florida. They served as suburban models of creating higher 
density and vibrant urban places in the suburbs. Res ton Town 
Center was built on one of the last remaining undeveloped 
parcels in the new town ofReston, Virginia. H was an 85-acre 
(34 hectare) mix:ed-use center localed in a 460-acre town dis
trict identified in the original 1962 master plan. At the opening 
in 1990, there were two office towers, a Hyatt Regency Hotel, 
a cinema, and retail space in the configuration of a main street 
town center, surrounded by structured parking. Later addi
tions included more office space, significant amounts of high 
density housing, and more open space, creating perhaps the 
largest such town center built lo date. The streetscape plan 
recalls European shopping streets and public squares as well 
as such American prototypes as Country Club Plaza in Kansas 
City. The main street is narrow with parking allowed to slow 
traffic and make pedestrians more comfortable. At the ground 
level, a variety of retail street fronts were accommodated to 
create a vibrant pedestrian experience. 

Mizner Park used a very different mix, with much greater 
residential presence, although the same attention to design 
and public spaces as in Reston Town Center, to create a new 
town center for Boca Raton. The first phase included four 
mixed-use buildings surrounding a lwo block long public 
park, and containing 156,000 sq ft (15,000 square meters) of 
specialty retail space with six restaurants and an eight-plex 
cinema, I 06,000 sq ft (985,000 square meters) of office space, 
136 apartments over the stores, a performing arts amphithe
ater, a museum, and structured parking. The projects' care
ful attention to urban design and sense of place has created an 
around the clock activity that helps enliven the city's down
town core. The central space contains lwo public streets 
enhanced with pavers and a plaza, and offering on street 
parking in front of the stores. 

This period also saw the development or expansion of 
transit proiects in the South and West, offering an opporlu
nityto include transit in mixed-use centers. Some of the early 
examples included Orenco Station in Hillsborough, Oregon, 
and Cascade Station near the Portland T nternational Airport, 
both served by Portland's MAX light rail line; the Arlington 
Town Square, a redevelopment in Arlington Heights, Illinois, 
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around a commuter rail station; Mockingbird station in Dal
las; Lindbergh City Center in Atlanta; and numerous devel
opments adjacent lo Washington, D.C.'s Metro rail station, 
especially in Montgomery and Arlington counties. While tran -
sit was an essential part of most new urbanist thinking, most 
of the early mixed-use developments were significant by its 
absence. This appears lo be finally changing. 

MXDs have become an accepted development product, 
and will possibly expand as designers, developers, and lenders 
develop greater familiarity and facility with creating these proj
ects. They will continue lo evolve, as they have in the past. The 
near term outlook, however, allows for forecasting how u pcom
ing developments will look. 

Forecast 

Main Street Theme 

The main street element is expected to continue as a central 
theme, as projects will possibly be arranged around pedestrian 
friendly streets, blocks, and squares. Projects will continue to 
be porous, creating pedestrian appeal even as they complicate 
the collection of traffic and parking data. 

Welcoming the Big Box 

The financial success of the big box: retailers is expected to 
continue, despite their conventional formats, which are abhor
rent to most new urbanist designers. They have started to adapt 
their concepts to more urban and street front applications, 
and out parcels are being created in some to'Am centers allow
ing them to be par! of the financial success, but slightly oul of 
the way, and perhaps largely unrelated to the rest of the center. 

Flexible Opportunities for Offices 

While the office market has been weak in much of the U.S., 
as well as Europe and Asia, mix:ed-use centers will be attractive 
to many office users looking for a quality of life experience. It 
will be important to maintain flexibility, with limited office 
buildings incorporated into mixed-use center plans, and, as 
with big boxes, other opportunities on adjacent parcels. 

Mixed-Use Opportunities in Obsolete Ma!!s 

Conventional shopping malls, as with big box retailers, are 
stereotypes of suburban sprawl-isolated, single-use develop
ments that stand apart from their surrounding neighborhoods, 
oriented inwardly lo vasl di male-controlled shopping arcades, 
with a physical presence characterized by monolithic, over
scaled, and blank architectural forms, and surrounded by 
a sea of parking. Fortunately, as shopping mall developers rush 
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to refresh the mall format and redevelop obsolete mall sites, 
there is a tremendous opportunity to think big, expand the field 
of vision, and break the mall's island syndrome. This will take 
advantage of the extensive amount of developable land in 
urban locations, and often involve opening up the street grid to 
adjacent neighborhoods. In addition, many communities will 
seize the opportunity to use the mall as the core of a redevelop
ment district, adding significant amounts of adjacent housing. 

Life Style Centers: A Moving Target 

A hot trend in retailing that adds to the mix has been the 
development of what are commonly called life style centers. 
These tend to include highly branded retailers able to move out 
of conventional malls as well as nationally recognized retailers. 
The other hallmarks of such centers are generally an open-air 
setting, greater attention to architectural design, and a cluster
ing of restaurants, all adding to a festive atmosphere for shop
pers. Their growing popularity has resulted in the term being 
highjacked by other centers missing some of these compo
nents. For the sake of this study, however, it is important to 
recognize that life style centers can be part of a J\tlXD or a 
standalone project. 

From Mixed-Use Developments 
to Mixed-Use Districts 

The growing appreciation for mixed-use projects has created 
a constituency for a broader appreciation for going beyond 
individual developments to larger planned districts, and a 
philosophy of planning increasingly known as placemaking. 
Such mixed-use districts will possibly open up much greater 
possibilities, since they vastly broaden the supply of proper
ties and developers able to build single-use residential, retail, 
or office projects, within a district circumscribed with a street 
and lot structure, development targets, and possibly financ
ing. While a mixed-use project requires an especially sophis
ticated developer, a mixed-use district, whether planned by 
a master developer or a city, can create many development 
parcels suitable for single-use development, but in support of 
a broader mixed-use district. Studying the travel patterns for 
such a district will require a data survey plan that acknowl
edges the possibility for a one-stop experience, and significant 
internal capture of travel. The following is a concise review of 
the future trends anticipated for the primary components of 
mixed-use developments, subject to focal 1narket demand. 

Future Trends 

Retail 

Retailers and retail developers will continue to explore 
innovative ways to merchandise products to achieve a mar-

keting advantage in a highly competitive business sector that 
is battling Internet sales for the retail dollar. Not only will 
many major regional retail centers be remade or replaced, 
but the form of separate stores and smaller centers will also 
continue to change. Convenience and price seem to be domi
nating this sector, leading to high visibility, larger stores with 
narrower ranges of merchandise (i.e., big box store approach 
extending lo larger versions of stores that have been tradition
ally smaller, such as iewelry). This development approach in its 
mixed-use version would include complementary outparcel 
development with other retail and restaurants. 

Office 

Office space will continue to be included in many free 
standing and business district mixed-use developments as 
well as suburban commercial concentrations. This space may 
be located in multi-use buildings or as separate buildings 
either integrated into or adjacent to the other types of devel
opment listed below. 

Residential 

The new mbanist approach of integrating convenience 
retail and some restaurants into compact residential develop
ments should continue, especially in downtown and midtown 
(the central portion of a city or urban area that is outside the 
CBD bul has higher densities than suburban or general urban 
and may include an outlying business district) infill and re
development areas and new commercial centers. There will 
likely also be more medium- and large-scale developments 
with relatively conventional Pl.JD layouts that will contain a 
mix of uses (mainly residential), some intended to be comple
mentary and some more to provide developers with a product 
mix but not necessarily true synergistic mixed uses. 

Hotels 

Some hotels will be developed as parts of mixed-use devel
opments in business districts, in downtown, midtown, and 
suburban locations. Some will be built without food service 
but will have adjacent independent restaurants that can pro
vide lunch and dinner meals independent of the hotels. Some 
hotels will be tied to major office developments but less fre
quently to retail and very rarely to residential developments. 

Restaurants 

Restaurants will continue to make good outparcel develop
ment since they need exterior exposure and convenient park
ing. Restaurants will also continue to be integrated into some 
developments but will normally not make up a significant per-



centage of total floor area. Restaurant types will also continue 
to be very sensitive to the demographics of their immediate 
surrounding market areas as well as pass-by traffic character
istics. Outparcel restaurants may or may not be synergistic 
with adjacent retail development; they will serve local market 
demand and often be synergistic with other types of adjacent 
development. 

Entertainment 

Theater, nightclub, bowling alleys, and similar types of enter
tainment are largely most active on evenings and weekends, 
although there are specific and unfortunately unpredictable 
exceptions.Most will continue to seek locations where parking 
can be shared with daytime uses (e.g., retail, office). Some will 
continue to be used to draw patrons past retail space to try to 

increase retail business volumes. Combinations of entertain
ment with hotels are expected to be infrequent since the S)'11ergy 
has not proven to occur frequently. Combinations with restau
rants will still occur. Major, single use entertainment develop
ments such as theme parks will continue to attract outparcel 
development including hotels, restaurants, and retail, depend
ing on the type of entertainment facility. 

Other 

True mixed-use developments, especially those in business 
or town centers, may include .iusl about any types of develop
ment that meets local market demand. T n addition to the above 
uses, these could include government offices and services (e.g., 
post offices), entertainment, and other civic/community facil
ities. Only market demand, imagination, compatibility ofbuild-
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ings and activities, and development economics will limit uses 
in these developments. 

Interviews by the research team with several developers, 
planners, and local officials revealed that mixed-use projects 
are being commonly developed in several scales, in several 
types of venues, and in several types as shown in Table A-1. The 
scales and venues lists are typical of those mentioned. The types 
listed in the third column were the most commonly men
tioned, but other examples were occasionally discussed. 

The current three land uses most commonly included in 
MXD are retail (in almost all J\tlXDs as either the primary or 
a secondary use and virtually always including restaurants), 
residential, and office. Entertainment, in the form of movie 
theaters, and hotels are occasionally included, and usually 
make up a small percentage of the square footage. 

Synergy Among Uses 

A hypothesis of this research was that synergy among all 
uses is key to both internal !rip capture and development 
profilabili ly. However, virtually all MXD developers, archi
tects, and planners said that market demand drives almost all 
decisions regarding development components and synergy 
influences only location-and that within only some larger 
retail-dominated developments. 

ft was widely agreed that residential cannot be provided in 
enough quantity to financially support ground floor retail 
unless residential is very large and retail is small and conven
ience oriented. In addition, developers and retail tenants are 
reluctant to have first floor lobbies occupy significant frontage 

Table A-1. Most commonly mentioned MXD types. 

Scales 

L Small part block development 
2. Fu 11 block 2 3 story with 

ground floor retail. 
3. Modified shopping center with 

mixed uses side-by-side or split 
on multiple levels 

4. Multiple block town center 
5. Full MXD with retail and major 

office components 

There \Vas no discussion of large 
districts or major midtown or 
suburban activity centers as being 
trendy in either current or projecte.d 
MXD. 

Venues 

1. Infill midtown or suburban sites 
2. Redevelopment or upgrading of 

existing developments (usually 
older shopping centers) 

3. Initial components of larger 
development (said lo be less 
possibly viable) 

4. Later component of larger 
developments as lown center 
(usually 1--4 blocks) 

5. Major commercial component 
of larger development on a 
single block or '·superblock" 

Types (mainly combinations of 
retail,' office, residential) 

L Retail with small office or 
residential componrnts 

2. Retail with small (usually 2"0 

floor) office component and 
possibly also upstairs residential 
component 

3. Side-by-- side combinations of 
retail with residential and/or 
office 

4. Major office or residential with 
gro11nd floor retail 

5. Big box retail with smaller retail 
and upstairs residential and/or 
office 

6. Major retail, with entertainment 
to draw more patrons through 
retail, plus some office and 
(usually) side-by-side 
residential 

1 All references to retail in this smn1nary include restaurants as a inajor component. Virtually all current !Y1XDs of any size have 
a inajor percentage of restaurants. 
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in a retail block. Developers claimed that with two exceptions, 
residential units within a MXD with office usually do not lead 
to many residents working within the development. The two 
exceptions are when (l) the office space is live-work type 
space (combined live-work units or small boutique office 
units that are directed lo serve the type of residential tenant 
in the building-not many of these) and (2) when there are 
very large quantities of dwelling units that house the types of 
employees that work in a large quantity of office or other 
on-site businesses. 

There was more concern about synergy among retail ten
ants, and the concern was expressed more by the retail tenants 
rather than developers. Some major retailers have experienced 
their shoppers commonly patronizing specific other retailers, 
so they want to be near those retailers. At the same time, they 
feel their patrons do no! want lo be near other retailers so they 
will either avoid some developments or require a location 
away from the less desirable retailer. Developers try to accom
modate those preferences, sometimes varying rental rates or 
other lease arrangements accordingly. 

Entertainment, primarily large multi-screen movie theaters, 
is sought out in MXDs with major retail components. They 
are located strategically to draw patrons past retail stores. 
This is viewed as adding value for retailers and rent po ten -
tial for the developers. Major synergy is believed to exist in 
such developments. 

Office is considered lo have little synergy with other uses 
other than directly supportive service retail. As with residential, 
office is not viewed as being able to be the almost sole sup
port of internal retail space. Restaurants, if properly selected, 
can benefit from some synergy but all need to be able to draw 
from the entire local area market. Hotels may also be found 
in some MXDs. Again, hotels are included if market demand 
exists in the area and are rarely included based primarily on 
demand generated internal to the development. 

Selecting Uses 

As mentioned previously, each land use included by a devel
oper must normally stand on its own based on area market 
demand. Hence, for estimating internal trip capture, compet
ing opportunities should be considered if developers' prac
tices are felt lo be valid. 

Interviews with developers yielded no set formula for select
ing the component land uses. Developers tend to include the 
uses (and ofren tenants or tenant types) that they have most 
experience with, although several mentioned that the mar
ket has been causing them to mix (more) uses than they had 
included before. The vast majority of MXDs known to the 
research team have a primary use. The primary use has nor
mally been retail, but sometimes has been either office or 
residential. 

Secondary uses are included in a full range of percentages 
of square footage from almost equal to the primary use to a very 

small percentage. Tertiary uses make up small percentages in 
all but the large developments. 

Site layout and Synergy 

Although there are exceptions, the trend in MXDs appears 
to be following two basic forms: 

• town center with ground floor retail facing the street and 
residential and/or office on upper levels. These may include 
one or multiple blocks. Larger developments may have other 
uses such as a theater or hotel; and 

• mixed-use off-street development using a pedestrian
oriented spine or block-type layout (somewhat resembling 
a modified shopping center layout) with buildings facing 
or backing up to parking fields. 

There are also combinations of the above with one or more 
internal streets flanked by small and sometimes large uses plus 
larger buildings (e.g., big box retailers) facing their own park
ing fields. Sometimes some parking is provided below ground 
or on upper levels. 

Different land uses may be integrated or side-by-side. The 
developers, architects, and planners addressed the question 
of which arrangement is best; there is no clear answer as to 
which works best for developers. Many reasons were given as 
advantages or disadvantages for each approach. The reasons 
included ownership, structural requirements and costs, park
ing requirements (tenant or city), tenant or buyer preference, 
developer experience, timing and phasing of development, 
market demand, and developer or tenant risk were all given as 
reasons one way or the other. It appears that both integrated 
and side-by-side approaches will continue to be widely used. 

Parking versus Connectivity or Integration 

MXDs with large retailers (big box or department store) 
often are shaped by the parking preferences of the major retail
ers. Some are willing to be in a fully shared parking situation. 
Others will only locate where their full complement of park
ing is directly adjacent to (and sometimes right in front of) 
their store. Some may even buy their building pad and the land 
that is designated as their parking (traditional major shopping 
center practice by some department store companies). Since 
those retailers are often the key to the development's success, 
tenant parking requirements play a big role in site layouts. 

ln developments having big box retailers, the strong trend 
is to have them face or back up to their parking. This is most 
frequently accomplished in one of two ways: 

• traditional shopping center style; or 
• provide a front door entrance to a town center street bu! 

line the fronl of the building with smaller stores; place park-



ing at the rear with a prominent entrance from that side. 
Teaser parking (parallel or angle) is placed on the street in 
front of the store to make parking look convenient and 
available, but most is behind the store or in an adjacent well 
marked garage. 

Developers are more concerned with having each land use 
component work on its own than with providing internal con
nectivity. Few uses have internal building connections as their 
primary access because they all must serve area demand rather 
than just internal building demand. On the other hand, devel
opers want the building entrances to be convenient to each 
other. Relative to internal !rip capture, driving trips lo most 
uses will consist of finding a parking place then walking lo the 
primary and other destinations-that is, park once and walk 
to other destinations. The exception to that is the large MXD 
containing big box: retail that may be laid oul so driving lo a 
second retailer may be necessary due to the distances between 
major tenants. 

Walking Distance: Planner/Architect 
Recommendations versus Developer Experience 

Several planners and architects spoke of/:! mile and even 
longer acceptable walking distances. However, several devel
opers reported that acceptable walking distances for their 
developments range from 600 to 1,000 ft. There were no hard 
data reported or referenced, but some cited tenant preferences 
or requirements, which are likely influenced either by tenant 
surveys or their own or lenders' risk considerations. 

Consideration of internal trip capture should consider 
walking distance between the major uses and probably should 
consider the developer range of acceptable distances since 
they are possibly influenced by actual (Q_m_m_Qn experience 
rather than high ends of acceptable ranges. Alternatively, the 
second method would be to conduct user surveys in a variety 
of MXDs to establish acceptable walking distances. 

Shared Parking and Internal Trip Capture 

Shared parking is a feature of virtually all current MXDs. 
The ex lent of sharing depends on the uses, tenants, and lay
out. In current practice, the amount of spaces provided is 
driven by tenant preferences first, then perceived risk ( devel
opers or lenders), local requirements, and finally actual esti
mated demand. 

Tenant requirements must be met for the developer to 
secure a lease or purchase. Some tenants are flexible and some 
are not. The location and market influence tenant flexibility. 
For example, tenants are possibly more flexible in Manhattan 
than in a peripheral greenfield site. How badly a tenant wants 
to locate in the particular site may also drive flexibility. 

Hence, in developing a site, the developer needs to assess 
(1) what is necessary for the financial proforma, (2) market 
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demand for particular uses, (3) requirements of specific ten
ants or land use types, and ( 4) city requirements. This applies 
to land uses, tenants, and shared parking. 

During discussions oL\tlXD considerations at a 2006 Urban 
Land Institute conference on placemaking, not one single devel
oper or city official mentioned traffic impacts or access require
ments as an influence on major development decisions. They 
did mention the necessity to provide good access and to meet 
applicable traffic impact requirements, but reducing trip gen
eration was not mentioned as a primary concern or influenc
ing factor. On the other hand, shared parking was frequently 
mentioned as an important ingredient for making a develop
ment viable because of parking costs (land consumption or 
garage spaces) and/or space limitations. 

Some developers were aware of and use UU's Shared Park
ing report, but most reported tenant or local requirements 
override the numbers provided in the report ( 1 ). ·where shared 
parking is used (lo some extent in most MXDs), proper access 
and location to make sharing work seems to be employed. This 
is required to sell the sharing to tenants and purchasers. There
fore, in considering internal trip capture, site layout and walk
ing distances must be considered. The mere mixing of uses on 
a site or in an area will not provide a true characterization of 
the possible sharing of parking or how internal circulation 
occurs between component buildings. 

As ex peeled, there was only limited discussion and experi
ence with TOD. Much was conceptual due to limited actual 
development experience by most participants. However, what 
came through very clearly relative to development trends was 
that all component uses and spaces must stand on their own 
in the market. Proximity to transit may provide an addition 
to demand, but it is not considered sufficient to support devel
opment on its own. As a result, current developer thinking is 
that the TOD should respond to local market demand near 
the site and provide close and convenient access to transit. 
Building entrances facing transit station entrances as well as 
close proximity were suggested as key features. 

Transit serving tenant uses in TODs are primarily office and 
residential, and those can be significant only if the adjacent 
transit serves connecting destinations for those uses. Hence, 
mode split estimates need to consider not only local transit 
proximity, but also the extent of service and the destinations 
served. TCRP Report 128 describes research on TODs for 
similar types of considerations as were being examined by 
NCH RP Project 8-5 l. That project included an assessment of 
trip generating characteristics of residential TODs. Data col
lected in that project were limited to only external cordon 
counts. Thal project found that TODs did result in lower vehi
cle trip generation than what is reflected in the ITE Trip Gen
eration report, so mode split should be considered (2). 
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Developers are the ones who create J\tlXDs. Their financial 
results depend on designing the developments correctly, which 
means they need to have a solid understanding about how 
such developments work. ·while developers seldom have the 
type of data transportation professionals seek, their experi
ences and considerations are valuable to help gain an under
standing about how MXDs work. 

For Developers 

From the developer perspective, the following appear to be 
the prevailing developer combined bottom lines. 

.. All development projects must make money; financial con
siderations drive decisions for J\tlXD. 

.. Developers build what sells in the particular location within 
the particular market. 

.. Market demand drives almost all decisions regarding devel
opment components and S)'11ergy influences only location-----
and that most frequently within only larger retail-dominated 
developments. Primary market demand for specific land uses 
is generated external to the development; any internally 
generated increment can be helpful but it cannot be the pri
mary source for a successful significant project component. 

.. Retail (including restaurants), residential, and office are 
the primary, secondary and tertiary uses in MXDs. Movie 
theaters are used to draw potential retail patrons past store 
fronts. Hotels are sometimes included in response to area 
market demand . 

.. Developers cater to tenant risk limitations . 

.. Developers pursue projects they are comfortable with and 
are within their risk limitations. 

.. Developers follow popular trends that sell successfully. 

.. Tenant/purchaser requirements and preferences drive 
project and parking layouts once the design concept is 
established. 

.. Developers will adjust their projects to meet agency require
ments if the remainder of the project is strong; otherwise 
they will go somewhere else if their fornmla for financial 
success cannot be met. 

.. Through their own surveys and tenant/purchaser accep
tance, developers consider walking distances between desti
nations are acceptable up to a maximum of 600 to 1,000 ft. 

.. Internal trip capture is no! a significant normal developer 
concern, but shared parking is; consideration of traffic 
impacts is a requirement but does not drive the project. 

For Transportation Planners 

The previous developer considerations and principles shape 
MXDs. They are also important for transportation planners to 
be able to understand how MXDs are normally to be designed 
and how users think they will use such developments. Based on 
the previous findings, the following are additional considera
tions related to internal trip capture. 

.. For internal trip capture, competing opportunities should 
be considered if developers' practices are felt to be valid. 

.. Relative to internal trip capture, driving trips to most uses 
will consist of finding a parking place then walking to the 
primary and other destinations-that is, park once and walk 
lo other locations. The exception to that are the MXDs con
taining big box: retail that may be designed so that driving to 
a second retailer may be necessary clue to the distance from 
one entrance to the next. 

.. Therefore, in considering internal trip capture, site layout 
and walking distances must be considered. The mere 
mixing of uses on a site or in an area will not provide a 
true characterization of the possible sharing of parking 
or how internal circulation occurs between component 
buildings. 

• Transit serving tenant uses apparently make up insignif
icant percentages ofTODs other than office and residen
tial, and those are significant only if the adjacent transit 
serves connecting destinations for those uses. Hence, mode 
split es Ii mates need to consider no! only local transit prox:
irnity, but also the ex:tenl of service and the destinations 
served. 

Trip capture estimation should be able to cover all of the 
land use combinations expected lo develop with some fre
quency. However, it is clear from the information in this chap
ter that the primary uses in today's and foreseeable MXDs are 
retail, restaurant, residential and office. Available resources 
should be concentrated on those uses, but any procedures 
developed should be adaptable to all common land uses. 

1. Shared Parking, 2nd edition, Urban Land Institute, Washington, 
D.C., 2005 . 

2. Arrington, G.B., and Cervero, Robert. TCRP Repori 128: Effects of 

TOD on Housing, Parking, and Travel, Transportation Research 
Board of the National Academies, Vv ashington, D.C., 2008. 
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APPE~,JDIX B 

Land Use Classification System 

Any procedure for estimating internal trip capture within 
MXDs must have to consider synergy between interacting 
Janel uses. That will require those land uses to be categorized 
ancl classified. 

Desiwab~e (~assifkzmtmwn 
:System Charat::'tew®st®cs 

Requirements 

It would appear that there are at least three absolute require
ments for the land use classification system that will be used in 
the internal trip capture estimation process. 

1. The classification system must be compatible with the ITE 
trip generation land use classification system since the 
internal !rip capture procedure will be used with ITE trip 
generation rates. 

2. The classification system must distinguish among comple
mentary, interacting land uses. 

3. The classifications must be able to be determined and 
existing or proposed development units quantified: 
--- for proposed developments, as early as the zoning step 

of the development process, and 
- for existing developments, be dearly distinguishable in 

the field by data collection personnel. 

Objectives 

There are addi lional attributes that the classification system 
should have for successful and effective use in practice. The 
land use classification system should be: 

" comprehensible --- comprehensible to both technical ana
lysts as well as agency reviewers and decision makers; 

" sensitive ----sensitive so internal trip capture estimates for 
different combinations of interacting land uses represent 
the true level of interaction between those uses; 

" measurable --- readily measurable with normally available 
information at the times when such information is needed; 

" stable - stable so short term development fads can be eas
ily accommodated; and 

" universally applicable---- applicable over all possible types 
ofMXD. 

From information presented in Appendix A, the land use 
types that have been ancl appear for the future to be most fre
quently included in MXDs are: 

" retail, 
" restaurant, 
" office, and 
" residential. 

Less frequent and smaller amounts of the following uses are 
and will be expected to be included in mixed use developments: 

" hotel and 
" entertainment. 

Some additional land uses may be included in town cen
ters ancl other special developments based on local market 
demands. 

The review of existing dornmentation, examination of 
knom1 J\tlXDs, plus discussions with developers, architects, 
planners, and ci ly planning and transportation officials identi
fied subdivisions of the previous land use types that (1) fre
quently are included in MXDs and (2) are felt by developers 
ancl others to have different users or interaction characteristics. 
Table B-1 shows subcategories based on these considerations. 

Retail 

Convenience retail serves a very localized market plus some 
passersby. Dry goods draw from farther away ancl may be the 
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Table B-1. Common MXD land use categories and subcategories. 

Land Use 

Retail ! Restaurant , Office Residential ! Hotel !Entertainment! 
-----------------------------------+----------------------------------------------+--------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------1------------------------------------------------------t-----------------------------------~ 

Convenience !Fast food !Medical Single--familv detached !No meeting facilities !Cinema 
Full service isit down - no bar !General Townhouse 

0 

i • Low price iother' 
Discount i • Family !Live-work Condo i o Mid price i 
Other specially i • Quality i Rental apartment !With meeting facilities ! 
Other jSit down - with bar ! i • Low price i 

! • Family ! i • Mid price i 
! • Qualitv ! i • Hinh price i ____________________________________ _:_ ________________________ ~ _____________________ _:_ _________________________________________________________________________________ !_ _______________ ~ ___________________________________ !_ _________________________________ _ 

3During initial stages1 categorize ''other entertainn1ent'" as retail - other 

primary trip destinations for shoppers at that location. 
However, developers and retailers believe that there are at 
least three market segments of shoppers (shown in Table B-1 
as discount, mid-range, and high encl) who shop at different 
types of stores and therefore should be considered sepa
rately. Convenience and clry goods retail cover most of the 
retail categories. All others can be covered with the other 
category since there ( 1) can be significant variability and 
(2) they normally appear in small percentages in a MXD, 
if at all. 

Restaurant 

Fast-food and sit-down restaurants clearly have different 
trip generation characteristics. They may or may no I interact 
differently in a MXD, depending on whether !hey have drive
through service. 

Office 

Developers stated that much of the second or third floor 
office space in smaller MXDs is occupied by very small busi
nesses. Some is live-work space, but most other businesses are 
just smaller and oriented to serving local business or other 
markets. For larger quantities of office space, especially for 
major office buildings on mixed-use sites, the general and 
medical office categories should suffice, although little med
ical office space has been found in the pilot ancl other studies. 
General and medical office uses have different trip generation 
characteristics. Whether internal trip capture differs signifi
cantly will need to be determined. 

Residential 

The four categories shown in Table B-1 are the most basic 
categories. Trip generation rates differ for some of these. Tt is 
not known if interaction with other uses will vary among 
these or other residential categories. lt is possible that there 
would be more differences in internal trip capture if income 
or rent levels were to be known, but this is not always known 

at the zoning stage. At present, there is no distinction in trip 
generation characteristics for rent or sale price levels in the 
ITE database. Income or vehicle ownership would not possi
bly be known at the time of zoning. However, the four sug
gested subcategories would normally be known at the zoning 
stage. 

Hotel 

Hotels with and without meeting facilities should be easily 
distinguished, even at the zoning stage. It is felt that different 
room rate levels will draw different travelers who might shop 
or eat at different retail and restaurant facilities. At present, 
TTE trip generation data does not distinguish between room 
rate levels. 

Entertainment 

There are few common entertainment facilities in modern 
MXDs other than cinemas. Those that may appear occupy 
very small percentages of total development square footage. 
Hence, two subcategories should be sufficient. 

Other 

Some other uses are expected to be included in a few MXDs 
or as development trends change over time. When new uses 
begin to appear frequently, additional categories should be 
created. 

future further Disaggregation 

However, it could also be advantageous lo collect detailed 
information so the land use classifications used for internal 
trip capture can be used for further disaggregated levels. One 
method lo accomplish this would be to record the ITE land 
use classifications, which are needed anyv1ay for the basic trip 
generation information. The normal ITE process is to pro
vide a detailed description of the development so this should 
also aid future disaggregation if neeclecl. 
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Context 

There are standard transportation planning classifications to 
describe area types. MPOs use at least urban and rural classifi
cations and may include downtow11, midtown, fringe, and/or 
other classifications. Since the type of surrounding areas may 
influence internal trip capture by affecting competing oppor
tunities and their attractiveness, it is recommended that area 
types be included in the classification system. 

The following area types or cont ex Is are recommended since 
they possibly involve different levels of interaction among 
uses within J\tlXDs: 

" rural, 
• suburban, 
• urban, 
" midtown/suburban activity center (define as midtown or 

suburban business district or activity center [minimum 
office-retail-restaurant uses with at least 1 sq ft per area 
population with 100,000 sq ft minimum]), 

• urban core (dow11town or other regional CBD), and 
• special district (industrial, educational, civic center, enter

tainment). 

Development Type 

It may be further helpful to classify the development by the 
type of site, as follows: 

• single block (Mockingbird Station is an example), 
• multiple block single development (Atlantic Station and 

Legacy Town Center are such examples), and 
• district. 

It may also be appropriate to include low-, mid- and high
rise sub-classifications within each category, although appli
cation may be difficult since some MXDs are composed of 
buildings of multiple heigh ls, including low-, mid-, and high
rise buildings. 

Internal Connectivity 

The fourth component ofland use classification that is likely 
to affect internal trip capture is internal connectivity. The qual
ity and convenience of the internal connectivity will affect the 
altracli veness of internal destinations within a MXD relative lo 
similar competing destinations outside the development. 

Table B-2 lists eight different characteristics of internal 
connectivity. Data found from other sources and collected in 
this project were insufficient to relate internal trip capture to 
these characteristics. However, the characteristics do provide 
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different quality, comfort, and convenience of connections 
among different uses within MXDs that may affect internal 
capture and be worth examining in future research. 

In practice with real examples ofMXD, nearly all examples 
included in the pilot studies and the other sites from which 
data were drawn fit into categories 5 through 7 in Table B-2. 
These were functionally very similar and probably do not war
rant separate categories. 

When employed in an estimation procedure, it may be 
appropriate lo consolidate the classifications into a smaller 
number. After a database is established that includes all cat
egories, the stratifications should become clear. 

Internal Proximity 

While not a land use characteristic per se, proximity between 
interacting uses will also influence internal trip capture. In 
land use terms, proximity may be more familiar as compactness 
(distance between buildings) or density (amount of building 
space per area ofland). However, neither compactness nor den
sity provides a true measure of convenience of internal travel. 
Proximity may be more accurately quantified by walking dis
tance between interacting uses or maximum walking distance 
between building entrances internal to the development. 

Proximity was examined as a variable in the pilot studies and 
estimation procedure. Proximity had an effect for a few land 
use pairs. The effect was uncertain for most pairs. Proximity 
should also be examined further as the database is expanded. 

Characteristics of a MXD are proposed to be classified in 
an ultimate system consisting of five variables: 

• land use, 
• context, 
• development lype, 
" internal connectivity, and 
• internal proximity. 

ln the near term, however, available data will limit classifi
cations to: 

• land use, 
• development type, and 
• internal proximity. 

Table B-3 contains the full system as proposed for initial 
implementation. 

Individual sub-classifications have been proposed for each. 
The research team considers the classifications as a maximum 
breakout, having more divisions than a database can support. 
However, until a database is established with enough samples 
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Table B-2. Internal connectivity classifications. 

Classification Description Comments 

1. Fully integrated Indoor AU uses combined under one roof •.vith internal This may include multiple adjacent 
uses ________________________ l:'.()_l1_fl~(;~i!_ll1_~: _______________________________________________________________________________ -~1:1i_l~i_flji~ __ '"'.'_i~l1 __ i1:1~(;1:11_'1l_<::_()1:1!1_\?_(;t_i~111cs_:_ 

Outdoor All pedestrian circulation is intemal to the This classification has no internal 
development and provides direct connections streets or parking that must be 
between different uses. ln addition, uses are crossed at grade lo reach other 
well mixed and development is more or less destinations within the 
continuous and not separated by parking development. 
facilities_ 

2.Fully air Multiple building or multiple block development that is 
conditioned connected by fully enclosed, air conditioned bridges or 

_____ _g_1:'1~'=--~".J:l'1:1:[lt_(;~---- _t~ll1_!1_(;l~:------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3. Jotemal outdoor Multiple building development that is fully connected Wal_king between buildings does 

walk•.vays with on--site. internal walkways. Any pedestrian links not depend on walking along or 

4. Open bridges 

5. Outside at-grade 
with priority 
stre-et crossings 

across parking facilities are provided with specific across parking aisles. Some internal 
pedestrian walkways. circulation may require crossing 

parking facilities. 
Open air bridges connect different buildings in the 
development. 
Pedestrians walk on street sidewalks. Mid-block 
pedestrian crossings and/or pedestrian crossings have 
priority at intersections. 

P1i01ity includes pedestrian 
activation after short wait (i.e., 
signals not timed for traffic 
progression). 

6. Outside at-grade Pedestrians use normal street sidewalk system and cross at Standard connectivity for multiple 
block, street fronting development. standard street intersections •.vith or without traffic signal control. 

sidewalk system 
7.lnfom1al 

8.None 

P('.destrian circulation requires wal_king through parking 
aisles or along streets without side•.valks. 
No viable pedestrian connections or they are too long to 
be convenient; driving is only reasonable way to reach 
some of the interacting uses. 

Examples: (1) development flanks 
depressed highway and walking 
distance, even by bridge, is too 
long to be convenient; (2) 

development spread out beyond 
reasonable •.valking distance. such 
as a group of four adjacent outlet 
centers with restaurants extending 
over 3,000 ft by walking path. 

No intemal trip capture estimated 
in such conditions. 



Table B-3. Proposed ultimate land use dassification system. 

Context 

•Rural 

• Suburban 

• Urban 

• Midtownisuburban 

activity center
3 

• Urban core
4 

• Special district
5 

Land Use
1 

•Retail 
• Convenience 
• Full service 
• Discount 
• Other specialty 
• Other 

• Restaurant 
• Fast food 
• Sit down - no bar 

• Family 
•Quality 

• Sit down - with bar 
• Family 
• Quality 

!• Office 
• Boutique 
•Medical 
• General 

• Residential 
• Single-family detached 
• Townhouse 
• Condo 
• Rental apartment 

• Hotel 
• No meeting facilities 

• Low price 
• Mid price 

• With meeting facilities 
• Low price 
• Midprice 
• High price 

• Entertai nrnent 
• Cinema 

• Other
6 

Development 

' Type-

• Single block 

• Multiple block 
single 
development 
interconnected 

• District 

Connectivity 

•Fully integrated 
uses 

•Fully air 
conditioned grade 
separated 

• lntemal outdoor 
walkways 

•Open bridges 

•Outside at-grade 
with priority street 
crossings 

•Outside at--grade 
standard sidewal_k 
system 

•Informal 

•None 

Internal 
Proximity 

• Internal 
walking 
distance 
between 
interacting 
buildings 

1 lt is also recommended that !TE Jaod use classifications be recorded for each development for which data are collected since 
that classification is needed for trip generation ana1ysis and it will allow for future disaggregation of these land use 
classifications if needed. For a full list of JTE trip generation land use classifications see Trip Cicncratiun, gth edition, 
lostitute of Transportation Engineers. Washington. D.C. 2009. 

2 !\1ay also include lo•N-, mid-, high-rise sub-classifications within each category. 

3 Define as inidto\vn or suburban business district or activity center (1ninin1mn office-retail-restaurant uses with at least 1 sq ft 
per area population with 100,000 sq ft minimum). 

4 DownlO\im or other regional CBDo 
5 lndustrial. educational 1 civic center, entertaimnenL 

6 During initial stages, categorize "other t~1.te1:tainrnent'' as re!ail -o!her. 

7 No internal trip capture estimated in sucb conditions. 

to analyze relationships with internal trip capture, specific 
aggregation would be speculative. 

The ultimate classifications proposed in this chapter should 
be considered as tentative and subject to consolidation. Con
solidation employed for the research reported in this docu -
mentwas: 

restaurant, 
residential, 
hotel, 
cinema; 

• Development type: 
single block 

!Vi 

• Land use: 
retail, 
office, 

multiple block, single development interconnected; 
and 

• Internal proximity: 
- internal walking distance. 
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APPE~,JDIX C 

Procedures for Internal Capture Surveys 

This chapter describes a recommended procedural frame
work for conducting internal capture data collection at J\tlXD 
sites. The framework collects the independent variable and 
internal trip making information required by the estimation 
methodology presented in Chapter 3. The audience of this 
chapter is the potential collector of internal capture data 
(whether typical traffic consultants, researchers, or public 
agency staff). 

The recommended framework consists of six steps, start
ing wi lh the defini lion of the specific purpose of the data col
lection effort and concluding with the proper processing of 
the on-site interview survey data. These steps are described in 
detail later in this chapter. 

For the internal capture estimation method presented 
earlier in Chapter 3 to be effective, it must be based on con
sistent and correctly applicable data. Therefore, it is essential 
that there be consistency in the definitions used and the means 
by which internal capture data are collected. The data collec
tion framework is structured to be straightforward, easily 
replicated, and adaptable to any potential mixed-use land use 
and development type. 

The field data collection can be conducted with an experi
enced survey supervisor and low-cost or temporary personnel 
who are given specific training prior to initiation of the sur
vey. The data collection procedure described in Steps 4 and 5 
may at first appear to be onerous. However, all data listed will 
be needed for a typical internal capture trip generation analy
sis. Special or limited studies may require more, less, or differ
ent data. Prior to collection of any data the desired oulpuls 
should be examined and the necessary field data determined. 
Even for such special studies, the recommended framework 
presented in this chapter will provide a good foundation from 
which to work. Ff owever, if the resulting data are to be consis
tent with other data collected in accordance with NCHRP 
Project 8-51, the procedures described in this chapter should 
be followed. Any deviations to add more data should not 
change the basic data described herein. 

The list of data to be collected for a typical analysis has been 
streamlined so that no extraneous data are collected. There are 
numerous types of information that could be interesting 
descriptors but that do not provide direct relevance to esti
mating internal capture. These extraneous data have been 
excluded from the data collection plan because requiring them 
would expand the volume of data to collect (and the cost), 
could intimidate or discourage a potential data collector, and 
could thereby hinder the collection of the important and rel
evant data. However, the entity conducting the survey may 
have other reasons to collect additional data. 

Need fww Qua~Hy Assuramee 
an~ (@rdw@~ 

An important component of the data collection effort is 
adherence to a quality assurance/quality control (QA/QC) 
program. The exact nature of the program should be at the 
discretion of the agency that is funding or conducting the data 
collection. However, at a minimum, a QA/QC plan should be 
developed at the outset and checks should be undertaken dur
ing each of the six framework steps. 

An important consideration in the QA/QC process should 
be definition of the level of precision desired. This should be 
one of the first things determined for each survey. Tt is critical 
that the internal capture data be compatible among mixed-use 
developments. One quality assurance action is lo carefully 
digest the definitions and descriptions of both the develop
ments and the data to be collected and applied. 

Me~h@d©~©'IY IFwamewwwk 

Step 1: Define Purpose of Data Collection 

Step 1 provides the structure and scope for the survey. ft is 
used to identify what is to be collected, how the data are to be 
used, and where to collect it. 
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Use of Data 

The first step is lo clearly specify the purpose of the inter
nal capture data collection effort. There are two basic choices: 
(I) to study specific land use pairs in J\tlXDs or (2) to determine 
internal capture rates for a development that is similar to a pro
posed MXD under consideration. In either case, the purpose 
may be to enhance the existing internal trip capture database 
or to establish internal capture rates for a similar MXD. 

Under both choices, the data to be collected, the survey 
instrument, and the interview procedures remain the same. 
The only difference occurs in Step 2, when a data collection 
site is selected. Also important is how those data will be used. 
ls it to assess traffic impacts of a proposed development on 
roads in an area that already experiences congestion during 
certain periods, or will the data be used in a special generator 
estimate of trip generation for a regional forecast of daily 
travel? The specific use will influence selection of the study 
site as well as the season, day of week, and time-of-day when 
surveys should be conducted. 

Site Selection 

At first glance, ii may seem that any MXD could be selected 
for data collection. However, mixed-use sites are rarely iden
tical and often are very different from each other. Their differ
ences may, in some cases, cause only small changes in internal 
capture. However, some seemingly minor differences (for 
example, in the proximity of uses or in an area with a differ
ent nearby land use mix) can cause substantial changes in 
in lernal capture. Therefore, it is important to select a develop
ment that is similar to the one to be analyzed or represented 
in the resulting database. 

l tis also important to collect the complete set of data to help 
identify differences that could explain the need to interpret the 
comparable sites for slightly different characteristics. In other 
words, although lwo sites may appear the same, when individ
ual parameters are examined (e.g., actual walking distance 
between buildings), slight, yet important, differences may be 
revealed. 

Site selection should consider: 

• types or styles of development that the data will be used lo 
analyze; 

• development land uses and mix; 
• size range of development; 
• development maturity (is it fully occupied and sufficiently 

vibrant?) 
• external conditions; 
• representativeness of the development in relation to sites 

the data will support analysis of; 

" external conditions, including competing opportunities, 
modes of access, economic strength of the area; and 

• willingness of the development(s) owners and/or managers 
to permit the surveys in a manner needed for the surveys. 

Timeframe 

An important element to establish when defining the data 
collection purpose is the timeframe for which internal capture 

data are desired or required. I nlernal capture rates at a mixed
use site may vary by the time-of-day, day of the week, season 
of the year. Therefore, select the following: 

• time-of-day such as the morning peak hour for the site, 

morning peak hour for the adjacent street, evening peak 
hour for the site, and evening peak hour for the adjacent 
street, and other peak hour of generator if it may be subject 
to traffic impact analysis; 

• day of the week (weekday, Saturday, or Sunday); and 

• season or month of the year (e.g., typical month, holiday 
shopping season, summer, school-in-session). 

In terms of data that would be useful for the enhancement 
of the overall internal capture database, refer to Step 2 for 

suggested timeframes for particular land use pairs. 

Step 2: Select an Appropriate Site 

l f the purpose of the data collection effort is to enhance the 
existing internal capture database, selection of an appropri
ate mixed-use site should be based on the following criteria. 

" The site should be of a density and magnitude for which 
the potential for intra-site walk trips is significant. 

• lndividual land uses should be totally accessible internally 
either by pedestrian pathways or by streets completely 
within the development being surveyed (i.e., no vehicular 
travel required to make trips between internal points on 

streets on or beyond the periphery of the development). 
• The mix ofland uses should be representative of current or 

anticipated trends in mixed-use development. 
• The land uses at the site should interact with each other. 

If one component of the mixed-use site does not have 

definitive synergy with any other on-site use (i.e., the num
ber of on-site trips to or from that land use are miniscule 
or unlikely), the overall mixed-use site should be rejected 
because it really does not acl like a true mixed-use site. 
Table C-l shows the land use pairs the researchers con

cluded are best suited to both produce significant inter
nal trip capture based on data reviewed to date and exist 
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Table C-1. Priority land use pairs for data collection. 

Land Use 
Land Use 

C 
Retai.l · i Retail· Other i Restaurant Office Residential Hotel iEntertainmenti 

---------------------------------------------------- ------~-~~-~-~~-~-~~~-~--l----------------------------------1----------------------------------- ------------------------------ -------------------------------- ___________________________ l_ ___________________________________ j 
Retail (Convenience) I ;/ I ;/ ;/ ;/ .Y ;/ 

Retail (other! 

Restaurant 

Office 

Residential 

Hotel 

Entertainment 

in significant quantity in current and anticipated MXDs. 
Trip capture data collection should be prioritized for 
these uses. 

• The mix ofland uses should be transferable. If a particular 
mixed-use site has a truly unique land use or tenant or set
ting, the internal capture data may not be applicable to 
other sites. 

• The site should be fully occupied (or nearly so), mature (at 
least three years old), and considered successful locally. 

• The area in which the development is located should also 
be mature and mostly built-out with a pattern of develop
ment normal for that type of area. 

• Buildings are conveniently accessible to each other, both by 
distance and by accessibility. 

• Parking is shared between land uses; the percentage of 
reserved spaces should be minor. 

" The data collection program should be able to isolate the 
trips to, from, and within the development. 

There should be locations where representative samples 
of trip making to and from each individual land use can 
be surveyed. 

---- To that end, it is essential that through traffic not com
plicate data collection at the site. ldeally, there should be 
no through traffic. 

---- Where tube traffic counters are to be used, the design of 
external access points should be such that mechanical 
counting techniques will produce accurate vehicle counts 
(e.g., short driveway throats make it difficult to place 
tube counters to work properly), or if not, manual or 
video counts should be employed. 

If the purpose of the data collection effort is to determine 
internal capture at a site similar to a proposed MXD, the ana -
lyst should take a slightly different approach. First, the ana
lyst must define the proposed MXD in terms of the indepen
dent variables collected in Step 3. In other words, compile the 

----------------------------r----------------------------------1 

.:~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::] 

descriptive data for the proposed MXD as if it was the data 
collection site. 

Armed with that information, selection of a similar site may 
be possible. Identify a mixed-use site (l) with the same land 
uses, (2) a similar balance ofland uses, (3) with similar sitelay
out characteristics, ( 4) that is at least three years old, and ( 5 ), if 
possible, that is located near enough so that competing oppor
tunities are similar. In addition, follow the previous criteria. 

When data are to be collected for a similar development, it is 
always valuable to verify acceptance of transferability with the 
agency that will review and decide whether to accept the results. 
Advance concurrence with site selection and procedures usu
ally alleviates the possibility of having to collect data elsewhere. 

Step 3: Obtain Permission to Coiled Data 
at Study Site 

After an appropriate MXD site is selected for the data collec
tion, it will be necessary to obtain the permission from the site 
mvner or property manager. It is not possible or appropriate to 
collect the necessary data (especially the on-site interviews of 
site visitors, patrons, and workers) without their permission 
and cooperation. ln most cases, the owner or manager will 
communicate with internal businesses, landlords, etc. In some 
cases, the survey supervisor may need to make direct contact to 
gain full permission. 

A primary objective of property management is to keep 
property ownership and property tenants content by, if pos
sible, maintaining the status quo. One means of achieving this 
objective is to prevent the occurrence of any problems for the 
customers, visitors, workers, etc. of their property tenants. To 
that end, the analyst should contact property management by 
phone and mail/email, and then meet as necessary to discuss 
the purpose and procedures of the data collection effort. 

During each contact, the analyst should convey an under
standing of the need (1) to not impede patrons and (2) to not 
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divulge proprietary or sensitive information. An incentive for 
property management to cooperate is to offer to include a 
site-specific question during the interview process (and to 
offer the opportunity to receive the survey results or a copy of 
the study report). If a good working relationship can be 
developed, property management can often help tailor the 
intercept sampling procedure for the site and lo interpret 
the survey resul Is. 

Step 4: Compile Descriptive Data on 
Characteristics of Site 

After a subject site is selected, all information listed in 
Table C-2 needs to be collected and compiled. Most of these 

data will quantify the independent variables that have been 
demonstrated to affect internal capture at the mix:ed-use site. 

Step 5: Coiled Internal Trip Capture Data 

The on-site internal trip capture data collection effort must 
be comprised of at leas! two components. 

l. Counts of people entering and exiting each establishment 
where interviews are being conducted. These counts are 
used as controls for expanding interview samples (since 
complete interviews will not be obtained from every person 
entering and exiling) lo represent all people entering and 

exiting the establishment. 
2. In-person intercept interviews of people as they enter/exit a 

building (or significant use within a building) to determine 
the origin/destination, mode and purpose of trips internal 
to the mix:ed-use site. Other data collection options such 

as mail-back questionnaires, employee surveys, and visi
tor surveys do not obtain all the information required to 
understand ancl accurately quantify internal capture at the 

study site. 

lt is highly recommended that cordon counts of all persons 
by mode entering and exiting the survey site be made during 
the survey. This will provide information on mode of ingress/ 
egress as well as the number of external trips being gener
ated. This also provides the basis for an approximate check 

of expanded interview data. 
Step 5 is subdivided into eight specific steps/decisions that 

need to be completed to conduct a successful field survey. 

Step 5A: Specify Purpose of Internal Capture 
Data Col !ection 

Step 1 in the overall cl a ta collection framework requires the 
analyst to define the specific purpose of the data collection 

effort. lt should be repeated here and with specific reference 
to the following questions and issues. 

" Within the specific MXD, is internal capture to be mea
sured between selected pairs of buildings or throughout 
the entire site? 

" Specify the timeframe of interest for determining internal 
capture. Plan to collect internal capture data for one or 
more of the following periods: 
- street peak hour - collect for at least one-half hour 

before to one-half hour after the known peak hour (i.e., 
for at least two hours total) to make sure the peak hour 
during the survey is actually covered. Check current lTE 
definition for the complete street peak hour definition 
to ensure the correct peak hour is selected (the weekday 
street peak hour is currently the highest 60 minutes of 
site plus adjacent street traffic within 7 A.l'vl.----9 A.M. and 
4 P.M.---6 P.M.) (J); 

- peak hour of generator - determine the highest morn
ing or afternoon hour of trip generation from trip gen
eration counts at the survey site. Survey from Y, hour 
before the beginning of the peak until Y, hour after the 
end of that peak hour; 

---- midday --- collect from l hour after the A.M. street peak 
hour to l hour before the P.M. street peak hour unless a 
shorter period has been established with the review 
agency for the resulting analysis; and 

--- daily --- Collect survey data during the active part of the 
24-hour period (e.g., when businesses are open; between 
about 6 A.M. ancl 10 P.M. for typical residential). 

" Specify the preferred clay of the week (weekday, Saturday, 
or Sunday), based on the period analyses are to cover. If a 
weekday, select a typical day of the week for the land uses 
to be surveyed. 

• Specify the preferred season of the year (holiday shopping, 
summer, school-in-session), based on the period analyses 
are to cover. 

Step 58: Identify Buildings or Uses at Which 
to Co!!ect Internal Capture Data 

Identify the specific buildings at which to collect internal 
capture data. This will include all buildings and occupants 
or a representative sample of each. Specifics will depend on 
resources available, the site size, the number of land uses to 
be surveyed, ancl agreements with the agency that will nee cl to 
accept the survey results. Generally, for a single time period, 
it is desirable to have at least 50 usable interviews per land use 
(30 minimum). Generally sample sizes of less than 30 are 
avoided to ensure the sample results benefit from the central 
limit theorem that says the sampling distribution of the means 
will approach that of a normal distribution even if the popu
lation being sampled is not normally distributed (4). 



Table C-2. Descriptive data for MXD sites. 

Data 

Overall 
Characteristics 
of Site 

Specific Information Desired 

Name 
Development Type 

Comments 

Record the common name for the overall mixed-use development site 
Specify whether the site is contained within a single-block. multiple 
blocks or a district 

Site Maturity Record the year the site opened. Tf opened in stages, also specify the 

.............................................................................. ".1'1.t<? .. ~'1:_~l1~_lii!t:.s! __ s_i)i!l_ifi(;'1_11!_l_l1:1i}':':i.fJR_!_ll.l.(;.flil1_!L .......................................................... . 
Primary Teuant(s) Determine the primary tenant (i.e .. the tenant that serves as the primary 

driving force behind the overall site being developed as a mixed-use 
site!; some sites may have more than one major (anchor) tenant. 

Other Land Uses within Site List the other land uses within the site. Use standard nomenclature. lTE 
trip generation land use classifications are preferred. 

Building/Area Names and Tfthe overall site is subdivided into sectors with different names or 

•·············································+·A·····d ___ d ___ r __ e ____ s __ s __ e __ s ___ ·_ ····················································+·-~-!l_il_~ill.!Lii<:l<:iJ:(;~_S_(;~2 .. i.~<?_J1!i!J.!~.t:.fl1.: ....................................................................................... . 
PhyskA~l 

Characteristics 
of Site 

Site Plan 

Site Area, Size, and Density 

Locations and Types of Access 

Internal Circulation Facilities 

Location and Quantity of 
Parking 

Obtain a site diagram. sketch, plan. or aerial photo of the site, 
preferably to scale. The diagram should show: 
a overall site layout with building footprints, 
a building entrances aud pedestrian pathways. 
• access points from street system, and 
• parking supply. 
Record total site acreage. 
Record number of development units for each building or area (gross 
square footage, number of dwelling units); at a minimum, collect 
dwelling units listed for each HE trip generation land use category. 
Identify the developed portions by phase for developments to be 
expanded (if applicable). 
Document the overall site access plan for motorists (including delivery 
and service vehicles I. pedestrians (including transit patrons). and 
bicyclists, including: 
• location of each access point, 
a type of traffic control at or serving each access point (i.e., 

signalized or unsignalized), aud 
• transit stops and station entrances along with existing or planned 

transit service. 
Locate the internal roadways and driveways used by motorists. 
Locate the pathways for pedestrians (and describe whether pathways 
are enclosed. covered, or open-air). 
Locate the pathways or lanes designated for bicyclists, if any. 
Document the location of single-use or shared parking facilities. 
a Record the quantity of spaces in each facility. 
• Docnment the type of parking facility (e.g .. surface. garage). 
• Assess how much of the development truly shares parking. 

l·············································+···············································································+··~·-·····-~-(;(;'~~<:l.!~.(; .. ~'1.ilzll_l~1 l1.1:lz.<:_()_S_t_!!_l~.E'1.1:~illB.: ............................................................. . 
Characteristics 
of individual 
Buildings 
within Mixed-
Use Site 
(This 
information is 
needed.for each 
indi1·idual 
building or 
area.) 

Building Size 

Primary Land Use 

Space Allocated to Individual 
Land Uses 

Quantify the building size in development units such as office building 
square footage (GSF), amount of leased retail space (GLA), number of 
restaurant or theater seats, or number of residential units. Also obtain 
the number of stories. 
Tdentify the primary land use within the bnilding as being either retail, 
restaurant, office, residential, hotel. entertainment, or other. lf more 
than 5 percent of the building square footage is occupied by a 
secondary use, treat it as a separate land use so internal capture cau be 
quantified. For both the primary aud secondary laud uses in a building 
site, classify them in accordance with TTE Trip Generation Land Use 
codes (1), List the ground floor uses separately since counts may be 
needed for each. 
Quantify the space allocated to primary and secondary land nses (any 
exceeding 5 percent of the building). Since it may be desired to 
estimate trip generation for specific land uses. it is suggested that the 
land uses be disaggregated by the following land use categories (which 
are more detailed than the seven general land use categories listed 
above): 
• For ;:"I~jJ, subdivide iuto: 

• Convenience (e.g., grocery, drug store, bank, dry cleaner) 
• Full service 

···········································"············································································ ............. ~ ........ l?_i_S_(;!_l[l_l1!_9!l1c(;~~SE_(;'-:_i:i_lt_)7_.Q_t~.i:_f ......................................................................... . 
(continued on next page) 
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Table C-2. {Continued). 

Data 

Characteristics 
ofindividual 
Buildings 
within Mixed
lf se Site 
1.This 
informarion is 
needed for each 
individual 
building or 
area.) 

Specific Information Desired 

Space Allocated to Individual 
Land Uses 

Building Occupancy 

Building ''Primary Access 
Point" or "Center of Gravity" if 
multiple access points are 
available 

Comments 

a For restaurant, subdivide into: 
a Fast--food 
• Sil-down with no bar 

• Family 
a Quality 

a Sit--down with bar 
a Family 
• Quality 

• For office. subdivide into: 
a Boutique 
a General 
a 1v1edical (nearly all space is doctor offices and medical related 

uses that serve patients) 
a For 1:.,,~[~!"_Q!l_~!. subdivide into: 

a Single-family detached 
• Townhouse 
a Condominium 
a Rental apartments 

a For hole!, subdivide into: 
• Highprice 
• Mid-price with meeting facilities 
a Mid-price with no meeting facilities 
a Low--price 

a For entertainment. subdivide into: 
• Cinema 
a Other 

• For other. specify the use 
Quantify the building occupancy (e.g., occupied office. retail, and 
apaiiments. not jusl leased). ln a mulli-tenanl building. contact the 
property manager, leasing agent, or owner to obtain occupied space 
data. 
Determine lhe main access point. If multiple access points exist, 
designate the ''center of gravity" (or ·'access point"! for the building. 
One characteristic of a mixed-use site that has a significant effect on 
internal capture is the proximity of its complimentary uses. To measure 
this proximity. lhe trip end points must be defined al a ce1iain level of 
precision. For some buildings (for example, a multi-story office 
building), the center of gravity seems obvious (in this example, the 
building lobby). However, for multi--tenant retail buildings, the 
definition of center of gravity is much less clear. For the purposes of 
internal capture data collection and data analysis, the following 
convention for determining a building center of gravity is used: 
a for an enclosed retail mall with more than one anchor store, use 

inside entrances for anchor stores. lt is important to use the 
location of lhe mall-side, not outside, entrance; 

a for an open--air community or neighborhood shopping center or for 
an enclosed mall with a single anchor store, use the location of lhe 
main entrance for primary tenant. The primai·y tenant could be a 
grocery store 1 any other big box or a discount store: 

a for an office building, nse the office lobby; 
• for a hotel, use ils lobby or regislralion desk; 
• for a restaurant 1 use its rnain custorner entrance: 
a for a residential site, use ils approximate center of gravity of the 

ground floor dwelling unit entrances; and 
• for an entertainment facility, use its main lobby. 

Another possibility is lo disaggregate all data to individual building 
entrances. In lhal case. no center of gravity needs to be determined. In 
any case judgment will often need to be used. 

Three examples of centers of gravity include: 
• midway between two entrances on the same building face if both 

have similar levels of inbound and outbound volumes: 
a center of block face with numerous entrances: and 
• center of block for a land use covering an entire block with 

entrances on each side. each with similar volumes. 



Table C-2. (Continued). 

Data 

Setting/Context 
of Site within 
Surrounding 
Region 1 -

Specific Information Desired 

Building Proximity 

Connectivity between Buildings 
(Not currently part of 
recommended procedure, bul a 
consideration i o evaluating 
internal connectivity) 

Parking Supply 

Location within Urban Area 

Extemal Competition for 
lndividual Components of Site 
(Nol currently pa1t of 
recommended procedure, but 
may influence internal capture) 

Comments 

Measure proximity of lhe building lo each other building in the mixed
use site. Measure as wal_king distance along pedestrian facilities 
between building "centers of gravity'" (as defined previously). The 
desired level of precision for each of the above measurements is 
10 percent of the approximate total distance or 100 ft, whichever is less. 
Rate the connectivity between the building and each other building in 
the mixed-use site usinu the followinu scale· . . ' . D . D. . 

• fully--iotegrated uses -- the pedestri_an coooection bet•.veen uses is 
di rl".ct and internal to the development, and does not require 
crossing a parking facility al-grade; 

• outside sidewalks with at-grade, priority street crossings -
pedestrians use street sidewalks. Any street crossings (whether 
midblock or at intersections) assign prioiity to pedestiians: and 

a infonnal--- the pedestrian connection requires walking through 
parking aisles or along streets without sidewalks. 

Rate the parking supply within 600 fl of the building entrance for 
building tenants and visitors, in particular its convenience. Rate as 
either ~!!!J?_\" or L\!!!H~~!_ (based on availability of parking at the ITE 
Parking Generation report rates) (2). Report total parking spaces and 
rates if any. indicate number of spaces reserved for each land use and 
any time restrictions. 
Classi(y location of the overall site as either rural, suburban, urban, 
midtown/activity center, urban core. or special district 
Consider the degree lo which off-site land uses will compete with those 
on-site and assess if that will affect bow representative the candidate 
site will be lo the survey. A development with extreme off-site 
competition may have fewer internal trips than one with almost no 
competition. Selected data coHection sites should be representative of 
typical conditions or of a similar proposed development to be analyzed. 
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Step 5C: Identify Intercept Locations at Study Sites 

Identify all means/routes of entering or exiting the building 
(or significant use within the building) whether to make an 

internal or external !rip. T dentify the entrances/exits that can 
be used to make a trip internal to the mixed-use site, whether 
by foot, bike, or vehicle. At each of these latter entrances/exits, 
select an interview location. 

It is not necessary to interview at external site access points 
where only external trips from specific single-use buildings can 

be made, but these must be counted (person trips by mode) 
instead. This is because all trips directly between on-site build
ings and the external transportation system are (1) external, 
(2) can be added to trip interview data from that building, and 
(3) can be counted as person trips by mode. Usually this con
dition only occurs when a garage has access directly to an exter
nal street. Pedestrian access does not assure that the person is 
actually going external unless it is a direct connection to a tran
sit station or an off-site garage. Table C-3 provides guidance on 
where to conduct surveys. 

Table C-3. Survey and count requirements for several 
sample locations. 

Survey Site Location 

I Office building connected lo a retail building 
! by walk ways al several levels in a fully-

Survey and Count Requirements 

Survey at either end of each walkway 
connecting tbe office and retail uses. 
Counr (1) each walkway connecting office and 
retail and (2) people entering/leaving the office 

i integrated mixed--use site; office building has 
! elevacor/s:tairs co parking garage 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ _ _121:1i_l9:i_!lR.."iil __ t~_<? __ fil_r;;_g"'__(}£_i1_11,11__(}_t~_t;_r __ (;l1_t_r;;_11_".<?_: ______ _ 
Stand-alone office building situared near or Survey everyone who passes tbrnugb lobby or 
adjacent to a retail shopping center: parking who uses garage (because a person could drive 
provided on surface and below-grade (accessed to the adjacent retail site and thus would be 
via elev alor or stairs in office building); considered an inlemal trip). 
pathway to retail leads lo/from building lobby Count at lobby and garage entrances. 

Regional mall wirh nearby office and 
residential uses 

Survey al the mall entrances 
Count each mall entrance separately (including 
any outside entrances for anchor stores). 
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Step 5D: Identify Count Locations at Study Sites 

The data collection program must include a count of all 
people (not simply vehicles) entering or exiling the building 
at which interviews are being conducted. Therefore, appro
priate count locations must be identified. These will usually 
be doors to the property being surveyed (count people enter
ing and existing), garage access points (count vehicles and 
occupants); there may be other access points. 

The count should keep track of entering and exiting peo
ple separately. The counts will be used for two purposes: 

1. person trip generation count for establishment being sur
veyed and 

2. for computing an expansion factor to be applied lo the 
interview data. 

Separate data are necessary for survey factoring and for 
determining an overall internal capture rates for the surveyed 
site. Table C-3 provides guidance on the extent of a count 
program for sample mixed-use sites. 

The survey should include interviews at as many establish
ments as possible while obtaining the desired number of inter
views per land use during each survey period. Interviewers 
should be deployed to representative establishments within 
each land use. Under the best scenario, interviews will be con
ducted at each establishment. If that is not possible, conduct 
interviews at a representative cross-section within each land 
use. When using the sampling approach, deploy interviewers 
to the busiest locations in each land use. If interviewers are 
assigned to low volume access points, they will not complete 
many interviews. This may be partially offset by having inter
viewers intercept people at multiple adjacent establishments. 

A competent interviewer (actively approaches people to get 
interviews, responses are complete and accurately recorded) 
located at a moderately active entrance should be able to com
plete interviews with at least I 0 people per hour. However, 
activity levels will vary and typically result in a range of 5 to 20 
completed interviews per hour. An average interviewer should 
be able to obtain completed interviews from one out of every 
three to four persons approached. Recognize that some inter
view candidates will decline to participate or have been inter
viewed previously and not want to participate again. 

Step 5E: Determine Staffing Requirements 

For mixed-use sites, it is desired to conduct 50 or more 
interviews per land use per survey lime period. This may not 
be possible for land uses that are small or are relatively in
active during the survey time period (e.g., weekday morning 
retail). One way an interview sample can be expanded is by 
conducting interviews during the same time periods over 
multiple days. 

The survey supervisor should determine how many survey
ors are needed, based on the survey location requirements 
described in Step SD and on the minimum sample require
ments described previously. If there is a steady stream of pedes
trians at a survey location, a rate of 20 complete interviews per 
hour is a reasonable expectation for each surveyor. For less 
active locations, estimate 5 to l 0 complete interviews per hour 
for well-trained interviewers who are experienced at approach
ing strangers. \Vhen estimating manpower requirements, it is 
i mporlant to assess the pedestrian traffic flow to be intercepted. 

Step SF: Develop Survey Instrument and 
Other Data Collection Forms 

lnterviews of persons are typically conducted as they leave 
a single land use or building within the site. Each interview 
can obtain information on both the trips to and from the sur
veyed building and to and from the overall mixed-use site. 
Figure C-1 provides a sample list of interview questions. The 
questions are written for exit interviews at building or garage 
access points (i.e., interviews of people as they leave a loca
tion). If the interview is to be conducted as people enter the 
location, the form shown in Figure C-2 should be used. In 
general, interviews should be conducted in both directions. 
However, if that is impossible, complete interviews con
ducted in one direction can yield usable data since informa
tion is asked in each interview for one outbound and one 
inbound trip. 

Tf the survey will be conducted at the cordon driveway or 
other type of location, the supervisor may need to revise the 
questions to capture the last (for exit interviews) or first (for 
inbound interviews) on-site stop. Other modifications may be 
needed for special locations or applications. The survey super
visor should make sure that the questionnaires to be used fit 
the conditions as well as collect the desired data. ln general, use 
of questionnaires such as those shown in Figures C-1 and C-2 
will be adaptable to nearly any standard survey and can be 
automated if desired. Each item is needed for a complete analy
sis or for checking responses. However, some survey sites may 
need supplemental questions to firmly and dearly establish the 
characteristics of the trips being reported. 

The field survey form should include a space for the inter
viewer lo record the date, the name of the development, the 
interviewer's location within the site, the time each interview 
begins, as well as the interviewer's name. It is important that 
every single item be filled out completely and accurately for 
each interview. Omissions can make an interview unusable. 
Inaccurate entries, guesses, or incomplete entries will also 
invalidate an interview, wasting both time and money. 

lnterviews will be completed for a sample of all persons 
exiting establishments or the site. Factoring will be used to 
expand the survey data to represent the universe of trips 



As persons DEPART intercept as they leave a specific entrance 

Interviewer name: ---- ·---Building: Date: Start Time: A.M. P.M. 

77 HeHo. Mayr please have a moment of your time to ask you a couple of questions for a Mockingbird Station survey? 

Building Entrance are you headed now'? How did you initially 
travel to (name the 
study site) today'! 

f-,--,;;-.;-.-.-.. :-.... ·-r;--·;;:;:-.·:··:-----.. ----------................................ +-,---,-: .. ;-.:--::-.:.-·:·:·:--t:;--,-,,-.-;c:-. .. ---,-·:-.::·-.·:·:--r:.---·"':";.--.:·:----------...................................... t; ..... ,.,--.,-:--:;-.:.-·:·: .. -.-----t-------,__, .. _____ .. ___________ 1 .. ~--, .. .-.,-:·:--c:·::·-.-:--.. -Tif'rioT:i<l--Ciri;;;;;·;~--

(name 
study 
site) 

4. Residentia! 
5. Medical office 
6. Cinema 

figure C-1. Sample exit interview questionnaire. 

3 RE:stauran1 
(name study 4 Resident;ai 
site) 5. Medical office 

C:nema 

am prn 

passenger 
3. Bus 
4.Rail 
5.Walk 
6. Bicycle 

d id you have 
an auto 
available for 
your trip here? 

1. YE:S 

------------------------------------------+-----------------------------+------------------------------f----------------------------+--------------------------------
am pm 

am prn 

am pm 

am prn 

am pm 

am prn 
-------------------------------------------+------------------------------+------------------------------>----------------------------+--------------------------------

am pm 

am prn 

am pm 

am prn 



Intercept persons as they look like they will ENTER a specific entrance 

Building entrance: ________ Interyiewer name: ___ _ 
1 

!Time Are you headed 'Where are you coming from? 
into (name of 

How did you !Before you were at (prior 
travel to get place) where were you 

establishment 
where you are 
interviewing) 
3. Yes 
4. f~o 

(!f "no,'' terrninate 
;'."':terview) 

1. With;n 
{name 
survey 
site) 

2. Ou1side 
(name 
survey 
site) 

here? !before then? (Immediately 
prior to last place) 

9. Office 17 Auto drive 
10. f-1etail 8. Auto 
1 i. Restaurant passenner 
12. F1esidential 9. Waik 
i 3. rvfodical office i 0. Rai! 
14. Cinema 1 i Bus 
15. hotel/motel 12. Bicycle 
1 6. f-tb_e_r __ (,;p_~_c_ify) __________________________ _ 

!3 \JVithin (name 9. Office 
survey site) i 0. F-letail 

!4. Outside i 1. RE:stauran1 
(name swvey: 2. f-iesidentia! 
sitE:) 13. f\1E:dic:al office 

"14. C:nema 
i 5. Ho1el/motel 
1 6. Q!_~~L_(§p_~S:J!_y) ___________________________ _ 

i----<c--------+-----+--+'~SLpec,c~ifLv' ~b~u~si~n~es~s~lb~L~1il~d~in~at-------<c------+-- S ecifv business/bui!dina 

4 5 6 l 

Figure C-2. Sample inbound interview questionnaire. 

About what How did 
time did 
you arrive 
there'? 

am pm 

am pm 

am pm 

am pm 

am pm 

am pm 

am pm 

am pm 

am pm 

am pm 

am pm 

am pm 

am pm 

you travel 
to get 
there'? 

·1. Auto driver 
2.Auto 

passenger 
3.Walk 
4 Rail 
5. Bus 
6. BicyclB 

How did you initially 
tra to (name survey 
site today'! 

7. 
8. 
9. 

0. 
1. 

2. 
3. 

I live here if not as 
Auto driver driver, did 
Auto you have an 
passenger auto 
Bus available for 
Rail you trip 
Walk h<>m? 
B;cycle 

3. Yes 
4. No 
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Location: _______ Counter: ________ Date: _____ Hour Starting __ :00 am pm 
I 2 ,-------------··------,--------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

J\1ioutes 
after Directi,1n 
hour 

:0010 :15 In 

Out 

:1510 :JO In 

Out 

:JO 10 :45 In 

Out 

:4510 :00 In 

Out 

Figure C-3. Sample door count form. 

represented in the survey. Counts of all persons exiting the 
survey locations (or all locations) will be needed to develop the 
expansion factors. This expansion process will need to be 
developed as part of the survey design so the proper counts 
can be made. Figure C-3 shows a manual count form that can 
be used to count people exiting (or entering) each door of each 
establishment where interviews are to be conducted or that the 
interviews are to represent. This form or an automated equiv
alent can be modified to meet specific survey site needs. 

Cordon counts may also be needed for factoring and/or 
checking total external trips. These counts should be direc
tional and by travel mode. Vehicle occupancies should be 
counted since the recommended estimation methodology 
(and therefore survey methodology) is for person trips. 
Counts should cover all access points. Figure C-4 shows a 
manual cordon count form that can be used for this type of 
survey. This form can be automated or modified as needed 
for specific survey conditions. 

Step 5G: Recruit and Train Field Personnel 

A ft er recru !ting the survey field personnel, the survey super
visor should conduct a training exercise. Some personnel will 
need to conduct door counts------the counts of people entering 
and existing establishments to be surveyed. Some personnel 

Business/Place 

will conduct interviews. Generally the mos! outgoing and 
assertive staff will make the bes! interviewers. Retiring person
alities should not be deployed as interviewers bu! may make 
good counters. 

The interviewers should be made familiar with the survey 
instrument through practice of intercept interviews. The same 
is true for counters. All survey personnel should be provided 
with maps showing each location where counts and/or inter
views are to be performed. The survey supervisor should 
include on each map the overall MXD site with names of 
buildings, tenants, and areas to which interviewees might refer 
as well as the specific location and movements the counter or 
interviewer is to handle. 

Field surveys are not trivial. They require thorough prep a -
ration and training as well as good supervision. Most surveys 
of this type will require one supervisor for each 10 to 15 inter
viewers and counters. Specifics of the survey site, including 
size and distribution of survey personnel, may increase or 
decrease the number of supervisors needed. 

Step 5H: Conduct Field Data Collection 

Inbound and Outbound Door Counts. As noted previ
ously, total person counts are needed at each location where 
intercept surveys are to be conducted. If several adjacent 
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Location: _______ Counter: ________ Dare: _____ Hour Starting __ :00 am pm 
I 

Minutes Personal Vehicles 
after in•-~··· 

hour 

:00to:15 ln 

Out 

:15to:30 ln 

Out 

:30 to :45 ln 

Out 

:45 to :00 ln 

Out 

Figure C-4. Sample cordon count form. 

establishments are to be surveyed, one counter may be able to 
count multiple doors concurrently. This will depend on sight 
lines and placement of the counter. A counter should only be 
assigned those movements to counl that can easily be seen 
while looking in one direction. Requiring a counter to look in 
multiple directions will result in missed persons entering or 
exiting doors being counted. 

As mentioned previously, every establishment door where 
interviews are conducted must have entering and exiting peo
ple counted. Counts should be made by 15-minute periods 
beginning on the hour or half hour when the survey begins. 
Counts should be made for the complete survey period. 

The survey supervisor should have extra personnel to pro
vide short breaks for the counters to use restrooms. It is sug
gested that breaks be permitted every two hours. With cell 
phones now in common use, they can be used by survey per
sonnel to request restroom breaks, if needed before scheduled 
breaks. Survey personnel should be cautioned to stay hydrated, 
especially on hot clays, but not to drink so much that frequent 
trips to restrooms are needed. 

Counters should be trained in what they are to do. Train
ing should be completed prior lo the survey. Training often 
requires at least four hours and often more. It can be beneficial 
to begin the first clay's survey an hour early to make sure the 
survey personnel are comfortable with their job before the sur-

2 

Deltvery/~;.,, Ji 
Mocorcydes Trucks 

Bike Walk 
f~iders 

3 4+ 2 2+ 

vey period actually starts. On the first survey day, the super
visor should walk each counter to the assigned survey location. 
The supervisor should make clear what doors ancl movements 
are to be counted and where on the form each movement 
should be recorded (form for each counter should be set up in 
advance). The supervisor should ask each counter if he or she 
has any questions to make sure instructions are dear. 

After the survey begins, the supervisor should circulate 
among the counters to check lo see that counts are being 
made and recorded correctly. Common problems are line of 
sight obstructions (unanticipated or resulting because counter 
moved), inattention, recording counts in the wrong column, 
not keeping track of time, talking to another counter, and 
socializing with passersby. 

Interviews. The survey supervisor should carefully recruit 
and select interviewers. The ideal interviewer is outgoing, 
assertive, willing to approach and talk to strangers, sounds pro
fessional, and understands the purpose and procedure for the 
interviews. The survey supervisor will need to train all survey 
personnel, but spend more time with the interviewers.His rec
ommended that each interviewer perform a few practice inter
views under supervision prior to beginning actual surveys. 

On the firs! survey day, the supervisor should walk each 
interviewer to the assigned interview location. The supervisor 



should make clear what doors and movements for which inter
views are to be conducted and make clear where the inbound 
ancl outbound trips are to be recorded. ff appropriate, the 
supervisor should also discuss the strategy for approaching 
people to interview. The supervisor should ask each counter if 

he or she has any questions to make sure instructions are clear. 
Practice or tesl interviews are recommended. Tt may be bene
fkia l to begin interviews an hour early the first shift worked by 
each interviewer to make sure the interviewer is comfortable 
and approaching and interviewing people correctly. 

After the survey begins, the supervisor should circulate 
among the interviewers to check to see that candidate respon
dents are being approached professionally and that interviews 
are being conducted and recorded correctly. Common prob
lems include: 

• shyness in approaching people lo interview, 
• not asking questions correctly or leading respondents by 

guessing answers for them, 

" incomplete recording of responses, 
" not asking all questions, 
• not keeping track of time, 
• talking to another survey staff member, and 
• socializing with passersby. 

The selection of a representative and sufficient sample of 
workers, shoppers, visitors, and residents at the survey site is 
critical to the success of the survey. Therefore, the survey 

supervisor should closely monitor the real-time progress of 
the intercept surveys to make adjustments as necessary to 
achieve the representative and sufficient sample, keeping in 
mind the slated objectives for data collection effort. This may 
require redeployment of interviewers to different locations 

that have more activity or making other changes that will 
increase the number of usable interviews for each Janel use. 

Cordon Counts. One counter should be assigned respon

sibilily for each cordon counl location. Since the counter must 
be able to count not only vehicles, but also vehicle occupants 
as well as pedestrians and bicyclists, the counter will need to be 
dose to where the cordon crossing is located. Ideally the 
counter can be immediately adjacent to the driveway, street, 

garage entrance, or other cordon location. In some cases, two 
adjacent cordon locations will be so close together that a single 
counter can count both with accuracy. In either case, each form 
should be set up specifically for the location(s) to be counted. 

A counter should only be assigned those movements lo 
count that can easily be seen while looking in one direction. 
Requiring a counter to look in nrnltiple directions will result in 
missed persons ancl vehicles crossing the cordon line. Counts 
should be made by 15-minute periods beginning on the hour 
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or half hour when the survey starts. Counts should be made for 
the complete survey period. 

The survey supervisor should have extra personnel to pro
vide short breaks for the counters to use restrooms. It is sug
gested that breaks be permitted every two hours. Cell phones 
can be used by survey personnel to request restroom breaks, 
if needed before scheduled breaks. Survey personnel should 
be cautioned to stay hydrated, especially on hot days, but not 
to drink so much that frequent trips to restrooms are needed. 

Counters should be trained in what they are to do. Training 
should be completed prior lo the survey. On the first survey 
day, the supervisor should walk each counter to the assigned 
survey location. The supervisor should make clear what move
ments are to be counted ancl where on the form each move
ment should be recorded (form for each counter should be set 
up in advance). The supervisor should ask each counter ifhe 
or she has any questions to make sure instructions are clear. 

After the survey begins, the supervisor should circulate 
among the counters to check to see that counts are being made 
and recorded correctly. Common problems are line of sight 
obstructions (unanticipated or resulting because counter 
moved), inattention, recording counts in the wrong column, 
not keeping track of time, and socializing with passersby. 

Use of Electronic Recording Devices. A number of elec
tronic survey recording devices, including la plop computers, 
are now available. They can be successfully used for these 
counts and interviews, if they are set up in formats that are 
easily used. Formats that do not allow counters or interview
ers both ease of use and logical positioning of response only 
invite confusion and errors. For example, use of an electronic 
intersection turning movement count board for a door count 
where several doors are to be counted by one person will 
probably not present a logical input format and lead to errors. 

Step 51: Supervise in Field 

Survey supervisors should have a survey check procedure 
developed as part of the QA/QC procedure suggested at the 
beginning of this chapter. This procedure should be in place 
prior to training. The check procedure should include assign
ments of supervisors to check each counter and interviewer 
and how to perform the check. Supervisors should observe 
interviewers at work and suggest refinements in their approach 
and conduct of interviews. Spot checks of interview records 
should be made early in the first interview period to make sure 
the responses are both logical ancl complete. Supervisors 
should understand that errors in procedure usually continue 
until corrected. If not corrected, interviews for an entire day 
could be lost as unusable. The same is true for counts. 

It is important for the supervisors to keep circulating among 
those being supervised. Even though the counts or interviews 
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are being performed correctly, other supervisory needs may 
arise. Common needs include complaints from business or 
landlords wanting survey personnel to relocate or stop their 
survey, unexpected movements that are being missed by the 
survey, too much activity for one person to cover, "no" activ
ity to count or interview, business opened or closed unexpect
edly, and survey staffer unable to perform as needed. 

Step 5J: Check Data after Each Period 

The survey supervisors should perform a check of the 
counts and interviews immediately after each survey period. 
The check should be included in the QA/QC plan, but should 
generally include at least the following: 

" Counts: 
--- count covers full period; 
--- inbound and outbound balances are logical; 

variations by 15-minute period are logical; 
modal splits are within the expected ranges; 
vehicle occupancies are in expected ranges; 
for cordon counts, it is desirable to total the counts to 
see if they appear reasonable, particularly the balances 
between inbound and outbound; 
for door counts, for each land use, compare inbound 
and outbound totals lo make sure the balance appears 
logical; and 
if discrepancies are found, determine if corrections can 
be made, and if not, schedule a recount(s) as needed. 

" Interviews: 
--- times of interviews are recorded; 

are responses within range of permitted choices (i.e., are 
codes consistent with choices available)? 

--- are write-in responses complete and understandable? 
--- destination for outbound trip is logical and mode fits 

origin-destination pair; 
origin of inbound trip is logical for reported time of trip 
(i.e., was it really the immediately prior trip?); is time 
reported for that trip logical for immediately prior trip? 
check response to whether a vehicle was available for 
trip; is it logical for reported mode of trip? 
is mode of access to site logical given mode reported for 
these trips? and 
where discrepancies or errors appear to exist, review 
forms with interviewer (call as soon as possible while 
memory still clearest) lo determine if corrections can be 
made or if interviews must be discarded. H necessary, 
repeat interviews where prior interviews had lo be dis
carded. 

After the survey has been completed in the field, the super
visor should complete the checking of all counts and inter-

views. Those that are unusable should be deleted. Erroneous 
counts should have been repeated. Small percentages of 
unusable interviews should be deleted. Large numbers should 
have been repeated. 

Step 6: Process Internal Capture Data 

For each survey site (establishment), the analyst should 
determine the number of usable interviews.Under normal cir
cumstances, 50 or more usable interviews should be available 
for each land use (100 desirable, 30 minimum). In some cases, 
this will not be possible because the land use will not be active 
(e.g., retail closed during A.M. peak hour) or be ca use the quan
tity of development in a land use category will be small. That 
number can be compared to the total door counts for the same 
period. The sampling percentages can be calculated by divid
ing the number of usable interviews by the number of people 
counted in the same direction (inbound or outbound). The 
same can be performed for each land use by aggregating all 
establishments within specific land uses. 

Since the interviews represent a sample, the next step is to 
compute an expansion factor to expand the sample to repre
sent the total for that universe. This can be accomplished in 
al least two ways: 

" by land use (normal approach): 
separate each interview record into individual trip 
records; there will be one or lwo usable trips in each 
interview record depending on how many occurred dur
ing the survey period; 

---- aggregate by land use numbers of inbound and out
bound trips (aggregate to the interview end of the trip) 
reported during the survey period from those inter
views; this includes both trips reported in the interview 
if they were during the designated survey period (Tr for 
each direction); 
aggregate door counts to the land use level ( C1 for each 
direction); 
determine number of development units (e.g., gross 
square feet) covered by interviews and the number of 
development units for which no interviews were con
ducted (in cases where only a portion of establishments 
within a given land use were interviewed); calculate a 
sample percentage for each land use (S); 
the expansion factor (FiJ for reported trips for each land 
use and each direction will be: FL''" (CL/TJ/S; and 
apply directional land use expansion factor Fr to each 
trip record; and 

• by establishment: 
separate each interview record into individual trip 
records; there will be one or two usable trips in each 
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Table C-4. Sample summary format-outbound trips. 

i ___________________________ J ___________________________________________________________________________________________ I1:1 _________________________________________________________________________________________ _ 
i From i Internal External Total 
i ! Land Use 1 Land Use 2 Land llse 3 Etc. 
i Land use 1 i Number or% Nurnber or% Number or t?b Number or% Nmnbcr or% to0% 
L-----------------~---------1-------------------------------- --------------------------------- -------------------------------- ------------------------------ ------------------------------ ----------------------------
!Land use 2 i 100% 
~----------------------------1--------------------------------- -------------------------------- -------------------------------- ------------------------------- ------------------------------- ---------------------------
i Land use 3 i 4 ~4%J 8 (8%) 20 (20%) O ~0%J 68 (68%) 100 ~loor:fi) 

i Etc. 100% 
i 

External 

interview record depending on how many took place 
during the survey period; 
aggregate by establish men! the numbers of inbound and 
outbound trips (aggregate to the interview end of the 
trip) reported during the smvey period from those inter
views; this includes both trips reported in the interview if 
they were during the designated survey period (TE for 
each direction); 
aggregate by establishment the door counts (CE for each 
direction); 

---- for each establishment surveyed, compute the expan
sion factor to apply to trips to and from that establish
ment; it will be the establishment's directional door 
count divided by the establishments usable trips in the 
same direction (CE/TE); 
determine nmnber of development units (e.g., gross 
square feet) covered by interviews and the number of 
development units for which no interviews were con
ducted (in case where only a portion of establishments 
within a given land use were interviewed); calculate a 
sample percentage for each land use (SE); 

---- Apply directional establishment expansion factor FL to 
each trip record for each establishment (Ei), then sum to 
aggregate trips to the land use level, or 
FEi = (CEi/TEi)/SE; and 
those expansion factors are then applied to trip records 
for each surveyed establishment; the sum equals the 
total for that land use. 

After the expansion factors are applied at either the land 
use or establishment levels, a summary of internal capture 

100% 

can be created. This should be performed for each end of a 
trip and in the inbound and outbound directions; that is: 

• Land Use A - outbound trips to internal destinations at 
each other land use, plus outbound trips to external desti
nations; and 

• Land Use A --- inbound trips from internal origins at each 
other land use, plus inbound trips from external origins. 

Tables C-4 and C-5 show a format for this summary. Using 
the trip records and expansion factors from the survey, sum the 
expanded trips in origin-destination format. This should be a 
straight forward process to begin from the origin end of trips 
and sum to produce a !able similar lo Table C-4. This provides 
a distribution for all trips departing a given land use (the exam
ple shown is referred to as Land Use 3). Some trips will end in 
the same land use, although at another establishment. Some 
trips will travel to other internal land uses. Some will leave the 
surveyed development and travel to an external destination. All 
trips must travel to either an internal or external destination. 
For Land Use 3, those outbound trips will total 100 percent. 
Hence, each of the entries in the Land 1Jse 3 row can be con
verted lo percentages. For example, if there are l 00 outbound 
trips from Land Use 3 and 8 trips travel to Land Use 2, then 
8 percent travel to Land Use 2. Since this is internal, 8 percent 
were internally captured by Land Use 2 (see Table C-5). 

lTE has a large trip generation database built from counts 
of external traffic (vehicle trips) from single-use developments 
(or at least single classifications). rTE trip generation data 
excludes internal trips. For the Table C-4 data to match the 
ITE definition, internal trips must be deleted. Table C-5 shows 

Table C-5. Sample summary format-outbound trips 
(ITE definition). 

[_ ___________________________ ) ___________________________________________________________________________________ !() ______________________________ , __________________________________________________ _ 
i From i Internal i External Total 
i i Land Use 1 Land llse 2 ! Land Use 3 Etc. . 
i Land use 1 i . 
i Land use 2 i i i 100% 
[_---------------------------~-------------------------------- ________________________________ j _________________________________ -----------------~-------------------------- -------------------------
!Land use 3 i 4 (5%) 8 ~10%) i O (0%,) i 68 (85%) 80 (100%) 

Etc. i 100% 
i 

External 100% 
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Table C-6. Sample summary format-inbound trips. 

[_ ___________________________ j _____________________________________________________________________________________ '.!:() ____________________________________________________________________________________ J 
i From i Internal External i 
i i Land Use 1 ! Land Use 2 Land llse 3 Etc. i 

~===~ Ecc. ! Number or% 
i 

External Number or% 

l_ ______ ~1:~~~-l _____ _J ______________________________ _l ________________________________ ----------~-~~-~---------- ------------------------------- ___________________________________________ _j 

how that is accomplished. Movements between establish
ments within the same land use are not considered; they are 
deleted from the trip table. Table C-5 shows the hypothetical 

results with the trips internal to Land Use 3 deleted. The inter
nal trips to other land uses remain. The total trips external to 
Land Use 3 remain the same as do the external trips, which are 
the trips of most interest in transportation impact studies. 

Trips also travel into the surveyed development and its land 
uses. A similar summary of inbound trips can be created as 

Table C-6 shows. These numbers and percentages may be dif
ferent than the numbers in Table C-4. Logic supports such a 
finding. For example, in a MXD with retail, restaurants, and 
office, the restaurants will send few P.M. street peak hour (e.g., 
5-6 P.M.) trips to office uses because few, if any, office workers 
will travel to their office at that time. However, restaurants may 

receive a significant percentage of their 5-6 P.M. trips from 
internal office uses (people going for an early dinner, drinks, or 
hors d'oeuvres). f-ience, it would be logical to expect different 

directional percentages between office and restaurant during 
the P.M. street peak hour. 

1. Trip Generation, 7th Edition, Vol. 3: User's Guide, Institute ofTrans-
portation Engineers, Washington, D.C., 2003, p. iv viii. 

2. Parking Generation, 3rd edition, Institute of Trnnsportation Engi
neers, Washington, D.C., 20\YL 

3. Trip Generation, Volume I of3: User's Guide, Institute ofTransporta

tion Engineers, Washington, D.C., 2008, p. 7. 
4. Fundamental Research Statistics for the Behavioral Sciences, John T. 

Roscoe; Holt, Rinehart and 'Winston, Inc, 1969. 
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APPE~,JDIX D 

Pilot Survey Experiences and Lessons Learned 

This appendix describes experiences and lessons learned in 
conjunction with the pilot studies. Survey results are described 
in Chapter 3. 

The project panel requested that the two initial pilot study 
sites have different character-one a TOD ancl the other large 
enough to require driving to complete at leas! some internal 
trips. Two developments were sought that would meet those 
general criteria. A third development was later added courtesy 
of a different sponsor. 

~it® ~MYM®J' Permillssi@rns 

Permissions 

The first step after selection of the preferred steps was to 
obtain permission from the owners or managers of I he selected 
developments. The initial phone conversation requested per
mission to: 

" conduct brief interviews of people entering or leaving build
ings ancl businesses during weekday A.M. an cl P.M. peak peri
ods (two clays each); 

" count people entering and exiting each entrance where 
surveys were being conducted; an cl 

" conduct a (person trip) cordon count around the clevelop
ment(s) site being surveyed. 

The owner or manager was also requested to provide infor
mation quantifying development characteristics, a site plan, 
and other information needed to complete the survey and 
analyze the results per the procedures described in the interim 
report. The initial phone conversation was followed up with a 
letter or email message requesting permission and describing 
the surveys to be conducted. 

One of the initial sites selected for surveys was Mockingbird 
Station (a TOD) in Dallas, Texas. Mockingbird Station hacl 
been the subject of several different types of studies since open-

ing. The on-site management company provided permission 
to conduct surveys. The management company wanted to 
review each survey instrument to make sure questions or infor
mation was not intrusive. A commitment was made not to 
impede movement to and from businesses or residences and to 
accept interview refusals without question. Only exit interviews 
were permitted. Each survey crew member had to be identified 
with a badge issued by the management company. The man
agement company was very cooperative and helpful before and 
during the survey. 

The second site was Atlantic Station in Atlanta, Georgia. 
Even though Atlantic Station had opened less than a year 
earlier, ownership there had changed from a single developer 
who had welcomed studies of the development lo several dif
ferent owners with varying levels ofinterest. Owners were pri
marily concerned about having patrons and residents inter
viewed and cl id not want to risk customers not wanting to do 
business at a place where interviews were being conducted. 
Permissions were seemed with some limitations about where 
interviews could be conducted. Only exit interviews were per
mitted. Some access/parking-related information was to be 
provided by the parking operator rather than be collected 
directly. 

The third development added later was Legacy Town Center 
in Plano, Texas. The sponsor for that survey specified a scenario 
unrelated to this N CHRP project, but which permitted a devel
opment meeting this project's requirements. Although the 
master developer was still active on an adjacent block ofland, 
this development, too, had multiple developers and owners. In 
the end, only one owner declined to permit interviews. Ffow
ever, again there was concern about the effect of inbound inter
views on business. As a result, the inbound trip information 
was obtained by asking outbound respondents about the !rip 
they had made to reach the building from which they were exit
ing. Unfortunately, that information was often incomplete or 
for trips outside the time periods of interest. The results were 
surveys with much more outbound than inbound trip data. 
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lessons learned 

The permissions process took much longer than had been 
experienced by the researchers in past surveys. The researchers 
had recommended the first two sites because the owners hacl 
previously welcomed the attention ancl information that 
resulted from different types of case studies. However, changes 
in ownership from original developers to owner-operators or 
investors using operating companies made obtaining pennis
sions significantly more challenging at all three developments. 
In the case of Atlantic Station, the development has been 
structured so it may be possible for each commercial block 
and each residential proiect to be sold lo separate owners. 
Since surveys to determine internal capture need to cover 
samples of all different land use types in the survey area, 
diverse ownership will make it much more difficult to obtain 
the necessary permissions. 

One of the considerations for future surveys of this type 
should be the ownership structure of the buildings or busi
nesses to be surveyed. From this experience, it would appear 
that original developers (who will be more interested in reduced 
traffic impacts due to internal capture) are possibly more will
ing to have surveys conducted and single local ow11ers may 
also be easier to interest. 

An additional aid would be a completed survey report so the 
ow11ers-managers are able to see an example of what will be 
conducted. There was considerable reluctance to be involved 
in something new with uncertain results, although most of the 
mvner-manager representatives were able to grasp the concept 
of internal capture after extended discussions. 

Even if favorable ownership structures are encountered, the 
complexity of the owner-tenant relationships may result in a 
longer approval period than for single-use or single manager
operator developments. A period of one month should be 
allowed for a site, but if difficulties arise, it could take two or 
even three months to secure complete permissions and author
izations to proceed. 

Finallv, the limitation to only exit interviews means that data 
for inbo~nd trips must come from the exit interviews. A com
promise could be to conduct exit interviews at retail, restau
rant, and cinema establishments and attempt to obtain inter
views in both directions elsewhere. Where only exit interviews 
are permitted, it should be recognized that the inbound data 
may be limited and that interviewers need to persist to obtain 
complete information for the inbound trips. 

Surveys 

The surveys were built around exit interviews. The objective 

was to obtain for both A.M. and P.M. peak periods a sample of 

travel patterns involving internal and external trips for each 
land use type. Interview information included both origin and 
destination Janel use types, time ancl mode of trip, original 
mode of access to the development. The owners-managers 
demanded brief interviews. 

·while the intent was to interview at every land use type rep
resented within each study area, it was recognized from the 

beginning that interviews would not be able to be conducted. 
at all entrances (permissions withheld at some; number of 
entrances to cover) all the lime. T twas also understood that the 

interviews would represent a sample of the total trips made at 
interview locations because people could not be detained for 
their interview until the interviewer completed a previous inter
view. Hence, counts of people entering and exiting entrances 
where surveys were being conducted were necessary. Inter

views were conducted at every entrance at Mockingbird Station 
(over 50). At Atlantic Station there were too many entrances 
to interview at all of them ancl permissions could not be 
obtained for all businesses so sampling had to be performed 

by Janel use (factored proportionally by square footage within 
each land use). 

In addition to interviews and door counts, person trips by 
mode were counted at each cordon location plus some added 
locations where neeclecl to separate different types of destina

tions. For example, at both developments some parking areas 
for certain buildings were cordoned off or otherwise parti
tioned from general parking and it was necessary to counl 
entrances to those areas separately. 

Survevs were conducted between 6:30 A.M. and 10:00 A.M. 
I 

and between 4:00 P.l'•L ancl 7:00 P.M. The same interview 
approach was used at all three developments. The research 
team secured about 40 temporary personnel for each survey 
to conduct interviews or perform counts. Not all persons 
worked all shifts; since much of each development was retail 

space and since most retailers did not open until lO A.M., fewer 
personnel were needed for the A.:M. peak. Three members of 
the research team supervised the surveys. 

Cordon counts were conducted at all cordon locations for 
at least one A.:M. and one P.M. survey period. As applicable, 

inbound ancl outbound counts were made by the following 
modes: 

" personal vehicle: 
l person, 

--- 2 people, 

3 people, 
- 4+ people; 

" motorcycle; 
" delivery truck; 
• walk; and 

• bike. 



Mockingbird Station had no on-site transit routes (both 
light rail and bus transit serve a transit station adjacent to the 
site). A shuttle connects Atlantic Station to a nearby MARTA 
rail station; the shuttles were surveyed separately. One bus 
route passed along two sides of Legacy Town Center. 

Door counts were made both inbound and outbound dm
ing interview periods. Whenever interviews were being con
ducted on a building face, all doors were counted on that 
building face for that period. 

I nlerviews were conducted at both developments 6:30 A.M.-

10 A.M. and 4 P.M.-7 P.:M. beginning on a Tuesday afternoon 
and ending on a Thursday morning. With minor exceptions, 
all interviews were conducted at building access points as 
people exited the building. Interviewers were assigned either 
single entrances where activity was heavy or groups of entrances 

where they were close together and activity was low to mod
erate. T nterviewers were instructed to interview everyone they 
could, but not to try to have anyone wait to be interviewed 
while another interview was being completed. Interviewers 

were to be assertive in trying to initiate interviews but were 
told to accept refusals without question. Interviewers assigned 
lo multiple entrances were to watch people enter business 
and try to intercept them as they departed. l t was estimated 
that effective interviewers were turned down about one-third 

of the time. 
On the average, interviewers were able to complete inter

views with 10 to 15 percent of all exiting individuals. Produc
tivity varied by the amount of activity at the assigned location, 
the assertiveness of the interviewers, and the interviewer skill. 

All personnel were trained prior to the first shift. A few trainees 
were not used as a result of unsuccessful training. Some others 
were either reassigned to counting .iobs or discharged during 
the first shift if supervisor checks showed that the interview 
approach or results were insufficient. About 25 percent of the 

original personnel did not work after their initial shift. 
The plan for all three developments was to interview as 

many people as possible using about 20-25 interviewers in 
the P.l'v1. peak (when all businesses were open) and a lesser 
number during the A.M. peak commensurate with the num

ber of businesses open. This required interviewing at differ
ent locations each day, although some of the lower activity 
entrances were covered both days. 

At J\fockingbird Station, inbound interviews were also con

ducted at the entrance from the DART rail station that is served 
by two rail lines and six bus routes. The purpose was to ascer
tain modes of access. At Atlantic Station, interviews were con
ducted on the shuttles operating between Atlantic Station and 
the J\tlARTA Art Center rail station for the same reason. Inter

views were also conducted inbound at a few locations lo inter
cept walkers and bikers entering Atlantic Station's business dis
trict from the adjacent residential portions of the development. 
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Use of buses for trips to and from Legacy Town Center was 
almost non-existen I.No special interviews were conducted for 
that mode. 

Cost and complexity were the two primary reasons given in 
telephone conversations with consultants and public agencies 

about why more internal capture studies had not been con
ducted. The research team elected to cap the survey team size 
at about 40 people during the P.M. peak for cost considerations. 
The cost for temporary labor to conduct the surveys may dif
fer by location, and it did for the Dallas, Atlanta, and Plano sur

veys, but the direct cost for the Atlanta team was approximately 
$19,000 using a temporary employment agency and personnel 
classified as interviewers. 

In all three cases the temporary employment agency had 
difficulty securing the requested 40 persons. In one city, a 

second agency was used to provide people. In another city, 
the agency provided a large percentage of people who could 
work some but not all shifts. All count data were compiled 
by 15-minute period. All interviews were maintained as sep

arate trip records. 

lessons learned 

The cordon counts were easily completed for all three devel

opments with no problems. They were easy enough so people 
who could not successfully perform the interviews (or did not 
want to do interviews) could accurately complete the counts. 
Men were assigned locations that were out of view of passing 
pedestrians (e.g., some parking garage entrances). Supervisors 

made it a priority to locate counters so they would be visible 
but no! distractions to passersby. Supervisors also walked by 
every isolated location at least hourly. All personnel also had 
cell phones and the supervisors' phone numbers in case an 
emergency arose or relief was needed. No safety or security dif

ficulties or concerns were reported by any of the survey team 
at any development. Use of cell phones and men in isolated 
locations was successful. 

Some interviewers, despite successful training, were not suc

cessful because they were not effective at approaching people 
quickly enough to get their attention. Assertiveness was the 
deficiency in most cases. Despite practice interviews in a train
ing atmosphere, the only way to confirm a good interview 
approach is in the field with practice interviews under watch by 

a supervisor. This should be conducted in advance of initiating 

surveys. 
Despite a clothing specification given to the temporary 

employment agencies, at two locations a few of the personnel 
were not attractively dressed and probably discouraged peo

ple from talking with the interviewers. In such a case, those 
interviewers should be assigned to counting or sent home to 
change clothes. 
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With as many as 40 temporary employees on a survey team, 
a range of capabilities will exist. For a survey of this complex
ity, at least three supervisors are needed to be able to both check 
and circulate to all sites. The most frequent supervision was 
needed to: 

• answer initial judgment questions related to interview 
responses (e.g., how to record !rips to walk the dog); 

• locate interviewers so they could intercept exiting patrons 
from multiple doors; 

• identify and separate interviewers talking with each other 
instead of focusing on exiling patrons (a problem in low 
activity locations); 

• schedule breaks and place "floaters" in those locations; 
• de liver water to survey personnel near mid-shift time; and 
• respond to cell phone calls for help (usually questions or 

approval to relocate to more active or convenient spot). 

Dewe~©[HW®wt Data 

Development Characteristics 

Data describing the characteristics of the developments were 
acquired from the on-site management company for Mock
ingbird Station, from the parking operator on behalf of the 
management companies for Atlantic Station, and from the var
ious ovvners and management companies at Legacy Town 
Center. Because trip generation surveys need to be linked to 
occupied development areas rather than total area, the research 
team requested both total and occupied square footage or 
other development units, current at the time the surveys were 
conducted. 

On-site management companies sometimes do not have 
information on occupied areas. That information is usually 
maintained by the leasing offices, or agents, which are often 
separate offices or even handled by separate companies. In the 
case of Mockingbird Station, leasing was handled by the man

agement company for office space, by another office of the 
management company for residential, and an outside com
pany for retail and restaurant. The management company 
ultimately assembled information. 

The diversity of ownership of Atlantic Station would have 

posed a similar situation for Atlantic Station. However, the 
parking operator needed the same information for its own 
surveys being conducted during a similar timeframe. Hence, 
the research team was able to obtain the development data 
after the parking operator assembled the information. Both 

development and occupancy data for Legacy Town Center 
had to be obtained from the applicable owner, management 
company, or leasing agent. 

lessons learned 

MXDs may have separate ownerships in what seems like a 
single development. Occupied space inventories are usually 
maintained by the leasing (or sales) units, which may or may 

not be parts of the ownership or on-site management orga
nization(s). Ownership that is more diverse may lead to more 
diverse sources for the development and occupancy data. 
However, after permissions have been obtained to conduct 
the survey, obtaining the development data becomes some

what easy. Ffowever, it may take several follow-up calls to 
obtain a complete set of information. 
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Florida Survey Questionnaires 

Source: FDOTDistrict I VTrip Characteristics Study c'.flvl ulti-Use Developments, Tin dale-Oliver 
& Associates, Appendices to Final Report, December 1993, Appendix B, pp. 6---9. 
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Figure E-1. FDOToffice survey form. 
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Validation of Estimation Procedure 

The estimation procedure was applied to seven different 
developments for which at least land use information, peak 
hour cordon counts, and proximity information were avail
able. Four of these developments provided data for this study; 
the other three did not. The validation test was to see how well 
the estimation procedure could begin with ITE trip generation 
data and reproduce the external vehicular cordon volumes. 
Five of the developments hacl directional cordon traffic vol
umes available for both peaks. These developments included: 

• Mockingbird Station, 
• Legacy Town Center, 
• Atlantic Station, 
• Crocker Center (independent site, Boca Raton, Florida), and 
• Mizner Center (independent sile, Boca Raton, Florida). 

Two developments had on non-directional P.M. peak period 
counts available. They were: 

• Boca del Mar and 
• Southern Village (independent site, Chapel Hill, North 

Carolina). 

The validation test compared four different estimation 
methods to determine which method produced the results 
closest to the cordon counts: 

• the estimator described in this report, 
• the estimator, but without the proximity adjustment, 
• the existing ITE estimation method, and 
• unadjusted fTE trip generation. 

Development data and approximations of surveyed mode 
split and vehicle occupancies were inpul to the estimation pro
cedure. Table F-1 shows the ITE land use codes used to esti-

mate single-use vehicle trip generation for component land 
uses of the seven developments. Where businesses were dosed 
during a peak period and !here were no observed trips to or 
from the business (e.g., cinema during A.M. peak), no trips were 
included in the validation estimate. 

Southern Village had additional Janel uses (a school ancl 
park-and-ride lot) that were not included in the internal cap
ture estimate; those were handled as additional land uses. 
Information provided in the source document was used as 
the basis for the trip generation estimate. Table F-2 shows the 
results numerically. Figures F-1 through F-4 graphically com
pare the results for the five developments for which complete 
data were available. Error comparisons were also made ancl 
are shown in Table F-3. 

Table F-2 rows contain data as follows: 

I. Counted at cordon: vehicles( persons) counted using site 
driveways; 

2. Estimator output: directional volume of vehicles (persons) 
estimated with recommended estimation method: 
- First four columns: volumes as described, 
- Last four columns: percent internal trips; 

3. From survey - directional volume of vehicles (persons) 
derived from survey: 
- First four columns: volumes as described, 
- Last four columns: percent internal !rips; 

4. Estimator/counted: ratio of estimated trips divided by 
counted trips in respective columns; and 

5. Unadjusted/counted: estimate using raw TTE trip genera
tion cliviclecl by counted trips 

Table entries for Southern Village contain additional rows 
to account for land uses that clo not qualify for internal cap
ture under the recommended procedure. 

Table F-2 shows comparison of external vehicle and person 
trips estimated by each method. Also shown are estimated 
internal capture percentages. The most important results are 
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Table F-1. !TE land use codes used in validation. 

Land Uses 
NCHRP Project 8-51 

Classification 
Office 

Retail 

Subgroup 

Quality sit down 

ITE Land Use Code 

710 

820 

931 

High turnover 932 
Restaurant 

Fast fo,1d, no drive-thrnugh 933 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Fast food with drive-through 934 

Cinema 444 

Hotel 310 

Single family detached 210 

Residential j---'.~£-~~t_111_~':1t_~----------------------------------------- ------------------------~~~) ______________________ _ 
Town_hornes 230 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Additional Land lJ se 

Port and terminal Park-and-ride lot 090 

the external trip estimates. Figures F-1 through F-4 show the 
comparisons of vehicle trips for both A.l'v1. and P.M. peak periods 
and both inbound and outbound directions. In Figure F-1, it is 
evident that for the A.:M. peak hour inbound vehicle trips, the 
NCHRP estimation methods-both with and without the 
proximity adjustment-produce the best results for three of 
the five developments; the current lTE method is closest for 
one site and slightly better than the NCHRP method for 
another site. Atlantic Station is more closely estimated by both 
unad.iusted !rip generation and the current ITE method. The 
current TTE method is better than raw !rip generation, but the 
method developed in this proiect is even closer to the counts. 

Figure F-2 shows similar results for A.M. peak hour out
bound vehicle trips with the recommended estimator (both 
with and without the proximity adjustment) producing the 
best results for four of the five developments. This time J\tlizner 
Center is better estimated by raw trip generation and the cur
rent ITE method. As with the previous comparison, the ITE 
method is an improvement on raw trip generation. 

The P.M. inbound comparison shown in Figure F-3 shows 
that the NCHRP method with proximity adjustment pro
duces the closest estimates for two sites, with the methods 
with and without proximity about equal for the two sites, and 
the raw ITE trip generation closest for one site. Again, Mizner 
Center was better estimated by another method (this time 
raw trip generation), but the other four are best estimated by 
the recommended method. 

Figure F-4 shows the comparison for P.M. peak hour in
bound trips. As for the other time periods and directions, one 
or the other of the NCI-1RP methods produces the closest esti
mates in four of the five cases. The methods with and without 
proximity ad.iuslrnents are each best for one MXD while both 

yield approximately the same results for two J\tlXDs. In this 
case, Boca Center is better estimated using the existing lTE 
method. 

In total, the recommended method-with or without the 
proximity adjustment-produces more reliable estimates for 
fom of the five developments. 

The results for the other two developments-Boca del Mar 
and Southern Village-show two different patterns. For Boca 
del Mar, both the existing TTE and recommended methods 
produce significantly low estimates, but are closer than the rec
ommended method without proximity adjustments or the TTE 
method. The raw estimate is above the actual external count, 
but it and the ITE method are the closes! of the estimates 
(about 4 percent closer than the recommended method with 
proximity adjustment). For Southern Village, the results are 
very different. The recommended method (both with and 
without proximity adjustments) produce estimates very close 
to the counts. 

Table F-3 may quantify the degree of accuracy or error more 
clearly, recognizing that the statistics presented represent the 
sum of combined results. The average error shmvn is the sim
ple sum of the percent deviations from the counts as derived in 
Table F-2. On average, as a group the estimates all exceed the 
counts (for example, the recommended method with proxim
ity adjustment is an average of 4 percent). This is very mislead
ing and not relevant for single developments because overesti
mates and underestimates tend to cancel each other out. What 
may be of value in those percentages is that they could result in 
the sum total trip generation of several developments in an 
area. However, that is not what is being validated here. 

More applicable is the absolute average error, which is the 
sum of the magnitudes of the errors averaged over the five 
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Table F-2. Summary of estimator validation comparisons. 

Development/data i Jn Out Jn Out Jn i Out In Out 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------r------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ----------------------------r--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Mockingbird Station i i 
----(5;;-;;;:;[~d--~;--~-~;~;1;;-;;---------------------------------------------------------------r--2i:ff'.fa5Y ___ ----T'.i-8-i2T3) _____ ----3-67(59-sy-- -----:~53_(_5-86) ____ ----------------------------r------------------------- ---------------------------- -----------------------------

Estimator output ! 259(329) 107(165) 422(565) 412(588) 19% 32% 33% 33% 

----~~~~~--~~-~-~::~x __________________________________________________________________________ j _____________________________ ----------------------------- ---------------------------- ----------------------------- ---------~~~-~~---------1---------~-~-~~--------- ---------~-~-~~--------- ----------~-~-~~---------
E stirnator/rnunted i 0.95(0.85) 0.84(0.77) 1.15(0.95) 1.17(1.00) i 
Without proximity adjustment ! ! 

----~:~!1;:;;-~!~-~--~:;;!;;;;-;------------------------------------------------------------------r-------s-~;:;;-~-------- ---------s-~;:;;-~-------- ----:122B635 ____ ----4Ti-(5s6y--- --------s-~;:;;-~-------r------;§-~;~~;;:-------- ---------33;-r,;---------- ---------33;-r,;----------
Estirnator/rnunted Sarne Sarne 1.15(0.95) 1.16(1.00) 
With TTE Trip Gen Handbook data i i 

----~:~!1;:;;-~;-~-~--~:;;!i;;;-;------------------------------------------------------------------r---:;22(4-ii9) ____ ----T'56(2-~i2) ____ ----537Th5) ____ ----5-2-:~(74-5y-- -----N';;--;1~!~-----r----N~--<l-~t~------ ----------i-5'7,; __________ ----------i-5'7,; _________ _ 
Estim;;tor/counted 1.18(1.06) 1.22(1.14) 1.46(1.20) 1.48(1.27) 
Unadjusted !TE Trip Generarion report 
Estimator output 399 233 798 832 

1.47 1.82 2.17 2.36 

Atlantic Station 
With proximity adjustment 
Counted al cordon 962(1012) 455(502) 1023(1396) 1038(1260) 
Estimatoroutput i 796(843) 252(308) 962(1126) J 151(1342) 17% i 37% 36'}'o 34'}'o 

---~p-~-~;~;--~~~:~-~y---------------------------------------------------------------------------T---------------------------- ----------------------------- ----------------------------- ---------------------------- ---------~i(~)ij1~---------T---------:3(J<:~---------- ---------:1-fr;;;---------- ---------:12-r;;;----------

E stirnator/rnunted 0.83(0.83) 0.55(0.61) 0.94(0.81) 1.10(1.07) 
Wirhour proximity adjustment 
Estimator output Same Same 938(1097) 1124(1310) Sarne Sarne 38% 36% 
Estimator/counted i Same Same 0.91(0.79) 1.08(1.04) i 

---w;-;h-YYE--;r;1j;--a;:7;-j{~7;~1[;;;-~1,;-;1~-;~--------------------------r-------------------------- ----------------------------- ---------------------------- ----------------------------- ----------------------------r------------------------- ---------------------------- -----------------------------

Estimator output ! 952(1130) 398(484) 1232(1445) 1604(1750) No data ! No data 16% 13% 
____ f:)ti_11_1;;_r<_Jrjc:_(>_l11_1!~c_l _____________________________________________________________ _J _ _(),_2_2_(_1_,_1__1_2__ ___ _(),_~} 1,_()/±ti2 ____ __1_,_~2{LQ~l) ____ __l__:?_?_Ll_}_22_ ____________________________ _J___________________________ _ ___________________________ -----------------------------

Unadjusted ITE Trip Generation report i i 
Estimatoroutput 1J22 47 3 1690 1992 O'}'o 0% 0% 0% 
U nadjuste•llr-·"'"vl 1.17 1.03 l.65 1.92 

_J~l!gll_;_:)l_J~()_\17!_1 __ <:~!!!.l!IO". ________________________________________________________ j _____________________________ ----------------------------- ----------------------------- ---------------------------- ____________________________ ) _____________________________ ----------------------------- -----------------------------
Counted at cordon i 734(819) 641(779) 933(1187) 955(1122) i 

____ I\_s_ti11l_;;_t(_l£_(_ll_ltI'l_lt _________________________________________________________________ _J _ __7}_~_(2Q~)_ ____ ----~-2_()_(_~?_~1) _______ J_()fl}{_J_~}_~} ___ 2_l_~_(_l __ J_~}} ____________ J_'.j_'/(; _______ _J ________ l_~_'./(o_________ _ _______ }:'f_~(i_________ _ ______ _}_~_~(i ________ _ 
Frorn survey ! 32r;~, ! 25r;r:, 48o/iJ 44o/iJ 
Estimator/counted ! 1.00(1.11) l.08(1.09) 0.95(1.04) 0.95(1.00) 

----~Yit_~<:>1._!t _ _p_1:(}_x_i11l_i_t;i:_;;_~j1._!~~111_.:_f1! __________________________________ _J ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _J___________________________ ____________________________ ----------------------------

E sti ma tor outpur i Same Same 923(1136) 831(!023) Same i Same 39% 42% 
Estimator/counted Same Same 0.98(0.96) 0.87(0.91) 
With !TE Trip Gen Handbook dara 
Estimator output 864(1065) 821(1009) 1231(1516) 1413(1740) No data No data 27% 24% 
Estimator/counted i J.18(1.30) 1.28(1.30) 1.32(1.28) 1.48(1.55) i 

--u;~~-;iT;;-~;;;:<l-w--s--1:;-;{;-a;;-;;-~~~;£;~;;;-;:~-;;;~;;:;-----------------r---------9r-19---------- -----------862 __________ ---------T5_9_8 _________ ---------i-5r52_________ ----------rs'r,;----------r---------0-7;----------- -----------0-iii;----------- -----------0-iii;-----------

u nad i~=:-~/"' A 1.24 1.34 1.71 1.57 

Boca (ex-Crocker) Center ---------------------------- ----------------------------
Counted al cordon 488 219 281 532 
Estimator outnut 525 189 342 461 13% 26~t 32l]fo 31 l]fo 

From survey No data No data No data No data 
Estimator/counted 1.08 0.86 l.22 0_87 
Without proximity adjustment i i 

----~:~!1;:;;-~;-~-~--~:;;!i;;;-;------------------------------------------------------------------r-------s-~;:;;-~-------- ---------s-~;:;;-~-------- -----------:~:12----------- ----------4-6T ________ --------s-~;;:;;;--------r------5;;;~~;;:-------- ---------32;-r,;---------- ---------3T'r,;----------

Estim;;tor/counted Same Same 1.22 0_87 
With ITE Trip Gen Handbook data 
Estimator output 617 271 385 502 No data No data 26% 33% 
Estim 1.26 1.24 1.37 0_94 

---------------------------- ----------------------------
Unadmsted l'J't:: Trip Generarion report 655 295 566 678 0% 0% 0% or;;, 
Unadjusted/counted 1.34 1.35 2.01 l.27 

(continued on next page) 
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Table F-2. (Continued). 

r----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------T---------------------------v;;-i;-;~-i~--:r-~;-i;W;~-;~~-;;;:;-~y;:;j;~y--------------------------- -------------------i';;;-~~~;:;r-I;~;-~;:;;-~1-'y;;-;;~--(1>;;-~k-I>~~;-;;<l;-------------------

i A.M. Peak Hour P.M. Peak Hour A.M. f'_M. 

[_ ________________________________ Q<e_~_(;l_()J:ll_ll_(;l_ltL<J:<1_t<1 __________________________________ j ____________ I11 _____________ ) _________ _2_t1! __________ j __________ J11c _________ _J ________ _Q_11_t ______________________ I11 ______________________ _Q1:1t _______________________ I_11 ______________________ _Q1:1t __________ _ 
!M~~crn~ i i i i 
! Counted at cordon 220 145 547 328 
L--~-~t_ij]_1_':1t2_r __ ()~l~P_ll! ___________________________________________________________________ j ___________ ~}2 ___________ ) ____________ 2_2 ____________ j __________ "_l__J} ________ _J _______ _}_~-~---------- __________ lX)'r; __________________ )}_')'r; __________________ }_2_'?(; __________ ________ }~_'/(; _________ _ 
i From survey i i i i No data No data No data No data 
! Estirn;;tGr/counled i 1.09 i 0.68 i 0.76 ! 1.18 
i--\v;-;t;;~;;;-;--i;;-;;;;:;-;;~;1y--;;-;u;;-~;;:;;-~;:;!------------------------------------r--------------------------r--------------------------r------------------------T--------------------------- ---------------------------- ---------------------------- ----------------------------- -----------------------------

! Estimator oulpul Same Same 412 38.l Same Same 30% 35% 
i Estirn;;tGr/counled i S;;me i S;;me i 0.75 i 1.17 
i---w;-;t;Yffi--f~i!~-d~~;)/;;~;~ii;-~;;;F<l~r~--------------------------r--------------------------r--------------------------r------------------------T--------------------------- ---------------------------- ---------------------------- ----------------------------- -----------------------------

! Estimator output 267 134 425 402 No data No data 27% 32% 
Esriroaror/counted L21 0_99 0.78 1.23 
Unadjusted ITE Trip Generation report 272 137 613 585 1}% O~i O~i 0% 

1.24 0.94 1.12 J.78 

Boca de! 1\far 
'With proxirnitv adiustmenr 
Counted al cordon 
Estirn;;tGr Gutput 26% 28% !----C_c_c_c:_c:_c_:_c_c_c ___ c_: __ CJ:_: __ : ___________________________________________________________________ -J-____________________________ -J-____________________________ -J-__________ c ___ c_c __________ -!-----------'-'--'------------i-----------------------------+---------------------------- ----------------------------- -----------------------------
F rotn_ survey No data 7r!/o gr;;, 
Estimator/counted 

i ____ w,,_v' __ il!tL_bCJ1::o•LjU,Ll_1' p_rro•!_Xx_i1_l1llI_J]ii_tLY)'. __ <f"_"l1"Jl"Lj,·~··, .. _,.,~_,,"~_-,,.,, ____________________________________ +----------------------------+----------------------------+----------------------------l----------------------------l---------------------------+---------------------------- ----------------------------- ----------------------------
Estimator output 44% 

Witb ITE Trip Gen fh,,,-11,~~i- data 

Estimator output 35% 

lJnadiusted ITE Trip "·'n"""<inn report 0% 0% 
U nad iusted/coun ted 

';uu.8 11t.!1 u Village 
Coumed at cordon 1336 ~ 2--way 

546 438 
Additional trips for non MXD uses 97 290 
Total estim;;ted 645 731 11% 13% !-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+--------------------------+--------------------------+--------------------------+---------------------------+----------------------------+---------------------------- ----------------------------- -----------------------------
From survey No data No data No data No dara 
Estimator/counted 1.03 E- 2-way 

i--Wv_v_i,_t1cb[J_O':'U[!_t,_Jn,)jrn_'::'":'-illm_11_iiitcx_v;·''-"':l"J_"•~-"~"ll_"'!t;·--·,_"J[, _______________________________________ i-------------··---------------+----------------------·-----i-------------··---------------1---·-------------------··-----f-------------··--------------+---------------------------- ----------------------------- -----------------------------
Eslimalor output No data No data N/A' N/A' 537 429 
Additional trips for non MXD uses 97 290 
Total estirnared 637 722 
Eslimalor/coumed 1.01 ~ 2--way 
With TTE Trip Gen T-fandbook data 
Estimator output 574 466 

97 290 Additional trips for non MXD uses !--'-'-'--'--"-'-'-'-"--'-"--"--'---'-'--'-'-'-'-'-'--'--'"-'-"---'--'-'--'-----------------------------i------------------------------i------------------------------i------------'---------------+----------c: ___ , ___________ +----------------------------+---------------------------- ----------------------------- -----------------------------
Tora] estimated 671 756 
Estimator/cou11ted 0.99 ~ 2-way 

633 512 i!_Uc:1-1_11 .. ·1·_c·'•".t"':'··~"L'_0t;':'.l __ T1T_1 _ _r:E'. __ T_1_rr_iip!L'(!]e_,~rn_1te;_rra<f·_ l1L_i1•CiJ''1111 __ rr_et;DJ2"':'rr_lL ____________________ +----------------------------+----------------------------+ _________ 2_':'_:' ___________ j __________ :' __ ,_,: ___________ f ____________ :: ______________ +---------------------------- __________ Q!~------------ ___________ rl_~o_ _________ _ 
Additional trips for non lvlXD uses 97 290 
T otaJ estimated 730 802 
Unad iusredirnunted 1.15 ~2-way 

.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·,·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.··· .·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·,·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.··· .·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·,·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.··· 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::•:::::::·:·:········ 

'Person trips no1. known for nm1-MXD uses 
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figure f-1. Comparison of estimates to cordon counts: A.M. peak-hour 
inbound direction. 

developments. This shows more clearly what deviations------
above or below actual-were found. Clearly, by examining 
the figures and Table F-3, ii is easy to determine that the raw 
trip generation greatly overestimates external vehicle trip 
generation for the validation sites. The existing ITE method 
is a major improvement from raw trip generation. The rec-
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2~Y\·: 
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ommended method brings the estimates significantly closer 
to actual. Note that the difference between the actual and 
absolute value of the errors shows that there are both over
estimates and underestimates occurring. 

The standard deviation shown in Table F-3 better repre
sents the estimated probable magnitude of error that might 

figure f-2. Comparison of estimates to cordon counts: A.M. peak-hour 
outbound direction. 
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figure F-3. Comparison of estimates to cordon counts: P.M. peak-hour 
inbound direction. 

occur using these estimation methods. Again, the relative 
magnitudes of error among the methods place them consis
tently in the same order. 

ft is clear that the recommended method provides more 
accurate estimates. Since the existing ITE method was devel
oped from data from three of the six developments used in 
this NCHRP project, the recommended method can only be 
viewed as being a further improvement. 

The standard deviations for the recommended method, both 
with and without proximity adjustment, are about 20 percent 
of the actual external inbound and outbound volumes. This is 
less than the variations in the raw ITE nondirectional trip gen
eration rates for the component land uses. For example, for the 
land uses listed in Table F-1, the standard deviations for their 
A.M. and P.M. peak hour trip generation rates are all in excess 
of 50 percent of the mean. 

Leg~:cv lov·,):r Atlantic Station !fvk~ck:~ngb!rd EkK:~) (C.(O(k·td l'v1iiner C<:nt,.:~=-
Crntt-r SLrUor: Ccntc:-

Figure F-4. Comparison of estimates to cordon count: P.M. peak-hour 
outbound direction. 
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Table F-3. Comparison of error statistics. 

-----------------~:~;:~-~-:r-:;:;;~----------r-----i~:~;::i~:fE;------ -----Evf:~~:;g ______ --------1~~~~~~;~~~:!/ICHR:i>-------r------------------------E~pi~;:;~t;-~;:;---------------------------1 

i Generation Method With i No ! 
i Proxirn itv i Proxirnitv i 
! Adjustme~t i Adjustm~nt ! i 

--~\~;~-~;g-~--~~:;:~-~-------------------r---------+-s~s~1~----------- --------+-2t;~1~-------- ------------~-~-4-0~-------------r--------·--_-_-_-=;-0~-----------r--~\-~-~~:~g~--~~~~;;:-1·~·;:-~~~~~--~t--·;1·i--~-ii~~~-----1 

Absolute average erroi 55 28 17 17 i Average magnitude of error per site! 
Standard deviation i 68 34 20 , 19 i Expect two-thirds of site estimates ! 

____________________________________________________ L_ ______________________________________________________________________________________________ _)___ _____________________________ l__:.~i_tJ:iii_:1 __ t!1i_s__~_r:rr~i_:_i:'1:11~~------------------------------] 

Not clear, however, is whether or not the proximity adjust
ment adds any current value. The validation results show no 
significant statistical benefit. It has sufficient data only for the 
P.M. peak period (and less of that than would be desired). 
There is no A.:M. proximity adjustment recommended at this 
time. On the other hand, the only examples for which the 
results were better without the proximity adjustment was 
when both variations of the new me I hod were overestimat
ing. In all cases the proximity adjustment either has no sig
nificant effect or renders the estimate more conservative 
(higher). 

The validation supports two principal findings: 

1. The recommended method does produce noticeably more 
accurate results than either raw TTE trip generation esti
mates from the lTE Trip Generation report or the existing 
method described in the Trip Generation Handbook. This 
is true with or without the proximity adjustment. 

2. The proximity adjustment, available at this time for the 
P.:M. peak period, tends to make slightly more conservative 
estimates but overall does not, at this time, improve accu -
racy over a group of estimates. It can produce significant 
effects for larger developments. 

It would be logical for ITE to consider the recommended 
method for inclusion in the next edition of its Trip Generation 
Hand!J(iok. The researchers recommend this since it could 
increase trip generation estimation accuracy. The advisory 
committee that TTE uses to review potential new material may 
wish lo test further berth the existing method and the recom
mended method with more MXDs for which ii can obtain the 
needed data. This could help to determine if the proximity 
adjustment shows enough added value in its current form to 
be included in the next edition. 

ln addition, the research team confirmed the desirability 
and need for more surveys to expand the database. Six sam
ples are far better than three. Addition of several more could 
possibly provide the basis for confirming the value of the 
proximity adjustment. 
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AAAE 
AAS HO 
AASHTO 
AC!-NA 
ACRP 
ADA 
APIA 
ASCE 
ASME 
ASTM 
1\Tl\ 
AIA 
CL'\A 
CTBSSP 
DHS 
DOE 
EPA 
FAA 
FHWA 
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FRA 
FIA 
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IEEE 
!STEA 
lTE 
NASA 
NASAO 
NCFRP 
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NHTSA 
NTSB 
PH1'vlSA 
RI1'..A 
SAE 
SAFETEA-LU 

TCRP 
TEA-21 
TRB 
TSA 
lJ.S.DOT 

American Association of Airport Executives 
American Association of State Highway Officials 
American Association of Stale Highway and Transportation Officials 
Airports Cotmcil International-North America 
Airport Cooperative Research Program 
Americans with Disabilities Act 
American Public Transportation Association 
American Society of Civil Engineers 
American Society of Mecbanical Engineers 
American Society for Testing and Iv1aterials 
Air 'fransport Association 
American Trucking Associations 
Community Transportation Association of America 
Commercial Truck and Bus Safoty Synthesis Program 
Department of Homeland Security 
Department of Energy 
Environmental Protection Agency 
Federal Aviation Administration 
Federal Higbway Administration 
Federal l'v!otor Carrier Safety Administration 
Federal Hailroad Administration 
Federal Transit Administration 
Hazardous J\faterials Cooperative Research Program 
lnstit ute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers 
Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 199 J 

institute of Transportation Engineers 
National Aeronautics and Space Ad ministration 
National Association of State Aviation Officials 
National Cooperative Freight Research Program 
National Cooperative Highway Research Program 
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration 
National Transportation Safety Hoard 
Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration 
Research and Innovative Technology Administration 
Society of Automotive Engineers 
Safe. Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act: 
A Legacy for Users (2005) 
Transit Cooperative Research Program 
Transportation Equity Act for the 21st Century (1998) 
Transportation Research Board 
Transportation Security Administration 
United States Department of Transportation 


